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Foreword 

We are very pleased with this publication of a new volume in the London Oriental 
and African Language Library series. The Indo--Aryan language Sinhala (also known 
as Singhalese), one of the ot!iciallanguages of Sri Lanka, has a long literary history 
with the oldest existent literary works dating back to the 8th century and the earlier 
inscriptions to the 3rd and 2nd century BCE. Besides the recent contacts with Euro
pean languages, the Yedda language indigenous to Sri Lanka, the continuous influ-
ences of various Indo-Aryan languages, the introduction of Buddhism to the island 
and the close contacts with the Dravidians, Tamils in particular, have shaped the 
modern Sinhala language in a unique way, setting it apart from other modern Indo
Aryan languages of the Indian subcontinent. 

Sinhala has a rare subtractive system in nominal morphology, where inanimate 
plural forms are derived by deleting the final vowel of the singular counterparts, at 
least in their nominative and accusative form. Another unique feature is a four-way 
deictic system distinguishing reference made to an entity closer to the speaker, the one 
closer to the hearer, the one closer to the third person visible, and the one closer to the 
invisible third person. Just as animacy plays an important role in nominal morphol-
ogy; the Sinhala syntax is highly sensitive to the volitionality feature of the primary 
event participant, complicating the identification of the grammatical relation Subject. 
In the realm of discourse, Sinhala allows dropping of "understood" elements rather 
freely despite there is no verbal agreement 

Dileep Chandralal offers a very accessible, non-technical yet highly informa
tive account of Sinhala grammar in a clear and lucid style. After extensive training in 
Sanskrit and the classical literature in Sri Lanka, he went to Japan to study Japanese 
and linguistics. After obtaining a Ph.D. in linguistics at Kobe University in 2000, he 
has been teaching at Okinawa University, where he is now Professor of Language 
and Communication. His Ph.D. thesis was revised and published in 2005 as Language 
and Space: Cognitive Semantics of Sinhaia Grammatical Categories (Hishva Lekha 
Publications, Ratmalana, Sri Lanka). 

March, 2010 
Masayoshi Shibatani 





Preface 

When I embarked on a research program for a contrastive analysis of the structure 
of Japanese and Sinhala, the first hurdle I fell at was the inadequacy of my Japanese 
knowledge to undertake a task of such enormous proportions. However, it soon 
became apparent that the amount of information and scholarship available on Sinhala 
was also inadequate to conduct a balanced comparison of the two languages. The com
parison had to be terminated until there would be a description on Sinhala. That was 
the real beginning of my linguistic journey in the world of Sinhala. Today's students of 
the Sinhala language are very fortunate in that they can absorb the vast body of know]. 
edge accumulated by their predecessors with different approaches. Thanks to this great 
scholarship, one can know the nature of Sinhala and how vast and complex it is. 

The study of the Sidat Sangara.wa as the earliest extant grammar of Sinhala com 
piled in the 14th century has been playing a prominent role in the study of the language. 
However, in the late 19th century western scholars, and native scholars influenced by 
the western tradition of language study began to analyze Sinhala from a new perspec
tive, integrating the colloquial variety of Sinhala as a living part of the language. This 
volume adds a very modest contribution to this long tradition of Sinhala linguistics. 

In Sri Lanka the spoken and the written language difter from each other in both 
grammar and usage. The subject matter of this book is the standard variety of spoken 
Sinhala used in day--to--day life. A major attempt has been made to avoid the common 
failing of"textbook grammar" which is basically used in Sin hal a education in primary 
and secondary schools. It also excludes some sub-varieties of the spoken language 
used in highly formal and ritual occasions. 

I have endeavored to present the main aspects of Sinhala grammar, exemplifying 
them on the basis of extensive data. The data for this analysis comes from intuition, 
elicitation and observation, and were multiply derived from natural conversations, 
\'\-Iitten traditional narratives, traditional oral narratives edited by textbook \'\-liters, 
modern novels, children's books and school textbooks. The emphasis was on present·· 
ing natural Sinhala as it really is, and it is hoped that this 'INi.ll be accepted, as such. 

A particular concern was to do justice to the semantic and pragmatic aspects of 
grammar, topics which are generally ignored in more structure-focused approaches to 
grammar. Hence, even the grammatical constructions were analyzed in a way that the 
interactions among semantic, pragmatic and grammatical factors become explicit. In 
the final three chapters, in particular, discourse and textual aspects were brought to 
the forefront. 

This book in general owes a great deal to James W Gair's pioneering works on Sin·· 
hala grammar and the articles by M.W.S De Silva on the phonology and morphology 
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of Sinhala. Tc) anybody who \<\<ishes to pursue further exploration into Sinhala gram
mar, I recommend Gair's volume Studies in South Asian Linguistics: Sinhala and Other 
South Asian Languages (1998) that contains most of his representative papers. 

In preparing this volume, I owe a great deal to Professor Masayoshi Shibatani f(H 

introducing me to LOALL and providing insightful comments from its earliest stages. 
In its later stages, Professor Theodora Bynon has been kind enough to read the entire 
manuscript and otter many invaluable editorial suggestions. I am grateful to Okinawa 
University for granting a full year sabbatical leave, during which time the manuscript 
was largely completed, and also to Andrew Pawley (Emeritus Professor, Australian 
National University) for arranging a one year Visiting Fellowship \<\<ith a similar period 
of residence at ANU and giving me warm encouragement throughout this period. 

Finally, a note of special thanks to my wife, Yumi Koide, who as always has given 
unfailing support, encouragement and understanding in all stages of this project and 
also provided a color picture for the back cover of the book. 



Romanization and text presentation 

The system of Romanization used in this book mainly consists of seven vowels, two 
semi--vowels and 21. consonants. 

The seven short vowels are represented by i, e, re, ;), u, o, a, and the corresponding 
long vowels are indicated by doubling the short vowel symbols as ii, ee, rere, ~~ uu, oo 
and aa. 

Combinations of different vowels are represented by a sequence of two vowels: for 
instance, the f()llo\<\<ing combinations are common: ei, a:i, ai, oi, ui, iu, eu, a:u, au, ou, ae. 

The following symbols are used for consonants: 

Voiceless p t t k ch 

Voiced b d cl g 
Spirants f s sh h 

Sonorant m n I) r 
Semi -vowels y w 

'Ihere are two sets of capital/simple letters. This distinction is based on the assumption 
that it needs to differentially represent dental and retroflex sounds. The capital letters 
represent retroflex consonants. There are two--letter combinations: two alveolar--palatal 
consonants are represented by two-letter combinations, ch and sh. 

Geminate consonants are represented by a sequence of two identical consonants 
(e.g. amma 'mother: akka 'elder sister: waft;) 'estate: toppi 'hats: ibba 'tortoise'). When 

the germination occurs with ch, the two--letter combination representing it is doubled. 
This gives rise to the sequence offour intervocalic consonant symbols (e.g. achchaaru 
'pickle'). 

Sinhala doesn't have a convention of capitali7ation. However, in transliteration 

the initial letter of a proper noun is capitalized following the Western convention. 
When examples are introduced in each chapter of this book, personal and place 
names, whether local or international, are spelt according to this normal conven
tion. That is, both in translation and transliteration the initial letter of a personal or 

place name is capitalized (e.g. Ranjit (personal name), .Anuradhapura (place name)). 
However, the initial letter of the first word in a Sinhala example sentence is not 

capitalized. 
Each example sentence is provided with a gloss. In example sentences and glosses 

a hyphen is used to separate the roots/stems from affixes. 
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e.g. Ranjit-["a Chitm-ge wrec(a-t kam-nna we-nawa 
Ranjit-DAT Chitra-GBN work-too do-INF be-IND 
'Ranjit will have to do Chitra's work, too: 

However, a hyphen may not be used when it is not crucial for the discussion. In some 
cases where it is difficult to separate the root/stem from the affix on the surface form 
the morphological boundary is indicated by a fUll stop in the gloss. 



Abbreviations 

A active type IO indirect object 
Abl ablative Lit literal meaning 
ABL ablative case LOC locative 
ACC accusative case mas masculine 

ADJ adjectival form NM nominal marker 
AM assertion marker NP noun phrase 
anim animate NPT non-past tense non-finite 
c causative type OCOMP object of comparison 
CAUS causative OBJ object 
CONC concessive form OBL oblique case 
COND conditional form OPT optative 
CONJ conjunction marker p passive type 
CONTR contrastive particle PASS passive 
CP causative passive PAST past indicative form 
DAT dative case PERM permissive fixm 
DO direct object PL plural form 
EM emphatic marker pp past participle 
FOC focused form of a verb PRED predicate 
fern. feminine PT past tense non--finite 
FM focus marker, focus particle PTAD past tense adverbial 
FN focus negation Q question marker 
GEN genitive case QM quotative marker 
HON honorifics RED reduplication 
HORT hortative marker REFL reflexive form 
IMP imperative RPP reduplicated perfect participle base fonn 
in an inanimate SG singular form 
IND present indicative form su subject 
INDF indefinite marker SUB subject 
INF infinitive TAM temporal and aspectualmarkers 
INFER inferential form TEMP temporal marker 
INS instrumental case T.M topic marker 
INSTR instrumental v verb 
INVL involitive VA verbal adjective 





CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1. Genealogy and geography 

Sinhala is one of the official languages, the other being Tamil, spoken in Sri Lanka, 
formerly known as Ceylon, an island in the Indian Ocean separated from India by 
a strip of shallow water, the Palk Strait, which is 29 kilometers at its narrowest. The 
country, with a total area of65,610 square kilometers, has an estimated population of 
20 million. The population of Sri Lanka is composed of several distinct ethnic groups 
contributing to the cultural diversity of the country and distributing different linguis
tic systems within the national boundary. Sinhala is used in all parts of the country 
except some districts in the north and east. 

According to the figures published in the 2001 population Census (Colombo 
2001), over 81.09 percent of the population is Sinhala. All persons belonging to the 
Sinhala ethnic group speak Sinhala as their first language. However, a considerable 
proportion of Tamils and Moors, especially those who live in the predominantly 
Sinhala speaking area, also speak it bilingually with Tamil. Sinhala speakers can also 
be found among immigrant populations in the U.K., North America, Australia and 
some European and Middle Eastern countries. The co-existence of the two languages 
in the same area within Sri Lanka and the use of Sinhala bilingually with another lan 
guage in other countries has inevitably brought some hybrid forms into Sinhala speech 
though these forms have not made any major inroads into the standard language. 

Sinhala has several dialects which are not only geographical but also social, 
determined by caste, rank and vocation etc. bringing the differences into surface. 
The Vanni (northern and eastern inland), Highland(central) and southern dialects 
represent some notable regional varieties. However, all Sinhala dialects are mutually 
intelligible, as prominent differences remain restricted to the lexicon while phono
logical and morphological differences are less prominent (De Silva 1979). Moreover, 
this regional variation is fast disappearing due to the spread of literacy and the influ
ence of mass media, which have reduced communication barriers. The standard vari
ety of Spoken Sinhala, which comprises the subject-matter of this book. comes from 
the Western Province where the administrative and commercial capital and the mass 
media of the island are located. 

The most noticeable division within the language is between formal and informal 
or, more precisely, between Literary and Colloquial Sinhala. The existence of these two 
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varieties has continued in a stable manner albeit with hybrid influences, making fimc
tional diglossia an established pattern of the Sinhala linguistic commtmity. (De Silva 1967; 
1974 and 1976a; Gair 1968 and 1986; Dharmadasa 1967; Paolillo 1997). 

Although sociolinguists generally agree that a diglossic situation is one in which 
two or more varieties of a language, a High variety and a Low variety, are used within 
a single speech community depending on the relevant communicative purpose, there 
is little agreement on how to attribute due prestige to a given variety and how to char
acterize diglossia with respect to the structural properties of the varieties. While this 
kind of divergence of opinions remains a factor in regarding the Sinhala diglossic situ-
ation, too, most people, including ordinary members of the linguistic comnnmity as 
well as scholars and cultural personalities, regard the Literary variety as the prestigious 
one. However, some prominent linguists (f()r example, De Silva, 1974) have demon-
strated that the superficially literary features of the Literary variety are merely 'added' 
grammatical markers that have been superimposed by purists. 

While the Literary variety, particularly at the grammatical level, has been confined 
to a centuries--old archaic form which is based on the standard Sinhala prose language, 
the Colloquial variety has developed freely over the centuries. The language described 
in this book is the Colloquial variety, the language heard in the street, on the corridors 
of schools, and which is used for daily communication and understood throughout 
the country. A child acquires this language before he receives formal education. The 
language used in the mass communication media, however, is a hybrid variety devel .. 
oped from both the Literary and Colloquial varieties (De Silva 1974). 

Sinhala is one of the Modern Indo-Aryan languages along with Hindi, Marathi, 
Bengali, etc. spoken in India. The origins of the earliest Sinhala people and the contin 
uous history of their language from as early as the third century B.C. has been traced 
according to the linguistic and other evidences provided by the earliest lithic records 
and other historical accounts. Despite the large amount of evidence available, there is 
little agreement among scholars as to the original home of Sinhala and its place among 
the Indo .. Aryan dialects. Most of the early studies of the history of Sinhala reflect a 
body of desperate attempts by contemporary scholars to find corroborative evidence 
for their respective theories regarding the original home of the Sinhala people. There 
are two conflicting theories, one holding that Sinhala originated in the North--Eastern 
part of India and the other that the original migrants came to Sri Lanka from North
Western India. To understand how the debate centered around two opposing camps, 
we should go to the root sources. 

According to the recorded history, the first king of Sri Lanka is Vijaya. Two early 
Pali Chronicles named Dipavansa (around 1st century A.D.) and Mahavansa (4th 
century A.D.), give accounts of the supposed original home of the Sinhala people. 
According to the story given in the Chronicles, Vijaya's grandmother, Suppadevi, was 
the daughter of the king of Vanga (Bengal). Running away from home, she lived with a 
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lion (sinha) in the country ofLala or Lada. Her son Sinhabahu left the jungle habitat, 
at the age of sixteen, with his mother and twin sister to live in the village community. 
'Ihe lion, who was ravaging the country out of the unbearable sorrow and in search of 
his family, was slain by his own son. After the king died, Sinhabahu was elected as his 
successor. He built the city of Sinhapura in his native country of Lada. His eldest son, 
Vijaya, and his companions committed unpardonable crimes in his father's capital. As 
a punishment, the king banished Vijaya and his companions. After touching at Sup
paraka, the ship carrying these men ultimately arrived at a place called Tambapanni 
in (Sri) Lanka. 

While some regard this account given in the ancient Chronicles as a legend (Mendis, 
1932) some scholars accord it more historical importance and consider that it contains 
some important clues to the route ofthe initial Arayan migrations to Sri Lanka (Geiger, 
1912; Paranavitana, 1959). Since the historical account mentions several places relati-
ung to Vijaya's voyage and lineage, such as Vanga, Lala, Sinhapura, Supparaka, etc., the 
scholars engaged in the debate on the origin of Sinhala people tried to identify these 
place names, mainly the country ofLala mentioned as Vijaya's homeland, thereby pro-
viding non-linguistic evidence for their hypotheses. Proponents of the North-Western 
hypothesis (Chatterji 1926; Codrignton 1929; Geiger 1935; Paranavitan 1961) identified 
Lala with Laladesa, present-day Gujarat. The scholars propounding the North-Eastern 
hypothesis equated Lala with Radha in West Bengal (Shahidullah 1933; Siddhartha 
1935; Wijeratne 1945). 

Even after extensive research, scholars have acknowledged that there remains 
much uncertainty as to the exact location of the geographical places relating to the 
first Aryan settlements in the land. The most puzzling aspect of the Chronicles' ver-· 
sion of the origins of the earliest Sinhala people and their language is the possibility of 
a connection between Bengal and Gujarat on opposite sides of the Indian continent. 
Paranavitana (1961) expressed this inadmissibility in the following way: "It is very dif
ficult to believe that a migration of people took place in those early days right across 
the Indian Peninsula from Bengal to Gujarat~ After much speculation he concludes 
that it is likely that Sinhala, as well as the people, was the result of a fusion of elements 
from the west '"'ith those from the east of north India. Codrington, in an earlier stage, 
had come to a similar conclusion: 

the evidence all points to Vijaya having come from the western coast, and it seems 
likely that the tale of his mixed ancestry is due to the fad that there were two streams 
of immigration, one from the western and the other from the eastern side of India. 
(Codrington 1929) 

Discrepancies between the interpretations of the tradition given in the ancient 
chronicles have compelled scholars to seek supporting evidence in the earliest avail
able linguistic records. First, they established how the North-Eastern and North-
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Western dialects differ from each other phonologically and then they demonstrated 
chronological occurrences of such features in early Sinhala to substantiate their theo
ries. However, there were some points that were neglected, though definitely deserved 
comment, by these scholars in extracting evidence in support of their theories. What 
were left unmentioned are some Indo--Aryan elements that did not appear, or non 
Aryan elements that did appear in early Sinhala inscriptions. The old Indic aspirated 
consonants, for example, which are non-existent in the early Sinhala inscriptions, con
stitute a notable feature which distinguishes Sinhala from other Indo Aryan vernacu-· 
Iars. Some scholars have pointed out features that their opponents were blind to. 

Leaving aside the missing links that are conspicuous in the story of Sinhala, we 
must now proceed to seek the area of consensus among the scholars involved in the 
attempt of deciphering the unreadable story. Regardless of their assumed theories, all 
agreed that Sinhala is a mixed dialect in that it was considered as a fusion of elements 
not only from the east and west but from the north and south also. Siddhartha (1935), 
while clinging to his original opinion that Sinhala came from North-Western India, 
admits that Sinhala is an admixture of both Aryan and Dravidian speech.1 Intermar-
riages between Aryan immigrants and indigenous women, Dravidian women from 
Southern India and Aryan women from Northern India gave ample opportunity for a 
mixed local language to develop. 

At this juncture I think it is advisable to observe some historic and linguistic trends 
or events that bear direct relevance to the development of Sinhala. As pointed out 
by Geiger(1937), soon after the first colonization a lively intercourse began between 
Sri Lanka and the North Eastern provinces of India, Bihar, Bengal and Orissa and this 
stream of immigrations increased in number. These numerous immigrants brought to 
the island not only their Aryan dialects but the Buddhist Doctrine also. This special 
incident, namely the introduction of Buddhism to Sri Lanka gave a strong Aryan char
acter to the language and motivated some scholars (Siddhartha, 1935, for example) 
to assume that the Prakritic dialect originally brought to Sri Lanka was .Magadhi, a 
highly refined form of which was used to record the Buddhist Canons and a slightly 
less refined form of which was the language of the Ashoka inscriptions. 

Another point to be noted is that soon after their settlement in Sri Lanka, Sinhala 
people commenced contacts and communication with their immediate neighbors, the 
Dravidians. As already mentioned, the early settlers got their first batch of \<\<ives from 
South India, which led the way in bringing the first Dravidian Influence on the language 
of the island. Dravidians were attracted to the island at different times and the island 
in the course of its history maintained constant communication and contact, peaceful 
or hostile, with the Dravidian tribes of South India. Despite the genetic relationship of 

1. The Dravidian family oflanguages mainly spoken in the southern part of the subcontinent in-
dudes four main languages, Tamil, Kannada, Malayalam and Telugu, the first of which is the other 
national language of Sri Lanka, also accepted as an official language. 
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Sinhala with North Indian languages, the impact of linguistic contact with Dravidian 
languages has brought considerable changes to the whole language, making such con
vergence features explicit in grammar, lexicon and writing system. (De Silva, 1979) 

Before observing further contact situations, it is relevant to mention another 
important turning point in Sri Lanka's linguistic and cultural history which helped 
to introduce some particular features to Sinhala. As the Indo-Aryan languages of the 
Indian sub-continent have acquired distinct features by departing from the evolution
ary path followed by the languages of the Indo --European family in the west, so Sinhala 
has distinguished itself from the North--Indian language by acquiring linguistic fea-
tures resembling South-Indian languages like Tamil. Siddhartha (1935) has grasped 
the historical factor behind this obvious tendency as relating to Sinhala: 

Up to the end of the Eighth Century the Sinhalese had free communication with the 
North Indians. '!hereafter such communication began to decline gradually ..... From 
the time that the Sinhalese people lost their connection with the Aryans ofNorth India 

their language which also had already taken another course owing to new influences, 

began deviating rapidly and in a few centuries it became practically a new language. 

'Another course owing to new influences' mentioned by that author includes 'the 
Dravidian influence over the Sinhalese, along with various and numerous other causes' 
that widened the gap beU.-veen Sinhala and the North Indian languages. Paranavitana 
(1.956), who took an independent approach to the analysis of Sinhala phonological pro-
cesses and their history, has clearly taken this factor into consideration. According to him, 

The Sinhala language had separated itself from the main group of Indo--Aryan languages 
many centuries before the time when the distinctive features of the Prakrits were evolved, 
and had led its own life without having any intimate contact with other languages of the 
family to whid1 it belonged. A solid block of Dravidian-speaking people st'Parated the 
Sinhalese from the Aryan--speaking races of India. (Paranavitana, 1956) 

After sketching out the origin of Sin hal a and the foundation of its development, 
we are now in a better position, I believe, to get a wider picture of the development 
of the language. Geiger's study (1937) of the evolution of Sinhala based on a careful 
examination of the inscriptions and literary works available from the 2nd century B.C. 
will be very useful to trace the path followed by the language. According to him, five 
periods are distinguishable . 

Period 1.: Sinhalese Prakrit (2nd c. B.C. to 4th c. A.D. Brahmi inscriptions) 
Period 2: Prato--Sinhalese (5th c. to 8th c. Very few inscriptions) 
Period 3: Mediaeval Sinhalese (8th c. to 13th c. Inscriptions and from the 9th or 

lOth c. Literary works) 
Period 4: Classical Sinhalese (13th c. to 17th c. Chiefly literary works) 
Period 5: Modern Sinhalese (17th c. up to the present time. Literary works, 

newspapers and modern colloquial language) 
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It is admitted that the material a"\t-ailable for certain periods is as rich as for oth
ers. For the period of Prato-Sinhalese, for example, in which Sinhala passed through 
its greatest changes and some of its features went out of currency or were substi
tuted by others at later periods, the linguistic records available are not abundant. 
The period of Mediaeval Sinhalese, on the other hand, which formed the transition 
to the language of modern period, has abundant documents. Among these records, 
the Sigiri Graffiti - Sinhala verses from the eighth, ninth and tenth centuries writ
ten on the Sigiri wall called the Mirror Wall and deciphered and commented on by 
S. Paranavitana(1956) provides valuable data enabling us to understand the true 
character of the contemporary language. 

The reason for delineating the period of Classical Sinhalese as starting trom the 
middle of the 13th century; according to Geiger (1.937), is that the monumental event in 
the Sinhala history of compilation of its earliest extant grammar named Sidat Sangarawa 
took place around this particular period. One may wonder how there can be any 
relationship between the production of a grammar and the beginning of a new his
torical period in a language. The compilation of Sidat Sangarawa, in fact, became 
the cardinal event in Sinhala linguistic history by its fixation of an authorized form 
of the language conforming to a learned treatment. This native grammar laid down, 
for a large part, the form of the language, not only for composing verse, which was 
the original purpose of the compiler as argued by some scholars, but also for prose 
writing, which should thenceforth be used according to the rules based on the proper 
usages of the educated. 

Although the literary language has been preserved in that prescribed form, to a 
large extent, even up to the present time, the spoken language has tmdergone many 
changes acquiring modern forms of speech, fi:.)llowing vicissitudes of history, arising 
from contact situations, etc. During the period of western colonization in Sri Lanka 
which began in the 16th century; Sinhala received many influences from the languages 
of colonial rulers such as the Dutch, Portuguese and English. Gunasekara (1891; 1986) 
has included, apart from the large amount of words naturalized or derived from 
Tamil, a collection of western lexical items that have had a strong hold on the lan
guage. These new vocabularies made their inroads in the language through the dia
lects of the coastal areas which were occupied by the Dutch and Portuguese rulers 
before the whole island became a British colony in the 19th century. A native scholar 
in the first half of the 20th century (Siddhartha 1935) lamented the perceived decline 
in the standard language: 

One watches with great grief how the Sinhalese dialects spoken by the people in 
the interior of the Island are fast losing their purity owing to the introduction of 
words and phrases once peculiar to the language spoken by those who live in the 
maritime parts. 
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2. Typological character of the language 

Sinhala is a head--finallanguage. In the process of modification, modifiers precede the 
head. 

( 1) us~ lam~ya 

tall boy 
'tall boy' 

(2) man iiye gatt;, pot;, 
I yesterday buy-PT book 
'the book which I bought yesterday' 

Thus adjectives and relative clauses are placed before the noun. 
Sinhala is a highly consistent OV language (Lehmann 1978) in that the subject 

need not be taken into consideration when verbal modifiers are introduced. The typo
logical characteristics of Sinhala will be sketched below in accordance with the basic 

patterns and processes. 

2.1 Structure of simple clauses 

In a Sinhala clause, the predicate constitutes the nuclear constituent. Depending on 

the nature of the predicate, verbal or non--verbal, there are two main clause--types. 
Non-verbal clauses include equational sentences and non-equational sentences which 

appear with non-verbal predicates. 'Ihe equational sentence consists of a nominal 
selected as a topic and a nominal or adjectival predicate describing the category, 
characteristic or the quality of the topic, as in (3) and (4), respectively. The pattern 
exemplified by (5) has a postpositonal i.e. dative nominal as predicate which combines 

the topic with a value of dedication. 

(3) meewa amb;) 
these mangoes 
'These are mangoes: 

(4) meewa rasa-i 
these delicious-AM 
'These are delicious: 

(5) mee paarS;)lee oyaa-t;, 
this parcel you-DAT 
"Ihis parcel is for you 

With these non-verbal predicates, there is no need to use a copula to combine the sub
ject and predicate. The marker appearing at the end of the adjectival predicate in (4) is 

recognized as an assertion marker, which is obligatory for vowel--final adjectives when 
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they appear as predicates. When consonant-final adjectives constitute the predicate, 
the sentence is complete without any morpheme intervening between the predicate 
and# (sentence boundary). 

The other type of clause, namely the verbal clause is identified by a verb occurring 
as the predicate. Verbal clauses occupy a cardinal position in the language in terms of 
their distributional potentialities and transformational variations. Clause types can 
be roughly classified on the basis of verb classes and the permitted number of valency 
relations. Accordingly, one hierarchy covers the range of transitive, intransitive and 
ditransitive clauses. Cutting across these classes, there appears the active--inactive 
dichotomy. In general, transitive and ditransitive clauses are active, with a subject 
denoting "actor" role whereas intransitive clauses split into active and inactive types 
depending on whether the subject has the "actor" or "undorgoer" role. 

(6) lam~ya duw:l-n:l-wa (active intransitive) 

child ruil··NPT··IND 
''Ihe child is nmning: 

(7) gas per:lle-n<)-wa (inactive intransitive) 
trees fall down-NPT-IND 
'The trees are falling down: 

(8) Ranjit pot-ak gatta (transitive) 

(name) book·INDI' bought 
'Ranjit bought a book: 

(9) Ranjit Chitra·-t<} pot--ak dunna ( ditransitive) 
(name) (name)·DAT book··INDF gave 
'Ranjit gave a book to Chita: 

Thus intransitive, both active and inactive, transitive and ditranitive sentences have 
their constituents arranged as S-V, S-DO-.V and S--10--DO-.V as sho\\'11 in (6), (7), (8) 
and (9), respectively. They illustrate the basic SOV order of constituents in the clause; the 
complement NP precedes the verb; the subject precedes the verb and the complement of 
the verb as well. In these canonical sentence patterns, although the nominal constituents 
are governed by the verbal predicate, the governed element does not necessarily undergo 
a change in f()rm. Both in transitive and intransitive sentences, subject and direct object 
are realized as direct case nominals, that is, without any change in the form of the sub
stantive. The only changes in form we can see are the indefinite marker -ak added to the 
direct object in (8) and (9) and the dative marker-{;~ added to the indirect object in (9). 
This shows that a case marker or a definite/indefinite marker follows the noun. By the 
same token, a postposition follows the noun. Look at the example: 

(10) man atin Hum;) iruna 
by letter tear(.INVOL).PAST 

'I tore the letter inadvertently: 
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This sentence belongs to a subclass of the inactive intransitive clause in Sinhala. Since 
the verb is in the inactive form, there cannot be a prototypical agent instigating the 
event. The postposition atin, which is added to the first person pronoun, marks the 
inadvertent actor behind the action. Thus the complement noun precedes the postpo
sition to which it relates. 

Another clausal pattern showing the characteristics of an SOV language is seen 
in constructions involving a standard. In comparative constructions and in names the 
relationship between a variable and its standard is considered to be comparable to that 
between a verb and its object (Lehmann 1978). Comparative sentences that express 
a comparison of inequality are constructed by establishing a variable and compar
ing this with a proposed object or standard. In an OV language, the accepted order is 
"Standard Marker of Comparison Adjective" (Greenberg, 1963). Sinhala adjectives 
do not inflect for the comparative or superlative degree but take adverbs like waqaa 
'more' and wreqima 'most' to indicate the variable degree. The degree adverb precedes 
the adjective. Then this adjectival phrase appears to the right of the standard with 
which the comparison is intended. However, it is typical of a head-finallanguage that 
the head, i.e. the adjectival phrase, governs its complement, i.e. the standard. There
fore, the standard is followed by a marker of comparison which must appear to its 
right. In Sinhala, the dative marker -{a functions as that comparative marker. Hence 
the order is standard-marker-adjective. The following examples are illustrative; (a) and 
(b) represent word--order variants of the same proposition: 

(11) a. kaquwJ-fJ waqaa paesen:l babwat 
sword-nAT more pen. powerful 
'1he pen is mightier than the sword: 

b. preaen;) katlUW;)··t;l wad.aa babwat 
pen sword··DAT more powerful 
'The pen is mightier than the sword: 

Although the position of the variable entity, the subject of comparison, is different in 
the two variants, the above-mentioned order of comparison remains stable. 

This sequence equally applies to patterns like name with title and family name 
with given name. Thus, in an OV language the standard, namely the family name, 
precedes the variable element selected from titles or given names. This pattern is also 
observable in Sinhala: 

Name with title: Liyange mahachaary:ltumaa 
(name) professor 

Family name with given name: Uyanage Gunadasa2 

2. This order has now changed due to the influem~e of European languages. Thus it is not Ull·· 

cornrnon to say mahacilaary<l Liy,mge or Gunadasa Liyanage with the title or given name preceding. 
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This linear sequence was also followed in the arrangement of the elements in postal 
addresses in Sinhala before they were influenced by international postal conventions. 
The name of the largest entity; the postal district was placed first, followed by the place
names and signs for gradually smaller units and finally the name of the addressee. 

2.2 Nominal modifiers 

Descriptive adjectives, demonstratives, genitive expressions and relative construc-
tions, all of which are considered as characteristic modifiers of nouns, precede the 
head noun in Sinhala. 

(12) honcb ras~ tee koopp~y--ak 

good tasty tea cup--INDl' 
'a good tasty cup of tea 

(13) ~ lass:ln~ katan.bree 
that beautiful story 
'that beautiful story' 

(14) apee ayya-ge noona-ge malli-ge duw;) 
our elder brother--GEN wife--GEN younger brother--GBN daughter 
'Our elder brother~'> wife's younger brother~'> daughter' 

(15) man iiye gattu pot~ 

yesterday bought book 
'the book that I bought yesterday' 

In generc:ll, a demonstrative precedes a descriptive adjective, as in (13). (14) shows that 
there is no constraint on the iterative occurrence of genitive modifiers. As the examples 
show, all the nominal modifiers precede the head noun. The only attested exception to 
this rule in Sinhala concerns numerals. Observe the two examples in (16): 

( 16) a. koopp~ tun~ 

cups three 
'three cups' 

b. pot dek:l 
books two 
'two books' 

In general, numerals appear to the right of the head noun in Sinhala. This exception 
also indicates a point in which Sinhala deviates trom the Old Indo-Aryan tradition. 

2.3 Verbal modifiers 

Declarative, interrogative and negative expressions will be shown here as reflecting 
the typical characteristics of SOV languages. As a prelude to this section, I should add 
some precursory remarks about the nature of clauses in Sinhala. 
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In Sinhala, there is a fundamental distinction of clauses as BASIC and EMPHATIC, 
regardless of whether a verbal or nonverbal sentence is involved (Gair 1970). Each 
clause has a constituent in focus in it which may be marked by formal means or not be 
overtly marked in surface structure. In basic clauses, focus and predicate are identical, 
as in (l7a) and (17b). 

(17) a. mee tee rasa-i 
this tea tasty-AM 
'this tea is tasty;' 

b. Ranjit kaqee-t;) ya-n:l-wa 
(name) shop-DAT go-NPT-IND 
'Ranjit is going to the shop: 

The adjectival predicate rasai and the verbal predicate yanawa are foci. We can bring 
into focus a constituent which is not originally in focus position by a "focus shifting" 
operation by which predicate and focus are separated. The result is an emphatici 
focus clause. Thus, the nominal constituent in (17a), i.e. the theme, as well as the 
nominal constituents in (17b), i.e. the agent and the destination, are brought into 
focus as follows: 

(18) a. ras;, mee tee 
tasty this tea 
'It is thi-> tea which is ta'lty: 

b. Ranjit ya-nn--e kaqee-t;) 
(name) go·NPT··FOC shop··DAT 
'It is to the shop that Ranjit is going: 

c. kaqee-p ya-nn-e Ranjit 
shop-DAT go-NPT-FOC (name) 
'It is Ranjit who is going to the shop: 

Now, the theme constituent in (18a), the destination in the dative in (18b) and the 
agent in the nominative in (18c) are all foci. Accompanying this change, an obvious 
difference between the basic clause and the emphatic/focus clause has surfaced with 
respect to word-order. In emphatic/focus clauses, the newly focused constituent 
has shifted from pre-predicate position to sentence-final position, as in (18). These 
focused constituents in (18), unlike in (17), have contrastive focus reading, that is, 
their meanings are interpreted as contrasting with some other possible entities. The 
nominal complement here follows the predicate whereas its place in the basic clause 
is to the left of the predicate as shown by the examples in (17). For instance, when 
one says 1·asa mee tee, the speaker means that it is this particular tea which is tasty, 
not the other variety. 

Next, we will see how interrogative expressions are formed from these declarative 
sentences. To form a yes-no question, the question particle dais added to sentence--final 
por.ition of the basic declarative sentence, verbal or non-verbal. The assertion--marker -i, 
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if present, is deleted from the adjectivc:tl predicate. However, it may remain, if it serves 
some pragmatic purpose like emphasis or doubt. Observe the following examples: 

(19) a. mee tee ra~ m 
this tea tasty Q 

'Is this tea tasty?' 

b. mee tee rasa-i d:> 
this tea tasty-AM Q 

'Is this tea really tasty?' 

c. eyaa guruw;lr;)y-ek cb 
he teacher-·INDF o. 
'Is he a teacher?' 

(cf. 17a) 

(cf.17a) 

d. Ranjit kaqee-t;) ya-11;)-wa cb 
(name) shop-DAT go-NPT-IND Q 

'Is Ranjit going to the shop?' 

(cf. 17b) 

Thus in yes--no questions, the question particle simply stands between the verb and 
sentence boundary, barring any assertion marker. 

The process is not so simple in forming interrogative-word questions. Since an 
interrogative word is considered to be an inherently focused constituent, question for·· 
mation by means of it should follow the focused-sentence pattern. To indicate this 
focus content, the verbal predicate is affixed with the focus marker -e. If the propo
sition is an event of motion including a destination, two questions can be formed, 
one regarding the theme/actor and the other concerning the destination. Thus the 
interrogative-word questions of (17b) are as follows: 

(20) a. kaqee-t:l ya-nn-e kaud:l (about actor, cfJ8c.) 
shop-DAT go-NPT-POC who 
'Who goes to the shop?' 
Lit. '(Who/the one who) is going to the shop is who?' 

b. Ranjit ya--nn-e kohecb (about destination, cf.18b) 
(name) go-·NPT··FOC where 
'\Vhere does Ranjit go?' 
Lit. '(Where/the place where) Ranjit is going to is where?' 

Although the interrogative word can be pre posed into sentence-initial position, this is 
not obligatory but can be an optional movement attributable to the relatively free word 
order in Sinhala. Thus the characteristic SOV order remains unaffected. 

Negative sentences are formed by adding the negative particle nrere to non-verbal 
or verbal predicates. In an adjectival clause, the negative particle immediately tallows 
the predicate. The assertion marker ··i gets obligatorily deleted. In the case of verbal 
predicates, the negative particle follows the predicate after its change into focus form with 
the suffix -e. 'Ihus, the negative structures formed from (17a) and (17b) are rendered 

as in (21a) and (21b) respectively. 



(21) a. mee tee ra~ nrere 
this tea tasty not 
'This tea is not tasty: 

b. Ranjit kaqee-t~ ya-nn-e nreae 
(name) shop-DAT go-NPT-Foc no 
'Ranjit does not go to the shop: 
Lit. 'Ranjit is going to shop, not: 
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For some verbal or non --verbal sentences there are some other ways to form nega-

tive expressions. One such device is adding the negative particle newei. In nominal 
clauses, by simply appearing after the nominal predicate it negates the equation, as in 

(22a). It can also be added to a verbal predicate. Syntactically, its behavior is different 
from that of ncece in that the basic declarative form of the verb to which it is added does 

not change into focus form. Through this behavior it negates the focus of the verbal 
predicate and implies an alternative possibility. (22b and c) will be illustrative. 

(22) a. eyaa guruw~r~y-ek newei 
he teacher-INDF not 
'He is not a teacher: 

b. Ranjit kaclee-t~ ya-n;l-Wa newei 
(name) shop-·DAT go-NPT··IND not 
'Ranjit isn't going to the shop, ... : 
Lit. '(That) Ranjit is going to the shop is not: 

miniha ka-n~-wa newei, gili-n~wa 

man eat-NPT-IND not devour-IND 
'The man is not eating; he's devouring: 

'Ihe essential point relevant to our discussion is that all negative particles appear to the 

right of the predicate. 
Next, attention is paid to several kinds of elements attached to the predicate, observ

ing their linear order within the clause. First. adverbial expressions appear to the left of the 

predicate. There are several types of adverbs. Some are particles which occur as attributes 
to the predicate of a clause, such as nit::mma 'alwayS, aa:yet 'again'; some are adjective-based 

like lassana-(a 'beautifully and sampuurna-yen 'completely'; some others are noun-based 
like cef:ta washayen 'as a matter of fact' and waasaanaawa--{a 'forttmately'. Sentential adverbs 

are generally used in sentence initial-position. Compare the following two sentences: 

(23) a. eyaa lass~n~t~ d1it~ andi-n~-wa 

She beautifully picture draw--NPT··IND 
'She is very good at drawing pictures: 
Lit. 'She draws pictures beautifully: 

b. waasa~naaw~t:> api edaa kohewat giy-e naeae 
fortunately we that day anywhere go.PAST-Foc no 
'Fortunately, we didn't go anywhere that day: 
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Second, in expressing modal and aspectual specifications, an auxiliary always 
follows the main verb. The following examples illustrate some ways in which aspectual 

and modal meanings are expressed in Sinhala: 

(24) oyaa hay:~··t:~ iss:~T:~ gecbr:l e -nna oome (obligation) 
you six··DAT before home come··INP must 
'You must come home before six: 

(25) hrendaere we-na kota wahi-nn:~ puluwani 
evening be .. NPT when rain .. INP may 
It may rain by the evening: 

(probability) 

(26) miniha pob kiyawa-laa tiyenawa (completive aspect) 
man book read-PP has 
'He has read the book: 
Lit. 'The man has read the book: 

Apart from modal and aspectual expressions, Sinhala has some compound verbals 
reflecting the speaker's perspective or attitude or which are reflexive. The following 
examples are representative. 

(27) a. Chitra pantiya-ta duwa gena giyaa 
(name) class-oAT run take.PP went 
'Chitra ran to the class: 
lit. 'Chitra went running to the classroom: 

(deictic perspective) 

b. ahasa kalu kat~ gena aawa ( deictk path persper..1ive) 
sky black do.PP take.Pl' came 
'(I saw) the sky was darkening: 
Lit. The sky came darkening: 

(28) Ranjit siiyaa-t:~ doT:~ aer;}-1a dunna (benefactive) 
(name) grandfather-OAT door open-PP gave 
'Ranjit opened the door for his grandfather' 
Lit. 'Ranjit gave his grandfather the favor of opening the door: 

(29) Ranji tee ek-ak hadaa gatta 
(name) tea one-INDP make.PP took 
'Ranjit made himself a cup of tea: 
Lit. Ranjit made and took a cup of tea: 

(reflexive) 

In all these modal and aspectual expressions and other compotmding verbals, the lexi
cal verb precedes the auxiliary verb. '!here can be multiple auxiliaries in a single clause, 
as the examples in (27) show. They all stand between the lexical verb and sentence 
boundary. 
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2.4 Compound and complex sentences 

Clause combination is achieved through participles, suffixed forms of verbals and par
ticles functioning as conjunctions. The dependent clause typically precedes the main 
clause and a clause is bound to precede the subordinating conjunction. 'Ihe following 
examples show some ways in which clauses are combined. 

(30) man ged:lr:> gihilla kreaem;) kaa-la e-nnam 
I home go.PP meals eat-PP c.ome-HORT 
Til go home, eat something and come back: 

(31) a. man gecbr;) ya-n;) kan amma balaa hitiya 

(32) 

I home go-NPT till mother be waiting.PAST 
'My mother was waiting until I went home: 

b. man gecbf<) ya-11;) kob amma wreq:l-f:l gihilla 
I home go-NPT when mother work-DAT go.PP 
'When I got home, Mother had gone to work: 

c. Ranjit e-n;)-Wa nam kaurut krem:>tii 
(name) come-NPT-IND if everybody like 
'Everybody will be happy ifRanjit comes: 

d. ganan wceqi hinda baqu gatt--e ncece 

a. 

expensive much because things buy.PAST-Foc no 
We didn't buy the things since they were too expensive: 

Ranjit 
(name) 

aaw--aham<l mee g<en;) kataa bf;)--mu 
come.PAST··TEMP this about talk··HORT 

'Let's talk about this when Ranjit comes: 

b. Ranjit aaw-ot neswlim;) tiya-nn:> puluwan 
(name) come.PAST-COND meeting have-INF possible 
'IfRanjit comes, we can have the meeting: 

c. Ranjit aaw-at neswiim;l tiyann;) brere 
(name) come.PAST··CONC meeting have··INl' impossible 
'Even if Ranjit comes, we cannot have the meeting: 

The example in (30) shows how the subordinate clauses are combined by the past par·· 
ticiple form to indicate successive events. As (31) shows, particles are used to combine 
different types of clauses such as temporal clauses (31a and 31b), a conditional clause 
(31c) and a causal clause (31d). Examples are provided in (32) for suffixed verbals func
tioning as conjunctions with temporal (a), conditional (b) and concessive (c) clauses. 
They all follow the dominant order in Sinhala in which main clauses typically follow 
dependent clauses. 
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2 •. 5 Some additional remarks on the structure of the language 

Given all these facts and patterns, one may think that Sinhala is a rigid SOV language 
always keeping to the subject-initial and verb·-·final sentence pattern. This, however, 
is not the case: its word order is relatively free, especially in colloquial speech. The 
following word-order variations, for example, can be accepted in Sinhala for the utter
ance 'Ranjit gave the book to Chitra: 

(33) a. Ranjit Chitrat:> pot:> dunna 
b. Chitrat:l Ranjit pot:> dunna 
c. ?Chitrat:> pot:> Ranjit dunna 
d. Ranjit pot;) Chitrat:l dunna 
e. Pot;) Ranjit Chitrat:> dunna 
f. ?Pot:> Chitrat:> Ranjit dunna 
g. Chit rat:> pot:> dtmna Ranjit 
h. ?Pot:> dunna Chitrat:> Ranjit 
i. pot:> Chitrat;) dunna Ranjit 
j. Ranjit pot:> dunna Chitrat;) 
k. ?Pot;) Ranjit dtmna Chitrat:> 
1. Pot;) dunna Ranjit Chitrat:> 
m. Chitl'!lf:l dunna Ranjit pot:l 
n. Ranjit dunna pot:> Chitrat:> 
0. Ranjit Chitrat;) dunna pot:> 

All these sentences represent the same logical content while each may contain a dif
ferent discourse presupposition. Even the verbal predicate can be preposed to the 
sentence-initial position depending on the context and pragmatic force. Compare the 
following sentences: 

(34) a. Chitl'!l Ranjit-t;) hond:> sapattu paar-ak dtmna 
(name) (name)-·DAT good shoe blow·-INDI' gave 
'Chitra gave Ranjit a good blow from her shoe: 

b. dunna hond:> sapattu paar--ak Chitra Ranjit.-t;) 
gave good shoe blow-INDF (name) (name)-DAT 

c. dunna hond:> sapattu paar-ak Ranjit-t:> Chitra 
gave good shoe blow-INDF (name)-DAT (name) 

(a) and (b) in (34), though identical in logical content, have different word orders. 
(a) follows the typical word order whereas (b) hasitsverb preposedalongwithits direct 
object. Furthermore, the subject has moved to the sentence-final position in (c). The 
verbal phrase, to which the speaker attaches a greater pragmatic force, is moved to the 
sentence-initial position, as in (b) and (c), where the front-most constituent has the 
greatest pragmatic force marked with a strong intonation. This may indicate that the 
word order in a language like Sinhala is determined not only by grammatical factors 
but to some extent by pragmatic considerations also. 
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Another distracting element that makes it difficult to observe the accepted order in 
which basic constituents occur in Sinhala is the widespread phenomenon of ellipsis. Noun 
phrases including subject and object as well are often omitted from utterances. The first 
and second person pronouns are the most freely deleted subjects. Look at the examples: 

(35) a. gatta cb 

bought Q 

'Did you buy it?' 

b. gatta 
bought 
'I bought it: 

c. aawa, aawa 
came came 
'It/he/she is coming or they are coming!' 
Lit. 'It came: or 'The person (expected) came: 

(35a) and (35b) can be taken as a question and a response constituting a part of a 
conversation. Accordingly, the subject of the former, 'you' and that of the latter, 'f are 
omitted. The speaker and listener both seem to have some tacit understanding with 
respect to what is bought depending on which the referent of the missing object is 
assumed and interpreted correctly by them. The utterance in (35c) has an intransitive 
verb in reduplicated f(lrm, without a subject. The speaker will be sharing some experi·· 
ence with the listener regarding the appearance or arrival of some object or person. 
When the expected object or person (it may be a bus or a taxi, a wedding couple or a 
famous speaker or politician) appears, the speaker expresses his feeling of excitement 
with reiterations of the word, consciously or tmconsciously, and shares the feeling with 
the others present at the moment. These examples show that discourse-predictable 
constituents need not appear in surface structures for constructional purposes. 

Moreover, the notion "subject" is not such a well--defined one as in English. 
Consequently, one can observe that Sinhala also allows deletion of non-nominative 

elements if they are easily recoverable from context. The so-called "experiencer" -sub
jects, for example, appear in dative form and are better left unmentioned when they 
bear co-reference with the speaker. They are typically related with experiences of sen
sation and perception, as follows: 

(36) a. baq;)gini-i 
hungry-AM 
'fmhungry: 
Lit. '(To me) hungry: 

b. siit;)la-- i 
cold-AM 
'It's cold or I feel cold: 
Lit. 'Cold: 
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In (36a), the first person "experiencer" is deleted since it is recoverable from the non
linguistic context. If the "experiencer" needs to appear in surface structure it should 

obligatorily take dative form. (36b) shows a different situation where the speaker is not 
culturally or linguistically bound to specify the subject. Instead, he prefers to leave the 
subject submerged in the context. These sentences are rather natural without subjects; 
subjects are included in the sentence only if they need to be emphasized. 

There are also some inherently subjectless sentences referring to natural phenom
ena. Observe the following sentences: 

(37) a. wahi-n;l-Wa 
Rain-NPT-IND 
'It's raining: 
(Lit. 'Rains:) 

b. gor~w~-n~-wa 

thunder-NPT-IND 
'It's thundering: 
(Lit. 'Thunders:) 

Sinhala speakers feel rather comfortable with declarative statements as those above 

without seeking subjects to allocate natural phenomena to. 
While I have mainly drawn attention to noun phrase ellipsis in the preceding dis-

cussion, one should not be surprised to see even verbal predicates missing in Sinhala. 
When the negative marker ru:ere is introduced to negate a stative sentence with exis

tential or possessive verb innawa or tiyenawa, the whole verbal predicate is deleted. For 
example, see the following question--response utterances: 

(38) A: taatta ged:lra in-n;,-wa ~ 
father home be-NPT-Q 
'Is your father home?' 

B: a. nrere 
no 
'No(, he isn't): 

b. nrere, taatta ged:lr;, nrere 
no father home no 
'No, father isn't home: 

The most natural response utterance to the question asked by A would be (38a) which 

is logically equivalent to the complete negative sentence in (38b ).3 However, this kind of 

3· The following sentence, which is formed grammatically according to the ordinary negation 
rule mentioned in 2.3(d. (21)), is not acceptable as a response to the question by A. Be--verbs are 
obligatorily deleted from this type of negative sentences. 

*me~. taata geddld in-n-e nrere 
no father home be-NPT-FOC no 
'No, father isn't home: 
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complete negative sentence is usually used only when the listener seems unconvinced 
by the reply in (38a), that is, it serves to put greater emphasis on the negation. It should 

be added that this type of verbal ellipsis is extremely common in Sinhala and does not 
cause any anomaly in production or comprehension. 

In the latter part of this chapter, an attempt was made to sketch some linguistic 
phenomena illustrative of typological patterning, with particular attention to word

order facts. Facts were pro"ided mainly to illustrate Sinhala as a verb-final language. 
Peripherally; an attempt was made to show how nonverbal elements or nominal com 

plements can appear to the right side of the main--clause verb, bringing to the fore the 
relatively free order of constituents arising from word-order scrambling and failing 

to confirm the dominant order. We have also seen some cases of noun phrase ellipsis 
including that of subject and direct object as well as verbal predicate ellipsis as factors 

weakening the established pattern. 
However, despite these facts advanced in favor of a free word order, it is not dif

ficult, returning to my original argument, to hypothesize the underlying order of con
stituents as SOV for Sinhala. It \•till have already been noted that both subject and direct 

object appear in the unmarked nominative case in Sinhala active transitive clauses. 

(39) balla puusa drekka 
dog cat saw 
'The dog saw the cat: 

The fact that two N.Ps with opposing grammatical functions appear in identical f(lrm 

next to one another does not cause any difficulty in comprehension. Sentence (39) 
indicates that Sinhala speakers' intuition informs them that the initial NP denotes the 

subject while the following NP is the direct object, and not vice versa. There is a natural 
constraint to the effect that subject and object cannot &witch position which works as 

the "anti-ambiguity" server. Ti) double-check the function, there is an optional accusa
tive marker in colloquial Sinhala. The accusative marker -wa is extremely helpful in 

disambiguating the roles of some seemingly symmetrical relations when such infor
mation is unrecoverable even from the non-linguistic context. 

(40) mugatiyaa nayaa-w:l m~ru-wa 

mongoose cobra-ACC kill.PAST-IND 
'The mongoose killed the cobra? 

However, one can also argue that the fact that there exists such a secondary dis

ambiguating operator means that there are cases in which the word--order factor does 
not work as an "anti-ambiguity" server, which in turn suggests that switch of word 

order for subject and direct object is permitted in Sinhala. Contrary to this argument, 
I can show again that the norm in Sinhala is SOV. To substantiate my argument, I 

will use an amusing anecdote in Sinhala told by a famous comedian in Sri Lanka. The 
joke is based on a parody of the established word order in Sinhala. According to the 

story; there was a fight between the narrator and another person. 1hey continued to 
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fight each other exchanging good blows. The narrator gives, literally, a blow-by-blow 
account of the fight, describing it as an apparently symmetrical roughhouse between 
two formidable protagonists and assuming a boastful tone to persuade listeners of his 
great fighting spirit. The narrator repeatedly uses the following coordinated clauses to 
imply the temporal sequence of the blows and their continuance. 

(41) eyaa ma-t;, gaehu-wa, ma-t<) eyaa gaehu-wa 
he me-DAT hit.PAST-IND, me-DAT he hit.PAST-IND 
(Lit. 'He hit me and me he hit:) 
'He hit me repeatedly: 

The narrator implies, \<\<ith the use of basic Sinhala word order, that the third person hit 
the first person narrator, the former being the agent and the latter being affected in the 
first clause and vise versa in the second clause by virtue of their respective positions 
in two clauses. However, it is merely a parody of the word order SOV, Agent-Patient
Verb. One may understand that the grammatical structure of the clauses, especially the 
second clause, does not denote this logical structure. 'Ihe subject of the active transi
tive verb is the third person pronoun and the first person pronoun marked dative sug
gests that a narrator is the receiver of the blows in both clauses. No matter how often 
the narrator repeats the clauses, he remains the sole victim of the fight throughout the 
narration. The narrator only uses word-order tactics to give the impression that he 
remained unconquered. The story is amusing as it turns out, at the hands of discrimi
nating listeners, to be an empty boast by a speaker trying to conceal the fact that he is 
the victim. 
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Writing system 

Sinhala has its own script. Its alphabet is known as hoodiya. Only Sinhala is written 
with the letters of the Sinhala hoodiya. 

The Sinhala writing system is largely phonetic in that one can understand how 
words are pronounced simply by looking at their spelling. This said, one may be 
relieved, thinking that there are no spelling problems in Sinhala. However, as noted 
before, since there is a disparity between Literary and Colloquial Sinhala, a state of 
confusion regarding orthography prevails even among the native speakers/writers. 
One can see that there are more than fifty different letters used for journalistic or aca-· 
demic writing that closely follows the tradition of Literary Sinhala despite the fact 
that there exist only about thirty five phonetic sounds in Colloquial Sinhala, which 
includes 21. consonants and 14 vowels (De Silva 1.960).1 

When describing the orthography of the language, all the traditional grammar 
books introduce two different alphabets, one called 'pure' and the other 'mixed'. The 
'pure' alphabet, as accepted by the traditional grammar tradition, contains letters used 
in \\'Titing the so--called 'pure' Sinhala words, by which is meant the variety of the lan-
guage mainly used for versification by the classical poets. The 'mixed' alphabet, on the 
other hand, comprises a wider set of letters useful for prose writing accommodating 
numerous loan wards of Sanskrit and Pali origins. 

Either alphabet, taken separately, does not deliver the goods. The 'pure' alphabet 
is simply inadequate for practical purposes; the 'mixed' one is redundant with obsolete 
characters never used in modern '"'Titing. As a solution, a practical Sinhala alphabet 
has evolved from the traditional alphabets accommodating symbols that are neces
sary and adequate fix the contemporarywTiting. This alphabet consists of symbols for 
all the vowel sounds, except the mid central/a/, and symbols for all the consonants 
including conventional symbols for pre-nasalized stops known as "half-nasals" (See 
Chapter 3). A new symbol that did not prevail in the traditional Sinhala orthography 

1. 1here is no consen~;us among sdwlars regarding the number of symbols needed to represent 
the sounds of ~;poken Sinhala. According to Fairbanks, Gair and De Silva 1968, only 36 symbols 
are necessary for writing spoken Sinhala. Karunatillake 1992 proposes that only 41 symbols are 
necessary to represent spoken Sinhala. 
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also seems to be gaining ground in the modern writing to fulfill the pressing need of 
representing the bilabial fricative lfi occurring in borrowed words of English origin. 

Our mention at the beginning of this chapter that Sinhala writing is 'largely pho
netic' is self-explanatory; it is not fully phonetic. For instance, although the mid cen
tral vowel/a/ has been established as an independent phoneme, there is no separate 
symbol in the alphabet to represent it Yet another set of letters prevails there without 

corresponding phonetic values: Although Sinhala is considered as notable among the 
major Indo--Aryan languages in having no aspirate stop phonemes (Coates & De Silva 

1960), the written variety has preserved the symbols ft)r aspiration in numerous words 
it has borrowed from Pali and Sanskrit. Such aspirated elements, albeit without dis

tinctly separate phonetic values, are indispensable for the literary variety of Sinhala 
and therefore represented by separate symbols in the alphabet. 

The Sinhala writing system is not primarily alphabetic that is, not representing 
the language in terms of regular, one-to-one mapping between letters and phonemes. 

For instance, separate vowel-letters are used independently only when they occur in 
initial position. When a vowel appears in union with a consonant, that is, in medial or 

final positions, this combination is represented by a sign, a stroke or a diacritic mark. 
added to the consonant-letter. However, there is no distinct sign to represent the short 

/a/ sound combined with a consonant. A consonant symbol, as it appears in the alpha
bet, is considered to be containing tl1e vowel sound of /a/ by default which is called the 
inherent vowel. These facts show that the Sinhala ·writing is rather syllabic. 

The traditional Literary Sinhala alphabet consists of 54 symbols plus symbols of 

the four prenasalized-voiced-stops. The following set of 54 symbols including prena
salized--stop--symbols, having some redundant ones dropped, otherwise closely resem 

bling the traditional list, is considered adequate fc)r the contemporary writing. The 
linear order of the symbols comes from the traditional 'alphabetical order' as accepted 

by the authoritative dictionaries: 

Literary Sinhala alphabet 

a=~. aa = ~~. re= ~t. rere = ~1. i= ~. ii =a, 

U= c. uu =co, r = c:a, e= 0, ee= d, ai = <5'0, 

0 w, 00 ~. au ®'II, (a)n 

ka w, kha @, ga CD, gha eo, IJa ev, 
cha:::: t), chha:::: eli, ja== e, jha = 1:£J, i'ia==~. 

ta = a. tha= 6, qa= e:J, qha= !0, na= ~. 

ta = tn, tha= d, da= CC• dha= w, na = ID, 

pa:::: a, pha:::: e;, ba:::: a>, bha = eo, rna::::®, 

ya= C:J, ra =6, la=c, wa=e:l, 
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sa (l;l, ~a s, sa ~. ha aJ, e G 
nga = m, nq = t:l, nda = 'lt• mba= ® 

However, after further reducing certain symbols that do not have phonetic values, we 

get the following 38letters. These symbols are fully adequate to represent modern Col
loquial Sinhala. The final symbol of the list, which is not included in the traditional 

orthography, represents the bilabial fricative If/, a recent addition. 

Alphabet for Colloquial Sinhala 

Vowel-letters: a Cf· aa Cf:), re Cf.z, rere Cf.'b 
i::::cg>, ii:::: a, u=c, uu::: (;'ll, 
e = tl, ee= d, o= C!l, 00= ~ 

Consonant--letters: ka l!ID, ga (3), I) nga «D, 

cha= t:l, ja = d, na= ~· 
ta = o, qa = e:l, nqa = t:l, 
ta 15), da <(, na Zl, nda f((, 

pa o, ba Q), rna ®, mba====®, 
ya = c.B, ra = 6, la=e, wa = El, 

~a=®, sa=t5, ha= aJ, fa=(') 

The consonants given in the above alphabets appear in the syllabic form that includes 
the vowel "a~ the first letter of the alphabet, following the Sinhala orthographic con 
vention. It seems, at least to the native user, that the unmarked consonant--letter is 
always the one depending on the vowel/a/.2 'Ib represent a consonant in its naked 
form, devoid of a vowel form, an additional mark is to be added to the consonant
letter. Traditionally called the hal or al ('pure consonant') marker, this symbol appears 

in two shapes. The flag--shaped mark ( •) is appended on the right shoulder of a symbol 
whereas a curved, horizontal stroke('"') is put on the head of a letter that ends by curving 

upwards to the left. Examples: 

:r.:i) ka; a k. f) wa; !) w 

There are separate symbols or special diacritics to represent the vowels combined with 
the consonants, except for the first vowel "a' which is considered inherently included 
in the consonant-letter. These diacritic symbols, traditionally called pili ('limbs'), are 

given below. The order of letters follows the standard one. Some of the symbols have 

2. To be precise, the inherent vowel may be /a/ or /'~/ depending upon its position within the 
word. Fairbanks, Gair and De Silva 1968 has delineated several rules for the inherent vowel (Fair-
banks, Gair & De Silva, 1968, p.63). 
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two forms, one of which is selected depending on the shape of the consonant to be 
combined with. 

Table 1. Diacritic symbols for vowels 

Vowel 

aa 
re 
rere 
i 
ii 
u 
uu 
e 
ee 
ko 
koo 

Symbol 

(a) 
(t) 
(t) 
(n) 
('") 
(..)or (..J) 
(JorC) 
(e) 
(e -"> or (e .!") 
(• :1) 
(• {) 

Examples 

kaa 1111:1, waa~ 
kre Dt , wre Ot 
krere Dt , wrere f>t 
ki&i,wi!l 
kii&!i , wii !l 
ku Ill, wu~ 
kuu~ ,WUU~ 
ke~~Na, we ev 
kee et:l , wee e!> 
ko C!HDO , wo cR>:I 
koo ..t' , woo .&or 

1he examples in the table show how the consonants "k" and "w" appear in combina
tion with vowels. As apparent from the examples, the vowel "a' originally considered 

as inherent to the syllabic consonant is automatically dropped when consonants are 
inflected into other vocalic forms. 

Pili or limbs are not considered as independent letters, but only parts of com
bined symbols. To indicate the long vowel aa, the sign o (called celapiila or side--mark) 

is placed after the consonantal symbol. To represent the vowels c.e and c.ea:, the signs 

t and tare placed after the consonantal symbol. The semi-circular strokes "' and 
" (called ispilla, head-marks), added to the top of the consonantal symbol, represent 

the vowels i and ii. 'Ihe sign papilla or foot-mark ( "or ..J; ~ or o..J) is added to 
the bottom or the side of the consonantal symbol to represent the vowels u and uu. 
Depending upon the shape of the consonantal letter, the foot--mark takes a different 
form. Also note the difference between the marks for the short vowel and the long 
vowel. 1he sign (called kombuwa, 'cornet' (e) is placed in front of the consonantal 
symbol to represent the vowel e. To represent the long vowel ee, the al--kiriima. sign, the 

mark otherwise used to indicate that a consonant is not fc)llowed by a vowel, is added 
to the consonantal symbol preceded by the kombuwa. A kombuwa placed before the 

consonant symbol and an relapiila or side-mark after it together represent the vowel o. 
Where the vowel is long, the al--kiriima sign is put on the celapiiia sign. 

To indicate a geminate consonant, the consonant symbol is written h\ice, but the 
initial consonantal-letter is appended with the al-kiriima ('pure consonant'). Examples: 

atta ~ 'branch' 
bassa Q)ecfco 'owl' 

maUi ®dB 'younger brother' 
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Consonant dusters are traditionally represented in wTiling by compound-letters, 
i.e. by joining the consonantal symbols involved. There are two types of compound 
letters. In one type, one or more consonantal letters, or their parts are joined with 
another consonantal letter or with a part of it to form such compounds. This conven
tion, in particular, was used to write borrowed words of Sanskrit and Pali origins. 
Examples: 

wand:maa 
buddha 

'worship' 
'Buddha' 

kottaasa ~3 'division' 

However, this convention is considered as outdated; nowadays most of the conso
nants in such combinations are wTitten separately by representing the initial part of the 
combination by the al--kiriima, the diacritic of the 'pure consonant: as follows: 

war1danaa f)~ 
buddha ~ 

'worship' 
'Buddha' 

kottatlsa C~D:~~ 'division' 

There is another type of compound--letters representing consonant dusters. In this 
kind of compounds the initial part comprising a full letter is joined by a second part 
which is a symbol, or a remnant of the letter it represents. Examples: 

krarna '!)Iii 'method' 
pro tam a edil 'first' 
to/aaya U):=c;.'l 'theory' 
yoogya ~:D 'appropriate' 

In the first two examples with the compounds consisting of "k'·' (mf) + "r'·' (ts) and 
"p" (d) + "r" ( ts) respectively, the second constitutive consonant is only represented 
by (,...), a small part of "r" (d) added to the bottom of the first consonant. In the two 
other examples where the compounds consist of "n'·' ( ~) + "y" (d) and "g" ( 61) + "y" 
(d) the second constituent is a symbol representing "ya" ( ~.:~) but resembling a half of 
it in shape: :D. These orthographical conventions are duly followed even in present--day 
writing. 

There is a subtle phonological and auditory difterence between the two types of 
clusters, or compounds representing them. In the first type of compounds where the 
initial part of the combination is represented by the diacritic of the 'pure consonant' 
as in wandanaa "e>zsl~" 'worship: this initial consonant of the cluster is always 
pronounced long. In this case it may be appropriate to transliterate this consonant 
into Roman characters as wanndanaa. This does not apply to the second type of 

3· lhe letters are joined together in writing or type-setting, which cannot be shown properly with 
the available Sinhala word--processing systems. 
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compounds where the initial part of the combination is \<\<Titten without the diacritic 
of the 'pure consonant: i.e. appears in full consonant form and the second part is indi
cated by a symbol, or a remnant of the letter it represents, as in krama "1,!!)®'·' 'method' 
and nyaaya "U~~" 'theorY: The consonant-compounds of the second type are consid
ered as consisting of two short consonants. That is how they appear in Literary Sinhala, 
or in the speech of the educated speaker. 

Text is \<\<Titten horizontally from left to right. Space is inserted between words, 
and punctuation marks like full stop and comma are used to indicate sentential and 
phrasal boundaries folkY11\'i.ng the Western style ofammgement. Thus, elements of print 
are arranged to represent syllabic units, word boundaries and sentence boundaries. 
However, Sinhala does not follow the convention of capitalization. Letters are usually 
written in unifc)rm si7.e, including those at the beginning of sentences and names.4 

Since the description of the Sinhala writing system in this chapter was meant to 
give a general picture of it, the particulars regarding the writing of the literary variety 
of Sinhala were not given here in detail. In fact, there are some additional letters or 
symbols that occur with less frequency. For example, to represent the vocalic symbol 
'r' mainly occurring in borrowed words of Sanskrit origin, the diacritic" a" is added to 
a consonant. This diacritic is also used to represent clusters with similar pronunciation 
in non-Indic words. 

praakrt;) 
p[tugiisi 
koolbrrk 

'primitive' 
'Portuguese' 
'Colebrook' 

Another symbol, or a diacritic, added to consonants (and the vowel o ( 8l ) as well) 
occurring in Indic words represents the vocalic diphthong 'au' as in 

au~ ada 
kautukaagaa~y~ 

il'IIIIQ 'medicine' 

-~ 'museum' 

Our simplified description may also obscure some complications inherent in the 
writing system. One thorny problem that remains unsolved concerns spelling. For 
instance, there are some consonant-letters, redundant from the phonological point 
of view but considered to be necessary from the etymological standpoint, such as 'rf. 
(-4!1ii) and T (s). They often get confused with the consonant--letters representing alveo·· 
lar nasal 'n' (m) and lateral 'I' (e), respectively. In addition to the letters representing 
alveolar fricative 's (co) and palatal fricative § (CD), there is another symbol meant to be 
retroflex, being loyal to Sanskrit etymology but having no real phonetic value: 'i (•). 
Such letters pose problems not only to the novices but also to the professional writers. 

4· A notable exception is e (Ia). According to the traditional instruction, e needs to be bigger 
than other letters in writing. 
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Despite the fact that attempts are constantly made through the formal education to train 
the students in this problematic area encouraging them to follow the correct spelling 
practices, the evaluations regarding their accuracy. as frequently done by means of 
scholastic examinations, never show good results. 

Another problem concerns setting word boundaries. The use of spacing for word 
division is a relatively new phenomenon for Sinhala writing. The old practice of run
ning together without leaving space between words prevailed until the advent of print
ing in Sri Lanka in the 18th century. Although guidelines for word division have been 
set out with the help of scholars and lexicographers, still these is no consensus even 
among the experts on some problematic cases such as the use of suffixes, particles and 
postpositions. 

The modern system oh\Titing in Sinhala as described above is a product of a long 
history of borrowing characters from India, independent developments and adapta
tions, and relatively recent innovations of extra-alphabetic conventions developed 
under the influence of Western tradition. The earliest system of writing was intro
duced to Sri Lanka in the 3rd century B.C. when Buddhism was brought to the island 
from India. The letters used in earliest extant lithic records accord with the Brahmi 
script used for inscribing the contemporary Ashoka edicts in India. The shape of the 
letters and their ways of combination underwent radical changes over time, especially 
when writing shifted from cave- or rock inscriptions to inscribing on palm-leaves. 
Later, the letters were greatly influenced by the Southern Indian writing system called 
the 'Grantha' which is considered a variety of Ashoka characters used for literary pur
poses. 'Ihe system of writing developed further as a medium capable of reflecting sub
tler linguistic and paralinguistic elements after the writings began to appear in print 
and the language further needed to map into word processing. 
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Sounds 

1. Vowels 

Sinhala has seven vowels as shown in the Table 1. 

Phonetic Representation: 

Phonemic Representation: 

Romanization: 

Table I. Vowels in Sinhala 

Phonetic Representation 

[i] 
[e] 
[re] 
[:'I] 
[a] 
[u] 
[o] 

[i] [e] [re] [a] [u] 

Iii lei Ire/ Ia/ lui 

e re a u 

Phonemic Representation 

/i/ 
lei 
Ire/ 
/:J/ 
/a/ 
lui 
/o/ 

[o] 

/o/ 

0 

[a] 

Ia! 

a 

Romani1.ation 

e 
re 
:J 
a 
u 
0 

Phonetic characteristics of the vowels can be given as follows: first, [i], [e],[re], 
[u] and [o] are articulated with a slightly lower tongue position compared to their 
corresponding cardinal vowels. Secondly, the back vowels [u] and [o] are rounded, 
but the rounding is weak, less than for cardinal vowels. fa] is considered as a little 
higher, especially when occurring in a closed syllable, and may sound more [re]-like. 
The articulatory characterization of the vowels is given in Table 2 below: 

Table 2. Tongue positions of vowels 

!·Ugh 
!·Ugh-mid 
Mid 
Low-mid 
Low 

Spread 

Front 

Rotmd 

Central Back 

Spread 

a 

Round 

u 
0 



Phonemically, all vowels can occur long or short. 

/din;,/ 'date' 
/ek':J/ 'one' 
frenum/ 'stab (plural)' 
!d.ani 'firewood' 
/lunu/ 'salt' 
ipof':J/ 'fights' 

idiin;,/1ow' 
/eek':J/ 'that one (inanimate)' 
lrerenumi 'yawns' 
/daa~/ 'edges' 
iluunu/ 'onion' 

/pooe':Ji 'ferilizer' 
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The mid central vowel [a] mostly occurs short; its long occurrence is very infrequent. 
It can be seen only in loan words from English such as /saar/ 'sir'. In some cases, there 
are phonetic difterences between a short vowel and the corresponding long vowel. Por 
instance, the above-mentioned height fluctuation for the short vowel [a] does not aftect 
the long vowel [aa], which has the lowest tongue position among Sinhala vowels. 

Regarding the phonemic status of Ia/, in most cases it occurs in complementary 
distribution with /a/: for instance, /a/ occurs preceding a single consonant whereas /a/ 
precedes a doubled consonant or another vowel. Examples: /warada/ 'fault'; /waradda 
gannawa/ 'make a mistake: An exception to this is found in the position after /h/. Only 
/a/ can occur there; /a/ is barred. Also note that the occurrence of /a/ in initial syllables 
is very rare. A notable exception is its occurrence in the initial syllable of borrowed 
words. Examples: /prasidda/ 'famous: /krama/ 'method', /trastawaadaya/ 'terrorism: 
Ia/ and /a/ appear in complementary distribution even in final syllables, with /a/ 
restricted to absolute final position and /a/ occurring before a final consonant. Exam 
ples: /pallama/ 'slope' vs. /pallam/ 'slopes'. However, the long /aa/, which contrasts with 
both, remains obscure in absolute final position. In the spoken language unstressed 
long vowels in final positions are shortened usually. This tendency has caused minimal 
pairs with Ia/ and /a/: fix example, /siiya/ 'a hundred' and /siiya/ 'grandfather'. Since 
Sinhala orthography does not provide any special indication for /a/, this contrast of/a/ 
and /a/ does not appear in writing. 1hus., identical spelling is used for both the mem
bers of the pair in documenting Colloquial Sinhala. 

Combinations of different vowels occur: for instance, the following combinations 
are common: ei, rei, ai, oi, ui, iu, eu, reu, au, ou, ae. These involve varied distances between 
their respective tongue positions. 

There are two semi--vowels: [y] and [w]. They occur only initially and medially. 
[y] is a weak glide-sound articulated in the position of Iii, while [w] is another weak 
glide-sound with the mid-central tongue position as for /a/, not high back as for lui. 

yatur;, 'key' 
gaay;,k;,ya 'singer' 
watur':J 'water' 
raw;,n;,wa 'stare' 

In case of [w], the lips start close together but do not come to a complete contact. Due 
to this quality, it is considered as bilabial or labiodental. Because of this confusing 
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situation, many writers Romaniz.e it as V However, we prefer to use 'w' indicating the 
weak labial contact occurring in its articulation. 

2. Consonants 

In addition to the seven vowels and the two semi-vowels discussed so far Colloquial 
Sinhala has nineteen consonants which are, together with the glides (semi--vowels), 
shown in Table 3. When a slash appears in the table, the symbol to the left of it indi
cates a voiceless consonant and that to the right a voiced consonant. 

Table 3. Inventory of consonants and glides 

Consonant labial Dental Alveol. Retrofl Alv.- palatal Velar Glottal 

Stops plb tid t/4 kig 
Affricates c/j 
Nasals m n I) 

lateral 
Flap r 
Fricatives f s s h 
Glides w y 

A description of the consonant phonemes is provided below. Table 4 shows all the 
consonant phonemes and their allophonic variants with their phonological environ-
ments. Certain details had to be ignored (see Perera & Jones 1919 and Coats & De Silva 
1960 for a more detailed description). 

The voiceless stops are generally pronounced with slight aspiration, especially in ini-
tial position. The aspiration can be strong when the stop is articulated with a clear, distinct 
voice. The labial stops /p, b/ are bilabial. Examples: /paand/ 'lamP, /lipd/ 'oven'; /hap/ 
'fear: /abd/ 'mustard'. The dental stops It, d! are articulated by raising the tip of the tongue 
against the upper teeth. Examples: /tala/ 'sesame, lata/ 'hand'; /dati 'teet}\ /ada/ 'today'. 

The retroflex stops It, <V have to be articulated by curling the tip of the tongue fur·-· 
ther back to make contact with the hard palate. Examples: I tikak/ 'a little: /atd/ 'eight'; 
/d_in~/ 'the little: /baqd/ 'stomach'. 

In pronouncing the velar stops /k. gl, the back of the tongue \'Viii touch the soft 
palate. Examples: /kada/ 'shouldering pole: /duka/ 'suffering'; /gala/ 'rocK /aga/ 'end: 

The alveolo-palatal affricates /c, j/ are articulated by the front of the tongue mak
ing contact with the hard palate. Examples: /cakkdree/ 'multiplication table: /wacana/ 
'words'; /jaya/ 'victory: /raja/ 'king'. 

Sinhala has three nasals: /m/ is bilabial. Examples: /mall 'flowers: /gama/ 'village'. 
1he alveolar nasal/n/ is articulated by the tip of the tongue against the tooth-ridge. 
Examples: /na-p/ 'credit: /pand/ 'life'. Its dental allophone occurs before dental stops as 
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in /ant:i'l~/ 'extreme: its retroflex allophone before retroflex stops as in /and_~/ 'limb: The 
velar nasal If) I is articulated by the back of the tongue against the soft palate. It occurs 
before velar stops or finally. Examples: /arJb/ 'numberS, /narJgi/ 'younger sister: /walaf)/ 
'pots: It has a palatal allophone occurring initially as in /naane/ 'wisdoni, medially as 
in /pipii'iila/ 'cucumber: and before palatal stops as in /waikaawa/ 'cheating'. The velar 
nasal If)/ contrasts with the labial nasal/m/ and the alveolar nasal/n/ while the three 
nasals are in complementary distribution with each other. 

The lateral /1/ is formed with the tip of the tongue against the tooth-edge. Examples: 
/lee/ 'blood: /al";~/ 'yam'. 

The alveolar flap /r/ is articulated with the tip of the tongue approaching the 
tooth-ridge and further back. It may consist of one single tap or of several taps formed 
by flapping the tip of the tongue against the tooth--ridge. Initially and medially it may 
be pronounced with a strong aspiration, and in final position with repeated tapping. 
Examples: /rrere/ 'nighf, /bar~/ 'heavy, /kaar/ 'car'. 

There are four fricatives. One is bilabial/fl. which only occurs in borrowed words 
of English origin like /foto/ 'photograph'. However, this sound is not so natural in 
native Sinhala pronunciation. Speakers regularly substitute the bilabial stop /p/ for 
this borrowed sound. Thus ipotoi 'photograpli, /soopaa/ 'sofa' and /pait/ 'fight' sound 
more natural in Sinhala.1he alveolo-fricative /s/ is articulated by raising the tip of the 
tongue towards the tooth-ridge. Examples: /srera/ 'ho[, /ra&'<l/ 'tasty: It allows other 
variants depending on whether the point of articulation is further forward or further 
back. The alveolo-palatal fricative /s/ is pronounced by raising the tip of the tongue 
towards the hard palate. This sound occurs in borrowed foreign words, mainly from 
Sanskrit. Examples: /sariir~ya/ 'body: /yak'Sa/ 'devil: A more natural prommciation 
is available by substituting /s/ f()r it as in /sariire/ and /y.aks~/. One non-borrowed 
term, /sook/ 'greaf, appears without substituting /s/.lhe glottal fricative /h/ is partially 
voiced. Examples: /hret~/ 'sixtY, /gaha/ 'tree'. It has several allophones as the tongue 
and lips take up different positions depending on the following vowel. 

Table 4. Sinhala Consonants 

Phonemic Representation Phonetic Representation Romanization Examples in Romanization 

/pi [p] p papuwa 'chesf 
/b/ [b) b babaa 'baby' 

/tl [t] t taatta 'father' 

ldl [d) d dat'teeth' 
lfl [I:] T Likak 'a little' 

I& [<\] [) qi,lga 'the little' 

/k/ [k] k kaakka 'crow' 

M [cJ ch chapala 'fickle' 

(Continued) 
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Table 4. Sinha:la Consonants (Continued) 

Phonemic Representation Phonetic. Representation Romanization Examples in Romanization 

!)I m jaya 'victory' 
/m/ [m] m mamaT 
/n/ [n] n nreama 'cousin' 

[n]//_[t, d] n antay~ 'extreme' 
[n]/Ut, <U n ancJ.~ 1inib' 

1.1]/ [I)] n aiJ 'horns' 
[ii.]//_[C, Jl n ranchu 'group' 

/r/ [r] (word initial) I' ratu 'red' 
[r-"1 (intervocalic) I' ba~ 'heavy' 

Ill [l] I lee 'blood' 
If! [f] f fail 'file' 
lsi [s] s saW<~.kl 'evening' 
lsi [s] sh shakti 'strength' 
/lli [h] h hap's!x' 

It was shown above that all vowels occur long or short. Most consonants occur 
both long and short, too. Long consonants, however, occur only in medial position. 
The presence of phonetic length, in fact a phonemic distinction between single or 
doubled consonants, is an important feature that helps distinguish words of subtly 
similar sounds. This phonetic length is indicated by doubled-consonant symbols in 
the text. Compare the following minimal pairs: 

/at~/ 'hand' 
/kat:>/ 'mouth' 
/mal:>/ 'flower' 
ipa..'l:>/ 'soil' 

!att~i •branch' 

ikatt;)/ 'shell' 
hnalb/ 'bag' 
/pasS:J/ 'back' 

\Veakened articulation of intervocalic single consonants is very common and is 
applicable to (a) all stops except retroflex (b) nasals and (c) the semi-vowel!w/. In the 
following, consonants that are pronounced with weakened articulation are indicated 
by underlined bold-face. 

nik;)m;)t;) 
preaegen:lwa 
banin;)wa 
na.m~y~ 

pow.:~n~wa 

'for nothing' 
'be trampled' 
'scold' 
'nine' 
'feed' 

3· Consonant. dusters 

Consonants can appear as dusters in initial and medial positions. When two 
consonants form a cluster in initial position, the first is always pronounced short. 
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Examples: /wyaabldn;)/ 'grammar: /t'f-aaga/ 'giff, /pr;)sann;)/ 'pleasanf, /kram;)/ 
'method'. On the other hand, when two consonants form a cluster in medial position, 
the first is generally pronounced long. However, these long or doubled consonants, 
which should be represented by a double letter in writing, are actually indicated by 
single--consonant symbols according to the convention. Examples: /kanda/ 'moun
taill, /wistaree/ 'detail: /rasne/ 'hof, /kalpanaa/ 'thought'. In fact, they are phonetically 
and phonologically long as /kannda/ 'mountain', /wisstaree/ 'detaif. /rassne/ 'hof and 
/kallpanaa/ 'thought'. Some clusters may consist of more than two consonants. Exam 

ples: /saasstriiYd/ 'academic: /nispr.:1baa/ 'non suited: /aassldYd/ 'associate'. Most of such 
clusters are from loan words of Sanskrit origin. 

One type of double-consonant clusters deserves special attention. This type 
belongs to the larger category covering the dusters of nasal plus voiced stop. A nasal 
can cluster with all the four voiced stops. The nasal element of the cluster can occur 
short or long when the second element is a voiced stop. In each of the four clusters 
[mb, nd, nd,l)g] there is a contrast between the short nasal and long nasal. e.g.: 

/tamb<l/ 'copper' : /tammb<li 'boil' 
/kancb/ 'trunk' : /kanncb/ 'mountain' 
/anq<l/ 'sound' : /annq<l/1imb' 
/arJg<l/ 'horn' : /afJl)g<li 'item~ 

The right-hand members of these contrasting pairs are similar to normal double
consonant dusters where the first of the two consonants is pronounced long. In contrast, 
the left--hand members are peculiar with their first element pronounced short 

The short nasal dusters are generally considered as a special class of sounds named 
"half nasals" by scholars of Sinhala. Scholars prefer to consider the phenomenon of 
"half nasals" as a specific feature distinguishing Sinhala from other Indo--Aryan lan-
guages. The four clusters have special signs in the traditional Sinhala orthography. 
These characters are different from the regular nasal letters used for "full or doubled 
nasals" in normal type of clusters. Some scholars have assumed that each of the four 
"half nasals" represents a separate independent phoneme (Jones 1950). However, some 
other scholars do not agree with this position and regard them as some peculiar conso
nant clusters with an extra-short allophone (for example, Coates & De Silva 1960). 

In the left-hand member of each of the opposing pair the nasal joins the follow
ing consonant and vowel to form a syllable. It represents the only medial/intervocalic 
cluster whose first element is pronounced short. Because of this prenasalized stop, for 
example, the word tamba 'copper' is divided syllabically as ta-mba. 'Ihis is in contrast 
to the right-hand member in which the doubled nasal is considered as syllabically 
belonging to what precedes, not to what follows. Thus the word tammba 'boif is divided 
syllabically as tamm--ba. The result-; of a systematic acoustic examination using the spec-
trographic evidence show that the "half nasaf' clusters are more accurately described 
as "prenasalized voiced plosives" (Dantsuji 1987). According to this examination, the 
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phonetic properties of the "half nasal" cluster include a nasal murmur portion, a voiced 
oral murmur portion, a burst and a transition portion to the next voweJ.l 

There is another type of clusters involving nasals in which the second element of 
the cluster is a voiceless stop, and the preceding nasal element is always pronounced 
long so that there is no contrast. Examples: /sammpat/ 'resouces', /annta/ 'extreme: 
/annka/ 'number'. This type of duster is referred to as 'the normal type of duster with 
doubled nasaf (Coates & De Silva 1960). The general rule for these clusters is that the 
first of the two consonants is pronounced long. 

Most of the words in which elaborate dusters occur are borrowed terms. To the native 
tongue, simple alternations with the CVCV type sound to be more palatable. Ordinary 
speakers tend to simplify initial clusters of such borrowed terms except the ones with 
nasal plus stop. Initial clusters beginning with complex /ss/ are simplified by inserting a 
prothetic vowel /i/. Examples: /ssthawara/ > /isthawara/ 'stable, /strii/ > /istirii/ 'woman: 
/snaane/ > isnaane 'bath'. Other initial clusters are simplified by inserting a 511arabhakti 
vowel: /klaante/ > lkalante/ 'faintnesS, /bhranta/ > biraanta 'dumbfounded; praane > 
paraane 'life; /prayoojana/ > /purayoojana/ or /poroojana/ 'use'. Clusters with semivow
els /w/ or /y/ as the second element are simplified by substituting the corresponding full 
vowel: /swakiia/ > /suwakiia/ 'one's 0\\'11: /dhyaana/ > /diyaana/ 'transcendental mind: 
However, the nasal plus stop (voiced or voiceless) clusters do not appear simplified. 

4· Phonological rules 

4.1 Vowellength 

Vowels in final position tend to be short. This is particularly so when the preceding 

syllable is a long or heavy one in a disyllabic structure. 

/haawa/ 'hare' 
/biiwa/ 'drank' 
/balla/ 'dog' 
/dunna/ 'gave' 

When the first syllable is short in a disyllabic structure, the final long vowel remains long. 

/meyaa/ 'this person' 
/giyaa/ 'went' 
/sataa/ 'animal' 
/horaa/ 'thief' 

1. The 'burst' represents the stop articulation. 
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In a tri-syllabic or polysyllabic structure the final vowel remains short regardless of the 
length of the preceding syllable. 

/mon~ra/ 'peacock' 
/yaaluwa! 'friend' 
/aelluwa/ 'caughf 
/naew:ltuna! 'stopped' 

4.2 Nasal assimilation 

When a nasal-final syllable followed by a pause combines with a consonant- initial syl
lable, nasal assimilation occurs to complete the combination. The place of articulation 
of the nasal is assimilated to that of the following consonant. 

Ikotin/ + It~ I > [kotiNt~] 
tigers DAT 

;1~kun/ + /w;J/ > [har;Jkul)w~] 
cattle ACe 

/tun/+ /pat/ > [tumpat] 
three leaves 

4·3 Other assimilations 

To make an acceptable consonant cluster, disparate consonants undergo assimilation, 
progressive or regressive. 

Progressive assimilation: 

/ad/ + /w~n~wa/ > /addm~wa/ 'cause to pull' 
/kap/ + /~n~wa/ > /ka~n~wa/ 'cause to cur 
/mahat/ + /W:lru! > /mahatturu/ 'gentlemen' 

Regressive assimilation: 

!aeti + /dal~/ 
/daen/ + /m~/ 
/puwak/ + /gaha/ 

4·4 Velarizing 

> /aeddab/ 'ivory' 
> /daemm~/ 'immediately' 
> /puwaggaha/ 'aricanut tree' 

A nasal before a word boundary is regularly velarized. When medial nasals which are 
labial or alveolar come to stand in final position for morphological reasons, they are 
automatically velarized. 

/paan~/ 'lamp' > /paarJ/ 
/toran~/ 'pandol' > /toraiJ/ 
ipaalam~/ 'bridge' > /paalarJ/ 

> /pinUI)/ 
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However, these articulations are conditioned by the environment. When the nasal is 
not in sentence-final position, its articulation is conditioned by the following sound. 

4·5 Substituting 

In initial or medial position the alveolar fricative /s/ is commonly replaced by the 
glottal fricative /h/. Then vowel change occurs. Thus the mid-vowel/a/ following the 
fricative has to change into the low-mid Ire/ or the low vowel/a/. 

/<I!S;J/ > !il:h~/ 'eye' 
/was';J > /waha/ 'poison' 
/kas';Jb/ > /kahai;J/ 'mbbish' 
lhaw';JS';J/ > lhaw';Jha/ 'evening' 

The variation represents a feature of the colloquialism. The right column has the uses of 
the colloquial language while the left column carries more formal uses. (See Section 3 in 
Chapter 5 for a detailed description of the morpho-phonological adjustment rules.) 

5· Suprasegmental features 

.5.1 Syllables 

A syllable is characterized by a vocalic nucleus represented by a single vowel (V), which 
may be long or short. Apart from the obligatory vocalic nucleus, there are optional 
features. The onset is one such optional feature, which can be either a simple conso-
nant (C), or a palatalized consonant (Cy).1hus, at the phonological level, syllables are 
CV, V and VC. In prosodic terms, syllables can be open or closed. Open syllables are 
marked by vocalic finality whereas closed syllables are identified by consonantal final-
ity. The other optional feature, the coda, is either, a nasal (N) or an obstruent (Q), both 
of which mark closed syllables. 

Syllables are of short, medium or long quality according to durational differences 
of articulation. For instance, lyanawa/ 'go' consists of three short syllables all of which 
are open; /paarJ/ 'bread' is a word of one long, closed syllable; /at/ 'hands' has one 
medium, closed syllable; /poosat/ 'rich' has two medium syllables, the initial one being 
open and the second closed; /madyasaara/ 'spirit' has its initial syllable short, second 
syllable medium, third syllable long and final syllable short. 

/yan~wa/ 

/paafJ/ 
/at/ 
/poosat/ 
/madyasaar;,/ 

three syllables: CV, CV, CV 
one syllable: CVN 
one syllable: VC 
two syllables: CV, CVQ 
four syllables: CV, CyV, CV, CV 
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5.2 Stress 

Stress is week and therefore itc; placement is difficult to specify. It is not possible to 
change the lexical category of a word into another by altering the position of the stress. 
Since the stressing of accented syllables is much lighter than in languages like English, 
a phenomenon such as the vowel weakening in unstressed syllables is also not notable. 
However, long vowels in final position are usually not stressed and consequently are 
subject to weakening. 

If a word of polysyllabic structure needs stressing in the sentence, the speaker can 
in principle choose any syllable of the word to put the stress on. Although there are no 
strict rules regulating the placement ofthe stress, there are certain tendencies. If a word 
consists of two short syllables, the first syllable will be stressed: /gama/ evillage'), /mata/ 
('view'), /ada/ ('today'). If a word consists of three short syllables, the tendency is to stress 
the second syllable: /gamata/ ('to the village'), /mataka/ ('memory'), /adama/ ('today 
itself'). However, when a word consists of three or more short syllables, the stress may 
be distributed equally over several syllables: /dawasakata/ ('per day'), /palawenia/ ('the 
first'), /hiragedara/ ('prison'). Initial syllables get stressed regardless of their length: 
/ada/ ('today'), /innawa/ ('be'), naaral) ('citron'). The syllables that are medium or long 
in quantity seem to be stressed in most cases, except in final position: /aassaree/ ('com
pany'), /winaase/ ('destruction'), /apaaya/ ('hell'), /sarampa/ ('measles'), /hremadaama/ 
('everyday'). In a word mixed with medium and long syllables, position seems to gain 
priority over quantity: /bai)galaawa/ ('bungalow'), /aapass;:,t;:,/ ('reverse'). Thus, in Sinhala 
the locus of the stress is determined by the nature of the syllable. 

5·3 Pitch 

Voice--pitch is not prominent, and tones are not phonemically so distinctive as to dis-
tinguish words or different dialects. Although some provincial dialects have distinctive 
tone patterns, the functional load of the overall accent is insignificant. What is more 
important is choosing the words one thinks as suitable to receive the high pitch. In a 
sentence like Chitrage pota genaawada? ('Did you bring Chita's book?'), for instance, 
one might put the high pitch on Chitrage and another might put it on pota while yet 
another might choose genaawada? for it. It is also possible to choose the nominal 
phrase Chitrage pota, or the verbal phrase including the complement pota as the pitch 
unit. Accordingly, the rising pitch is on what is considered the most important part of 
the sentence; it is never lexically specified. 

Nevertheless one has to be attentive to some basic tone patterns to convey the 
expected force of expression. The sentence--terminal contour, namely rising (i) and 
falling ( .J, ), plays an important role distinguishing utterance types. Questions contain-
ing a question-word place a high-tall on the question-word. 

kohed:l yanne? 1' 'Where do you go?' or '\Vhere are you going?' 
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When the listener replies the question, the answer carries a low-falling pitch as follows. 

gamata-l- 'to my village' 

The high rising intonation marks an echo question or a similar speech act.'Ihus, when 
the interrogator is surprised by the response and repeats it as an interrogative, this 
surprise is expressed by a high-rising pitch: gamata?t 

Yes--no questions take a rise--fall on the verb, mostly on the second syllable of 
the verb. 

Ranjit gamata yanawadaigiyaada? J. 'Does/did Ranjit go to his village?' 

Usually, the level contour marks a non-final clause ending. 

6. Rhyming expressions 

Rhyming expressions comprise a particular class of reduplications which are highly 
sound symbolic. The sound symbolism comes from a combination of two phonologi
cal units that have the same prosodic structure and the same number of syllables. 
The two phonological words are the base and the rhyme. A rhyme is added to the 
base by making a change in its first syllable. There are mainly three types of rhyming 
expressions. 

In one type if the base begins with a consonant, in the rhyme this consonant will 
be replaced by a different one. Examples: 

wal-pal 'worthle&S matters' 
palJi-naiJi 'salary, etc: 
tattu-mat{U 'embarrassed and troubled' 
la(p-pa(p 'odds and ends' 
chap-pap 'sounds of sudden rupture or crackers' 
jara-bara 'sound of old machine, or complaining' 
taara-baara 'redundant matters' 
taanna-maanna 'gifts and honors' 
saanta-daanta 'calm and quiet' 

If the base begins with a vowel, in the rhyme a consonant will appear to precede this 
vowel. Examples: 

angara-dtmgara 'twists and turns (bodily)' 
anda-mantb 'taken aback' 
rereli-mrer.l!li 1azy and not active' 

In the other type the whole first syllable changes to form the rhyme. Examples: 

dalJi-bi(ti 'sound of continuous falling, or hurry' 
daiJi1J-biiJi1J 'sound of something heavy or powerful' 



goola-baala 'disciples and pupils' 
toora-beera 'select and drop' 
wa[in-pi(jn 'from around or from without 
aturu-mituru 'friendly' 
oppu-tirappu 'deed<>, etc. (related to land registration)' 
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In most cases we can see the sound symbolism coming from the choice of redu
plicating consonant. However. as shown by some of the examples given above, it is 
also associated with onomatopoeia. 'Ihe second unit of the pair can be a meaningful 
word or a nonsense word. 



CHAPTER 4 

Words 

1. Vocabulary strata 

According to traditional grammar, the simplest fonns of words called pralqti 'primitive 

formS. which can be roots of verbs or bases of nouns, can be divided into three catego
ries, namely. 

1. nishpanna: indigenous forms. These are local words which belong to a substratum. 

2. tatsama: forms homophonous with their source word, normally in Sanskrit or 
Prakrit, i.e. unassimilated loan words. 

3. tadbhawa: words that can be traced to an Indic source, normally Sanskrit, Prakrit, 
or a Dravidian language, which have become naturalized, that is assimilated to the 

native phonological pattern. 

The division of the Sinhala lexicon into these strata was based mainly on the distinc

tion of native words and words incorporated from fc)reign languages which included 
Pali, Sanskrit and other Indic languages. This stratification shows how vocabularies 

are organized according to their respective source languages, reflecting different pho·· 
nological characteristics. 1:or instance, indigenous words do not have consonant dus

ters with the exception of the prenasalized stops. Only the lexical forms of tatsama 
have consonant clusters. The tadbhawa forms are distinguished from tatsama forms 

because they are integrated into the native language by necessary alternations of the 
CVCV type. Almost all Sinhala words which have come down from Old Indo-Aryan 

and are in day-to-day use belong to the tadbhawa category. 
Indigenous or native words whose origins cannot be traced to other languages are 

very few in number. Names of some body parts like oluwa 'head' and kakuia 'leg' and 
names of some indigenous flora like pol 'coconut' and kos 'jack-fruit' are examples. 

Some words taken from Sanskrit or Pali can be seen in two different forms, both as 
tatsama and tadbhawa. However, some words may appear only in one form, tatsama 
or tadbhawa. Look at the following examples: 

Sanskrit tatsama tadbhawa 
raaj~ raaj~ rad~ 'king' 
putra putra put 'son' 

yaksh~ yaks~ yak 'demon' 

ganita ganit;) ganan 'arithmetic' 



aasana 
karma 

wasa 
pratiphala 

apaaya 
kadali 

ikshu 
badhira 

aasana 
karma 

was a 
pratiphala 

apaaya 

a sun 
kam 

kesel 

uk 
bihiri 

'seats' 
'action' 
'live' 

'results' 
'hell' 
'banana' 

'sugar-cane' 
'deaf 
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When there are two different forms for one signification, which form is to be cho

sen is a matter of context and style. Sinhala traditional poetry only accommodated 

tadbhawa words in its language. The prose language, in contrast, has freely accommo
dated tatsama words for narrative and descriptive exposition. Especially, from the 12th 
century onwards, while the literary tradition of Sinhala was greatly influenced by the 
Sanskrit language and literature, Sanskrit tatsama words were added to the lexicon 

rather freely. Even today Sanskrit words are used abundantly to introduce new con
cepts, to coin technical terms and to provide alternative expressions through word

formation strategies such as compounding. Using Sanskrit words is considered by 
many scholars as a means of enhancing elegance and dignity of style. 

While the language thus underwent great lexical transformations with the impact 
of North Indian languages, foreign admixture did not end here. As mentioned in the 

Chapter 1, Sri Lanka continued to be visited by the people of South India and to hold 
close connection with such people in various ways. The subsequent admixture of 

Soutl1Indian words, the majority of which is from Tamil, brought further change into 
the lexicon. The following list provides some examples: 

Tamil Sinhala 
akkei akka 'elder sister' 

aanqu aanqu 'government' 

id,am id,am 'land' 
nangei nangi 'younger sister' 

pudumei puduma 'strange' 

mattam mattam 'lever 

\'Vinaaqi \'Vinaaqi 'minute' 

siini siini 'sugar' 

Later, from the sixteenth century onwards, the Sinhala lexicon developed with 
the impact of European languages such as Portuguese, Dutch and English. While a 

large stock of words borrowed from Portuguese are directly related to the daily life, 
such as cloths, food and kitchen appliances, items of furniture and things related to 

architecture, etc., the majority of words borrowed from Dutch represent the level of 
government and belong to the fields of law and administration. 1hese loan words 
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from Portuguese and Dutch are limited to nouns, mostly representing concrete 
objects. Borrowed in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries when Sri Lanka came 
under direct contact with the Western colonizers, these words have been established 
in the Sinhala lexicon, but have never increased thereafter. 

Most recent addition to the lexicon, the borrowed words from English makes 
a distinction to the tradition of borrowing: the use of English loan words remains 
largely restricted to Colloquial Sinhala. Colloquial Sinhala freely accommodates 
English words, even verbs, related to varied fields including life style, office environ
ment and educational and entertainment fields. There is a very productive lexical process 
to convert English verbs or adjectives and particles into verbs in Sinhala, namely using 
verbs karanawa 'do' or 'l+'tmawa 'become' as lexical connectors. Examples: kat kanmawa 
'cut (a class): [rai karanawa 'trY, paas wenawa 'pasS, aut wenawa 'be out'. However, 
the use of these borrowed English words is never considered as part of a valid style 
in Literary Sinhala, or even in a semi-formal environment. Employment of them is 
restricted to the conversational language. 

Trying to include all these borrowed words into the traditional categories of 
tatsama and tadbhawa, separating them from native words is itself a task difficult to 
achieve without the knowledge of their etymology and likely to pose some problems. 
For instance, some words aptly matching with the Sinhala phonological system and 
hence hitl1erto considered as native words may prove to be borrowed from a foreign 
language upon closer examination. For example, manamaala 'bridegroom' in Sinhala, 
which sounds purely indigenous to native speakers, is in fact adopted from Tamil 
rnanamaalan. Another such native-sounding word, sidaadi 'city' is traced to Portuguese 
cidade. In another case, some words that seem to be borrowed from one language, for 
example, from Portuguese, may actually have been borrowed or adopted from other 
sources such as 'Hunil or Hindi. The similarity of certain original words in Portuguese 
and Dutch may also cause the student of language some difficulty in determining the 
source language for some words. 

The most important thing is that when borrowed words are incorporated into the 
language, some phonological adjustments are made to suit the native phonological 
system. Look at the following list to observe how English words have been introduced 
into Sinhala with such adjustments. 

English 
English 
district 

Sinhala 
ingriisi or ingirisi 
distirikk~ 

department depart~meentu 
engineer 
coroner 
warrant 

injineeru 
korn~r or korneel 
waren.tu 
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When there are no equivcilent sounds in Sinhala corresponding to those in English, 
the nearest equivalents of the native language are employed.Thus English zoo has become 
soo in Sinhala, and English volume is wolyum in Sinhala. However, the traditional 
tendency to simplify consonant clusters is not the current vogue any more in Colloquial 
Sinhala, at least, as far as borrowing from English is concerned. Instead, speakers prefer 
to use borrowed words in forms closer to the pronunciation in the source language. For 
example, words such as praiweet (from 'private'), ilekshan (from 'election') and ilekfrik 
(from 'electric') are used in the colloquial language \'Vithout much adjustment in the 
structure of clusters. 

2. Word classes 

Sinhala words fall into three main classes: nouns, adjectives and verbs. 1hey are all 
open classes capable of incorporating new words. Nouns and verbs have subclasses 
determined according to morphological and syntactic criteria. Both nouns and verbs 
are inflected. In addition to these major word classes, there are some minor classes 
which include adverbs, particles, affixes and interjections. 

2.1 Nouns 

As its members are inflected, this class consists of marry free morphemes mostly used 
with bound morphemes. Nouns, in general, inflect for case, definiteness and number. 
Nouns divide into several classes in terms of usage or composition, such as proper 
nouns, common nouns, pronouns and verbal nouns. 

Proper nouns: Proper nouns denote names of particular individuals, places, objects 
and events, etc. An individual or personal name consists of a family name and one 
or several given names. Rajapaksha Mudiyanselage Siril Ariyaratna is a traditional 
personal name, where the first part Rajapaksha Mudiyanselage is the f~unily name 
and the last part includes two given names: Siril and Ariyaratna. Since Sinhala per
sonal names are relatively long, the family name and, in some cases, even the first 
given name are written with initials as R. 1'.-1. S. Ariyaratna. The arrangement of per-
sonal names has changed with the influence of the Western tradition. The modern 
tendency is to bring the family name to the end of the name. In that case the given 
names are written with initials as in S(iril) A(riyaratna) Rajapaksha (the latter part of 
the family name, Mudiyanselage, which includes plural marker -la and the possessive 
suffix -ge are omitted). 

Common noun~-= Common nouns refer to a whole class of living beings, objects, places, 
concepts or events. They are simple or compound nouns. 
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Living beings: a.liya 'elephant~ amma 'mother' 
Objects: pota 'booK a.tta 'branch' 
Places: ga.ma 'village: iskoole 'school' 
Concepts: mcn·anaya 'deatli, ugatkam;~ 'education' 
Events: ussawaya 'festival: tat·;mgaya 'race' 

These are not exclusive categories. A noun may denote an object and a place simul-
taneously. The common nouns given above are all simple nouns. The following are 
compound nouns. 

Gu1·u deguru samitiya 'parent-- teacher association' 
dala jaatika nishpaaditaya 'gross national product' 

In writing compound nouns, which are composed of two or more nouns, the con
stituent nouns are separated by spaces indicating word boundaries. Traditional 
grammar teaches that in compounding tatsama and tadbhawa derivatives should 
not be mixed, a rule only honored in breach. For example, in the above example dala 
jaatika nishpaadit3)'a, dala is a tadbhawa derivative and jaatika nishpaaditaya has two 
tatsa.ma derivatives. 

Nouns divide into two main classes in inflectional terms. Traditionally, this divi-
sion was considered as based on the semantic feature of [ + or -animate]. 

Animate nouns: miniha 'mad, waquwa 'carpenter, aliya 'elephant' 
Inanimate nouns: pota 'booK puf_uwa 'chair: gecfiya 'fruit' 

The division is explicit in numeral phrases such as follows: 

Inanimate: pu[u deka 'the two chairs' 
Animate: waquwo denna 'the two carpenters' 

There are rare exceptions in which animate nouns split between the animate and inan-
imate distinction. Por example, ibba 'padlocK while inflecting as an animate noun, 
remains an inanimate noun within a numeral phrase as in ibbo deka 'the two padlocks'. 
This anomaly comes from metaphorically applying the word for tortoise/turtle to refer 
to a padlock. 

As nouns inflect for case, definiteness and number, the paradigm includes features 
in the shape of a stem form and suffixes. 1he citation form of nouns appears in the 
nominative definite form. Let us compare the paradigms of two nouns from the two 
classes. The stem form for wa.cfuwa. 'carpenter' (animate) is wa.qu and that for puf:u.wa 
'chair' (inanimate) is pu[u. 
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Paradigm for wac:fuwa 'carpenter' 

Case Animate 

Singular Plural Indefinite (sg.) 

Nominative wac:fuwa wac:fuwo wac(uwek 

Accusative wac(uwa(m.) wac(uwa11wa wac(uwekwJ 

Dative wac(uwap wac(uwanp wac(uwekup 

Instrumental wac(uwage11 wac(uwanger1 wac(uwekugen 

Genitive/Loc. wac(uwage wac(uwtmge wac(uwekuge 

Paradigm for pu(Uwa 'chair' 

Case Inanimate 

Singular Plural Indefinite (sg.) 

Nominative pucuwa pucu pucuwak 

Accusative 

Dative pucuwap pucuwalap pucuwakap 

Instrumental pucuwen pucuwalin pucuwakap 

GenitiveiLoc. pu(Uwe pu(Uwala pu(UwakJ 

The optional occurrence of the accusative case is restricted to the animate class. As 
the above paradigm shows, the inanimate class does not inflect for the accusative case 
even optionally. The suffix --n- occurring in all oblique (non--nominative) plural forms 
is also restricted to the animate class. While instrumental and genitive/locative suf
fixes are -gen and -ge in the animate class they appear as -en and -e in the inanimate 
class. Non-nominative plural forms are marked with the -wal or -wala suffix only in 
the inanimate class. 

It appears that there is a difference in indefinite marking for the two classes. How
ever, no clear-cut inflectional difference can be found with respect to the semantic 
class. Some gender forms, especially feminine nouns, though belonging to the animate 
class, inflect for definiteness as well as indefiniteness in a manner corresponding to 
inanimate nouns. 

Definite Form 
guruwariya 'female teacher' 
bcelii 'bitch' 

Indefinite Form 
gut·uwariyak 
badliyak 

The animate/inanimate division seems to be based not only inflectionally but 
also with respect to some other behavior patterns of nouns. ·when nouns occur as 
subjects of existential sentences, their corresponding verb varies according to the 
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animate/inanimate distinction. According to the animacy co-occurrence rule, inani
mate subjects take the verb tienawa while animate subjects take the verb innawa. 
Compare the following examples. 

Inanimate: pufuwa tienawa 'The chair is (there): 
Animate: waduwa innawa 'The carpenter is (at home): 

They also take different forms of numerals: 

Inanimate: pu[u deka 'the two chairs' 
Animate: waquwo denna 'the two carpenters' 

Such numeral phrases also inflect for definiteness. The numeral phrases given above, 
for example, take indefinite markers as follows: 

Inanimate: pu[u dekak 'two chairs' 
Animate: waquwo denrzek 'two carpenters' 

In Sinhala, the sense of definiteness remains unmarked. Not only concrete nouns 
and numeral forms but even abstract nouns can inflect for definiteness. Look how the 
following abstract nouns, as inanimate nouns, have taken indefinite marker. 

honda 'wellness' > horzdak 'a goodness' or 'a good point' 
naraka 'badness' > narakak 'a badness' or 'a bad point' 
taniya 'loneliness' > taniyak 'a loneliness' 

Some nouns do not inflect for indefiniteness. For example, mass nouns such as 
lee 'blood', watura 'watef, pas 'soil: wreli 'sand: kiri 'mill(, wii 'paddY, haal 'rice' and bat 
'rice' generally appear in the plural form except in cases where a particular kind of the 
material is implied as in haala 'this particular rice: bata 'this rice, pa.<ia 'the particular 
soil' or wrella 'the sand'. 

Pronouns: There is a large inventory of words standing for other nouns or referring to 
other noun phrases in which personal pronouns take a prominent place. 

Personal pronouns: Personal pronouns are classified by person and number. First per·· 
son pronouns are mam3 (sg.) and api (pl.). Third person pronouns are eyaa (sg.) and 
eyaaia (pl.). Second person pronouns, apart from the above-mentioned categories, can 
be divided into three basic classes referring to differential social status and implying 
varying degrees of respect or intimacy. Speakers have to choose the appropriate form 
according to sociolinguistic context. Given below are singular forms; plural forms are 
made by adding the suffix -Ia to each word unless otherwise indicated. 

Respect form: obawahanse, tamunnaanse, obatumaa 
Ordinary form: oyaa, ohee, tam use 
Vulgar form: umba, too(sg.), topi(pl.) 
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Different noun forms ·within the same class may imply varying degrees of status. The 
nouns given as belonging to the ordinary form may have different nuances depending 
on the speaker's dialect. 'Ihe word oyaa is common among the speakers of the standard 
dialect used in Colombo and its suburbs. However, the word ohee is more accepted in the 
southern province. \\'hile the word tam use is considered as ordinary in some dialects, it 
may sound derogatory to a speaker of another dialect. The word umba representing the 
vulgar form is very commonly used to imply intimacy in informal conversation and the 
use of the word too has the tendency of being derogatory. So, one should be extremely 
careful in handling second person pronouns in Sinhala. Second person pronouns, even 
of the ordinary fonn, are avoided in actual conversation, and names and titles or kinship 
nouns are more readily used. 

Demonstrative pronouns: There are four demonstratives showing the type of proximi
ty-anaphora distinction as given below: 

Speaker proximal: mee 'this/these' 
Addressee proximal: oya 'that/those' 
Distal from both speaker and addressee: ara 'that/those (over there)' 
Distal from both speaker and addressee and anaphoric: ee 'that/those' 

There are two distal demonstratives: one, a.r;~ 'that/those (over there): indicates an 
object visible to both speaker and addressee or makes an anaphoric reference while 
the other, ee 'that/those: indicates an object not in sight or refers to a topic in the 
discourse. 

These four deictic demonstratives are in attributive use, occurring initially in a 
sequence, without showing inflection for definiteness or number. 

mee pota 'this book' 
.Q,Y-.1. meese uqa tiena leensuwa 'that handkerchief over there on the table' 
ara kalu usa miniha. 'that dark, tall man' 
ee pa1·ana kataawa 'that old story' 

Now, there are three sets of demonstrative pronouns corresponding to the deictic 
demonstratives given above. One set refers to inanimate nouns: 

Singular 
meelca 'this one' 
ooka 'that one (by you)' 
arab 'that one (distal)' 
eeb 'that one' 

Plural 
meewa 'these ones' 
oowa. 'those ones (by you)' 
a.rawa. 'those ones (distc'11)' 
eewa 'those ones' 

Another set refers to animate nouns standing f()r animals, and its members are used 
derogatorily when referring to human beings. 
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Singular Plural 
meka or muu 'this one' mut; 'these ones' 
ooka 'that one (by you)' okw; 'those ones (by you)' 
en-aka or aruu. 'that one (distal)' an-UJ 'those ones (distal)' 
eeka or u.u 'that one' euiJ 'those ones' 

Yet another set refers to human beings. 

Singular Plural 
meyaa 'this person' 
oyaa 'you' 

meyaala 'these persons' 
oyaala 'you' 

ar3;_va 'that person (distal)' 
eyaa 'that person' 

arayala 'those persons (distal)' 
eyaala 'those persons' 

Inten·ogative pronouns: Interrogative nouns represent a type of noun standing for a 
noun when its identity is unknown. Most interrogatives closely follow the fc)rm of 
members of deictic sets, showing similarity to them even in distribution. 

There is a type of interrogative occurring attributively, resembling deictic demon
stratives. Koi 'which' and mona 'what' are such interrogative demonstratives. They can 
be used with the interrogative marker da as follows: 

koi kaamaree da 'which room' 
mona paa(a da 'what color' 

Deictic-interrogative pronouns are classified into three categories as Inanimate, 
Animal and Human, following deictic-demonstrative pronouns. 

Demonstrative pronouns 
Inanimate: meeb 'this one' 

Animal: 

Human: 

meewa 'these ones' 

meka 'this one' 
mut; 'these ones' 
meyaa 'this person' 
meyaala 'these pen;ons' 

Interrogative pronouns 
moka 'what one'/kooka 'which one' 
manawa 'what ones' I 
koowa 'which ones' 
mokaa 'what one' /kooka 'which one' 
monuiJ 'what ones' 
kauru 'which person' 
kaum 'which persons' 
(same as the singular form) 

These interrogative pronouns are used \\ith the interrogative marker da as follows: 

kooka da honda 'which one is better?' 
monawa da oonre 'what do you want?' 

Some of their singular forms can inflect for definiteness, taking indefinite forms. l'vfoka 
'what (inanimate singular): fc)r example, usually takes the indefinite fc)rm in pronominal 
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use as in mokak da kiiwe 'what did you sayt The personal interrogative form kauru 
'which person, which does not show inflection for number, on the other hand, appears 
as kauda with the deletion of ru as in kauda giyee 'who went?'. 

There are some other sets of deictic and demonstrative nouns with varied ranges 
of distribution. Members of tl.vo such sets are introduced below. 

Demonstrc1tive pronouns 
mehee 'here' 
mehaa 'this way' 

Interrogative pronouns 
kohee 'where' 
kohaa 'which way' 

The interrogative kohaa that refers to direction is always used along with the dative 
form --{a and appears as in kohaa(a da giyee 'which direction did he go?'. 

Verbal nouns: Verbal nouns are nouns derived from verbs, denoting persons, actions 
or events. They inflect for case, number and definiteness. Verbal nouns denoting per
sons or agents of actions are formed by adding the ending -nnaa to a verbal stem: 

liya 'to write' > liyannaa 'person who writes or secretary' 
mara 'to kill' > marannaa 'person who kills or butcher' 
kiya 'to say' > kiyannaa 'a person who says or speaker' 
asa 'to listen' > asannaa 'a person who listens or listener' 

By adding --iima or --illa to a verbal stem, verbal nouns denoting actions are formed: 

nat~ 'to dance'> nce[iima, nre[illa 'dancing' 
bani 'to scold' > breniima, brenilla 'scolding' 
duwa 'to run' > diwiima, diwilla 'running' 
hoy<~ 'to look for' > hewiima, hewiii<~ 'looking for' 

(Pirst back vowels in the stem change into corresponding front vowels in this lexical 
process) They inflect for case, number and definiteness. 

Another nominal form is derived by adding the ending -urn. 

nap 'to dance'> nre[um 'dance' 
bani 'to scold'> bamum 'scolding or criticism' 
kaqa 'to break' > krequm 'break or breakage' 
rawa 'to frown' > rreum 'frown' 

Compared with the former set of words with -iima and -ilia, the nominal forms with 
-um are more consolidated as nouns as shown by our glosses. Nre[um, f(lr example, is 
'dance, not 'dancing'. In the same way, ktequm is something that has been broken, not 
the act of breaking. 

Another suffix, -mana, is used in a similar way, though not so productively, to 
form verbal nouns denoting more concrete senses. 
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kiya 'to say' > kiamana 'saying' 
liya 'to write' > liamana 'letter' 
de 'to give' > diimana 'giving or allowance' 
hing;~ 'to beg' > hing.~mana 'begging' 

One of the most productive ways of forming verbal nouns is adding the connec-
tive eka to a verbal adjective. Verbal adjectives can be of past or non-past forms. 

na{a 'to dance' > na["ana eka 'dancing: na(apu eka 'dancing (in the past)' 
bani 'to scold' > banina eka 'scolding: bamna eka 'scolding (in the past)' 
kaqa 'to break' > kaqana eka 'breaking: kaqapu eka 'breaking (in the past) or what 

has been broken' 
liya 'to write' > lian~ eb ·~Titing: liapu eka 'writing (in the past) or what has been 

written' 

There are some semantic differences between nominal forms derived from verbal 
adjectives depending on the transitivity of verbal stems. One such difference is related 
to non-past verbal adjectives. Verbal nouns derived from non-past transitive verbal 
adjectives take on another meaning in addition to the meanings given in the above 
glosses. They may take on instrumental meaning: for example, kaqana eka may also 
denote an object used to break and liana eka may also mean an instrument for writ
ing. This sense of instrumentality appears only with transitive verbal stems. Another 
difference can be seen with regard to past verbal adjectives. In this case, verbal nouns 
derived from intransitive stems only denote acts ofV-ing as in na(apu eka '(the) danc
ing (in the past)' and bcenna eka '(the) scolding (in the past)'whereas verbal nmms 
derived from transitive stems may denote acts ofV-ing or objects ofV-ing as in kaqapu 
eka and liapu eb (see the glosses above). (For a sketch of the development of eka as a 
nominal marker, see Section 4.1 in this chapter). 

2.2 Adjectives 

Adjectives are classifiable into three classes as descriptive adjectives, nominal adjec
tives and verbal adjectives. 

Descriptive adjectives are words denoting qualities or attributes of the nouns they 
modify. Examples: loku 'big' in loku geqia 'big fruit, honda 'good' in honda lamea 'good 
child: unu 'hot' in unu watura 'hot water, alut 'new' in alut pota. 

Nominal adjectives are words in nominal forms denoting a certain relationship 
to the nouns they modify. Examples: mal 'flower' in mal peti 'flower petalS, paqi 'stair' 
in paqi pela 'stair case: mii 'bee' in mii preni 'bee-honeY, karatta in karatta 1'0()(ie 'cart 
wheel'. Unlike descriptive adjectives, these nominal adjectives can function as full·-· 
pledged nouns in other contexts. vVhen used as adjectives, these nominal forms do not 
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inflect for case, number or definiteness. They are treated as uninflected stem forms by 
traditional grammar, though appear identical with nominative plural forms. 

Verbal adjectives are words denoting actions, states or experience of the objects 
modified by them. Examples: na{ana 'dancing' in na{an;~ watura 'boiling water: anqan;~ 
'crying' in anqana lamea 'crying child: hcedena 'growing' in hcedena gaha 'growing 
tree: uyana 'cooking' in uyana tel 'cooking oir. All the verbal adjectives given above are 
inflected for non-past tense as indicated by the non-past suffix -n<~. They can also take 
past forms. As verbs they can take objects, too, as in tanaloka kapana yantaree 'grass 
cutting machine'. 

Since nominal adjectives and verbal adjectives appear in identical forms respec
tively with nouns and verbs and since their respective boundaries remain unclear, only 
the first class, namely descriptive adjectives are considered as pure adjectives. In our 
examples given so far, adjectives occur attributively, i.e. preceding nouns. They also 
occur predicatively in clauses. In occurring predicatively, adjectives are obligatorily 
marked with the assertion marker -i. Thus the descriptive adjectives given above would 
appear as follows when they function as predicators in equational sentences. 

geqia lokui 'The fruit is big: 
lamea hondai 'The child is good: 
watura unui 'The water is hot: 

However, only vowel-final adjectives undergo this change. It does not apply to conso
nant--final adjectives even when occurring predicatively. 

pota alut 'The book is new: 

Descriptive adjectives can be divided into several subclasses as qualitative adjec-
tives, quantitative adjectives and demonstrative adjectives. 'Ihe examples given so far 
represent the class of qualitative adjectives. Quantitative adjectives denote quantity 
of a noun or a descriptive adjective. They include cardinal numeral adjectives such 
as eka 'one: de 'twO, tun 'three' and doios 'twelve: indefinite numeral adjectives such 
as samahara 'some: noek 'various: hungak 'many' and okkoma 'all' and non-numeral 
adjectives such as ceti 'enougll, madi 'not enough' and wceqi 'too much'. 

Cardinal numeral adjectives are used as follows: 

eka gasak 'one tree' 
demaupiyo 'parents' 
teruwan 'triple gem' 
dolosmaha pahana 'tweleve-month-lamp' 

However, using cardinal adjectives productively is limited to the first number, eka 'one'. 
Words with all other cardinal adjectives are idioms or set phrases. The ordinary way 
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for a cardinal number, except for eka 'one: to appear with a noun is to follow it. In 
Sinhala, numerals are governed by the animacy of nouns as mentioned earlier. With 
inanimate nouns, numerals appear, following them, just as nouns. Examples: gas deka 
'two treeS, gas tuna 'three treeS, gas dolaha 'twelve trees'. With animate nouns, numerals 
follow the noun as a combination of numeral plus connective. Examples: lama.i dedena. 
'two children', la.ma.i tundena 'three children', la.ma.i dolosdena 'tweleve children'. 

Indefinite numeral or indefinite quantifying adjectives are used as follows: 

sa.maha.ra guruw;n·u 'some teachers' 
noek aya 'various persons: 
hungak denaa 'many people' 
okkoma la.mai 'all children' 

Non-numeral quantitative adjectives modify a noun as in madi haria 'the part 
inadequate' and wceqi kof:Jsa 'the portion that is too much'. They also follow descriptive 
adjectives to form adjectival phrases. 

diga ceti 'long enough' 
usa ma.di 'not tall enough' 
loku wceqi 'too big' 

Apart from descriptive adjectives, there is a category called demonstrative adjec
tives. The four deictic demonstratives earlier mentioned by way of introduction to 
demonstrative pronouns, namely mee 'this/these' (speaker proximal), oya 'that/those' 
(addressee proximal), ara 'that/those (over there)' (distal but within sight) and ee 
'that/those' (distal and anaphoric) are pronominal demonstrative adjectives. Related 
to them are interrogative adjectives such as Koi and mona 'which' and 'what'. Koi has 

several variants such as ko, koo, ka.wa and kii. They are used as follows: 

koi ta.ra.m 'what extent' 

mona widiha(a 'what way' 
kohoma 'how: 'what way' 
kooka 'which or what one' 
ka.wadaa 'what day' 
kiiak 'how much or how many' 
kiiada 'how much?' 

2.3 Verbs 

Verbs inflect for tense, i.e. past tense and non-past tense. They are identified morpho
logically by the final-mwa. in the non--past indicative form (e.g. ka.-·nawa. 'eat' and duwa-· 
nawa 'run'). These verbs are composed of a stem such as ka-- 'eat' or du'»-"3·- 'run' and a 
sequence of inflectional suffixes such as -na- (non-past) and -wa (indicative form). 
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On the basis of verbal stem shape, three classes of verbs are identifiable. They are 
called a-ending stems, i-ending stems and e-ending stems. Such stem vowels are also 
named "!hematic Vowels (Gair 1970). 

Class 1 [Thematic Vowel -a-] balanawa 'loot(, allanawa 'toucli, paraddanawa 'defeat' 
Class 2 [Thematic Vowel--{.] adinawa 'draW, upadinawa 'be bonl, c:ehindinawa 'pick' 

Class 3 [Thematic Vowel--e--) idenawa 'ripen~ igilenawa 'flY, kalakirenawa 'be dissatisfied' 

Functionally a more important division is made by assigning verbs into three L>'Pes as 
Active, Passive and Causative (De Silva 1960).1 Every verb is considered to belong to 

one of these three types. This division should be considered as based on the morphe
mic composition of verbal stems rather than on semantic concerns (Gair 1970). 

Active Type 
anqan~wa 'cry' 
kapanawa 'cut' 

hadanawa 'make' 

Passive Type 
amc(enawa 'get to cry' 
kc:epanawa 'get cut' 
hc:edanawa 'be made' 

Causative Type 
anc(;~anawa 'cause to cry' 
kappanawa 'cause to cut' 
hadawanawa 'cause to make' 

As seen through the foregoing examples, verbs belong to sets containing three types 
while sharing a common root morpheme. However, every verb does not belong to all 
three types. There are verbs belonging to one or two types. Accordingly, there can be 

three-type verbs, two-type verbs and single-type verbs. For example, look at the fol
lowing set. The Passive type verb waqen~wa 'fall' has Causative type: wa{{anawa 'cause 

to falf. Since there is no verbal form representing Active type in this set, it is a two--type 
verb. Another verb, c:edenawa 'creep' (Passive type) is a single-type verb, i.e. it does not 

have Active and Causative types. 
A major semantic division is made between dynamic/active--type verbs and stative/ 

processive verbs. Active-- and Causative type verbs belong to the dynamic/active cat-
egory whereas Passive type verbs, in general, fall into the stative/processive category. 

With regards to stem vowels or thematic vowels, the dynamic/active category includes 
a--ending stems and i--ending stems while the stative/processive category incorporates 
e--ending stems. This division is important because it has a direct influence on the event 
and aspectual interpretation of clauses and makes explicit the role of the agent's control, 

intentionality and volition in event presentation. Observe this division in the following 
pair: lamea na{amwa 'The child is dancing' vs.lamea{a nc:e{enawa 'The child gets danc-

ing impulsively'. It is generally accepted that an active-type verb takes a nominative 
subject to express a volitional meaning while a stative-type verb takes a non-nominative 

subject (in the above case, the dative -p), to give a spontaneous meaning. 

1. The original term u~;-ed by De Silva (1960) is 'aspeL't~ Since the use of the term 'aspect' can be 
rather confusing as it is reminiscent of the verbal a~;pect (± perfective, etc.), I have chosen to use 
the term 'verb type' instead. 
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Another important division of verbs is based on the morpho syntactic distinction 
of transitivity. Virtually all verbs in the Passive type are intransitive, whereas verbs in 

the Active category include both intransitive and transitive verbs. Look at the verbs 
given under the Active type: anc:fanawa 'cry' (intra.), kapanawa. 'cut' (tran.). A transitive 

verb like kapanawa. 'cut' (==Active type) and krepenawa. 'be cut' (==Passive type) makes 
a transitive-intransitive pair, manifest in taatta gasa krepuwa 'Father cut the tree' vs. 

gasa krepuna 'The tree got cut'. It is considered that a prototypical transitive verb, like 
kapanawa, contains two arguments, subject and object, whereas a prototypical intran 

sitive verb contains one argument, a subject as in the case of anc:fanawa 'cry' or an 
object as in the case of kcepuna 'get cut (past)'. 

However, there are a considerable number of semi-transitive verbs that satisfy 

the condition of transitiveness in terms of the number of arguments but do not qual·· 

ify morphosyntactically to be transitive for the objective argument does not appear 
as direct object. Verbs like gahanawa 'hit: baninawa 'scold: salakanawa 'treat' and 

wandinawa 'worshiP, for example, have their objects appearing in dative form as indi
rect objects morphosyntactically. On the other hand, many Passive--type verbs take 
non-nominative, instrumental or dative arguments while allowing them to remain 
grammatical subjects, thus creating a kind of semi-transitive constructions. 

3· Minor word classes 

3.1 Adverbs 

Adverbs are words that modify verbs, adjectives, other adverbs or sentences. They are 

placed before the word they modify. This is an open class and includes several sub
classes divided according to their ftmctions: 

Adverbs of time: nit;:n-a 'alwayS, samaharawi(a 'sometimes: langadi 'lately' 

Adverbs of place: wa(ee(a 'around: ui(in 'above: ya(in 'below' 
Adverbs of manner: ibee{a 'by chance: nikam 'without purpose: poduwe 'in common' 

Adverbs of degree: [ikak 'a little: bohoma 'very mucll, wcec:fipura 'over and above' 
Adverbs of cause: baen 'out of fear: tarahen 'out of anger: aad;:n-ee(a 'because of love' 

Adverbs are also classifiable into several morphological subclasses as shown in the 

following list. 

Adverbs formed by adding the instrumental -in or -en to an adjective. Examples: tadin 
'strongly: haien 'loudly' or 'strongly: ikm:min 'quicklY, 1+-eegen 'fast' 

Adverbs formed by adding the dative suffix -tJ to an adjective. Examples: honda(a 'welf, 
lassana[a 'beautifully: rasa{a 'tastily' 

Adverbs with the stative suffix .. wa. Examples: manaawa 'well: hudakalaawa 'alone, 

ba.l;~wa.twa 'strongly' 
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Adverbs with the emphatic suffix -ma. Examples: wahaama 'immediatelY, taniama 
'alone. wenama 'separatelY, bohoma 'very' 

Adverbs not belonging to any of these morphological classes. Examples: nikan 'with
out purpose: yantam 'narrowlY, nit:ara 'always'. 

This kind of morphological classification shows that there are two broad categories or 
characteristics of adverbs: 

1. Forms derived or inflected from members of other grammatical categories like 
adjectives 

2. Non-derived, primitive forms 

Most of adverbs belong to the first category whereas a few adverbs represent the sec
ond category. 

The boundary behveen adverbs and nouns is not always clear because there are 
many adverbs that inflect into case. Observe the following inflected forms related to a 
corresponding basic form: 

Basic Form Dative Instrumental Locative 
ada'today' adap ad in 
cet-ula 'inside' a:.tubta a:.tulen cetule 
diga 'long' d(~a{a digin digee 

Apart from the adverbs already described, there is another class of adverbs, namely 
complex adverbial phrases: These phrases are formed by combining an adjective or a 
noun with another nominal form to render an adverbial form. 'Ihey function similarly 
to those simple adverbs mentioned above. Examples: honda tatwaen 'in good condi
timl, pahat widia(a 'in low standard: gaambiira wilaasen 'in a solemn way: guruwaraek 
hre(ia{a 'as a teacher'. They can also be extended to form adverbial clauses like miniha 
kataa karana widiap 'in the way he speaks' and eyaa wcecf.a karana hce(iaf:J 'according to 
the fashion he works'. 

3.2 Particles 

Particles are postpositional words that do not have inflections and are attached mainly 
to nominal constituents but also can appear with preceding verbal forms. 

Case particles: They are used to define the relationship between nominal constituents 
and predicates. Examples: atin 'by' (agentive), lawa 'by' (causative), ekka 'with: indan 
'fronl, atee 'at' (possessive) or 'through: 

Predicative particles: They are mainly used after a noun phrase indicating its relation-
ship to a predicator. Examples: gama 'about', wcurge 'like: wac:faa 'more, pata" 'every' 
(temporal), gaane 'every' (spatial), tisse 'throughout'. 
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Highlighting particles: tamai 'indeed', mai 'indeed or verily: naiJ 'as for: ma 'emphati
cally: misak 'except' or 'buf, wat 'even'. 

Conjunctive particles: 'Ihey are used to conjoin two noun phrases or two clauses. 
E.g. hari 'or', naiJ 'if', hrefia(a 'as: turu 'till: taak 'so far as: hinda 'because: ko(a 'when', 
gamar; 'while. 

Discourse particles: They denote textual relationships. Mostly appearing at the begin-
ning of a sentence, these particles connect the utterance with something that has been 
said or has happened previously. Examples: itin 'then', aaet 'again', rerat 'besideS, ehenar; 
'if so, then', eet 'buf, namut 'but: hrebrei 'but (emphatically)'. 

Interrogative particle: 'Ihe interrogative particle dais used at the end of a sentence 
or phrase to form a question. Examples: oyaa yanawa da 'Do you go?: honda da 'Is 
that good?' 

Quotative particles: The quotative particle bawa or waga 'that' is added to the end of the 

verbal clause to make an indirect statement. The particle kiala is used at the end of the 
quotation part in reporting direct speech while lu 'so tl1ey say' is added to the end of 
an utterance to indicate that the expressed information is hearsay. 

Negati11e particles: epaa 'don't' (rejection or prohibition) is added to tl1e end of a verb 
phrase or used independently to denote rejection or prohibition. 

3·3 Affixes 

Affixes are bound morphemes that are added to nominal and verbal bases and adjec
tives to modify these words. Prefixes and suffixes are the two types of affixes used to 
add lexical or grammatical meanings. 

Nouns are modified by prefixes such as anu-- as in anukaranaya 'imitation', awa-· as 
in awamaana 'contempt: du- as in dusirit 'bad habits: apa- as in apakiirtia 'disgrace. 
awa- as in a'l!'atren 'displace'. 

Adjectives are modified by prefixes such as ati-- as in atibayaanaka 'very scarY, a-
as in apiri!>udu \mclean', ni-- as in nism·u 'infertile: nu-- as in nupurudu \maccustomed', 
su- as in sumihiri 'very sweet, du- as in dub ala 'weak, disabled: 

Verbs are modified by prefixes such as wara- as in waranaganawa 'decline, con
jug-ate: pili-- as in pilignnawa 'accept', sa-"f·i-- as in srerisat"3nawa 'go from place to place, 
no- as in nowenawa 'not become' para- as in paradinawa 'be defeated', hari- as in 
harigassanawa 'correct, amend: piri- as in pirhvaranawa 'surround'. 

Some suftlxes used to modify nouns are given below. They all denote lexical 
meanings. 

--maya: 
--wat: 
-mat: 

pabalumaya 'made from beads' 
balawat 'having strength, strong' 
asirimat 'wonderful' 



-ika: 
-tana: 
-karu: 
-aanu: 
--nia: 

jaatika 'belonging to nation, nationaf 
puraatana 'related to the past, ancient' 
lipikaru 'dealing with letters and documents, clerk' 
indiyaanu 'related to India, Indian' 
diania 'beloved daughter' 
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By contrast, the following suffixes added to adjectives denote more grammatical 
meanings like comparative degree, superlative degree, nominal sense and diminu-
tive sense. 

--tara: ga.ruta1t1 'more respectable' 
-tama: priyatama 'most favorite' 
-kama: duppa.tkama 'poverty 
-a: burula 'lightness' 
-aa: hrekiaa 'ability' 
-ta.a.: dubalataa 'weakness' 
-iti: singiti 'very small' 
-iri: rendiri 'less dark or dim' 

Some suffixes used to modify verbs were introduced before when illustrating ver
bal nouns in this chapter. For example, -nna. (to denote agent or doer), -iima, -ilia, -um, 
and -mana (to denote verbal actions or verbal objects) were mentioned. Some other 
suftJ.xes used to modify verbal stems are: -na (adjectival and instrumental senses), -pu 
and --unu (perfect adjectival sense). 

Adjectival --na: kaqan3 'breaking' 
puchchana 'burning( trans.)' 

Instrumental -na: dawa{ana 'wrapping' 
(vatw·u)lian::J '(type )writer' 

Active perfect adjectival-pu: kaqapu '(one) who broke' or '(thing) broken' 
puchchapu '(one) who burnt' or '(thing) burnt' 

Passive perfect adjectival-unu: ka!qunu 'broken' 
pichchunu 'burnt' 

Some suffixes are redundant, i.e. do not effect any semantic or grammatical modi
fication. However, they may denote rather formalized senses than base forms. The 
following examples are of this type: 

-tu: dmt7[u 'door' 
-at: sawana.t 'ear' 
-as: senelzas 'affection' 

Only examples illustrating derivational suffixes were given here. Inflectional suf
fixes will be described later in chapters concerning nouns and verbs. 
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3·4 Interjections 

Interjections are words used to show a short sudden expression of emotion or some 
kind of mental attitude or response. 

Expressing delight or triumph: ohoo, hooia 
Expressing grief and sorrow: ahoo, apoo, appoo, anee, appee, ammee 
Expressing surprise and wonder: ah.aa, aai, aa.u 
Expressing pain: uui 
Expressing disappointment or rebuke: ah., ch.ah. 
Expressing dislike and disgust: chii, chih., chikee 
Expressing contempt or curse: tuu, tuh, nodakin 
Expressing helplessness or sympathy: anee anichchan, ane aparaade 
Vocative expressions: ee~ ooi, ac:/po, bola, bola1J 
Expressing appreciation: sha.h, shook 
Expressing surprise, disbelief or direction: anna, onna, menna 
Expressing agreement and affirmation: saadu saadu 
Expressing assent: hm, ou, ehemai 
Expressing the sign of stop: hoow 
Expressing prohibition or warning: haa haa 
Expressing deliberation: aa ... 

Some of them such as ch.ii chii, saadu saadu, hoow hoow, haa haa are used in reduplica·· 
tion to make their effects emphatic. 

4· Some noteworthy word classes 

4 .. 1 Numerals 

The numeral system in Sinhala was naturalized from Old and Middle Indo-Aryan 
languages and gained its modern shape after independently developing on the island. 
Numerals inflect for case, number and definiteness. Some numerals have identical free 
and bound forms and some forms show several variants. All numerals have citation 
forms, but the actual use of numerals is found in combinations of base forms and 
various functional particles, suffixes, or measure words. The following list shows the 
citation forms and the corresponding base forms of numerals . 

Number Citation Form .Base form 
1 eka eka 
2 deka de 
3 tuna tun 
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4 satara or hatara hatara 
5 paha pas 
6 hay a haya 
7 hat a hat 
8 ata ap 
9 nawaya, namaya na'M/3, nama 
10 dahaya daha 
11. ekolaha ekolos 
12 dolaha do los 
13 daha tuna dahatun 
14 daha hatara, daa hatara daa hatara 
15 pahaloha pahalos 
16 daas;:,ya daasaya 
17 daahata daahat 
18 dahaap dahaa(a 
19 daha naw~va or namaya daha na.wa m· nama 
20 wissa wisi 
30 tiha tis 
40 hataliha hat a/is 
50 panaha pan as 
60 hre[a hrep 
70 hrettrerewa hrettrere 
80 asuuwa aswu 

90 anuuwa anuu 
100 siiya siya 
1,000 daaha daas 
10,000 daha daaha dahadaas 
100,000 lakshaya laksha 
1,000,000 dasa lakshaya or milianaya dasa laksha or miliana 
10,000,000 koo[ia koo(i 

The numeral compounds are formed by giving lower digits with reference to a specific 
standard, in that lower numerals follow decimal multiples or higher numerals, reflect

ing SOV characteristics (Lehmann 1978). According to this typological universal, the 
arrangementofnumeralswillbe 1.0+ 1:::: 11; 10+ 2= 12; 10+ 3::::1.3 and so onforaSOV 

language like Sinhala. However, a glance through the numerals in Sinhala will reveal that 
the order is not observed consistently in the "additive" pattern for "teen" numerals: 

1.1 ekolaha '1 + 1.0' 
1.2 dolaha '2 + 10' 
15 pahaloha '5 + 10' 

59 
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La.ha. or loha in these numerals denotes the decimal number. The f()rmation of 
these numerals by having lower numerals immediately preceding the decimal number 

is quite contrary to the SOV pattern. Other numbers, 13; daha tuna, 1'1; daha hatara, 
16; daasaya, 17; daahata, 18; daha. a.{a and 1.9; da.ha na.w.~ya have the SOV arrangement, 

lower numerals following the decimal number. 
1hese aberrant patterns can be explained by having a look at their historical 

development. Sinhala, before changing to its consistent SOV patterning of today 
evidently shared some SVO characteristics with Classical Sanskrit. The construe-· 
tion of numeral compounds in Old Sinhala (and Classical Sanskrit), in contrast to 
the accepted SOY pattern, followed the order of placing the lower digit before the 

decimal number. 

Sanskrit Old Sinhala 

11 ekaadasa ekolos '1+10' 

12 dwaadasa dolos '1+10' 

13 trayodasa teles '1+10' 

This old tradition remains preserved in some numerals of modern Sinhala without 
undergoing much modification as seen above in case of words for 11, 1.2 and 15, 
and it changed to the normal SOV patterning in other numerals like 13, 14, 16, 17, 

18 and 19. Thus, the inconsistency of the "additive" patterns of numerals in mod
ern Sinhala is a remnant of the old system which showed a mixture with some SVO 

characteristics. (See Hundirapola 1975 for a detailed study of earlier and modern 
patterning in Sinhala) 

\Vhat is more important in terms of linguistic practice is how numerals are com
bined with other elements to form numeral phrases. Ordinal numbers are formed by 
attaching the suffix -·wami to the base form ofthe numeral, except in the case of eka (1.). 
Examples: dewami 'second: tunwami 'third: hatarawreni 'fourth'. 'Ihe first number, eka, 
takes the special form palamu, a free form, or paia-, a bound form, when combining 
with the base fc)rm, making its ordinal number as palamuwami or palawami . .By inflect-

ing for case and number, an ordinal number can indicate a person: pa.lamuwrenia or 
palawrenia 'first person: dewrenia 'second person'. 

When counting animals or humans, numeral-classifiers are added to numerals. 

The system of classifiers in Sinhala is neither complex nor elaborate. Nouns denot-

ing things or creatures are classified according to the animate -inanimate dichotomy. 
Inanimate things do not take any classifier; numerals are directly placed after the noun 
as in gas deka '(the) two treeS, kaar tuna '(the) three cars' and rupial paha '(the) five 

rupees'. By contrast, the animate numeral classifier denaa is added to the base of the 
numeral before placing it after the noun. Examples: yaaluo dedenaa or dennaa '(the) 

two friendS, wanduro tundenaa '(the) three monkeys' and kurullo pasdenaa '(the) five 
birds: However, as the glosses indicate, all the forms given here have a definite sense. 
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This calls for a comment In Sinhala, unmarked numeral forms are definite. To render 
them indefinite they should be followed by the indefinite marker -ak or -ek. Therefore, 
the English sentence 'There are five birdS, for example, should be rendered in Sinhala 
as kw·ullo pasdenek inn;~wa. One can say kurullo pasdenaa innawa only to mean 'Th.e 
five birds are there'. 

It is also interesting to note that humans and non-humans are categorized together 
by using the same classifier for counting, although they are distinguished in referring, 
as seen with regard to demonstrative adjectives. The only exception is the classifier 
kenaa attached to the numeral 'one' referring to humans. This is usually not used when 
the referent is an animal. Another noteworthy feature is that while numeral-classifiers 
or quantifiers appear in singular form, the common nouns immediately preceding 
these classifiers and quantifiers for that matter appear in plural form as in gas deka 
'(the) two trees'(inanimate) and kurullo pasdenek 'five birds' (animate). Thus classifiers 
and quantifiers form a part of complex noun phrases. 

Another complex numeral phrase consists of a common noun + "measure word" 
+ classifier (inanimate). "Measure words" describe an object's weight, length, the area 
of land, the duration of time, etc., such as raattal 'pounds; kilo 'kilograms, miif:JrJ 
'meterS. akkara 'acres: aurudu 'yearS, maasa 'months' and dawas 'days: They make quan
tifier phrases as follows: 

paan raatal dekak 'two pounds of bread' 
iqam akkara dahayak 'two acres of land' 
aurudu pahak 'five years' 

Instead of"measure words'; some common nouns can be used as quantifiers. 'Ihey 
make quantifier phrases as follows: 

arakku bootal dekkak 'two bottles of Arrack' 
baisikal kan[eenara dekak 'two containers ofbicycles' 
tee pe{/j. pahak 'five boxes of tea' 

There are several quantifiers used to count the frequency of events, such as warak, 
wataawak, srerayak and paarak. They are used interchangeably as in dewarak 'two timeS, 
tunwataawak 'three times' or pa..~rerayak 'five times'. 

Another type of quantifier includes keepayak 'several or a few: samaharak 'some' 
and wagayak 'some: These words are used to denote an amount or quantity that is 
indefinite or incomplete. Especially, wagayak 'some' is used when not only the quantity 
but also the nature of the object is not clearly known. Usually they follow common 
notms appearing in plural forms. However, samaharak 'some' can also precede a noun. 
Keepayak 'several or a few' goes with inanimate nouns; when used with animate nouns 
it has to be combined with the animate classifier denaa or denek. 
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pot keepayak 'several books' 
g-.sruw-aru keep a denek 'a few teachers' 
lamai samaharak 'some children' 
samaharak gcer.enu 'some women' 
minis..~ wagayak 'some men' 
lium wagayak 'some letters' 

1hese are non-enumerated quantifiers. 
Coming back to numerals, when two consecutive numerals are used in indefinite 

form this expression denotes alternation between the two. Examples: deka tunak 'two 
or three, tuna hatarak 'three or tour: The quantity denoted by such expressions may 
include a number close to the given numerals. Thus deb tunak may, in fact, mean two, 
three or five. 

Finally, the numeral eka 'one' deserves special attention. While demonstrative 
expressions like meeka 'this one' (from mee eka) obviously are related to the numeral 
eka, it is not clear whether eka itself in Modern Sinhala is a noun like 'one' in English. 

Bka can be modified by an adjective like sudu eka 'white one' and a.lut eka 'new 
one'. However, it cannot be modified by a demonstrative because it is lexically blocked 
by demonstrative nouns like meeka 'this one' and arab 'that one'. It does not inflect 
for plural. 1hat is, it still retains its singular sense. It cannot occur after a noun; so 
putuwa eka 'the one chair' or pu[u.wak eka '(a) one chair' is unacceptable. To mean 
'the one chaiT, the noun pu[uwa is adequate; to mean '(a) one chaiT, the numeral pre·· 
cedes the noun as eka putwwak. However, the numeral can follow the noun when it 
is needed to indicate emphasis as in pufu ekak '(a) one chair' or to indicate alternate 
senses as in pu[u eka.k hari dekak '(a) one or two chairs'. 

When an English singular noun is adopted in Sinhala, it is followed by eka which 
functions as a nominal marker. E.g. bas eka 'the buS, {ooch eka 'the electric torch'. This 
suggests that the noun eka has developed as a nominalization expression in modern 
Sinhala. Another restriction for the use of eka as a nominalization expression is that 
it can only be used with inanimate nouns: The expression ara kaiu us;~ eka 'that dark 
tall one' cannot be used in referring to a human being or an animal. This means that 
the noun eka involves animacy. To say 'that dark tall one (is my friend): ekaa, the 
animate form of eb, should be used as in ara kaiu usa ekaa . It can be used in definite 
or indefinite sense as in the follov.ing examples: 

a. U!kl ekaa aawa 
tall one(anim.) came 
''Ihe tall one came: 

b. ~ ek--ek aawa 
tall one-anim.INDF came 
~ tall one came: 
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Strictly speaking, ekaa is the masculine form. The feminine form is ekii. The acceptable 
way to indicate a female person is shown in (c). 

c. US;) ek-ii aawa 
tall one--anim.female came 
"Ihe tall one(female) came: 

.Both the masculine and feminine forms are not polite expressions. They can only be 
used in informal/casual situations. 'Ihe polite expression kenaa (definite), kenek or 
ekkenek (indefinite) doesn't have male/female distinction. 

Eka and its variants function as nominali7.ation markers when they occur in the 
head position of the structures resembling relative clauses. 

d. Ranjit gatt;l eb ganan 
Ranjit buy.PT one expensive 
'The one Ranjit bought was expensive: 

e. Ranjit gatt;) eewa ganan 
Ranjit buy.PT ones expensive 
'The ones that Ranjit bought were expensive: 

A relative clause occurs with a head noun without the involvement of wh-word or 
any other syntactic form. A concrete noun or a formal noun directly interferes in the 
formation of tl1e relative clause. 

f. mam;) [Ranjit dunn;)] pot;) ki:lW;)-n;lwa 
I Ranjit give.PT book read-IND 
'I am reading the book which Ranjit gave me: 

g. mam;) [Ranjit dunn;)] dee ki;)W;l··n;lwa 
I Ranjit give.PT thing read-IND 
'I am reading what Ranjit gave me: 

h. mam;) [Ranjit dunn;)] ek;) ki;)W;) ··n;lwa 
I Ranjit give.PT one read-IND 
'I am reading the one that Ranjit gave me' 

As (g) and (h) show, we can replace dee with eka conveying the same meaning. How
ever, the two sentences are somewhat different in nuances to the native speaker. 
With eka the content of the object clause becomes specific whereas dee does not 
specify the content. 

It is clear that the notm eka, which originated as a numeral doesn't remain simply 
numeral but has given rise to a nominal marker for the constructions resembling rela
tive clauses. (Por further illustrations see examples (38) and (39) in Chapter 10.) 
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4.2 Kinship terms 

Sinhala kinship terms deserve special treatment because the family structures and the 

set of nouns and significations underl}'ing them can be extended to the whole society. 
Kinship nouns are used widely and applied not only within the immediate family but 

also, in referring to or addressing, to the local community and to the whole linguistic 
community, perhaps even to the 'out--group' members of their community. First, look 

at the following representative list of terms (Most of them have alternative f()rms): 

siiya, aata, atta, kiri-atta 'grandfather' 

aachchi, attamma, kiri-amma 'grandmother' 
tatta, appachchi, appa 'father' 
amma 'mother' 
lokutaatta, lokuappachhi, mahappa 'father's elder brother' 

punchitaatta, baappa, kuqappa 'father's younger brother' 
loku namda 'father's elder sister' 

punchi namda 'father's younger sister' 
loku maama 'mother's elder brother' 

punchi maama 'monther's younger brother' 
loku amma, mahamma 'mother's elder sister' 

punchi amma, kuqamma 'mother's younger sister' 
ayya 'elder brother' 

malli 'younger brother' 
akka 'elder sister' 

nangi 'younger sister' 
putaa 'son' 

du·wa 'daughter' 
munuburaa 'grandson' 
m inibirii 'granddaughter' 

Now observe commonalities among some terms and dissimilarities among some other 
terms. There are close affinities between father and his brothers in terms of nominal 

forms and their underlying obligations as seen below. On the other hand, there are 
obvious similarities between mother and her sisters. 

tatta, appachchi, appa 'father' 

loku taata, loku appachhi, mahappa 'father's elder brother' 
punchi taata, baappa, kuqappa 'father's younger brother' 
::t loku namda 'father's elder sister' 
:t- pinchi namda 'father's younger sister' 



amma 'mother' 
loku amma, mahamma 'mother's elder sister' 

purzchi amrna, kuqarnrna 'mother's younger sister' 
=t= loku maama 'mother's elder brother' 

:t; punchi maama 'mother's younger brother' 
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Terms with similarities have their literal meanings in Sinhala: father's elder brother 

and younger brother are 'big father' and 'little father' respectively whereas mother's 

elder sister and younger sister are encoded as 'big mother' and 'little mother' respec-
tively. The kinship system is based on the principle of equivalence of same-sex siblings. 

According to this principle, family members who are of the same sex and belong to the 

same sibling line are treated as the same. Two brothers are considered to be equivalent 

to the extent that if one has a child, that child treats not only his biological father but 
also his father's brother as father and applies the same term to them both, making the 

difterence only as 'big' or 'little'. However, the father's sister, though on the same sibling 

line but because of the different sex, is identified not as mother but as aunt (na;nda), 

the same term used to identify 'mother--in-law: 
The same plinciple applies to two sisters, where if either one bears a child both 

will be mothers, loku amma! rnahamma 'big mother' or punchi amma/kuttamma 'little 

mother'. A mother's brother is different because of the difference in sex and will be an 

uncle (maama), which is identical with 'father-in-law: Under this classificatory system, 
there is no need to expand the range of relationship terms. Instead, the scope of actual 

relationships to be identified by a term is wide. Several people are identified by one and 

the same classificatory term. Even people who do not belong to the immediate family 

are addressed and referred to by kinship terms like c~ya 'elder brother: akka 'elder sister: 
narzgi 'younger sister: rnalli 'younger brother: rzcenda 'aunt/mother-in-law' and rnaama 

'uncle/father-in -law: These terms reflect an attitude and a world view that enables speak

ers to apply a limited system to a wider world. 



CHAPTER 5 

Morphology 

A clear understanding of the verbal system and of the nominal system of Sinhala is essen

tial for gauging their place v..ithin the lexicon and the related morpholexical processes 
of the language. The long process of simplification of the verbal system has undergone 
from the Old Indian period to the present day is considered to be a major source of the 
gap between the colloquial language of Sinhala and its literary idiom. In fact, continu

ous transformations that have taken place within the verbal system have failed to make 
significant inroads into the literary or written language because they are not socially 

sanctioned among scholars in particular and within the writing tradition in general. 

1. Verb morphology 

Verbs are divided into three groups on morphological grounds. The three groups are 

identified as a-ending stems, i-ending stems and e-ending stems. Mainly, the termina
tion of the verb root is considered to be responsible for this classification. (In a strict 

sense, "root" is a term used to distinguish the underlying stem from its derived vari
ants.) A root consists of non-past stem used for present and future senses and a past 

stem used for past tenses. The non-past indicative form is considered as the citation 
form. Based on the citation form, three types of conjugations are identified alongside 

with their three different stem-vowels. 

Class 1, Stem-vowel- a-: balanawa 'lool{, allanawa 'toucll,piina-na·wa 'swim' 
Class 2, Stem-vowel- i-: adinawa 'draw: maninawa 'measure: r.ehindinawa 'pick' 

Class 3, Stem-vowel e-: idenawa 'ripetl, igilenawa 'flY, kalaki1·enawa 'be dissatisfied' 

There are three lexical items in each verb form given above. Each verb ends in-wa(or -a) 
which is the suffix for indicati\--e mood. This bound morpheme is one lexical item, and pre

ceding it there is another bound morpheme, namely -na which is the suffix for the present 
tense. What remains after separating these endings is the verb stem. A suffix or an ending 

is a morpheme whose lexical entry specifies a grammatical meaning. Hence they are lim
ited in number. A stem is different from a suffix in that it contains a lexical meaning, and 

also difterent from a full verb in that it does not subcategorize another morpheme. Since 
both stems and suffixes are grammatical abstractions, they cannot exist independently as 

pronounceable units. Theref()re, verb stems must be accompanied by suffixes to form use-
able verbal fonns. This combination of stem plus suffix is called Inflection. 
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1.1 Inflectional morphology 

Verbs inflect for tense. There are two tenses, non-past and past. In inflecting for past 
tense, just adding the past tense suffix ··U·· is not adequate. Some other changes occur 
in the formation of the past tense form from the citation form. 'Ihese changes vary 
according to the verb class or conjugation type. Below I will describe the inflectional 
characteristics of verbs of each conjugation class. 

Class 1, stem-vowel- a-: 
This verb class includes the widest range of verbs in the lexicon, both transitive and 
intransitive. Before adding the past tense suffix -·u, the stem--vowel -·a is removed. The 
main inflectional characteristic of the past verb is vowel fronting. If the first vowel of 
the stem is a back vowel, i.e. a, u oro, it changes into the corresponding front vowel, i.e. 
re, i or e. 'Ihese changes are exemplified below. In the examples the present tense stem 
is separc:tted from the suffixes by putting a hyphen ( --) between them. 

Stems of two syllables: 

Citation 
anqa-n;rwa 'cry' 
bala-nawa 'look' 
ura-nawa 'suck' 
duwa--nawa 'run' 
ota-nawa 'wrap' 
gota-n;rwa 'weave 
hooda--n;rwa 'wash' 

Past tense 
renquwa 
breluwa 
iruwa 
diuwa 
etuwa 
getuwa 
heeduwa 

If the first vowel is a front vowel, i.e. re, i or e, only the final vowel of the stem will change. 

rereda-nawa 'connect' rereduwa 
dina--nawa 'win' dinuwa 
piina--n;rwa 'swim' piinuwa 
tema-nawa 'wet' temuwa 

Stems of three syllables: 

akula--nawa 'fold' 
sarasa-nawa 'decorate' 
udura-nawa 'uproot' 
pupura--nawa 'split' 

rekiluwa 
srerasuwa 
idiruwa 
pipiruwa. 

osawa--nawa 'hoist' eseuwa 
gorawa-nawa 'thunder' gereuwa 
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Stems of four syllables: 

ambarawa--nawa 'twist' rembareuwa 
uturawa-nawa 'boil' itireuwa 
polambawa-nawa 'tempt' pelambuwa 

Class 2, stem--vowel i--: 
Verbs in this class can be either transitive or intransitive. There are several subclasses, 
each of them accommodating different changes. 

One subclass has the following changes. First, the stem-vowel-i is removed before 
adding the indicative suffix -aa. This long vowel in final position is usually shortened 
in the colloquial language. Then, vowel fronting occurs. Finally, gemination of the final 
consonant takes place. 'Ihis subclass, for example, includes the following verbs. 

Citation 
adi-nawa 'draw' 
padi-nawa 'paddle' 
nregi{j.--nawa 'get up' 
pirimadi-nawa 'stroke' 
lowi-nawa 'lick' 

Past tense 
redda 
predda 
nregil{a 
pirimredda 
lewwa 

'!here is another subclass where the stem-vowel-i remains intact when the indi
cative suffix -aa (though it appears in shortened form) is added. As usual, vowel 
fronting occurs. However, gemination is optional. As the following examples show, 
gemination occurs only when the final consonant is an alveolar nasal. Otherwise, it is 
not called for. 

ani-nawa 'stick' 
bani-nawa 'scold' 

renna 
brenna 

ari--nawa 'open or send' reria 
hi(i-nawa 'stop or stay' hi{ia 

Another subclass consists of verbs whose final consonant includes a pre--nasal. The 
stem --vowel is removed and the indicative suffix --aa (it appears shortened) is added. 
'Ihe pre-nasal component of the final consonant (cluster) is replaced with the corre
sponding full nasal consonant. Vowel fronting occurs. 

andi-nawa 'draw (pictures)' 
bandi--nawa 'tie or marry' 
rehindi-nawa 'pick' 
imbi-nawa 'kiss' 
windi-n::rwa 'feel or suffer' 

rend a 
brenda 
cehinda 
imba 
wind a 

For another subclass, the stem-vowel is removed and the past tense prefix -un is 
added before the indicative mood termination -aa. Vowel fronting occurs. 



nahi-nawa 'perish' 
nawati-nawa 'stop' 
war<Jdi-nawa 'mistake' 
pa1·adi-nawa 'be lost' 
pu.udi--nawa 'bear fruit or flowers' 

Class 3, stem-vowel- e-: 

nrehuna 
nrewatu.na 
wreradu.na 
preradu.na 
piiduna 
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There are several special features characteristic to conjugation class 3. One outstand-
ing feature of this class is that all verbs belonging to it are intransitive. In terms of 
inflection, the past tense suffix -un is added to the verb stem, after the stem-vowel-e 
is removed. 

Citation 
prehe-nawa 'ripen' 
wre{e--nawa 'fall' 
ide--nawa 'ripen' 
gile-nawa 'drown' 
pipe-nawa 'bloom' 
ere--nawa 'sink in' 
krer<Jke--nawa 'spin' 
igile-nawa 'fly' 
dilihe-nawa 'shine' 

Past tense 
prehuna 
wre[una 
iduna 
giluna 
pi puna 
eru.na 
krerakuna 
igiluna 
diluhu.na 

As seen in the above examples, the vowel in the first syllable is re, i or e and appears 
immutable, that is, there is no need for vowel fronting. However, there are a few excep
tions like kalakirenawa 'be dissatisfied' where the past tense form remains with the 
back vowel as kalakiruna. 

Another peculiar feature of this class is that a large number of verbs belonging to 
it are derived forms from other verbs. In fact, nearly all the transitive verbs belonging 
to the other two main classes, Class 1 and 2, can be changed into intransitive verbs 
following the morphophonemic shape of the verbs of Class 3. What needs to be done 
is changing the stem-vowel-a.- or -i- into -e- after this stem-shape and vowel fronting 
within the first syllable of the stem. The left column of the following list consists of verbs 
belonging to Class 1 and 2, which have been extracted from the examples already given 
therein whereas the right column shows their corresponding intransitive forms. 

Transitive 
sarasa-nawa 'decorate' 
ura-nawa 'suck' 
gota--nawa 'weave 
adi--n<Jwa 'draw' 

Intransitive 
srerase-nawa 'be decorated' 
ire-nawa 'be sucked' 
gete--nawa 'be woven' 
cede--nawa 'be drawn' 

ari-nawa 'open or send' rere-nawa 'open' 
bandi-nawa 'tie or marry' brende-nawa 'be tied' 
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Evidently, this process turns the verb class into a derivational type. Some indigenous 
scholars, mainly for this reason, have argued that this verb class is not a conjugation 

class (Paranavitana 1956). However, we have to admit that there is a considerable num
ber of independent verbs in this class. For example, verbs like pipenawa 'bloom' and 

ridenawa 'be painfur do not have corresponding transitive verbs in class l or 2. 
Apart from working as an independent conjugation type, the scope of this 

verb class has expanded to embrace larger derivational and semantic functions. For 
instance, verbs derived from transitive verbs, after this type, are used as passive forms. 

Some verbs, including those derived from intransitive verbs of Class 1 and 2, assume 
reflexive or spontaneous meanings (See Chapter 9, Section 1). Examples: 

Derived from transitives: 

kapanawa 'cut' 

arinawa 'open' 
ahanawa 'listen' 

hitanawa 'think' 
tooranawa 'select' 

krepenawa 'cut' as in 'X cuts well' 

rerenawa 'open' as in 'The door opened when pushed' 
rehena·wa 'hear' as in '\Ve can hear gun sounds from here' 

hitenawa '(it) occurs (to me)' 
teerenawa 'understand' as in 'X can understand one's feelings' 

Derived from intransitives: 

napnawa 'dance' 

aruta-nawa 'cry' 
nahi-nawa 'perish' 

Irregular verbs: 

nre{enawa 'dance (impulsively)' 

reni(enawa 'be in tears' 
nrehe-nawa 'perish by one's own fault' 

'Ihere are some verbs that do not follow the morphophonemic rules given above and 
hence do not fall into any of the verb classes described above. Almost all verbs of 

such peculiar inflectional character consist of one syllable, except a rare case with 

two syllables. 

Citation Past tense 
ka-nawa 'eat' ka!wwa 
ya-na11;a 'go' giaa 
naa-nawa 'bath' nee rewa 
gaa-nawa 'smear 

, 
gcecewa 

e-nawa 'come' aawa 
de-nawa 'give' dunna 
bo--nawa 'drink' biiwa 
in-nawa 'be' hi[ia 
gan-nawa 'take' gatta 
kara-nawa 'do' kaiaa 
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1.1.1 Finite forms 
We have already considered the basic forms of the verb and how their inflections for 

present tense (or non-past tense) and past tense occur. It will be useful here to notice 
some difference between the indicative forms and another category of inflected f(mns 

that commonly occur in sentence final position. The examples we have described so 

tar are those generally occurring at the sentence final position in Sinhala as a SOY 

language. More importantly. they have a specific location in time with respect to the 

time of 'speaking'. They are called Finite forms. 

Apart from the past and non --past forms expressing the Indicative Mood, there 

are some other finite forms. The Imperative Mood, which expresses a command or a 

request, is one such form. Formally, the imperative form is made by adding the suffix 

-nna to the end of the verb stem. 

bala 'see' > balarma 
adi 'draw or pulf > adinna 
hincehe 'laugh or smile'> hincehenna 

However, since the Imperative Mood directly involves the second person or addressee, 

there are various forms employed to suit the context including the social status of 
participants and appropriate level of politeness. By adding -pan and --pia, two non

polite forms are made. While the former is frequently used in expressing intimacy in 

informal situations the latter form is generally used in a derogatory sense. Note that 

the stem-vowel i changes to a in Class 2 verbs and that these imperative forms are not 
accepted f()r Class 3 verbs. For Class 3 verbs, there is a separate ending, -an, to render 

the imperative sense, whose adding to the stem changes the stem--vowel--e to --i. 

-pan, -pia: balapan, balapia 'see' 
-pan, --pia: redapan, redapia 'draw or pull' 

-an: wce(ian 'fall: ncemian 'bend' 

(Class 1) 

(Class 2) 

(Class 3) 

The organization of imperative forms can be viewed more comprehensively in the 
light of some uncommon characteristics inherent in them. For instance, there are special 

imperative forms for some verbs, though such occurrences are very rare. Examples: 

Citation verb stem Imperative form 

enawa 'come' e- ware~ 

yanawa 'go' ya- palayan 

Another characteristic which is widely observable witl1 regard to imperative forms 

is that they have plural forms. This phenomenon is conspicuous because nwnber 

remains an inflectional category attached to the noun phrase in Sinhala, and verbs 

usually do not inflect for it. -lla and -ware imperative plural forms. 
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Singular 
balapan 
redapan 
babpia 
redapia 
wcx(ian 
ru:emian 

Plural 
balapalla 'see' 
cxdapaila 'draw or pull' 
balapiaw 'see 
redapiaw 'draw or pull' 
wre (ialla 'fall' 
ncemialla 'bend' 

Another tmcommon feature of the Imperative Mood verbs is related to iconic-
ity, i.e. their correspondence between phonological appearance and semantic impli
cations. For instance, the verbal stem alone is used as the most non-polite form of 
demand. This clearly breaks a rule we mentioned earlier, that is, a verbal stem, being 
a bound morpheme, cannot stand independently. However, this breach goes to illus
trate another rule, i.e. symbolism. The stem of a verb is its crude form that remains to 
be fleshed out with the help of endings. Using a stem without any ending implies the 
directness of a demand and derogatoriness of expression. The following stems from 
Class 1 and the irregular group are good examples: bala 'look: gaha 'hif, kapa 'cut: gan 
'take'. That verbs of Class 2 and 3 do not admit of this use seems to be a phonologi
cal restriction. Class 2 verbs can be converted into this particular imperative use by a 
slight change in the stem, as in hit~ and anu from the stems hi(i-- and ani-- respectively. 
Periphrastic imperatives, on the other hand, make the exact opposite of the crude 
form. Periphrastic expressions formed by combining verbal infinitives and an appro
priate adjective such as honda 'good' serve as honorifics of the highest level. Example: 
yanna hondai 'Be pleased to go= 

Another uncommon aspect can be observed in relation to the usage of impera-
tives. 1he present tense Indicative Mood or citation form is used as a direct or non
polite imperative. It also has a plural form. Thus kanawa 'eaf, enawa 'come' and innawa 
'be' appear in imperative contexts in the following examples. 

Citation Imperative (sg.) 
kanawa 'eat' ooka kanawa 'Eat that' 
enawa 'come, mehe en3wa 'Come here, 

innawa 'be' ahoma innawa 'Be there' 

Imperative (pl.) 
ooka kanawalaa 'Eat that' 
mehe enawala 'Come here' 
ahoma innawala 'Be there' 

The other peculiar feature that can be stated for imperatives is that not only sec
ond persons but third persons and, depending on the interpretation, even first persons 
become the affectees of the Imperative Mood. Permissive forms, for instance, which 
are considered as an indirect form of imperative, take third person nouns, animate or 
inanimate, as their subjects. There are three permissive form suffixes: -dden, --'Hie and 
--den. The first one, --dden, is directly added to the verb stem; --we is added to the past 
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tense of verbs; -den is suffixed to the past participial adjective. All three f(Jrms with the 
following verbs, for example, can be used to mean 'Let him lool(, 'Let him pull' and 

'Let it fall: 

Citation -dden -we -de1t 
balanawa 'look' baladden bceluwaawe breluw<:lden 
adin;~wa 'pull' adidden ceddaawe ceddaden 
wce(enawa 'fall' wce(edden wce(unaawe wce(unaden or wce(ichchaden 

Hortative forms are considered to be associated with the Imperative Mood as they 
may express a request or an intention (Abhayasinghe 1973). However, they are different 

from the Indicative Mood in that they take the first person plural noun as their gram

matical subject. Hortative f(Hms are obtained by affixing --mu to the verb stem as in the 

following examples. 

Citation Hortative form 
balam·wa 'look' balamu 'Let's look' 
adin;ma 'pull' adimu 'Let's pull' 

wcetenawa 'fall' wce{emu 'Let's fall' 

The first person plural is always used with hearer inclusive reference in the Hortative 

Mood. It might be because of this inclusive sense, which adds an overtone of request, 
advice or recommendation to the overall expression extending to the addressee that 

hortative forms are regarded as a subclass of the Imperative Mood. 
Taking all these instances into consideration one can say that the Imperative 

mood including permissive f(Hms and hortative forms affects participants of all 
three persons. 

The Optative Mood is yet another structure considered to be related to the Imper

ative Mood and realized in finite forms. Verbs expressing a wish (or a curse), a will or 

a desire with the implication of futurity are regarded to be in the Optative Mood. The 
optative suffix -waa is added to the verb stem and the stem -vowel is doubled to express 

a \·\'ish. 

Citation 
bal<:ln<:lwa 'look' 
dakinawa 'see' 
penenawa 'be seen' 

Optative ( -waa) 

balaawaa 
dakiiwaa 
peneewaa 

'!here is an additional suffix -ia to denote a curse. In this case, however, since a curse 

generally occurs against the wish of a participant, the verb form (citation form) should 

be changed into intransitive/involitive form before adding the suffixes. (cf. examples 

for the optative -waa above) 
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Citation Optative ( -waa) Optative (-ia) 
kad_;m;)Wa 'break' kred_eewaa kaed_i;) 

hreppen;)Wa 'strike against' hreppeewaa hreppi;) 

wretenawa 'fall' wreteewaa wretia 

According to these examples, vowel fronting in the first syllable and vowel doubling 

in the second syllable (stem-vowel) occur when -waa is added; when -ia is added, the 
stem--vowel is removed in addition to the vowel fronting. 

Optative forms frequently used for greetings in letter--writing, public broadcasts 
and addresses such as scepa wee-waa 'May you be healthy: jay<~ weewaa 'Be victory with 

you' and suba udrea:sanak weewaa 'Good morning' have compelled some scholars to 

identify weewaa as a separate optative affix. However, a close examination will reveal 
that the first part of these expressions comprises a noun or an adjective, and the final 

part is obtained by adding the affi.x -waa to the verb stem we 'be or become'. Accord
ingly, there is no need to establish a separate morpheme. 

The expression of will or desire is realized with another form of the Optative Mood 
for which the ordering of subject and finite verb is different. As this form always appears 

with first person pronouns it may be regarded as a Volitional Optative. Volitional opta
tive forms are obtained by affixing -nnaiJ to the verb stem, as in the following examples. 

Citation 
balanawa 'look' 
adinawa 'pull' 

wc:e{enawa 'fall' 

Volitional Optative 

balannaiJ 'I'll see' or 'We'll see 
adinnar; 'fll pull' or 'We'll pull' 

wre{ennar; 'I'll fall' or 'We'll falf(pretend to fall) 

A noteworthy feature of this f()rm is that its subject may be first person singular or 
pluml. Either way, it will have hearer exclusive reference, in contrast to the Hortative 

Mood. This exclusiveness is responsible for the volition on the part of the subject. By 
using this form, even an intransitive/involitive verb (Class 3) can be converted into the 

volitional sense as in wre[ennar; Tll/we'll fall (pretend to fall)' above. 
Another finite form, the Inferential Mood, always expresses futurity, giving a 

sense of tentativeness to the action. The grammatical subject, in general, is a second 
person or third person pronoun or a noun, that is, the speaker is exempted from the 

responsibility over the action. The two inferential suffixes are -i and -wi. The former 
can be directly attached to the verb stem whereas the latter joins the stem with the 

stem-vowel doubling. 

Citation 
balanawa 'look' 
adinawa 'pull' 

wre[enawa 'fall' 

-i 
balai 
adii 
wre[ei 

-wi 
balaawi 'may/might look' 
adiiwi 'may/might pull' 

wre(eewi 'may/might fall' 

Note that the same verb wrefen;~a 'fall' remains in the involitive form here due to the 

non-involvement of the speaker (cf. the Volitional Optative form above). 
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For expressing surprise and unexpectedness towards the action, the usual selec
tion is the Exclamatory Mood. The suffix -pi is used for verbs in Class 1 and 2, and 
-chchi for verbs in Class 3. 

Citation -pi -chchi 
balanawa 'look' balapi 
adinawa 'pull' redapi 
wre(enawa 'fall' wre(ichchi 

'Ihe vowel fronting in the first syllable is obligatory for Class 2 and 3 verbs. 
So far we have examined inflected forms of verbs realized through the suffixes of 

termination. They can be considered as finite forms of verbs ·with some independent 
status. We have also seen that except the basic forms of past tense and non -past tense, 
all finite forms have to do with the categories of person and/or number. Some of them 
may even represent a speech level such as politeness. 

Naturally verbal fixms need not occur in sentence final position. They can occur 
sentence-initially or in the middle of a sentence. For instance, participial, conditional 
and infinitive forms fall into this category. 1hey are non-finite not only lineally but even 
as regards time and consequently have to depend on the finite verb for location in time. 
In the next section, inflection suffixes for non--finite forms are briefly considered. 

1.1.2 Non-finite forms 
Verbs are inflected into non-finite forms through non-finite or connective suffixes. 
They include the adjectival forms -naand -a, the focus form -nne and -e, the conditional 
forms -tot and -ot, the concessive forms -tat and -at, the temporal forms -ddi, -ham a, 
the perfect participial form -Ia, the perfect adjectival-pu and -chcha, the reduplicated 
form and the infinitive form --nna. The following list shows how the stems of the 
three main verb classes attach those non-finite inflectional suffixes with an inherent 

tense distinction. 

Non-finite inflectional forms 

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 
Stem: kapa- adi- wee{!-
Adjectival forms: 
Non-past -na kap;ma adin~ wre{ena 
Past -·a krepua redda wee {una 
Focus forms: 
Non-past -nne kapanne adinne wre{!nne 
Past -·e krepue redde wre{une 
Conditional forms: 
Non-past -tot kapatot aditot wre{!tot 
Past -ot krepuot reddot wre(unot 
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Concessive forms: 
Non-past -tat kapatat aditat wre{etat 
Past -at krepuat reddat wre{unat 
Temporal forms: 
Non--past --ddi kapaddi adiddi wre(eddi 
Past -hama krepunahama reddahama wre{unahama 
Perfect participial forms: 
Base form: kapa red a wre{i 
--la kapala cedala wce[ila 
Perfect adjectival forms: 
-pu, -chcha kapapu redapu wre[ichcha 
Reduplicated form: kapa kapaa ceda cedaa wce[i wre[ii 
Infinitive form: 
-nna kapanrza ad irma wre{erma 

For adding non-finite suffixes, first we have to identify the verb stem form of 
verbs. The stems may be easily determined from the basic, inflected forms of the 
non-past tense and past tense that we are already familiar \<\<ith. The present tense 
indicative form or citation form without the finite termination -nawa is identical with 
the stem, as in kapa 'cut' (Class 1), adi 'pull' (Class 2), wre[e 'fall' (Class 3). For the 
past tense, however, it will be useful to identify the past tense base leaving out the 
past indicative terminations. Thus we get the corresponding past tense bases as krepu, 
reddu and wrefu. By affixing different affixes to these bases, non-finite inflectional 
forms are obtained. \Vhen verbs of Class 3 inflect for past tense, some changes occur, 
like geminating of the consonant of the final syllable. 

Though there is a morphological distinction ofnon--pastand past tenses, as already 
mentioned, non-finite forms do not bear non-past and past meanings independently. 
In actual use, they have to depend on finite clauses to get such temporal senses. Con
ditional and concessive non--past tense forms are rather restricted to Literary Sinhala, 
and when used in Colloquial Sinhala they generally become part of idiomatic expres-
sions. 'Iemporal forms of the non-past tense are used to denote events of simultaneous 
occurrence while those of the past tense may be associated , ... ith non -simultaneous or 
tempomlly prior occurrences. 

Some forms, though given here as non-finite, evidently have properties sharing 
\\ith finite forms. For example, focus forms and perfect participial forms occur in 
finite clauses as well as in non-finite clauses in Sinhala. 

There are some phonological combinatory rules, called sandhi, tor euphoniously 
admitting suffixes, a description of which is pro,ided later (See Section 3). 

Inflection of some irregular verbs into perfect participial form, past adjectival 
form and perfect adjectival torm occurs as follows. 
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Citation Perfect participle Past adjective Perfect adjective 

ka-nawa 'eat' kaala krerewa kaapu 
ya-nawa 'go' gihin gia giapu 
naa-nawa 'bath' naala nr.er.ewa naapu 
gaa--nawa 'smear' gaala grerewa gaapu 
e-nawa 'come' rewit aa"M/3 aapu 
de-nawa 'give' diila dunna diipu 
bo--nawa 'drink' biila biiwa biipu 
in--nawa 'be' indala hi(ia hippu 
gan-nawa 'take' aran gatta gatta 

Although the past adjective and the perfect adjective are used interchangeably, the 

latter sounds more colloquial. 

1.2 Derivational morphology 

There are two derivational suffixes whose presence is very important for the verbal 

system. 1he passive/intransitive -e and causative -wa are these suffixes. Adding each to 

a verbal root makes a different verb stem. In the case of the former, the new verb form 

is born after the composite structure undergoes a morphological process while admit-

ting the suffix. The derivation of the passive from the active is similar to the formation 
of -e- ending stems (Class 3) from the stems of Class 1 and 2 with the stem-vowel 

-a- or -i-, as described before. In adding the causative suffix -wa, the elision of the final 

vowel and consonant assimilation occur for some verb roots. 

Now we have three verbal forms \<\<ith three separate verb stems sharing a common 

root morpheme. While one of them (active from) is identical with the original verbal 

root, the two others (passive and causative) are derived forms. However, there is another 

independent form which is obtained by passivizing the causative form, in addition to 

the passive form directly derived from the active form. Functionally, the causative--passive 

form behaves in a similar way to the passive. 'Iherefore some scholars prefer to define the 

Sinhala verbal system as a three-way distinction (De Silva 1960; Gair 1970). However, 

morphologically, the causative--passive needs to be distinguished. According to some 

scholars, the causative passive needs to be properly treated even in a syntactical observa-

tion (De Abrew 1%3). All available forms for the selected verbs are given below: 

Active form Passive form Causative form Causative-pa~sive form 

balarzawa 'look' brelenawa balaw.mawa brelawenawa 
kaparzawa 'cut' krepenawa kapparzawa kreppenawa 
adinawa 'pull' redenawa addanawa reddenawa 

'fall' wre[an:nva wa{[an:nva wre{[enawa 
nat.mawa 'dance' rzre{.lmawa napwanawa nre{awerzawa 

77 
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There may be verbs lacking some forms. For instance, some active forms do not 
have passive forms. Irregular verbs like kanawa 'eat', bonawa 'drink' and yanawa 'go' 
are such verbs without passive forms. In such cases, the usual selection is causative
passive. TI1ere are some cases that even if corresponding forms exist, they are not in 
actual use. The passive of 'dance: for example, is in less use. Instead, the causative
passive is preferred. 

When a concatenation of suffixes occurs, the order is: first [causative], and then 
[passive]. The result is [causative--passive]. The opposite is not allowed. Some verbs have 
double suffixation. What is meant by 'double suffixation' is the occurrence of the same 
suffix for the second time. This is not uncommon for causative verbs when the caus
ative morpheme becomes obscured after consonant assimilation. Observe the verbs 
kappanawa 'cause to cur, addan3wa 'cause to pull' and wa{{an3wa 'cause to fall' in the 
list given above. When the suff1X -wa- is not overtly seen or heard, speakers are tempted 
to add the suffix again. Subsequently the new forms kappaw:mawa, addawanawa and 
wat{awanawa have appeared. Verbs born from this kind of double suffixation are not 
considered as a separate derivation. 

The active-passive morphological distinction can be introduced as an important 
characteristic of verb morphology in Sinhala. Verbs are divided into volitive, i.e. verbs 
expressing actions that are performed intentionally by an animate agent, and involitive 
verbs, i.e. verbs denoting events occurring without active participation of an agent. 
While active or causative verbs are used to express volitional actions, passive forms and 
causative-passive forms become instrumentalin expressing involitive events. 'Ihe latter 
type offorms is widely used in a range of construction types called 'impersonal: 'inactive' 
or 'processive'. 

2. Noun morphology 

Nouns divide into two main classes, as animate and inanimate. 1his dichotomy is per
vasive in noun morphology, bringing out two types of affixes for all categories. Affixes 
are added to the base form of a noun, which may be simple or derived. A simple base 
may easily be identified by looking at a nominal compound which includes that noun. 
The first member of a compound is always identical with the base of the noun. Take 
the nominal ko(j.a 'tiger: for example, and look at a compound made from it like ko{i 
waligaya 'tiger's tail'. The first member of it, ko(j., is the noun stem. 

2.1 Nominal inflections 

Nouns inflect for case, number and definiteness. Their inflection is governed by the 
animate/inanimate distinction. Depending on which class a member belongs to, the 
number of cases it is allowed to take is different. Further, when the base is animate, the 
feminine/masculine distinction has to be taken into consideration in some cases. 
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The range of inflectional cases include the nominative, accusative, dative, instru
mental, ablative, genitive, locative and vocative. These case distinctions are expressed 
by suffixes. For the inanimate class, there are only four cases: nominative, dative, instru
mental and locative. Animate nouns, on the other hand, inflect for six cases: nomina
tive, accusative, dative, ablative, genitive and vocative. Members of the inanimate class 
do not inflect for the accusative. 'Ihe instrumental is generally selected for inanimate 
nouns. The genitive is exclusive to animate nouns whereas the locative is exclusive to 
inanimate nouns. The vocative is generally taken by animate nouns, though it is not 
relevant syntactically. 

The category of number appears as singular and plural. When expressing plural
ity referring to an entity or when used as part of a numeral phrase, a noun takes the 
plural form. The gender distinction of feminine/masculine affects only singular suf
fixes. Nominal forms may not contain a discrete morpheme indicating number. In 
such cases number information appears fused with case information. However, there 
is no concord between subject NP and verb in terms of number. 

The category of definiteness appears as definite and indefinite. As for the defi
niteness, there is no separate suffix. When nominals appear unmarked they denote 
definiteness. There are two suffixes to mark indefiniteness: -ak and -ek. Animate nouns 
take -ak and -ek while inanimate nouns only take -ak. Most animate nouns denoting 
male members take -ek, and most animate nouns denoting females take -ak. When 
a nominal inflects for both categories, [definiteness], i.e. [---definite], and [case], the 
acceptable order is [definiteness]-[ case]. 

'Ihe following list shows suffixes for the nominative, which is also called direct 
case as it denotes both grammatical subject and object relations. The suffixes differ 
not only according to the animate/inanimate distinction of the base but also along the 
gender line. 

Singular Plural 
Animate (mas.): a,aa o, u, laa 
Animate (fern.): o, u, laa 
Inanimate: a, ee wal, n, rfi 

Examples: 
Animate (mas.): 
gowi 'farmer' gowia gowio 
nari 'fox' naria nario, nari 
daru 'child' daruwa daruo 
wa.~u 'calf' wa.~a wa.sso 
hora 'thief' horaa horu 
ret 'elephant' c:etaa a?ttu 
raalahaami 'constable' raaiahaami raalahaamilaa 'constables' 
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Animate (fern.): 
nili 'actress' nilia nilio 
gaaikaa 'singer' gaaikaawa gaaikaao 
keli 'lass' kella kello 
den 'cow' dena dennu 
duu 'daughter' duwa duula (laa) 
guruwara 'teacher' guruwari<~ guruwario 
Inanimate: 
gas'tree' gas a gas 
paara 'road' paara paarawai 
puf.u 'chair' puf:ua pu(u 
kala 'pot' kaiee kala 
koqi 'flag' koqia koqi 
dora 'door' dora dorawai 
kanda 'trunk' kanda kanda1J 

There are a considerable number of nouns that appear in singular or plural form 
without any suffixes added. Most of them expressing the nominative with a z.ero 
morpheme (cp) belong to the inanimate category. However, they can be found in the 
animate category, too. For example, the f()llowing singular forms of kinship nouns 
are identical in form with their stems: amma 'mother: taaUa 'father: maama 'uncle, 
ru:enda 'aunt: 'Ihe following plural forms of animate (non-human) nouns are identical 
with their stems: nari 'foxeS, ko{i 'tigerS, harak 'oxen'. The following inanimate nmms 
have identical forms for the singular and the stem: rata 'country: baqa 'stomach: c:enda 
'bed: paar..~ 'road' whereas the following inanimate nouns are identical with the stem in 
the plural: gas 'trees: puf:u 'chairs: rena 'nailS, kaqu 'swords: ganatJ 'numbers: 

Another tact to be noted is that the plural suffix -laa mostly appears with kinship 
nouns, status nouns, pronouns, and proper nouns.1 The plural forms given in the fol
lowing examples may mean genuine plurality, as in 'more than one mother: or inclu
sive plurality. as in 'mother and others'. 

Kinship nouns: 
ammalaa 'mothers: taattalaa 'fatherS, nangilaa 'younger sisters: mallilaa 'younger 
brothers: putaalaa 'sons' and duwaia or duula 'daughters' 
Status nouns: 
mahattealaa 'gentlemen. noonalaa 'madams: saarlaa (an honorific for males), 
amatitumaalaa 'honorable ministers' 

1. The long vowel in the termination will often appear short in a'~cordance with the phonological 
rule given in Chapter 3. 
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Pronouns: 
oyaalaa, tamuselaa, umbalaa, oheelaa, obatumaalaa, tamunnaanselaa, all of which are 

second person pronouns with varied degrees of respect or politeness. 
Proper nouns: 
Samthlaa, Cyriilaa, Sunilla, Silvaiaa (in each case' and others') 

In Sinhala the nominative or direct case serves as the citation form. After the direct 
case, several oblique cases are identified for both animate and inanimate bases. The 
number of oblique cases can be reduced to five for the animate class whereas it remains 
three for the inanimate class since inanimate nouns do not inflect for the accusative and 
the vocative cases.2 The accusative, unlike other cases, is an optional category. 

The simplest way to identify a case suffix in synchronic terms: take a case form, i.e. 
an inflected form, and remove the citation fonn, i.e. the nominative singular, from it 
What remains is the case suffix. Under this system, there is no need to establish a sepa
rate base form as introduced earlier.3 Even the nominative singular may be considered 
as a form with a zero morpheme. Following this method. we may recognize six case 
categories with separate case suffixes including their variants. The set of suffixes thus 
recognized are given below. 

Case suffixes 

Case Animate Inanimate 

Singular Plural Singular Plural 

Nominative !fl -o/-u !fl <J.>!-wal 

Accusative ··W<I ··nwJf..unwa 

Dative ·@ ··ntJ ·@ ··WJla{JI 
·-walwalap. 

lnstr/Abl ··ger; .. nget} --e11i··in .. walini --walwalin 

Gen/Loc -ge - 11ge -ee -waia/ -walwala 

Vocative -ee/-oo - nei-r1ee 

1. Though there are eight cases, counting all together. Some of them are specific either to the 
animate bases or the inanimate bases. Since the members of the two pairs, ablative-cum-instrumental 
and genitive-<.:um-locative,are in complementary distribution for animate and inanimate bases, we 
can treat each pair as one case. 

3· lhis method contrasts with the conventional thinking of e:ll:tratting the base form According 
to the conventional way, there is a separate base form identical with the first lexical member of a 
compound, as exemplified at the beginning ofthis section. 
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It must be noted that some of the oblique case suffixes have free variants. It must 
also be admitted that the case description given above is a somewhat oversimplified ver
sion of facts. Especially it would seem so as long as we rely upon the traditional concept 
of the noun as consisting of a base form and a suffix. If we accept the traditional way of 
establishing a base form corresponding to each inflected form, we need to establish a 
larger number of case affi.xes. The following table provides a guide to the case suffixes as 
admitted by base forms. 

Case 

Nominative 

Accusative 

Dative 

lnstr/Abl 

Gen/Loc 
Vocative 

Case suffiXes admitted by base forms 

Animate Inanimate 

Singular Plural Singular Plural 

·-aaf.-a -ol-·uf.-laai¢ -a!ifJf.-ee ··<Pf.-wal 

-aawai-awa/ -wa -anv.-a/-unwa 

-aapl-apl -@ -anpl-unp -pl-ap/eet_~ -v.oaiupi -waiwalap 

-aagel'}l-agen/ -gen -anga;/-ungen -enl-ini-eken -v.oaiin/ -walmlin 

aagef.-agei -ge angel- unge ·-ee,--~ --mlai --walmla 
--eef.-oo aP~ef.-uP~ee 

There arises another complexity from this system since sometimes there are dif
ferent bases derived according to gender. Feminine nominal bases derived from sim-
ple bases take different forms, and they have to admit different su1f1Xes for some cases. 
If we consider the gender difference in terms of allomorphy, we may recognize the 
following gender allomorphs: the nominative singular -a, accusative -awa, dative -a(a, 
ablative -·agen and genitive ··::Jge. 

We have seen bef()fe that nouns inflect for definiteness. Animate masculine sin
gular nouns may be marked with -ek and inanimate singular nouns with -ak, though 
there are some exceptions. Animate feminine bases will have either -ak or -ek. These 
indefinite markers will be added to bases befc)re the accusative -wa, dative -{a, ablative/ 
instrumental -genf.- in or genitive/locative --gel--e. The different allomorphs in each case 
feature are determined by the properties of animacy, gender, number and definiteness. 
Mainly, the animate/inanimate distinction of nouns can be seen to be made on the 
base of these allomorphs. 

Finally, it must be noted that we have described case suffixes only to the extent 
that they will explain the facts related to inflectional morphology. In Sinhala there are 
some other means of expressing case, such as postpositions and particles to which no 
attention was paid here. Instead, it will be clear from the foregoing account that cases 
express various properties such as animacy, gender and number, apart from their 
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primary function of denoting syntactic and semantic relations such as the nominative 
and the accusative. 

2.2 Nominal derivations and word formation 

Apart from the inflectional suffixes described so far, there are other suffixes in the 
language that are added to nominal bases and verbal stems to form some other words. 
'Ihis section deals with morphological processes involved in nominal and adjectival 
derivations and word-formation processes engaged in combining lexical bases. 

2.2.1 Affixation 
Affixation is extensively used to create new words. In this process a bound morpheme, 
a prefix or a suffix. is added to a lexical base to form a word. Some of these derivational 
suffixes will be described here. 

Deriving Feminine nouns: 
In the foregoing discussion, reference was made to derived bases. For instance, 
some feminine bases are simple bases, such as kaantaa 'woman', bisawa 'queen', duwa 
'daughter' and sebaqa 'peahen', while some other feminine bases are derived from 
masculine animate bases. Examples of such feminizing suffixes and the resultant 
bases are given below. 

Suffix -i: 
kukulu 'cock' > kikili 'hen' 
kolu 'lad' > keli 'lass' 
balu 'dog' > brelli 'bitch' 
wanduru 'monkey' > wrendiri 'female monkey' 
wasu 'calf' > wresi 'female calf' 
nalu 'actor' > nili 'actress' 

Suffix 
mituru 'friend' > miturii 'female friend' 
munupuru 'grandchild' > minipirii 'granddaughter' 
kimbulu 'crocodile' > kimbulii 'female crocodile' 
pissu 'mad' > pissii 'mad-woman' 

Suffix --ini: 
raja 'king' > rrejini 'queen' 
kok 'crane' > kekini 'female crane' 
ret 'elephant' > retini 'female elephant' 
widuhalpati 'principal' > widuhalpatini 'female principal' 
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Suffixes -inni, -nii, -ichchii, -issii: 
walas 'bear' > wc:elahinni 'she-bear' 
liana 'writing'> liyanni 'female writer or clerk' 
yak 'devif > yakirmii 'female devil' 
ya.~-;a 'devil' > yassanii 'female de"\'i.l' 
raassa 'devif > rassanii 'female devil' 
elu 'goat' > elichch.ii 'she-goat' 
grep 'adolescent' > gaqissii 'female adolescent' 

Nouns de1·ivedjrom adjectives or nouns: 
Words may be formed from different sources. Words are formed by adding suffixes to 
nominal or adjectival bases or verb roots. Words derived by adding suffixes to nominal 
or adjectival bases are exemplified below. The nouns derived from adjectives inflect tor 
case, number and definiteness like ordinary nouns. 

Suffx Base Derivative 
a hinga 'deficient' hingaya 'deficiency' 

mahat 'large' mahata 'largeness or size' 
aa nihancfa 'silent' nihc:encfiaa 'silence' 

lredi 'loyal' lrediaa 'loyalty' 
aa bacfa 'belly' bacfaa 'a person who has a big belly' 

rteula 'beard' neulaa 'a person who has a beard' 
sudu 'white' suddaa 'a white tellow' 

kama ugat 'educated' ugatkama 'education' 
duppat 'poor' duppatkama 'poverty' 
breri 'unable' bc:eribma 'inability' 

taa dubala 'weak' dubalataa 'weakness' 
daksha 'clever' dakshataa 'cleverness, skill' 

twa garu. 'respectful' garuhva 'respect' 
wishaala 'large 

, 
wishaaiatva 'largeness, size' 

karu kam 'work' kamkaru 'labourer' 
lipi 'letters' lipikaru 'clerk' 
waartaa 'report' waartaakaru 'reporter' 

kaara nacfu 'legal case' nacfukaara 'judge' 
shaakshi 'evidence' shaakshikaara 'witness' 
kiri 'milk' kirikaara 'one who d.elivers milk' 

Forming adjectives: 
By adding the following suffixes to nouns or adjectives, new adjectives are derived. 
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Suffx Base Derivative 
muwaa 'made from' drxwa 'wood' drewamuwaa 'wooden' 

ridii 'silver ) ridiimuwaa 'made from silver' 
maya 'made from~ looha 'metal' looham;~ya 'made from metal' 

kaawya 'poetry' kaa'Hryamaya 'poetic' 
ika 'related to' artha 'economy' aarthika 'economic' 

shariira 'body' sh.aariiirib 'physical' 
wat 'possessing' dan a 'wealth' danawat 'wealthy' 

bala 'power' bal;n.vat 'powerful' 
mat 'possessing' asiri 'wonder' asirimat 'wonderful' 

diri 'courage' dirimat 'courageous' 
tara 'comparative' bahu'many' bahutara 'many more' or 'majority' 

kruura 'cruel' kruuratara 'crueler' 
tama 'superlative' pria 'favorite' priatama 'most favorite' 

daksha 'clever' dakshatama 'most clever' 

Suffixes for deriving nouns from verbs: 
There is another set of suffixes which are added to the roots of verbs to derive nouns. 

Suffx verb root 
nnaa 'agent' lia 'write' 

as;~ 'listen' 
um 'objective' kara 'do' 

bala 'look' 
iim '-ing' kapa 'cut' 

uga.nwa 'teach' 
ili '-ing' nata 'dance' 

widi 'shoot' 
mana' -ing' kia 'say' 

wia'weave' 
na 'instrumental' dawa{a 'wrap' 

daki 'see' 

Derivative 
liannaa. 'the person who writes or clerk' 
asannaa 'listener' 
kerum 'doing' 
brxlum 'looking' 
krxpiim 'cutting' 
igrxnwiim 'teaching' 
nre(ili 'dancing' 
widili 'shooting' 
kiamana 'saying' 
wiam:ma 'weaving' 
dawa{ana 'something used for wrapping' 
daknaya 'something used for seeing (for example, 
duradaknaya 'telescope') 

Although the process of word formation is very productive in Sinhala, there are some 
suffixes which are not so productive. The last two suffixes given above, -mana and -na, 
for example, are not very productive and are found only in fixed expres~i.ons. 

Pt-e fixes: 
Prefixes are added to nouns, adjectives and verbs to modify the concepts, qualities or 
events denoted by these words. 
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Prefix 
ati 'very or excessively' 

adhi 'over, on' 
anu 'according to, after' 
apa 'from, away, off' 
upa 'sub-, deputy' 

du 'bad' 
ni 'down, in' 
piri 'round about' 
pili 'back, towards' 
wi 'apart, away' 
su 'good' 
su 'very' 

Prefixed word 
atibhayaanaka 'very dangerous: 
atidhaawana 'running excessively, i.e. extreme' 
adhipati 'chief: adhitakseeru 'overestimate' 
anukarana 'imitation: anubala 'support' 
apakiirti 'disgrace: apahaasa 'contempt' 
up;~sabhaapati 'vice president. 
upamaatrukaa 'subtitle' 
duganda 'bad smell: dusirit 'bad conduct' 
nigraha 'abuse' niwaasa 'residence' 
piriwara 'retinue: pirisudu 'very clean or pure' 
pilituru 'reply: piliwela 'order' 
wikalpa 'exception, alternative: wiyooga 'depart' 
suwanda 'good smell: sucharita 'good conduct' 
sumihiri 'very sweet: suppraka('J 'very famous' 

ni-, no-, nuu- and a- are used as negative prefixes: 

ni 
110 

nu 
a 

nikarunee 'without purpose: niwreradi 'faultless' 
nobalaa 'without looking; nopamaawa 'without delay' 
nupurudu 'unaccustomed', nuugat 'uneducated' 
apirisidu 'unclean', abmceti 'unwilling' 

As these examples show, prefixes do not change the lexical category of the base. 

2.2.2 Compounding 
Compow1d noun formation is a very productive process. It must be noted, however, 
that all compounds do not necessarily exhibit productivity. For example, compound 
verbs like digaarinawa 'unfc)ld' (== diga 'long' + arinawa 'open'), ataarinawa 'release' 
(= ata 'hand' + arinawa 'send'), sinaasenawa 'laugh, smile' (= sinaa 'laugh(N)' + 
senawa 'smile (V)') and compound adjectives like usa-mahata 'well-built'(= usa 'talf + 
mahata 'fat, large'), suura-wiira 'bold and fearless'(= suura 'competent'+ wiira 'brave'), 
daksa-paksa 'clever and smart'(= daksa 'clever'+ paksa 'loyal') only serve as idiomatic 
expressions. 

Compound nouns are made up of two or more lexical bases. The bases may belong 
to different lexical categories or to different grammatical categories within the same 
lexical category. The lexical category of the compound word is determined by the head 
which appears as its right-most element. 

Adjectival compounds: 
alutbat 'rice cooked from the new harvest'(= alut 'new'+ bat 'rice') 
rat mal 'a kind of flowers, called 'red flower' ( = rat 'red' + mal 'flowers') 
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sududuwa 'fair daughter or loving daughter'(= sudu 'white'+ duwa 'daughter') 
lokumahattea 'head, boss' ( = loku 'big' + mahattea 'master') 

Numeral compounds: 
dewaruwa 'morning and evening' ( = de 'two' + want 'period in the day') 
tunmaase 'three months' ( = tun 'three' + maase 'month') 
hatarapooya 'all f(.mr full moon days'(:::: hatara 'four'+ pooya 'full moon day') 

Letit be noted that the order of components in these numeral compounds is the reverse 
of the complex numeral phrases discussed earlier (see 4.1.) where the numeral word 
follows the common noun. 

Collective compounds: 
kreremabiima 'food and beverages' ( = krerema 'food' + biima 'drinks') 
mresimaduruwo 'bugs' ( = mresi 'fly' + maduru 'mosquito' 
maupiyoo 'parents'(= mau 'mother'+ piyaa 'father') 

As evident from the examples above, only the last component of the compound under
goes case inflection, in this case nominative plural. Even when the individual noun is 
singular, the collective noun takes plural ending as in maupiyoo 'parentS. 

A subclass of this group has compounds whose individual members, particularly 
the second members, if taken separately; do not make much sense; only when taken 
together, they make a real sense, contributing to the collective sense. 

ata--mi{a 'wealth, means' (o::. ala 'hand' + mi{a 'fist') 
ahala-pahala 'neighborhood' ( = ahala 'near' + pahala 'down:') 
gewal-dorawal 'dwellings' ( = gewal 'houses' + dorawal 'doors') 

There is another subclass in which compounds are composed of words having the 
same or similar meaning, amplifying each other. 

kataa-bas 'talks'(== kataa 'talk'+ bas 'word') 
yaana-waahana 'transport' ( = yaana 'vehicle' + waahana 'vehicle') 
sanqu-dabara 'cat-and-dog life'(= sanqu 'quarrel'+ dabara 'wrangle') 

Some compounds of this subclass are composed of cognate words; while the second 
component remains homophonous \•lith an Old- or Middle Indian word (tatsama), 
the first component is an assimilated form of it (tadbhava). Both have the same or 
similar meaning. 

awi-aayudha 'weapons' 
puda--puujaa 'offerings' 
rrekii--rakshaa 'employment. livelihood' 
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Another subclass consists of compounds whose components are the opposites of 
one another. 

uqa-ya(a 'facts'(= uqa 'up'+ ya(a 'down') 
g-• .maaguna 'pros and cons'(= guna 'advantage'+ aguna 'disadvantage') 
ganu-denu 'transactions'(= ganu 'take'+ denu 'give') 

Yet another subclass has compounds whose second component is a nonsense 
word added to form a rhyme and reinforce the meaning. 

oppu-timppu 'deeds' (==== oppu 'deeds' + timppu '***') 
kaar--baa1· 'vehicles' ( = kaar 'car' + baar ·~-~-•·') 
paqi-naqi 'salary'(= paqi 'salary+ nac:(i '***') 

Case compounds: 
This group was named after case in traditional grammar studies because of the fact that 
the first component of the compound is always considered to have had an obscured 
case relation implied by the second component. The inflected case form of the com
pound becomes explicit only when it is anal}-zed. 

kiribath 'milk-rice'(= kiri 'milk+ bat 'rice~ i.e. 'rice cooked with milk') 
waska1vi 'cursing poem' ( = was 'curse'+ kawi 'poem i.e. 'poems read for cursing somebody) 
wrehiwatura 'rain-water'(= wrehi 'rain'+ watura 'water: i.e. 'water coming from rain') 

Epithetic compounds: 
Compounds of this group do not signify the referents of the individual nouns they are 
composed of; they mean something other than the lexical meaning of the components. 
In some cases their meanings are unpredictable. 

tuna--paha 'blended spice'(= tuna 'three'+ paha 'five') 
wangu--hata 'a road with seven bends'(== wangu 'bend'+ hata 'seven') 
siuru-horaa 'name of a bird' ( = siuru 'yellow robe' + horaa 'thief' 

Hyb1'id compounds: 

baicikal roode 'bicycle wheel' 
po(oo saappuwa 'photo shop' 
(elinaatya 'television drama' 

Examples for each class of nominal compounds are abundant, out of which only 
a few were introduced here. The situation proves the productivity of nominal com
pounding in Sinhala doubtlessly. 

While most of the compounds given here comprise two component<;, there are com
pounds made up of a number of words and which have a more complex structure. They 
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may represent collective compounds formed by simply joining together a string of words 
such as nce(um-gr:eyum-wr:eyum 'dancing-singing-playing'. They may be complex com
pounds formed by embedding one kind of compound in another kind of compound. Look 
at the follo\<\<i.ng examples: 

kukul-mas-karia 'chicken curry'(= [[kukul 'chicken'+ mas 'meat']+ karia 'curry'] 
aya-wceya-wiwaadaya 'budget debate'(= [[aya 'revenue'+ wceya 'expenditure, i.e. 'bud
get']+ wiwaadaya 'debate']], i.e. 'debate on budget proposals') 
gihi--pcewidi--depakshaya 'two parties oflaymen and priests'(:::: [l~hi 'layman'+ pcewidi 
'priest'] + [de 'two'+ pakshaya 'party']] 

Such complex compounds are often used in naming new concepts, vocations, object or 
products, and institutes or public bodies. 

sanwatsa1·a sabaa waart.aawa 'Minutes ofthe annual meeting': Lit. 'anniversary+ meet-
ing + minutes' 

ruupawaahinii niweedakayaa 'television announcer': Lit. 'picture + broadcasting + 
announcer' 

ap;mayana sanwardhana manc:falaya 'Exports Development Board': Lit. 'exports + 
development + board' 

bani(aaranaaa:yaka anusmarana jaatyantara sammantrana saalaawa 'Bandaranaike 
Memorial International Conference Half: Lit. 'Bandaranaike +memorial+ interna
tional + conference + hall' 

However, such long compounds are mostly limited to the formal use. What can be 
found in daily use are acronyms like EDB (Exports Development Board) and BMICH 
(Bandaranaike Memorial International Conference Hall). 

A problem associated with the word formation process of compounding in Sin-
hala is the lack of consensus among grammarians as well as language-users regarding 
the maintenance of internal boundaries within a compound in writing. While a com
pound is considered grammatically as one word, this stance conflicts with the idea of 
clarity expected in writing. It is often found in writing that even short compounds are 
marked with a space boundary between the two components. Longer compounds are 
usually written with spaces indicating boundaries between the components. 

2.2.3 Redupiication 
Reduplication can be considered a s-pecial kind of compounding by which two identi
callexical bases are combined. Verbs are reduplicated to perform different syntactic or 
semantic functions. 
Infinitive fi")fms are reduplicated to denote iterativity or continuity. 
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kanna-kanna 'the more eaten, (the better it tastes)' 
kianna kianna 'the more you say, (the more he becomes stubborn)' 

ahanna ahanna 'as listening goes on 
balarma balanna 'as looking goes on' 

The reduplication of a verb's past participle base form denotes iterativity or durativity. 

In the process of reduplication, if the participle base form has a long vowel at its end, 
in the first component this changes to the corresponding short vowel. 

ke~--kaa 'eating or while eating' 

bi-bii 'drinking or while drinking' 
kapa-kapaa 'cutting or while cutting' 

anqa-anqaa 'crying or while crying' 
kceraki-kce1·aki 'rotating' 

When the inflected past participial form with -laa is reduplicated, only the sense of 

iterativity is obtained. 

kaala-kaala 'having eaten (heartily)' 
biila-biila 'after drinking (heavily)' 

kapala-kapala 'having cut (repeatedly)' 
anqala-anqala 'having cried (incessantly)' 

kcerakila-kcerakila 'after rotating (continuously)' 

Verbal adjectives are reduplicated to express individuality and emphasis. 

kapana kapana (gaha) 'every tree that is cut' 

wc:e{_ena wcet.ena (gec(i) 'every fruit that falls' 
hi[apu hit4pu (tcena) 'every place (they) were standing or living' 

hitichcha hitichcha (deewai) 'every thing that occurred to (my) mind' 

The reduplication functions as an intensifier tor adjectives and adverbs. 

loku loku (minissu) 'big or high-class (people)' 

honda honda (baqu) 'good (commodities)' 
paa(a paa(a 'of different colors' 

hemin hemin 'slowly' 
balen balen 'by force, involuntarily' 

rcece(a rcece(a 'for the night' 
krama--kramaen 'gradually' 

Note the idiosyncrasy of the last example given above: its first part has the base form 
and the second part has the case form while in other examples the same form of the 

adjective or adverb appears doubled. 
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Nouns are reduplicated to denote gradualness, separateness or plurality. 

eka eka 'one by one' or 'one for each' 
[ika [ika 'little by little' 

krereli krereli 'by or in pieces' 
mulu mulu(wala) 'in various corners' 

panu.wo pa.nuwo 'numerous worms' 

3· Sandhi 

The process of Sandhi or sound euphony is widespread in both inflectional and deri
vational processes in Sinhala (Chapter 3: 3, 4). Some sandhi rules are obligatory. The 

phonological combinatory rules applied for euphoniously admitting suffixes into lexical 
bases, which are regarded to occur word-internally, are of this type. Some sandhi rules, 

on the other hand, may be optional. For instance, if any adjustment is made in phonolog
ical structures when hvo lexical bases are combined, the rules applied may be optional. 

Final vowel deletion: 
When a vowel final lexical base is f()llowed by a vowel initial morpheme, the final 

vowel of the preceding component is deleted so that the two components coalesce 

together easily. 

hora + aa ~ horaa 'thief' 

wandu1·u + ek ~ wandurek 'a monkey' 
biiwa + e ~ biiwe 'drink ( past tense focus form)' 

krepuwa + ot ~ krepuwot 'cut (conditional form)' 

Semivowel insertion: 
In some cases, two components are combined together by inserting a new element, 
rather than deleting the final vowel. When a vowel final lexical base is followed by a 

vowel initial morpheme, the insertion of a semivowel -y- or -w-, makes the coales
cence easier. Which semivowel is to be added is determined by the phonological char

acter of the final vowel of the first component. According to the general rule, if the 
final vowel is a front vowel (i, e, a:), the semivowel will be-y-, and if it is a back vowel 

(u, o, a), then the semivowel is -w-. 

rreki + aa ~ rrekiyaa 'employment' 
grereni + ek ~ grereniyek 'a woman' 

haa + aa ~ haawaa 'hare' 
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However, the rule is not obligatory in the colloquial language, except in the cases in 
which the speaker intends to put more stress on an element or wants to speak in a 
more formal style. In ordinary speech, vowel clustering occurs without an intervening 
semivowel: 

baaldi + a 4 baaldia 'bucket' 
ko(i +a~ ko[ia 'tiger' 
olu + a ~ olua 'heacf 
maduru + o 4 maduruo 'mosquitoes' 

Gemination: 
When a vowel final lexical base is followed by a vowel initial morpheme, the final 
vowel of the preceding component is deleted and the immediately preceding conso
nant undergoes gemination before combination occurs. 

atu + a~ atta 'branch' 
kolu + a 4 kolla 'lad' 
adi + a 4 cedda 'pull(past tense)' 
raki + a ~ rrekka 'protect (past tense)' 

Assimilation: 
When a consonant final lexical base is followed by a consonant initial morpheme, the 
new combination must achieve a f()rm to accord with the consonant cluster pattern of the 
language. Assimilation is one devi.ce used to bring such phonological adjustment Assimi
lation may be progressive, as in the first three examples, or regressive, as in the last three 
examples below. 

kap + wa-na1va 4 kappanawa 'cause to cut' 
dan + wa-nawa ~ dannanawa 'inform' 
warad + wa-mwa ~ waraddanawa 'make a mistake' 
cewit + la ~ cewilla 'having come' 
putek + gen 4 puteggen 'from a son' 
gan + mu 4 gammu 'let's take' 

Epenthetic vowel: 
In some cases, an unwelcome consonant duster is split by an epenthetic vowel like 
-u- or -e-. 

grereniyek + ta ~ grereniyeku(a 'to a woman' 
potak + {a~ potaka(a 'to or f()r a book' 
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Nasalization: 
If the final consonant of the lexical base is a prenasalized stop, it will change to a full 
nasal stop, creating an ordinary consonant cluster. 

anctu + a ~ anqa 'limb' 
kandu + a ~ kanda 'mountain' 
bandi +a~ bamdi +a~ brenda 'tie or marry (past tense)' 

Glottalization: 
The fricative alveolar phoneme (s) and the fricative glottal (h) are often interchangeable 
in Sinhala. The fricative alveolar -s occurring as the final consonant of a lexical base 
often changes to the fricative glottal -h when it admits a vowel initial suffix. Simulta
neously, a following h changes to a or re, as in the first examples below. However, this 
substitution is optional, as the two other examples show. 

gas + a ~ gaha 'tree' 
res + a ~ rehre 'eye' 
wayas + a ~ wayasa 'age' 
dawas + a ~ dawasa 'day' 

External sandhi: 
Next, some external sandhi rules, i.e. those used f(lr combining two lexical bases are 
briefly introduced. Some of the internal sandhi rules described above are also applied 
in combining independent lexical items when similar phonological environments 
are present. 

When the two components of a compound comprise a vowel final word and a 
vowel initial word in that order, the two vowels at the place of combination are replaced 
by their corresponding long vowel. 

guna + aguna ~ gunaaguna 'merits and demerits' 
hata + a{a.k ~ hataa{ak 'approximately seven or eight' 
honda + aakaara ~ hondaakaara 'of a good extent' 

If the first component is a consonant final word while the second component is a 
vowel initial word, the final consonant of the former is doubled before joining the 
two words together. 

mal + aasanee ~ mall + aasanee ~ mallasane 'flower altar' 
pas+ aw·udda ~pass + aurudda ~ passaurudda 'the five years' 
kat + cediima ~ katt + rediima ~ kattrediima 'shouldering the burden' 

When a consonant final word and a consonant initial word constitute a compound in 
that order, assimilation occurs in some particular environments. 
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ret + dala -4 reddala 'elephant tusk' 
puluk + gobee -4 puluggobee 'shoot of young coconut leaves' 
harak + pa{{ia -4 harappa([ia 'herd of cattle' 

Consonant assimilation does not occur in some environments. 

pot kac(ee 'bookshop' 
bat wa{[ia 'rice basket' 
mas karia 'meat (beef) curry' 

Though they are not completely arbitrary, sandhi rules are difficult to establish as 
regular grammatical rules. 
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Morphology-syntax interface 

The previous chapter described some morphological patterns considered to be well 
developed and established in Sinhala. However, their interaction with syntactic (and 
semantic) structures is in some instances complex and inconsistent with what one 
would expect. Befixe proceeding to syntax, therefore, a brief consideration of some 
facts regarding the interface between morphology and syntax ,..,;n be appropriate. 

First, the morphological description of the verb provided so far needs some review. 
The verbal derivation given earlier was f()ur-f()ld as follows: 

Active form Passive form Causative fonn Causative-passive form 
balanawa 'look' brelanawa balawanawa brelawenawa 
kapanawa 'cut' kcepanawa kappanawa ka::ppenawa 
adimwa 'pull' redan<nva addan<nva reddanawa 
--- 'fall' wretJnawa wattanawa wretfenawa 
na(anawa 'dance' nre(enawa na(awanawa nrepwenawa 

We used the term 'Passive form' following earliest descriptions such as Geiger 1938 
and De Silva 1960. As emphasized by later research (Gair 1970 and Inman 1993), 
'lnvolitive form' might be a better choice in light of its use in actual discourse. 

However, a certain conflict between a morphological form and its practical use 
can be seen as regards all morphological patterns, not just in the 'passive form'. The 
given designations should be taken as a nomenclature used to mark in a structured 
way the workings of morphemes and their boundaries relevant to the respective mor
phological processes. A closer examination will reveal that their boundaries are not so 
dear--cut, in particular, with respect to syntax and semantics. The mapping of the verb 
morphology with syntactic structures is never one to one. The verbal forms occur with 
different nominal constituents appearing in different case forms including postposi
tional phrases. While occurring in successive and recursive patterns, they interact with 
semantic categories such as animacy, volitionality, control and causativity to construct 
different clause-types. 

Part of the solution for these problems would be to assume that morphological 
f()rms do not correspond to their syntactic distribution in a straightforward way. Further 
they should not be assumed to work in isolation but to enter relations ""ith different 
types of participants with the involvement of important semantic and pragmatic con
siderations. Some diachronic dimensions also seem to be responsible for inequalities in 
distribution. Some idiosyncrasies and dialectic variations cannot be refuted, either. 
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To begin \<\<ith, we have identified two separate forms as Passive (P) form and Caus
ative Passive (CP) form. However, their distribution is not always identical with the 
semantic references of the particular form. There are instances where either of the ver
bal forms is used in the same sentence type. For example, the following two sentences, 
each \\ith distinct P and CP forms represent the same context. 

(l) a. Ranjit--t;) mete--n;lwa 
Ranjit--DAT get dance(P)·IND 
'Ranjit impulsively dances (hearing the music): 

b. Ranjit-t;) ncet:lwe-n:lwa 
Ranjit-DAT get dance(cP)-IND 
'Ranjit impulsively dances (hearing the music): 

Sinhala speakers thus, in some instances, alternate P forms with CP forms, and in 
some other instances, they prefer to use the CP form to relate to different contexts. 
Look at the following example. 

(2) a. ma--t;) eeh ki;luna (= kiy;lwuna) 
I-DAT it get-said(cP ).PAST.IND 
'I said it unintentionally: 

b. ?ma-t<) eek:l kiuna 
I-DAT it get-said(P).PAST.IND 
'I said it tmintentionally: 

Although (2b) is grammatically correct, as far as our data is concerned its P form 
would not seem to occur in a sentence frame. To a native speaker, this form of the verb 
may seem inadequate to express the spontaneous event in question; the speaker admits 
here that she/he has said something without intending it. 

Considering the alternate use of P and CP forms for denoting an identical context 
as well as the tendency to use the very same forms, be it P or CP, for denoting two 
different contexts such as spontaneity and causation, we may treat P and CP verbs 
together rather than as separate. Indeed, some scholars have done so relegating the 
difference to a case of mere morphological variation (De Silva 1960 and Gair 1970). 

Next, we need to deal with the formal differences within the Active (A)--Causative 
(C) distinction. Before dealing with the distinction, a clarification is due regarding a 
problem internal to the C form. There may be several C forms for the same verb. l~or 
example, the C form for the A verb kapanawa 'cut' has three variants: kapawanawa ; 
kappamwa; kappawamwa. kapawanawa is the straightforward C form with a transpar-
ent C morpheme (kapa + wa +n~wa (====Root+ C +Indicative form). Then, kapp;mawa 
is obtained after applying the phonological rule of gemination. Since the C morpheme 
becomes obscured with this form, a secondary C morpheme is inserted for the sake of 
explicitness. The resultant form is kappaw;mawa. As alternate variants they can occur 
in the same context with no difference in meaning or distribution. Indeed, scholars 
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have treated them accordingly (De Silva 1960 and Gair 1970). However, this is not 
always the case as there are instances where a clear distinction is made in meaning as 
well as distribution. For example, addanawa or addawanawa, the C form of the A verb 
adin;n.va. 'pull, draw' may appear in a sentence type as follows: 

(3) a. renjim~ adohn~wa horai 
engine cause-to-draw (c).IND unsatisfactory 
Lit. 'The engine is not pulling well: 

'The engine is not running well'. 

b. kauruhari lauwa baclu tik;) addala daamu 
somebody by goods amount cause--to--draw(c).PP put·-HORT 
Lit. 'Let's make somebody draw the goods: 

'Let's get somebody to carry the goods: 

This is a further example of active C forms sometimes having causative meanings and 
sometimes not. As these sentences show, a causative verb can be used in a non--caus-

ative context (3a) as well as in a causative context (3b). The example poses the question 
of A/C distinction. 

A verb may be transitive or intransitive. Intransitive stems are transitivi.zed by add
ing the C morpheme. These causatives of intransitives may behave as usual causatives, 

i.e. with the involvement of a causee, or as base transitives, i.e. without the involvement of 
a causee. Thus, yawanawa, the causative of yan;n.va may mean 'cause to go or 'send', and 

kiyawanawa, the causative of kiyanawa may mean 'cause to say' or 'read'. However, some 

C forms seem to have the division of labor between transitive and causative meaning 
separated among their variants. Observe how C forms of gahanawa 'hit, beat' behave. 

(4) a. rediwreb pkak gas!kln:>wa nal) kuumbi waetei 
clothes-line a little cause-to-hit (c).IND if ants fall-INFRR 
'The ants will fall if you shake the clothes-line a bit: 

b. *rediw~eb tikak gas~wan~wa nalJ kuumbi wcetei 
clothes-line a little cause-to-hit (c).IND if ants fall-·INFBR 
'The ants will fall if you shake the clothes-line a bit: 

c. wad_uwa lameya laua aen:> gass;)wan:>wa 
carpenter child by nails cause-to-hit (c).IND 
'The carpenter makes the child hit the nails: 

To denote the transitive sense, only the gassanawa variant is used as in (4a); the 
explicit causative or double causative variantga.ssawanawa. does not deliver the goods, 
as (4b) shows for it has assumed the strict causative sense, which is separate from the 
transitive sense, as in (4c). These facts also show that causative formation is a lexical 

process, not a syntactic process. Interestingly, .P forms can be obtained from most C 
forms and can be equated with detransitivization (gressenawa 'jolt, quake, be startled') 

or involitivization (liyawenawa 'write spontaneously'). 
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In general, C verbs occur in causative, transitive, and, though rarely, even in 
intransitive clauses. They have some commonality with A verbs with respect to mor
phology, i.e. by having verb stems ending in -(w )a as well as with respect to synta.x, i.e. 
having direct-case subjects, by virtue of which they can be contrasted \<\<ith P verbs. P 
verbs, on the other hand, occurring mainly in intransitive clauses \'Vith various types 
of oblique case subjects, as will be described in detail later, render involitive, inactive, 
impersonal readings. 

An important caveat that needs to be made at this point is that morphological 
shape alone cannot provide a proper guide to a verb's syntactic distribution. While 
there is a general pattern of verbs identified by the morphological shape of the stem, 
nevertheless, their correlation with clause types is not absolute. A verb of a given mor
phological shape, in particular '1.\ith a stem of --e, may occur either in an active, voli-
tive type construction or in an inactive, irrvolitive construction depending on various 
other factors. 1he following directional verbs are of this type: redemrwa 'be drawn or 
drag oneself: peralenawa 'roll down', krerakenawa 'turn, rotate: hcerenawa 'turn side
ways): wce(enawa 'fall'. 

Some of these verbs, while apparently representing the P form morphologically, 
occur in active-type constructions. The follm ... ing are of this type: igilenawa 'fly ouf, 
grew~senawa 'loiter: prekilenawa 'hesitate: scetapenawa 'sleep (honorific): wcetirenawa 
'lie down'. However, these verbs, though void of corresponding A f()rms, are consid
ered as active, volitive verbs accidentally being in the --e form. There are also some 
P verbs that do not have corresponding A forms. 1hese belong to the inactive-, 
involitive-type, like idimen:rwa 'swell: pipenawa 'blossoni. ridenawa 'be painful' and 
idenawa 'ripen, be cooked: Conversely some verbs, while retaining the A form, occur 
in inactive--type constructions: waradin3'Wa 'fail, make a mistake: paradinawa 'be lost, 
defeated: lissanawa 'sliP, aaranawa 'become fat: russanawa 'endure: 'Ihis latter type of 
verbs well illustrates the mismatch between morphological forms and syntactic behav
ior. Two other verbs, kahinawa 'cough' andgorawanawa 'snore, despite lexically denot-
ing involitive events highly marked with lack of control and volition on the part of the 
participant, remain active in form and distribution, for which it is hard to find a valid 
explanation. However, 'cough' can also form an involitive-type construction by means 
of a non --verbal structure, i.e. as a noun with a dative participant. 

Although an A verb can be considered to achieve detransitivization or involitiv
ization by transforming into a P form, as in ussanawa 'lift' > issenawa 'be lifted', this 
kind of relationship does not remain consistent as verbs undergo recurring semantic 
change. As historical semanticists have demonstrated, semantic or grammatical change 
involves not only "A > B~ i.e. the simple replacement of one item by another, but also 
"A> A~- B'·' and sometimes"> B" alone (Traugott and Dasher 2001:11).1his is exactly 
what can be observed in Sinhala with respect to verbal derivation. While the derived 
form (P from) shares lexical meaning \'Vith the original stem (A form) in the lexical 
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process, an accretion of new meanings occurs, at another layer, with respect to the 
newly derived verb. The new meaning \'\-ith the same phonological form will develop 
as a homonymic lexeme and will coexist with the lexical meaning of the shared stem. 
Observe the following examples: (To make the semantic disparity explicit, only the 
meanings acquired later are given for the derived forms.) 

obanawa 'press' > ebenawa 'peep' 
kopnawa 'pound' > ke[enawa 'strain (a muscle)' 
gahanawa 'hit' > gcehenawa 'shiver, tremble' 
gewanawa 'pay' > gewena·wa 'pass or wear away' 
ta .. vanawa 'warm' > tcewenawa 'be distressed (in mind)' 
tom·amwa 'choose, select' > teeremwa 'understand' 
pahadanawa 'explain' > pr.ehceden~wa. 'be pleased with (somebody)' 

Here the derived verbs have split from the regular derived forms to emerge semanti
cally distinct and no longer remain predictable in terms of patterned relationship. 
On a close examination, however, it will not be difficult to establish historical rela-
tionships between the related forms. For example, ebenawa derives its 'peep' sense 
through the derived meaning of'getting pressed down, pressing oneself down or low
ering one's own position'; it is not unnatural for teerenawa' get chosen' to obtain its 
'understand' sense if we think that understanding is derived from dear thinking or 
discrimination, i.e. ability to know and act on the difference between various things. 
There is cross-linguistic evidence supporting this analysis. For example, the same 
pairing can be found in Japanese: wakeru 'part, divide'> wakaru 'understand'. How
ever, from a synchronic point of view, these particular P verbs can no longer be linked 
with the corresponding A forms or active-type sentences. 

The Sinhala verb has a basic pattern which is a set of forms in derivational relation
ships. Forms identified by their morphological structure show difterences in meaning 
and, to a great extent, in distribution as well. The basic differentiation is between A and 
P forms. Each set of fixms is characterized by a distinct inflectional pattern. 

On close inspection, however, this finely woven pattern seems to be an idealized 
one, particularly when it comes to syntax. The relationship of a single morphological 
form \\ith a single semantic reading with a single underlying syntactic function 
would be ideal for a user--friendly grammar of a language. However, the everyday 
use of a living language goes far beyond this ideal. Rigidly patterned derivational 
relationships and their one-to-one correspondence with syntactic patterns are no 
longer available for a language with a long historical development and recurrent 
contacts with other languages. 
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Argument structures 

1he term "argument structure" is used to refer to the organization of the sentence in 
terms of the relationship between the predicate and its argument. The sentence is consid
ered to be built around the predicate, and its argument stntcture is considered to consist 
of the predicate together with the minimal number of noun phrases taken by it to convey 
the information which is intended to be expressed in the sentence. The argument struc
ture provides information about the number of arguments that a particular predicate 
has and about their syntactic types. In Sinhala the predicate occupies the final position 
in the sentence and can be a verb, an adjective, a noun phrase or a postpositional phrase. 
A predicate may have a single argument or multiple arguments, or no argument at all, 
each argument being identified by its position in the linear organization. Arguments are 
also identified by the case suffixes or postpositional case particles attached to them. 

Argument structures are understood as abstractions, kind of patterns abstracted 
from concrete examples of discourse. 1hey are essentially symbolic and hence repre
sentative. Accordingly, some clear-cut rules are followed for presenting data in this 
chapter. First, predicates are cited in the non--past, finite form ending in --nawa, often 
referred to in the literature as the basic form. Indeed, verbs are cited as entries in dic-
tionaries in this form. This will help understand a predicate in terms of a temporality, 
i.e. without reference to a specific time frame. This has caused problems for English 
translations. Let it be noted that the English glosses provided here are formulae to 
help the reader identify the elements of the Sinhala structures. Second, basic patterns 
are presented as full structures, that is, '"'ith all the arguments necessary to complete 
the information intended to convey. In actual discourse it is often found that one or 
more constituents are omitted when the referent is understood by the context. Such 
deleted constituents are retained in the structures presented here. Third, structures are 
presented in the standard linear order. It is admitted that the linear order of constitu
ents is variable in Colloquial Sinhala. Notwithstanding this flexibility in word order, a 
predicate is identified by its unmarked focal position, i.e. sentence---final position. 

1. Argument structure types 

Argument structure types are classified on the basis of (a) the class of the predicate, 
(2) the lexical semantic character of the predicate, including the dynamicity and volition
ality of the verb and the thematic roles associated with the verb, (3) the lexical-semantic 
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characteristics of the nominal arguments, ( 4) their grammatical marking by means of case 
inflection and particles, and (5) the relative prominence of the participants. For example, 
depending on whether the predicate is verbal or nonverbal, two large classes are distin
guished. The volitionality of the verb divides argument structures into an active (volitive) 
and an inactive (involitive) type. The transitive--intransitive distinction, another division 
of two large classes depends on whether the verb permits selecting the most prominent 
participant ( = agent) as subject and another participant at a relatively low level of promi
nence as object, or whether a single participant is selected as subject by virtue of its rela·· 
tive prominence in the absence of a more prominent participant. Naturally, the valency of 
the verbs allows argument structures to be classified by the number of arguments. 

'Ihe following table provides a list of possible argument structure types in Sinhala. 
The widest classification is the division of argument structures as active and inactive 

structures. While each group may contain several subtypes, the main distinction can 
be stated in terms of some highly generalized properties which are identified with the 
lexical semantic characteristics of the individual participants in a predicate. Active 
sentences, whether transitive or intransitive, take animate nominals as subjects and 

generally express the voluntary participation on the part of the subject NP in the 
action expressed in the sentence. Therefore, the major semantic role of the first con
stituent is Agent or Actor. Sentences of the inactive types, on the other hand, express 
processes or states in which the major participant, whether nominative or non-nomi
native, is marked by lack of volition and control with respect to the event. Therefore, the 
major semantic role of the first constituent is Undergoer, Experiencer, Involitive Agent 
or Theme. lhe atin constituent in Sinhala denotes an involitive agent whereas the laua 
constituent indicates the causee of a causative action. Not only the nominative but also 
the dative, accusative or atin marked constituent may appear as subject. Depending 
on the number of arguments, there can be zero-place, one-place, two-place, or three 

place predicates. The optional marking of constituents is indicated by parentheses in 
the schematic f()rmulae for argument structure types. PP is a postpositional phrase. 

Table 1. Argument Stmcture Types 

Arg. Inactive 

0 (a) Predyp 

(b) Pred.ADJ 

2 

(c) NP 1 NOM(ACC) 

(d)NPlDAT 

(e) NPINOMNP2DAT 

(f) NP 1 DKJ' NP 2NOM(ACC) 

(g) NP l LOCiPP NP 2 NOM 

(h) NP 1 NOM NP 2 LOCiPP 

(i) NP I atin NP 2NOM(ACC) 

Pre'lvP1NPiADiiPP 

Pre'lvP1NPiAD:I 

P.red.ADr 
P.red"VP, 

P.red"VP 
P.red"VP 
Pred.yp 

Active 

(1) NP!NOM 

(m) NP 1 NOM NP 2 NOM(Acc) 

(n) NP 1NOMNP 2DK1' 

(o) NPINOM NP2oo 

(p) NP I NOM NP 2 ekko 

Predy., 
Predy., 
Predy., 
Predy., 

(Cor1t!nued) 
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Table 1. Argument Structure Types (Continued) 

Arg. Inactive 

3 

(j) NP IDAT NP:!NOM 

(k) NP 1NOM NP 2 ek.ka 

Pred.ADJ 
Pred.ADJ 

Active 

( q) NP 1 NOM NP 2D..:I' NP 3 NOM(ACC) 

(r) NP 1 NOM NP 2 NOM(ACC) NP 3 DAT 

(s) NPlNOM NP2NOMNP3WC/PP 

(1) NP 1 NOM NP 2 NOM NP 3 ABL 

(u) NP 1NOM NP 2ABL NP; NOM 

(v) NP 1 NOM NP 2 ekka NP 3 NOM 

Pred.,P 
Prai,~ 
Prai,~ 
Pred,~ 
Pred,~ 
Pred,~ 

Note that an assertion marker (AM) is added to vowel-ending adjectival predi
cates. Consonant-ending adjectival predicates appear in bare form. 

1.1 Argument structures with inactive predicates 

(a) [Pred.yp] and (b) [Pred.ADJ] 

Examples for this sentence type are limited. 'Ihey can be found in some expressions 
regarding the weather. 

wahin;;~wa 'It's raining' 
paay;;~n;;~wa 'No rain'; "Ihe sun shines'; 'It will dear up' 
rasnei 'It's hot' 
siit;}]ai 'Ifs cold' 

(c) [NP 1 NOM(ACC) PRED.vJ>iNP/ADJiPP] 

(1) With verbal predicates the subject constituent may optionally be marked by the 
accusative case when it is an animate nominal. 

gas wref:e-n;;~wa 

trees full-IND 
'The trees are falling' 

lamea wrere-n;;~wa 

child fall-IND 
'The child is falling' (intentionally, in play) 

lamea-wa waete-nawa 
child-ACC fall-IND 
'(Look out! )TI1e child is falling' 

(2) Equational sentences: Nominal and adjectival predicates appear with a single 
argument. 



Ranjit guruw:l~-ek 

Ranjit teacher-INDF 
'Ranjit is a teacher' 

Ranjit daen widuhalpati 
Ranjit now principal 
'Ranjit has become principal' 

Chitra daksha-i 
Chitra clever--AM 
'Chitra is clever' 
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(3) Non-equational sentences: Non-equational sentences are realized with NPs of 
several oblique case forms as predicates. Predicates may be nouns marked with 
dative, genitive, ablative or locative case. 

mee t~e~egg~ oyaa-t~ 

'Ihis present you--DAT 
'This present is for you' 

mee baisihlee ma-ge 
this bicycle I-GEN 
'This bicycle is mine' 

meek:> ma-gen 
this I-ABI. 
'This is from me' 

meyaa indiyaawe 
this person India.wc 
'He is from India' 

kannaqi:> nal:>l-e 
glasses forehead-we 
'The glasses are on (your) forehead' 

(4) A locative NP in predicate position may denote a less concrete situation or a cog
nitive activity. 

Ranjit amaaru-e 
Ranjit difficulty-we 
'Ranjit is in difficulties' 

wal.lch ma-ge at-ee 
fault I-GEN hand-we 
'The fault lies with me' 

mahattea bald kalp:>naaw:lk:> 
gentleman heavy thought:.INDF.LOC 
'The gentleman is engaged in a deep thought' 
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(5) The predicate may comprise a postpositional phrase. 

ptruSa gaha uq~ 

cat tree on 
"Ihe cat is in the tree' 

amma lin!h lang~ 

mother well near 
'Mother is at the well' 

babaa Chitra ekk:> 
baby C'llitra with 
'The baby is with Chitra' 

(d) [NPlDAT Pred.VP/NP/ADJ] 

The dative constituent denotes an involuntary participant or an experiencer. 

(1) With verbal predicates 

Ranjit-t;) cenqe-n:>wa 
Ranjit-DAT cry.INVL-IND 
'Ranjit breaks out crying (suddenly)' 

larnea-t;) dUwe-n;)wa 
child-DAT run.INVL-IND 
'The child gets to running (involuntarily)' 

Chitra--t<} kaecegaehe--n~wa 

Chitra--DAT screarn.INVL ·-IND 
'Chitra screams (involuntarily)' 

(2) With nominal predicates 

ma--t~ un<} 
I-DAT fever 
'I have a fever' 

ap~-t~ niwaaqu 
we-nAT vacation 
'We are on vacation' 

eyaa-t~ kar~~~y-ak 

sheihe-DAT trouble-INDF 
'She/he is in trouble' 

(3) With adjectival predicates 

ma-~ kan:lgaatu-i 
I--DAT sad--AM 
'I feel sorry' 



ap~-t~ mahansi-i 
we-DAT tired-AM 
'We are tired' 

eyaa-t:l daen honda-i 
she/he-DAT now good-AM 
'Now she is well/in a good condition' 

(e) [N.P 1 NOM 1\TP 2 DAT .Pred.ADJ] 
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Predicates of this type express an attitude or a mental state of the referent of the first 
constituent towards the referent of the second constituent marked by the dative --ta. 

amma putaa-~ aad:lre-i 
mother son-DAT loving-AM 
'Mother loves her son' 

mam:l kalu kuqee-t:l kaem:lti-i 
I black umbrella-oAT fond-AM 
'I prefer the black umbrella' 

miniha gaeaeni-t:l baya-i 
man woman-nAT scared-AM 
'He is scared ofhis wife' 

(f) [NP 1 DAT NP 2 NOM(ACC) Pred.VP] 

With this structure, voluntary participation is eliminated even from a transitive event. 
The dative constituent denotes an external cause (1), an involuntary participant of the 
event (2), an involuntary participant of a perceptive, sensory or mental experience 
(3), or an inalienable possessor (4). The construction is also used to express ability, 
needs and emotion (5). 

(1) External cause 

hul~ng~--t~ gas per~le--n~wa 

wind-oAT trees fall down-IND 
'The trees are falling from the wind' 

kaq~--t~ at~ k<epe-n~wa 

sword-DAT hand CUt.INVL··IND 
'The sword is cutting his hand' 

katu~--t~ miiyo ahuwe--n~wa 
trap--DAT rats get caught--IND 
'Rats get caught to the trap' 
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(2) Involuntary participant of the event 

lamea-t<) watur;, pewe-n;,wa 

child--OAT water drink.INVL--IND 
"Ihe child unintentionally swallows water' 

Chitra-t:l nit<)f:l aS:lniip;, we-n:lwa 
Chitra-t;, often ill become-IND 
'Chitra often falls ill' 

Ranjit--t<} puusa(-w<}) pae~ege--n;)wa 

Ranjit--DAT cat(-Acc) step on.INVL--IND 
'Ranjit is accidentally stepping on the cat' 

Consider that the second constituent is optionally marked by the accusative -wa to 
indicate its Undergoer status as in the last example. 

(3) Involuntary participant of a perceptive, sensory and mental experience 

ma-t;) pintUUI";)-ak pee-mwa 

l-DAT picture-INDF see.INVL-IND 
'I can see a picture' 

balla-t;) keek suw<}n.h hond;)t;) d<ene-mwa 
dog--DAT cake smell well feel.INvL--IND 
'The dog senses the smell of the cake' 

taatta-t;) kuqee am:lt;lk:l we-n;lwa 
futher-DAT umbrella forget.INVL-IND 
'Father (often) forgets his umbrella' 

(4) Possessor 

ma-t;) put-ek in--n;)wa 
l-DAT son--INDl' be--IND 
'I have a son 
Chitra-f;'J kaarek-ak tie-n<)wa 
Chitra-DAT car-INDP be-IND 
'Chitra has a car' 

Ranjit-t;) salli hamb;) we-mwa 
Ranjit--DAT money get.INVL-IND 
'Ranjit is getting money' 

(5) In expressing ability, need and emotion, the dative constituent represents the per-
son implicated in such states. 

Ranjit -t:l waqu wreq;, puluwan 
Ranjit-DAT carpentry can 
'Ranjit can do carpentry work' 



ma-t~ salli oorue 
I-DAT money need 
'I need money' 

taata-t:l taraha ya-n~wa 

father-DAT anger go-IND
'Father gets angry' 
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Note that puluwan and oonre are two quasi--verbs in Sinhala which do not have verbal 
inflection (Gair 1970). 

(g) [NP 1 LOC/PP NP 2 NOM Pred.vp] 

Existential construction: Existential predicates express the existence of entities. The 
existential verb innawa is used for animate referents and tienawa for inanimates. The 
first constituent with a locative suffix or with a postpositional phrase indicates the loca
tion. The second constituent denotes the located entity. 

att--e kurull-ek in-n<}wa 
branch-we bird-INDF be--IND 
'There is a bird on the branch' 

at--ee booby--ak tie--mwa 
hand-we ball-INDF be--IND 
'There is a ball in (her) hand' 

pufUw.> yat;, kuumbi in-n;,wa 
chair under ants be-IND 
'There are ants under the chair' 

(h) [N P 1 NOM NP 2 LOO'PP Pred.yp] 

This argument type is used to assert the existence of a known entity with respect to 
a new location. The first constituent expresses the located entity as shared informa
tion; the second constituent presents a location as new information; the verb asserts 
the existence. 

kurulla kuudu-e in-n:lwa 
bird cage-we be-IND 
'The bird is in the cage' 

yatur.> laachchu-e tie-n;,wa 
key drawer-we be-IND 
'The key is in the drawer' 

boole putuw~ yat~ tie--n~wa 

ball chair under be--IND 
'The ball is under the chair' 
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(i) [N.P 1 atin NP 2 NOM(ACC) .Pred-vi>] 

'Ihe main characteristic of this structure is the involitive verb. 'Ihe first constituent 
marked by the atin particle denotes the unintentionally acting or accidental agent (1). 
However, the atin constituent may also denote a 'potential' agent in sentences with the 
nuances of potentiality or possibility (2). 

(1) unintentional actions 

Ranjit atin gaha kcepe--n<}wa 
Ranjit atin tree cut.INVL··IND 
'Ranjit unintentionally cuts the tree' 

Chitra atin baisik;,le hreppe-n;,wa 
Chitra atin bicycle strike.INVI.-IND 
'Chitra accidentally strikes her bicycle against (the fence)' 

tawapoc:lqen man atin babaa-.w<} retrerere--n<}wa 
nearly I atin baby--Ace drop.INVL--IND 
'I nearly dropped the baby (accidentally)' 

(2) Potentiality expression 
The atin constituent expresses the 'potential' actor. 

kell;l atin maalu agee~ pihe-n;lwa 
girl atin fish well cook.INVL-IND 
'The girl can cook fish very well' 

Banda atin pol siiyak wit;lr;l kreqe-n;lwa 
Banda atin coconut hundred about pick.INVI.-IND 
'Banda can pick about a hundred coconuts (in an hour)' 

miniha atin lass<}n<}t<} plcl<} hrede-n<}wa 

he atin verywell plants make.INVL-IND 
'He can do tree planting in a r.ystematic way' 

(De Silva 1960: 101) 

(Gair 1970: 40) 

This structure expresses a potential match between two entities conceptualized as a 
situation in which a Vc:lriable represented by the second constituent is located against a 
fixed object or standard indicated by the first, dative marked constituent. 

ma-t<} mee kaam<}ree honda--i 
I--DAT this room good--AM 
"Ihis room is good for me' 

eyaa-t<) sum krerem:l agLma-i 
she/he-DAT sugary food unwholesome-AM 
'Sugary food is not good for him' 



ap~-t~ bar~ wred,~ purudu-i 
we-nAT heavy work accustomed-AM 
'We are used to heavy work' 
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Ekb is a comitative particle in Sinhala.1he ekka marked phrase indicates a relationship 

the referent of the first constituent has v .. ith the referent of the second constituent. 

Ranjit Sunil ekk~ honda--i 
Ranjit Sunil ekk~ good--AM: 
'Ranjit is on good terms with Sunil' 

eyaa api ekk~ taraha-i 
she/he we ekk~ angry-AM 
'She is angry with us (on bad terms)' 

Ranjit Chitra ekk~ yaalu-i 
Ranjit Chitra efu friendly-AM 
'Ranjit is friendly with Chitra/is having a love affair with Chitra' 

1.2 Argument types with active predicates 

(1) [NPl NOMPred.VP/NP] 

This structure represents the typical intransitive pattern. The nominal constituent 
denotes an Actor role appearing in the nominative. The typical subject takes an animate 

noun which generally appears with a verbal predicate (1). However, there is a group of 

predicates referred to in the literature as Action Nominals (Gair & Paolillo 1988) which 

contain as predicates nouns in the nominative (2). 'Ihese nominal predicates are of 

limited distribution. 

(1) With verbal predicates 

Ranjit duw~-D;lWa 
Ranjit run-IND 
'Ranjit is running' 

lamea nat~-n;lwa 

child dance-IND 
'The child is dancing' 

balla bur;,-n;,wa 
dog bark-IND 
'The dog is barking' 
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(2) With Action-Nominal predicates 

taatta waeq~ 

futher work 
'Father is at work' 

minissu di~t~m:> kataa~ 

people continuously talk 
'The people are continuously talking' 

lamai hiki--hiki ga--gaa hinaaw;) 
children giggling laugh 
'The children were giggling' 

(m) (NP 1 NOM NP 2 NOM(ACC) Pred.VP] 

This structure is realized in three sub--types. 

(1) Transitive construction: The construction encodes a typical transitive event. 
The second constituent may denote different kinds of objects, such as a physi
cally affected patient, a physically non -affected patient, and an object created in 
the action. When the second NP is an animate noun, it may be marked by the 
accusative. 

amma keek kap;l-n;lwa 
mother cake cut-IND 
'Mother is cutting cakes' 

Chitra pUL1Sa(-w:l) hoy:>-n:>wa 
Chitra cat( -Ace) find-IND 
'Chitra is looking for the cat' 

Ranjit tee ha@ .. n;)wa 
Ranjit tea make-IND 
'Ranjit is making tea' 

(2) Habitual motion event: This is an intransitive structure in spite of consisting of 
two nominal constituents. The predicate comprises a volitional intransitive motion 
verb. The first nominative NP denotes an Actor while the second nominative NP 
indicates the goal of a habitual motion. This pattern is not used for non-habitual 
motion with an emphasis on the goal. 

Chitra iskoole ya-n;)wa 
Chitra school go--IND 
'Chitra goes to school' 



Ranjit h;:em~ pooy~b t~m~ pansal ya-n~wa 

Ranjit every full moon day temple go-IND 
'Ranjit goes to temple every full moon day' 

h<Em~ sikuraadam~ taatta kobmb~ ya-n~wa 

every Friday father Colombo go-IND 
'Father goes to Colombo every Friday' 
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(3) Perceptive, sensory and mental actions: This is a transitive event.lhe first constit
uent denotes the volitive actor or initiator of the perceptive, sensory and mental 

event, and the second constituent specifies the object of the experience. 

Ranjit pintuur~y-ak bal~-n~wa 

Ranjit picture-INDF look-IND 
'Ranjit is viewing a picture' 

Chitra sindu aha-n~wa 
Chitra songs listen-IND 
'Chitra is listening to songs' 

mam~ eek~ matak k;)~-n;)wa 
that remember·-IND 

'I run trying to remember it' 

(n) [NP 1 NOM NP 2 DAT Pred.vp] 

Predicates of motion, evoking a sense of directionality from one participant to another, 

code the two constituents with the nominative and the dative. 1he second constituent 
marked by the dative morpheme indicates a goal of a real or perceived motion. The 

goal may include a place arrived at (1), a target of a physical or mental action (2), or 
the addressee of a communication event (3). 

(1) Motion towards a place 

Ranjit pans:ll:l-t:l ya-n:lwa 
Ranjit temple-DAT go-IND 
'Ranjit is going to the temple' 

puusa gaha-t~ nagi-n~wa 

cat tree-DAT climb-ING 
'The cat is climbing the tree' 

lamai gang~-t~ pani-n~wa 

children river-nAT jump-IND 
'The children jump into the river' 
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(2) Target of a physical or mental action 

Ranjit balla-t;, gaha-n;,wa 
Ranjit dog-nAT hit--IND 
'Ranjit is hitting the dog' 

Chitra hrem;,daam;) amma-t;) wandi-n;,wa 
Chitra everyday mother-nAT worship-INn 
'Chitra worships her mother everyday' 

mahattea minisun-t;) hon,bt;) sal;)k<}--n;)wa 
master people--nAT well treat--IND 
"Ihe master treats people well' 

(3) Addressee of communication activities 

taatta Ranjit-t;) kataa k;)ld-n;lwa 
father Ranjit--DAT call--IND 
'Father is calling Ranjit' 

Mendis S;l;)r ap;)-t;) ugann;)-n:lwa 
Mendis Sir we-nAT teach-INn 
'Mr Men dis teaches us' 

guruw;)ldya lam<}in--t;} pf;}sansa k;)f;}--n;)wa 
teacher children-nAT praise-IND 
'The teacher praises the d1ildren' 

( o) [NP 1 NOM N.P 2 INS .Pre d. VI>] 

Inclusive construction: The second constituent marked by the instrumental morpheme 
indicates an object or a quality the referent of the first constituent is endowed with. 

gaha mal-w;)1in pire-nawa 
tree flower--PL.INS be full--IND 
'The tree will be full of flowers' 

miniha saniip-en in-n;lwa 
man health-INS be-IND 
'The man is well' 

lamea weedanaw--en kreae gaha-n<}wa 
child pain-INS cry-IND 
'The child is crying with pain' 

Active comitative construction: Reciprocal verbs are used with the firstconstituentindi-
cating an active agent and the second constituent marked by ekka indicating a partner. 



Ranjit Chitra ekk~ wiwaah~ we-n~wa 

Ranjit Chitra ekk~ marry-IND 
'Ranjit is getting married to Chitra' 

Sunil Nimal ekk~ ranqu we-n~wa 
Sunil Nimal ekk;, qu.arrel-IND 
'Sunil is qLWreling with Nimal' 

eyaa man ekk~ am~naa~ we-n~wa 
she/he me ekk~ be displeased-IND 
'She will be &pleased with me' 

( q) [NP 1 NOM NP 2 DAT NP 3 NOM(ACC) Pred.vp] 
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This is the typical ditransitive structure. Verbs of giving or transferring are subcat

egorized for an agent, a transferred object and a recipient. In terms of constituent 

order, the recipient indicated by the dative appears before the transferred object 

marked by the nominative or optionally by the accusative. In some cases transferred 

objects will be abstract entities. 

Ranjit Chitra-t~ leensu-ak de-n;,wa 
Ranjit Chitra-DAT handkerchief-INDF give-IND 
'Ranjit gives Chit:ra a handkerchief' 

taatta lemea-t~ salli yaw~-n~wa 

father child-nAT money send-IND 
'Father sends his child money' 

nangi mal gaha-t:l watur~ daa-n~wa 

yanger sister flower tree-DAT water put-IND 
'Younger sister is watering the flower plants' 

Mendis S;);,r ap~-t~ ingrtisi uganw~-n~wa 
.Mendis Sir we-IND English teach-IND 
'Mr Mendis teaches us .English' 

minissu mabgiy;, a~-~ pin de-n;,wa 
people dead persons-nAT meritorious feelings give-INn 
'People transfer to dead persons their meritoriou"> feelings (according to the 
Buddhist tradition)' 

Transferred objects may precede recipients in the argument structure according to the 

structure of information intended to be expressed, as in the following. 

Ranjit leensw Chitra·t~ de--n~wa 

Ranjit handkerchief 01itra-DAT give-IND 
'Ranjit gives the handkerchief to Chitra' 
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Such sentences are rather based on the following structure. 

(r) [NP 1 NOM NP 2 NOM(ACC) NP 3 DAT Pred.vp] 

This ditransitive structure seems to be appropriate for more concrete transfer actions, 
compared with the sentences in (q). Verbs of placement are employed with an agent, 
a transferred object and a destination. Thus the constituent order is nominative + nomi
native (accusative) + dative. 

taatta salli laadiclm~--t<} daa-n<}wa 
father money drawer--nAT put--IND 
'Father puts money into the drawer' 

babaa hamcb boonikka--ge kat<}-t~ ob~--n~wa 

baby spoon doll-GBN mouth-DAT }"1\.l.Sh-IND 
'The baby is pushing the spoon into the doll's mouth' 

lamea puusa(--w;)) midub-t:l wiisik;,laa 
child cat(-Acc) yard-nAT throw.PAST 
'The child threw the cat into the yard' 

Destination may be indicated by a postpositional phrase instead of a dative constituent. 
Thus the last sentence given above can be rendered with a postposition as follows. 

lamea }"1\.J.usa( -W;)) aen~ ud_;,t;) wiisi k;)laa 
child cat(-Acc) bed onto throw.PAST 
'The child threw the cat onto the bed' 

( s) [NP 1 NOM N.P 2 NOMNP 3 LOC/PP Pred.vp] 

This structure is obtained when the third constituent of placement verbs is conceptual
ized as a location rather than a destination. Thus the third constituent is added with a 
locative suffix or a locative postposition. Compare with the pattern (r). 

taatta salli laachchu--e daa--n~wa 

father money drawer--we put--IND 
Lit. 'Father puts money in the drawer' 
'Father leaves money in the drawer' 

amma haal watur-e daa-n;)wa 
mother money water-Loc put-IND 
'Mother soaks rice in waterfM.other leaves rice to soak in the water' 

Chitra pot meese ud_~ ti<}--n~wa 

Chitra books table on put-IND 
'Chitra keeps books on the table' 
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( t) [NP 1 NOM NP 2 NOM NP 3 ABL Pred.vp) 

When the destination of an object needs to get expressed, in particular, when a sense 
of movement is included in the semantic scope, the resultant structure has the third 

constituent marked by the ablative --enl--in.1 Compare with the patterns (r) and (s). 

Ranjit pufu.1 midul-en ti<J-n:.:lwa 
Ranjit chair yard-ABL put-IND 
'Ranjit is moving the chair and putting it in the yard' 

mam;, babaa(-w;,) kaam;,r--en tb--n;}wa 
I baby(--Acc) room--ABL put--IND 
'I'll carry the baby and put him in the room 

Chitra leensu;, meese ud.-in ti;)--n;,wa 
Chitra handkerchief table on-ABL put-IND 
'Chitra is leaving the handkerchief on the table' 

(u) [NPl NOMNP2ABL NP3NOMPred.~'l'] 

Verbs of receiving are used with the first constituent representing the receiver, the 
second constituent marked by the ablative marker --en!-in or -gen indicating the source 
and the third constituent denoting the transferred object. The ablative marker -en/-in 
is added to an inanimate participant while -gen is attached to an animate participant. 
An act of receiving denoted by this type of sentence may also contain a transfer of 

some abstract entity~ 

api mee kaq-en baqu 
we this shop-ABL commodities 
'We buy things from this shop' 

gan-n;,wa 
buy-IND 

mam;, Ranjit-gen yatw-;) illa gan-n;)Wa 
I Ranjit--ABL key ask and get-IND 
'I will borrow the key from Ranjit' 

lamai Mendis s;,;,r-gen ingriisi igem gan-n;}wa 
children Mendis sir-ABL English leam-IND 
The children learn English from Mr Mendis' 

This structure is also used to express a "fictive transfer" when a transfer is anticipated 
to occur from an animate participant, as in the following sentences. 

1. One may find it odd that the destination should be in the ablative. However, to native speakers 
of Sinhala, these are very natural sentences. At least when a motion is involved, the dative is overrun 
by the ablative. 
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mam:l Ranjit-gen prasn;l-ak aha-n;lwa 
I Ranjit-ABI. question-INDF ask-IND 
'I will ask a question of Ranjit' 

eyaa Chitra-gen pilutur:l dren;lgan-n;lwa 
sheihe Chitra-ABI. answer know-INn 
'She will know the answer from Chitra' 

api oyaa-gen meeh balaaporottu we-n;lwa 
we you-ABL this e:xpect-IND 
'We expect this from you' 

( v) [N.P 1 NOM N.P 2 ekJQ N.P 3 NOM .Pred.vp] 

One comitative construction occurring \'Vith two--place reciprocal verbs was already 
given as (p ). The present comitative construction occurs with three-pace predicates 
formed with reciprocal verbs, creating a transitive event. While the second constitu
ent marked by ekka denotes the partner of the reciprocal event, the third constituent 

indicates the shared object. 

Ranjit Chitra ekk:> jil boob bedaa gan-n;)wa 
Ranjit Chitra ekk:> marbles divlde-IND 
'Ranjit shares the marbles with Cbitra' 

Chitra Sumana ekk;) saari;l maaru k;lr;) gan--n;lwa 
Chitra Sumana ekk;) sari exchange-INn 
'Chitra exchanges the sari with Sumana' 

mam;l mumlaali ekk;) prasne kataa k;)f;) gan--nai) 
trader ekk;) problem discus-OPT 

I'll discuss the problem with the trader' 

2. Adjtmct noun phrases 

'Ib understand a wider range of sentences used in the language, we need to pay attention 
to N.Ps beyond the scope of arguments. While most argument structure types are real-· 
i1.ed in the form of case relations, not all case relations represent argument structures. 
Many noun phrases that do not qualify as arguments are used optionally to modify 

predicates. Such adjunct phrases are discussed in this section. Both case inflections and 
postpositional particles are used as adjunct markers. Some case suffixes used to encode 

arguments given above are also used to combine adjunct phrases with predicates. 

(a) Dative -(a: Dative -(a is used to express purpose, source, time, standard or similar 

domains of application. 



mam;l winoode-t;l mal waw;ln:lwa (purpose) 
I pleasure-nAT flowers grow 
'I grow flowers for pleasure' 

eyaa stut~··t~ anq~--n~wa (source) 
she/he joy-DAT cry-IND 
'She's crying out of joy' 

amma maalu ki~--t~ uy~--n~wa (manner) 
mother fish milk-nAT cook··IND 
'Mother cooks fish in 'milk style' 

lamai t~nge-t~ oru padin<}wa (manner) 
d1ildren competition--nAT rafts paddle 
'Children are racing their rafts against each other' 

kamkaruwo akur~-1;, waeq;) k;,f;)-n;,wa (standard) 
laborers letter-oAT work-IND 
'The laborers work to rule' 

paha-t;) saappu waha-n~wa (temporal) 
five-oAT shops close-INO 
'Shops close at five' 
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(b) Instrumental/ablative -in!-en!-gen: Instrumental/ablative -in!-en!-gen is used to 
express instrument, duration of time, and various sources. 

miniha taraadi-en baqu kif;)-n;)wa (instn1ment) 
man scale-INS commodities measure-INO 
'He measures commodities with scales' 

minissu ta~m:l har;lkun-gen kumburu 
people still cattle-INS fields 
'people still plough their fields with cattle' 

haa-n;lwa (in.'1tn1ment) 
plough-IND 

Ranjit paey-en waeqee iw;m k;,f;)-n;,wa (duration of time) 
Ranjit hour-INS work finish-INn 
'Ranjit will finish his job in an hour' 

miniha gaeaeni--ge konq-en alla gan--n;lwa (measure for grasping) 
man woman-·GEN hair--INS grar,p-·IND 
'The man grasps the woman by her hair' 

gah-en geqi~ wrete-n~wa (source) 
tree··ABL fruit fall-·IND 
'The fruit falls from the tree' 

tuwaal--en lee gal<}--n~wa (source) 
wound-ABL blood flow-IND 
'Blood is flowing from the wound' 
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maduruwan-gen led,~ boowe-n~wa (source) 
mosquitoes-ABI. diseases spread-IND 
'Diseases are spread through mosquitoes' 

kussi~ paetten su~nd--ak e--n~wa (source) 
kitchen side-ABL good smell-INDF come-IND 
'There is a good smell coming in the direction of the kitchen' 

(c) Locative marker: Locative --e marks the location of an activity; in addition to the loca-

tion of states given earlier. 

maaluwo taenki-e piin~-n:lwa 

fishes tank-r.oc swim-IND 
'The fishes are swimming in the tank' 

Ranjit baenku--e waed_~ k~r~--n~wa 

Ranjit bank-we work-IND 
'Ranjit works for a bank' 

aroma midul--e wii wan~--n~wa 

mother yard-we paddy !>pread (for drying)-IND 
'Mother is spreading paddy on the yard' 

(d) Genitive marker: Genitive -gel-gee indicates a possessive relationship between one 

noun phrase and another noun phrase. The constituent that takes the suffix --gel-gee 
must be an animate noun. 'Ihe possessor role in an inanimate noun is marked by 

the locative suffix. 

aliya-ge honq~~~ 

elephant-·GEN trunk 
'the tnmk ofthe elephant' 

Ranjit -ge karunaaw:l 
Ranjit-GEN kindness 
'Ranjie., kindness' 

pot-ee pitu 
book--we pages 
'the pages of the book' 

winaasy -ee mul~ 

destruction--we beginning 
'the beginning of destruction' 

(e) Vocative marker: The vocative marker does not indicate an argument relation at 

the sentential level; it occurs outside the sentence, pragmatically relating a noun 
to a sentence. It is added to a noun when its reference is addressed by the s-peaker. 
The vocative marking suffixes include -e, -ee, -oo, -ni and -anee. 



nangi-e 'younger sister; 
amm-ee 'Mother: 
lam;,y-oo 'child,' 
noonaaw.>ru-ni mahatw.>ru-ni 1adies and gentlemen: 
dewi-:mee 'God; 
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Note that common names, kinship terms, status names or titles may be used in the 
address form in Sinhala. 

(f) Postpositional phrases are often used to convey various spatial meanings. The 
postpositions in the following group of examples indicate the location of station-· 
ary objects or animate referents with regard to the major constituent used with 
the existential verb. 

iskoole lang;, kaq;)-ak tie-n;)wa 
school near shop-INDF be-IND 
'There i..'l a shop near the school' 

toil;)t eh <etule gemb--ek 
toilet one inside frog--INDF 
'There is a frog inside the toilet' 

in--n;)wa 
be-IND 

gee pitipasse lind--ak tie-n;)wa 
house behind well-INDF be-IND 
'There is a well behind the house' 

gee iss;)f<)ha amb:l gah-ak tie-n;lwa 
house in front of mango tree-INDF be-IND 
'There is a mango tree in front of the house' 

gaha yat;) ball-ek in-n;)wa 
tree under dog-INDF be-IND 
'There i..'l a dog under the tree' 

wcet;, di~t;, mal 
fence along flowers 
'There are flowers along the fence' 

Most of the postpositions oflocation are relational nouns appearing in bare form, while 
some of them take case suffixes as in retule (locative), pi(jpasse (locative) and digap 
(dative). 

(g) The following group of sentences has postpositions of movement Most of them 
have the ablative --in to indicate movement. 

Ranjit paaf;) digee duw:l-n;)wa 
Ranjit road along run--IND 
'Ranjit is running along the road' 
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la:mai paald haldha pani-n~'\o\'<1 

children road across leap-IND 
'Children suddenly lUll across the road' 

boonuwa paal~m~ )'apn ya-n:lwa 
boat bridge under go-IND 
'The boat is sailing under the bridge' 

walaakulu at;lr:in hand;) matuwe-n;lwa 
clouds through moon appear--IND 
'The moon appears through the clouds' 

gam~ mcedin paar-ak ya-n~wa 

village through road--INDI' go--IND 
'There is a road running through the village' 

balla boole u<l_in pani-n~wa 

dog ball over jump-IND 
'The dog jumps over the ball' 

(h) Possessive langa and atee: Some postpositional phrases, occurring in limited dis
tribution, indicate a type of possessive relation. The locative postposition langa 
whose literal meaning is 'near' and atee whose lexical source is 'hand' plus locative 

suffix are used to denote such possessive relations. 

man lang:l salli tie-n<)wa 
I lang:l money be-IND 
'I have money' 

man atee yatur;l tie-n;lwa 
I atee key be--IND 
'I have the key' 

(i) Ablative indan/indala and allative turu!kan: Ablative indan!indala specifies both 
the spatial and temporal inceptive points of an activity, while allative turu and kan 
are only used to denote the temporal terminal point of an activity. 

api at-ee indan paha wen~ kan wceq~ k~ld-n~wa 

we eight--we from five become to work do--IND 
We work from eight oClock to five oClock' 

Ranj:it pans:ll-ee indan istees:lm<)-t<) duw:l-n:lwa 
Ranjit temple-we from station-oAT run-IND 
'Ranjit runs from the temple to the station' 

Notice that the spatial terminal point is indicated by the allative/dative suffix --(a, not the 
postposition. Also notice that the postpositional phrase for the inceptive point consists 
of the locative case nominal plus the postposition indan whereas the postpositional 
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phrase for the temporal terminal point is of complex type. It is of the "cased head' type, 
similar to the relative clause construction: the direct case nominal is followed by the 

verbal form wena before it joins the postposition. 

3· Grammatical relations 

The first noun phrase of a clause that serves as an argument of the verb is referred to as 
the "subject~ which is defined within the grammar by some specific characteristics, sur

face or covert. Some have argued, especially in the context of the South Asian linguistic 
area (Bhat 1988, for example), that there is no need to postulate a subject relation in 

the case of languages that make use of distinct grammatical devices for representing 
the semantic and pragmatic relations, and use some of these very same semantic rela

tions as the "pivots" of their grammatical processes (Foley & Van Valin 1984). 
The situation in Sinhala with regard to subject remains controversial. Arguments 

both in favor of and refuting the existence of a subject role are found in the literature. 
Gair 1976 demonstrates that there are neither surface nor covert characteristics to 

prove that the subject relation occupies a central and fundamental position in Sinhala 
syntax. As the result of an analysis of covert characteristics such as control of null 

arguments, Henadeerage (2002) has established that control and syntactic pivots in 
participle adjunct phrases provide reliable evidence f(x syntactic subjecthood in Collo

quial Sinhala and that non--nominative subjects share the same subjecthood properties 

displayed by nominative subjects. 
While carrying opposing arguments and conclusions, these studies are agreed on 

one important fact: surface characteristics such as morphological marking on NPs, 

namely case marking, do not provide evidence to postulate grammatical relations like 
subject and object in Sinhala. 'Ihis fact is highly relevant to the description of func

tional categories of sentence constituents. The illustration of simple sentence types 
given in Section 1 of this chapter indicates that constituents with subject--like features 

appear in intransitive, transitive and ditransitive sentences in Sinhala. The relevant 

sentences are repeated here. 

(1) a. balla bUicl-nawa 
dog balk-IND 

'The dog is barking: 

b. lamea--wa wreten;:)wa 
d1fld-ACC fall 
'The d1ild is falling: 

c. Ran_iit-t;, renqe-n;,wa 
Ranji.t-DAT c.ry.INVI.-IND 

'Ranjit breaks out crying (suddenly): 
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(2) a. Chitra puu~a( -w;l) hoy:l-n:lwa 
Chit:ra cat( -Ace) find-IND 
'Chitra is looking for the cat: 

b. Ranjit-t~ puusa(-w:>) paeaege-n:>wa 
Ranjit-DAT cat(-Acc) stepon.INVL-IND 
'Ranjit is accidentally stepping on the cat: 

c.. miniha atin lass;)n:>f:l paeb haede-n:>wa 
he atin very well plants make.INVL-IND 
'He can do tree planting in a systematic way: 

(3) taatta lemea-t:> salli yaw~-n:>wa 

father child-nAT money send-IND 
'Father send'i hi'l child money: 

Observe that nominative, accusative and dative subjects occur with intransitive verbs, 
as shown in (la-c) while nominative, dative and instrumental subjects occur with 
transitive verbs, as shown in (2a-c). The example in (3) shows a nominative subject 
appearing in a ditransitive construction. Also note that direct objects marked by the 
accusative appear with transitive verbs regardless of the case marking on the subject 
NP, as shm ... -n by (2 a and b). Further, the accusative marker appears not only on direct 
objects but also on subject NPs, as in (lb). Based on the facts relating to the appear
ance of accusative marking on both objects and intransitive subjecl'i, some scholars, 
like Gunasinghe (1985), assumed that Sinhala, at least with respect to its colloquial 
variety, is an ergative language. Some others (Chandralal1993 and Kishomoto 1996) 
have attempted to solve this problem of grammatical relations in terms of the notions 
of Actor and Undergoer based on the Role and Reference Grammar theory of verbal 
semantics (Foley & Van Valin 1984). 

Now recall the aspects of Sinhala verb morphology (Chapters 5 and 6). 1here 
are two forms of the verbs distinguished on morphological grounds as A and P, 
whose derivational relationship is established through a productive lexical process. 
It is true to say, to a large extent, that non--nominative subjects appear with P (inactive) 
verbs whereas nominative subjects appear with A (active) verbs. It is not difficult to 
see that with this lexical process the subjects of derived structures (lb, c and 2b, c) 
are changed to non·-nominative subjects bearing the semantic roles of Undergoer, 
Experiencer and Accidental agent. Interestingly, the internal arguments of these 
verbs remain unaffected by the lexical process. Thus, two-place predicates may take 
their subjects in the dative while allowing their objects to appear in the accusative, 
as in (2b). This shows why morphological case marking on NPs cannot be taken 
as reliable proof of syntactic subjecthood in Sinhala, as mentioned before. To sum 
up, Sinhala case marking and underlying thematic roles are lexically determined. 
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These facts and, further, the resistance of Sinhala case to change under syntactic 
processes have led Gair (1996) to form the view called the STRONG LEXICAL 
CASE-ASSIGNMENT HYPOTHESIS. 

The strong lexical case-assignment hypothesis claims that Sinhala is a "strong case 
marking" language, in which case the case marking of arguments is intimately linked 
to theta-roles. Since verbs are associated in the lexicon with a theta-grid, the links 
between the corresponding A and P verbs would be sho\'\o·n either by incorporating 
lexical rules or by consolidating lexical entries. Under this proposal, the order of argu·· 
ments in lexical entries gives the unmarked surface order of Sinhala verbal sentences, 
though the case is not so clear for nonverbal sentences. In Sinhala, volitive agents 
are not only unmarked subjects but also nominative marked because the nominative 
remains specified for the first constituent fix both transitive and intransitive verbs. 
Subjects marked for dative, accusative and instrumental are never active agents. Their 
thematic role is experiencer, patient/theme, or "accidental agent': 

This state of affairs explains why transitive constructions require animate subjects 
whereas most intransitive constructions are odd with animate subjects in Sinhala. 
For example, the sentence in (4) will sound unnatural to Sinhala speakers, while a 
construction of the intransitive inchoative type, as in (5), will be normal in collo
quial speech. 

(4) gai) watuld mulu gam:l m:l winaas:l blaa 
flood whole village EM destroy.PAST 
''Ihe flood destroyed the whole village: 

(5) a. ga:l) watur-en mulu gam;) m:l winaas:l unaa 
Flood-INST whole village EM be destroyed.PAST 
'The whole village was destroyed by the flood: 

b. gai) watur;)··t;) mulu gam;) m:l ~inaas:l unaa 
flood-oAT whole village EM be destroyed.PAST 
''Ihe whole village was destroyed because oithe flood' 

This contrasts with English, which has argument types such as the instrument, loca
tion, cause, etc. which can be brought to the position of the topic (Fillmore 1968). 
Examples: 

(6) a. The key opened the door. 
b. The wind toppled the tree. 
c. The caravan sleeps four comfortably. 

These examples show cases of grammatical cases changing under syntactic processes. 
Non--agents like instrument (a), cause (b) and location (c) are brought to the pre·· 
verbal position as topics by not specifying the agent (Batt 1988). What happens in 
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Sinhala is that nominative remains the default unmarked case with underlying volitive 
agent, while the remaining arguments may appear in subject position without any 

change in their case marking. An array of intransitive, impersonal constructions allows 
these non-agentive arguments to appear in the accusative, dative or instrumental cases 

as specified by the relevant intransitive or detransitivized verbs. Thus, the animacy fac··· 
tor closely works with case marking to bring out the volitional/involitional distinction 

in Sinhala. 
This can also explain apparent anomalies of some verbal structures. In general, 

verbs in Sinhala do not show number, person, and gender agreements. However, there 
are a few exceptions in which subject-verb agreement seems to work to some extent, 

particularly with respect to person, which were described in Chapter 5. 
Verbs in the imperative mood since they are intrinsically involved with second 

person subjects, need to be selected according to a grading system in which second 
person pronouns are allocated. The grades of second person pronouns represent levels 

of respect and intimacy between the speaker and the addressee. For instance, a pro
noun of a lower grade in terms of the speaker-addressee relationship, such as umba, is 

not used with a polite imperative form like yanna, the imperative form of the intransi
tive verb yanawa 'gO: Thus umba yanna is an extremely unnatural expression. Instead, 

oyaa/ohee!obatumaa yanna (respect/polite form) or umba palaya1} (impolite/informal 
form) is acceptable as they show agreement between the second person subject and 

the verb. 
Permissive forms, which are considered as indirect imperatives, take common 

nouns or third person pronouns as their subjects. 

(7) a. lamea tiiwii baladden 
d1ild TV see.PERM 
'Let the child watch TV' 

b. pob wcetunaawe 
book filll.PERM 
'Let the book fall' 

c. eek:l ohe tibun:lden 
it just be.PBRM 
'Let it just be there' 

Another type of verb that has restrictions on the subject is the inferential mood. Verbs 

in the inferential mood, in general, have common nouns and second person or third 

person pronouns as their subject. 

(8) a. miniha pol adii\\<i 
man coconut pull.INl'R 
'The man might pull the (load of) coconuts: 



b. lamea-w~ wreteewi 
child-ACC fall.INFR 
'The child may fall: 

c. oyaa hon~t~ nidaaganiiwi 

you well sleep.INFR 
'You might sleep well!' (sarcastically) 
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The reason why both permissive verbs and inferential verbs take non--first person sub-
jects can be attributed to the verbal suffixes. Permissive and inferential suffixes are 
basically involitive. As involitive suffixes, they cannot support agentive role for their 
initial argument. 'Ihe absence of a specific agent is supported by the optional accusa
tive marking on animate nouns as in (8b ). Third persons or common nouns are free 
to appear in these structures as speakers show a general reluctance to accord volition 
to third persons. 

Let us turn to another two verb forms that require some semblance of agreement. 
Hortative verbs and volitional optative verbs, conversely, only take first person subjects. 
Observe the examples for hortative verbs in (9) and those for optative verbs in (10). 

(9) a. api karatte adi-mu 

we cart draW-HORT 
'Lee~ pull the cart: 

b. a pi pitt~ni--e pe~le--mu 

we ground--we roll--HORT 

Lefs roll on the grow1d: 

c. a pi soopaaw-en waete-mu 

we sofa-ABI. fall-HORT 
'Lee~ full down from the sofa: 

(10) a. mam:l gaha kapa-nnal) 

I tree cut-OPT 

'I'll cut the tree' 

b. mam~ wcete--nnaiJ 
I fall--oPT 
'I'll fall (pretend to fall): 

Hortative verbs and optative verbs both have volitive suffixes, which means that they 
are specified for volitive agents. Their first person subjects are compatible with this 
agent specification. 'Ihe lexical specification of the agent in the suffix leads to all sub
jects being agentive even when they appear with intransitive, involitive lexical verbs. 
The verb peralenawa, which has both volitive and involitive interpretations, gets the 
volitive meaning solidified by the hortative suffix as in (9b ). The verb wce{enawa, which 
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lexically has only involitive meaning, is converted into the volitional sense, as in (lOb), 
by virtue of the volitional suffix. 

1he Sinhala subject-verb correlation pattern is given below. 

Verb Suffix Subject Theta role 

Inferential verb irrvolitive sufiix non--first person subject non-agentive 
Hortative verb volitive suffix first person subject agentive 

Optative verb volitive suffix first person subject agentive 

How this kind of correlation obtains may be explained by referring to the anima(.:y 
hierarchy of NPs pointed out by Silverstien (1976) and Dixon (1979). 1he animacy 

hierarchy works along the NP types as follows: 

first/second person pronotm < third person pronoun < proper noun < human 
common noun< animate common noun< inanimate common noun. 

An NP from the leftmost end is more likely to occur in agent position, and the degree 
of agentivity decreases along the rightward line. Accordingly, an NP from the right-
most end is more likely to occur in patient position. Thus inferential verbs, being 
inherently marked for a lesser degree of volition, appear with non -first person or com

monnouns whereas hortative and optative verbs with a higher degree of volition take 
first person subjects. This correlation pattern shows how the verbal suffixes associated 

with animacy and volition impose restrictions on thematic roles and that case roles are 
assigned to NPs under appropriate environments including the influence of animacy. 

Although all these verbs including the verbs in the imperative mood accommo
date the occurrence of agreement in a restricted sense, i.e. with respect to the category 
of person, this does not afiect the notion that Sinhala does not have subject--verb agree-
ment. Moreover, since the category of person thoroughly interacts V\-ith contextual and 

pragmatic factors, the restrictions imposed by these verbs can easily be considered to 
be of a pragmatic rather than of a grammatical nature. 

This brings us to another aspect of subject NPs in Sinhala. Although most 
examples provided for the example sentences are given in their full form, in actual 

discourse one or more constituents are omitted when they are readily recoverable 
from the linguistic or nonlinguistic context. For instance, the first person and sec-

ond person pronouns are such constituents that often go missing from sentences. 
Instead of second person pronouns, kinship terms, status names and titles are more 

likely to appear. Observe the following examples. 

(ll) taw;l keek krerell-ak de-nn~ d:l 
more cake piece-INDEF give-INF Q 

'Can I give you another piece of cake?' 



(12) poqi kreaell-ak de-nn~ 

small piece-INDF give-IMP 
'Give me a small piece: 

(13) amma ya-nn:l 
mother go-IMP 
'You may go, Mother: 

(14) a. Ranjit koo? 
Ranjit where 
'Where is Ranjit:?' 

b. bat ka-n:lwa 
ric.e eat-IND 
'He's eating rice/is having a meal: 
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In (11) the first person subject and second person indirect object and in (12) the second 
person subject are deleted. In (13) the kinship name amma 'mother' is used instead of the 
second person subject. In (14b), which is given in response to the question in (14a), 
the third person subject, if inserted, would be redundant; the sentence sounds natural 
without it. 

While the status of the grammatical subject has been treated in some detail, the 
syntactic role of the object is given residual attention in this discussion. In Sinhala the 
same nominative or direct case provides the surface form to both subject and direct 
object. However, when an animate/human noun takes on an unaccustomed role, i.e. as 
Undergoer, instead of its customary agentive role, it is marked by the accusative. This 
is, again, compatible with the animacy hierarchy since an inanimate common noun 
as the most qualified candidate for object/patient relation appears unmarked. The 
direct object in Sinhala is identified by its preverbal, post-subject, mid-sentence posi
tion. When there is any ambiguity, for instance, when both subject and direct object 
are animate nouns or when the object is preposed the ambiguity may be dispelled by 
marking for the accusative, as in the f()llowing examples. 

(15) a. balla nayaa h<EpUwa 
dog cobra bite.PAST 
'The dog bit the cobra: 

b. balla nayaa-w~ haepu'\o\>a 
dog cobra-Ace bite.PAST 
'The dog bit the cobra: 

c. nayaa-w~ balla ha.->puwa 
cobra-Ace dog bite.PAST 
'The dog bit the cobra: 
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All the three sentences, though a little different in surface form, have the same seman
tic interpretation. There is a disambiguated sentence in (b), and the object has come to 
the topic position in (c). 

TI1e direct object may appear not only in the nominative and accusative but also 
in dative form, as shown in the previous chapter. Direct objects governed by the fol-· 
lowing types of verbs take the dative marker: wandinawa 'worship: salakanawa 'treaf. 
kataa karan<'IWa 'call: banin<'IWa 'scold, blame: prasansaa karanawa 'praise. yadin<~wa 
'pray, beseech: gahanawa 'hit, beaf. taLmawa 'beat, strike: widinawa 'shoot', aninawa 'stab, 
pokC: etc. The dative marking may here indicate the sense of directionality commonly 
associated with these verbs. 



CHAPTER 8 

Noun phrase and verb phrase constructions 

1. Noun phrase 

Sinhala nominal phrases observe the canonical order of SOV languages; the modifier, 
whether a relative clause, an adjective or a genitive phrase, precedes the modified nm.m. 

1.1 Simple noun modifiers 

Genitives appear with the genitive suffix -ge before the head noun as in ([NP -ge] NP]. 
Genitive phrases generally indicate the possessor of the head noun, as in the following 

examples. 

(1) ma-ge at;) 
1-GEN hand 
'my hand' 

(2) Ran.iit-ge warJdJ 
Ranjit-GEN fault 
'Ranjit's fault' 

(3) Chitra--ge maama 
Chitr.!··GBN uncle 
'Chitra's uncle' 

In a similar way, two NPs are connected through case markers like the locative and the 
dative to indicate different semantic relations: 

Locative marker: 

(4) pot-ee pitu 
book-we pages 
'the pages of the book' 

(5) hit-ee duk;, 
mind-we pain 
'the pain of the mind' 

(6) awaas;,naa--we mahat;, 
ill fortune-we largeness 
'the immensity of the ill fortune' 
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The dative is used to indicate the cause related to the referent of the head noun: 

(7) ma~n~y~-t~ heetuw:l 
death-nAT reason 
'the reason for the death' 

(8) prasne-t:l mul~ 

problem-nAT origin 
'the origin ofthe problem' 

(9) leqee-f:l beet~ 

illness--nAT medicine 
'the medicine for the disease' 

All the major word categories of noun, adjective, and verb can serve as modifiers of a 
head noun. Their placement before the head noun fulfills that function. 

(10) dat krekkum:l (noun) 
tooth ache 
'tooth-ache' 

(11) badee krekkum:l (noun) 
stomach-we ache 
'stomach-ache' 

(12) US;) miniha (adjective) 
tall man 
'the tall man 

(13) kalu gal:l (adjective) 
black stone 
'the black stone' 

(14) du:l-n:l kochchi:l (verb) 
run-NPT train 
'the running tram 

(15) alb-pu ge~r.> (verb) 
join-PTAD house 
'the hou'le next door' 

When serving as a modifier, a noun may take the base form, as in (10) or a case form, 
as in (11). In case of verbs, the adjectival form is applied, as in (14) and (15). 

1.2 Clausal noun modifiers 

In clausal noun modification, modifying clauses regularly precede head nouns in the 
following form: [modifying clause] [head noun]. The most widely used clausal noun 
modification is realized in the relative construction. 
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Relative clauses in Sinhala do not use relative pronouns. Relative clauses are verb 
final and, therefore, having a verb phrase to mark the clause boundary, they do not 
need particular means such as relative pronouns. The case of the head noun that is 
coreferential with the constituents specified by the predicate of the relative clause 
indicates various semantic relations. In the following examples, where the relative 
clause is given in brackets, the head nouns amma 'mother' (16), darua 'child' (17), 
lamea 'child' (18), pih.ia 'knife' (19), kattee 'shop' (20) and garaaj<'l)'<~ 'garage' (21) have 
nominative, accusative, dative, instrumental, ablative and locative relation, respec
tively, with reference to the predicate of the relative clause. The original location of 
the head noun within the relative clause is indicated by the symbol 0. As (16) below 
shows, the Sinhala relative construction does not make a distinction between restric
tive and descriptive relative clauses. 

(16) [0 darua-W;) hoy;l-n;)] amma 
child-Ace search-NPT mother 
'the mother who searches for her child' 
or 'the mother, who searches for her child' 

(17) [amma 0 hoy;)-ll;)] darua 
mother seardl-NPT child 
'the child that the mother is searching for' 

(18) [Ranjit pot;, 0 dunn;,] lamea 
Ranjit book give. PTAD child 
'the child to whom Ran_jit gave the book' 

(19) [Ranjit 0 paan kap;l·pu] pihi;) 
Ranjit bread ntt--PT knife 
'the knife with which Ranjit cut bread' 

(20) [Ranjit 0 baqu gan-n;l] kaqee 
Ranjit commodities buy-NPT shop 
'the shop that Ranjit buys his commodities' 

(21) [Ranjit 0 wreq;) k;)f;l-n;)] garaaj;ly;) 
Ranjit work-NPT garage 
'the garage where Ranjit works' 

The case marking that indicates the relation between the noun phrase and the pred
icate of the relative clause is not present in the surface construction. This shows 
that relative clause formation in Sinhala is achieved through the "gapping" strategy 
and that there is no need for dangling case markers. The first three examples, (16), 
(17) and (18), respectively showing subject, direct object and indirect object and 
the remaining examples with oblique relations all demonstrate how the first four 
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positions of the "Noun Phrase Accessibility Hierarchy" postulated by Keenan and 
Comrie 1977 are relativized. 

Noun Phrase Accessibility Hierarchy 
SU >DO> IO > OBL > GEN > OCOM.P (object of comparison) 

1he relativized dative constituents include not only the indirect object but also some 
other oblique relations: 

(22) [nayaa 0 ringw] gub 
cobra creep. PT hole 
'the hole that the c.obra crept into' 

(23) [alia 0 wretun;lj wrew:l 
elephant fall. PT tank 
'the tank that the elephant fell into' 

Further, one may observe that a genitive constituent can be relativized, too, as the fol
lov.ing examples show. 

(24) [Ranjit 0 oluw~ at~gaa--pu] lamea 
Ranjit head stroke--PTAD d1ild 
'the child whose head Ranjit stroked' 

(25) [Ranjit 0 leensuw~ hang~-pu] lamea 
Ranjit handkerchief hide-PTAD child 
'the child whose handkerchiefRanjit hid' 

(26) [Ranjit 0 baisik~lee uss~-pu] lamea 
Ranjit bicycle steal-PTAD child 
'the child whose bicycle Ranjit stole' 

Since the case relation of the head noun is identified by pragmatic factors as well as 
syntactic processing rather than by overt case marking the gapping strategy may not 
always bring satisfactory results. Look at the following sentence. 

(27) ??[Ranjit 0 bai<iik:llee happ:l-pu) lamea 
Ranjit bicycle strike-PTAD child 
'the child whose bicycle Ranjit struck (against something)' 

Sentence (27) is unintelligible for the intended interpretation. It will be felicitous if 
the intended interpretation is 'the child against whom Ranjit struck the bicycle'. Let us 
get the problem straightened out this way. While the relative clause is expected to be 
a statement about the head noun, the lexical predicate of the relative clause and some 
other factors are relevant for judging the nature of this relationship. In the sentence 
above, on the one hand, there is an intended genitive relation that does not represent 
an inalienable relationship between the head noun and the complement of the clausal 
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predicate, and, on the other hand, the verbal predicate has the potential of bearing an 
adjunct relation in addition to the direct object relation. In fact, this adjunct relation 
is more aptly assumed, perhaps due to pragmatic reasons, as qualified to modify the 
head noun, thereby rendering the sentence in the unintended interpretation. 

There are cases where even major constituents may confront problems in gapping: 

(28) alia mar.l-pu miniha 
elephant kill-PTAD man 
a. 'the man who killed the elephant' 
b. 'the man whom the elephant killed' 

(28) is ambiguous between two structures: the first takes the head noun miniha 'man' 
as co referential with the subject of the clausal predicate mara 'kill' whereas the other 
takes the head noun as coreferential "1-\oith the direct object of the predicate. In (29) 
below, either the subject or the indirect object of the relative clause can be understood 
as deleted under coreferentiality ""ith the head noun. Thus two interpretations obtain. 

(29) pota dunna lamea 
book give-PT child 
a. 'the child who gave the book (to someone)' 
b. 'the child to whom (someone) gave the book' 

'Ihe case interpretation of a head noun becomes more difficult when the predicate is 
inextricably involved with pragmatic factors. The deleted constituent is the object in 
(30) and the subject in (3l) of the respective transitive verb. The gapping brings con
fusion to the structure because the subject can be freely deleted from a sentence like 
(30), and some transitive verbs like wandinawa 'worship' can be used in an intransitive 
context, i.e. without a direct object, as in (31). 

(30) [0 bala--nna ya--nna hitia] led.aa 
SeC-INI' go-INI' be--PT patient 
'the patient whom (we) were going to see' 

(31) [0 wandi-nna ya-nna hitia] miniha 
worship-INF go-INF be-PT man 
'the man who was going to worship (some place/object/person)' 

Another type of clausal noun modification is represented by "appositive construction" 
in which the head noun is modified by a clause providing an explicit statement about 
it. To introduce this clause and link it to the head noun, the hearsay expression kiana 
'say' is used which is equivalent to the English that. 

(32) Ranjit brenda kiana aaranchia 
Ran_iit got married say news 
'the news that Ranjit got married' 
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(33) Martin hit;lla gaha kaepu'\o\'a ki;ln;l kataa'\o\7;) 
Martin intentionally tree cut. PAST say story 
'the story that Martin cut the tree intentionally' 

(34) kaw;ldahari gey--ak hada--nn;l oonre ki;ln;l kalp;lnaaw;l 
someday house-INDF make-INF want say thought 
'the thought that (I) want to build a house someday' 

Finally, Sinhala allows double relativization. Observe the examples: 

(35) [[anun pattuk;lr;l--pu] paan--en eli;) bal;l--n;l] minissu 
others light-PTAD lamp-INS light see-NPT people 
'people who see by the light of a lamp lit by someone else' 

(36) [[iie igen:l gatt:l] paaq~m:l am~t;)k;) we-chch:l] lamai 
yesterday learn. PT lesson forget-PT children 
'children who have forgotten the lesson that was learned yesterday' 

In (35) and (36) above the relative clause modifying the head noun has another clause 
embedded in it. 

2. Verb phrase 

In Sinhala, expressions modifying a verb can appear before or after it. 

2.1 Declarative, interrogative, and negative 

The formation of declarative expressions simply observes the normal word order. 

(37) Ranjit bat ka-n~wa 

Ranjit rice eat-IND 
'Ranjit is eating: 

The same utterance can be used as a question albeit with a final rise in pitch. 

(38) Ranjit bat ka-n;)wa? 
Ranjit rice eat-IND 
'Ranjit is eating?' 

"Interrogation" sounds legal and brutal after the verb when a yes--no question is 
involved. 

(39) Ranjit bat ka-n~wa ~? 

Ranjit rice eat--IND Q 

'Is Ranjit eating?' 
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If the question involves an interrogative word, the question particle dais added but 
there is no invariant rule regarding its position. The interrogative word accompanied 
by the particle da may appear either sentence-initially, as in (40a) and (41a), or sen
tence-finally, as in (40b) and (4lb). 

(40) a. kaud.a bat ka-nn-e? 
who. Q rice eat-NPT-FOC 
Who eats li':e?' 

b. bat ka--nn-e 
rice eat-NPT-FOC who. Q 

Who eats lice?' 

(41) a. mon;lwa--d.a ka-nn-e? 
what-Q eat-NPT-FOC 
'what do you eat?' 

b. ka-nn-e mon;lwa-d;l? 
eat-NPT-FOC what-Q 
'what do you eat?' 

Note that with the interrogative word the verb should be changed to the focus form. 
Negative expressions are formed by adding the negative particle ncere to the focus 

form of the verbal predicate. 

(42) Ranjit bat ka-nn--e n~ae 

Ranjit rice eat··NPT-I'OC no 
'Ranjit does not eat r:ice: 

For a non-verbal predicate, the negative particle is newei. 

(43) eyaa gu:tUW;)r;.,-ek newei 
Shethe teacher-INDF no 
'She is not a teacher: 

A negative question, that is, a negated yes-no question, is formed by simply adding the 
question particle da to the negative formation. (The question particle da coalesces with 
the negative particle nrere to form the negative question particle nredda.) 

(44) Ranjit bat ka-nn-e n~dd;l? 

Ranjit lice eat-NPT-FOC no. Q 
'Doesn't Ranjit eat rice?' 

(45) eyaa guntW;ll~-ek newei d.a? 
She/he teacher·INDl' no Q 
'Isn't she a teacher?' 
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The same negative question particle n~ckb is used to express a presupposition in a 
yes-no question. It has the function of the tag question found in English. However, 
there is another device to register a presupposition. 'Ihat is, the particle needa is placed 
close to the final sentence boundary. 

(46) Ranjit bat kan~wa need:l? 
Ranjit rice eat-IND nee<k! 
'Ranjit is eating, isn't he?' 

(47) Ranjit bat ka--nn-e 
Ranjit rice eat-NPT-Foc no neecb 
'Ranjit isn't eating, is he?' 

Consider that there is a notable difterence between these sentences and English tag 
questions. Unlike in English, the same particle, needa, is added to the declarative sen 
tence regardless of whether the latter is affirmative or negative. Further, the morpheme, 
being a particle, does not correspond in form to that of the lexical verb. 

All the cases described above, except the interrogative word question, show that 
expressions fc)r verbal modification follow the verbs. This is especially so for the nega-
tive particle. However, this does not represent an absolute universal. There are opposite 
cases. Por instance, when an individual segment of a sentence is negated, the negative 
marker is placed before the negated constituent. In the follm ... ing sentences the noun 
modifier, more specifically, the predicate of the relative clause is negated. 

(48) no-kere--n<} deewal 
not--dO.INVL-NPT things 
'things that would not get done' 

(49) no-ki<}-pu kataa 
not-say-PTAD talk 
'words that were not uttered' 

In these sentences only the relativi7.ed element is negated., and the negative marker is 
a prefix added to the verb. 

2.2 ReC-iprocal verbs and reflexive verbs 

Some expressions for verbal modification appear in the form of auxiliary verbs and are 
placed after the principal verb. Such verbal phrases are involved in the form of [Perfect 
Participle Form+ Auxiliary Verb]. Reciprocal verbs and reflexive verbs, for instance, 
are formed thus by adding auxiliary verbs to the perfect participle form of the princi
pal verb. The auxiliary verb gannawa for both reciprocal and reflexive verbs has been 
grammaticalized from the lexical verb 'take: 
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Reciprocal verbs: 

(50) amma-i taatta-i baen:l gan-n:lwa 
mother-and father-and scold-PP take-IND 
'Father and mother are scolding each other: 

(51) Ranjit-ui Chitra-i badaa gatta 
Ranjit-and Chitra-and embrace-PP take. PAST 
'Ranjit: and Chitra embraced each other: 

(52) Sunil-u-i Nimal-u-i gaha gan-n~wa 

Sunil--and Nimal--and hit--PP take--IND 
'Sunil and Nimal are hitting each other: 

The two arguments have been conjoined by the noun -coordinating particle -i, which is 
added to every item that enters into coordination. A consonant-ending noun and the 
particle --i are mediated by junction vowel--u--. 

Reflexive verbs: 

(53) lamea temaa gatta 
child wet-PP take-PAST 
'The child wet himself. 

(54) Ranjit hapaa gatta 
Ranjit bite-PP take-PAST 
'Ranjit bit himself. 

(55) lamea suura gatta 
child scratch-PP take-PAST 
'The child scratched himself 

These sentences are cons-idered as reflexive in the true sense of the word since the sub
ject of the verb is simultaneously tmderstood as the object of it as welL Therefore, they 
do not contain an object phrc:tse or a lexical item expressing 'self'. The facts become 
explicit when the principal verb is placed in a sentence without the reflexive auxiliary. 
Compare the following sentences with (53), (54) and (55) above: 

(56) lamea 0 temuwa 
child wet--PAST 
'The child wet (something)' 

(57) Ranjit 0 luepuwa 
Ranjit bite--PAST 
'Ranjit bit (something): 

(58) lamea 0 siiruwa 
child scratch-PAST 
'The child scratched (something): 
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The lexical verb alone cannot render the reflexive sense; it requires a separate argu
ment in its second argument position. 

Some reflexive sentences still retain the transitive sense in that they have as their 
object a body part or some other item in their surface construction. 

(59) Chit:ra konqe piira gatta 
Chit:ra hair comb-PP take-PAST 
'Chitra combed her hair: 

(60) oyaa at~ hooch gatta d~? 

you hand wash-PP take.PAST Q 

'Did you wash your hands: 

(61) mam~ bat bedaa gann~wa 

rice serve-PP take-IND 
'I serve myself with rice: 

'Ihese sentences may appear without the reflexive form when the reflexive meaning 
is not intended. In that case, in (59) for instance, the object NP can be modified by a 
genitive phrase involving a third person. 

Some lexical verbs have their meanings strengthened by the reflexive construction 
in which case the non-reflexive form does not necessarily convey the corresponding 
contrast. The following sentences represent this sub-type. 

(62) mam~ naa gatta 

(63) 

bathe-PP take. PAST 
'I bathed/had a shower: 

api duk wlncb 
we pain suffer-PP 
'We endure suffering: 

gan-n;,wa 
take-IND 

(64) eek<) ki;,-pu-ham;, Ranjit bumma gan-n<)wa 
that say-PTAD-TEMP Ranjit pout-PP take-IND 
'When it gets mentioned, Ranjit just pouts: 

There is another group of reflexive verbs in which the verb has developed into a 
separate transitive verb with a sense lexically shared with the original verb. 

ba.lanawa 'lool< > balaa gannawa 'look after' 
hadanawa. 'grow' > ha.daa ga.nnawa 'bring up or adopt' 
tianawa 'place' > tiaa garmawa 'keep for good' 
hitanawa 'think' > hitaa gannawa 'keep in mind or determine' 

Another group of reflexive verbs have frozen into 'body--posture--change' verbs. 
They virtually do not have an independent existence without the surface reflexive 
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form. The original non-reflexive verb denotes a state, and the corresponding reflexive 
form expresses a change of state, i.e. change in body posture. 

Examples: hip gannawa 'stand up'; inda garmawa 'sit down' 

However, at least, one member of this group, nidaa gannawa 'go to sleeP, retains the 
non-reflexive verb as an independent form, i.e. nidanawa 'sleep'. 

There are also some reflexive verbs that have developed into separate idiomatic 
expressions scantily associated with the original lexical meaning: kanawa 'eat' > kaa 
gannawa 'spoil'; ananawa 'mix' > anaa gannawa 'mess up'. However, the glosses do not 
provide the exact equivalents of the verbs: the Sinhala reflexives have a strong non
volitional, reflexive sense which is absent from the English glosses given above. For 
example, these Sinhala reflexives cannot be used in the following context~: 

( 65) "Mom's getting home early spoiled everything': the child said. 
( 66) 'You'll mess up my hair': the father said. 

Our discussion shows that a large number of reflexive verbs in Sinhala may be lexical 
rather than grammatical expressions or the result of syntactic processes. The exact con
ditions for the use of reflexive verbs are poorly understood, and await future study. 

2.3 Modality, aspect, and tense 

2.3.1 Expressions for modality 
'!here are various ways in which modality is expressed in Sinhala. Specific verbs or 
adjectives are used as modal auxiliaries to achieve the purpose. 

Necessitiative modals: 
The necessitiative modality is expressed through the construction [Verbal Infinitive 
Form+ Auxiliary Verb]. The infinitive form consists of the verbal root plus the suffix 
-nna.1 The verbs tienawa 'be' and wenawa 'be, become' serve as modal auxiliary verbs. 
The subject of the verbal phrase thus formed takes the dative form. 

(67) 

(68) 

ma-ta het;) Kolamba ya--nn;) 
me-DAT tomorrow Colombo go--INF 
'I have to go to Colombo tomorrow? 

tie--n;lwa 
have-IND 

api-t:l waeqre goqak kara-nn;, 
we-DAT work a lot do-INF 
'We have to do a lot of work? 

tie-n;,wa 
be-IND 

1. 1he !>'Uffrx: -nna has several dialectal variations, !>'Uch as --nnapi-ntJi--nqa. 
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(69) Ranjit-ta Chitra-ge wreqa-t kara-nna 
Ranjit-DAT Chitra-GEN work-too do-INF 
'Ranjit will have to do Chitra's work, too: 

we-nawa 
be-IND 

The subject's appearing in the dative ""'ith this type of verbal phrase has a semantic 
impact on the overall construction. It is particularly interesting that the [dative sub
ject--involitive verb] pattern is typical to the Sinhala involitive construction. With the 
dative marking, the animate participant is no more considered as a volitive agent. This 
has led the construction to acquire the meanings of obligation and necessity. If an 
action is undertaken to be completed by a participant, not out of will and volition, but 
for some internally felt conditions or for some external conditions such as law, moral 
pressure, promise, etc., it should be a sense of necessity or a sense of obligation. Such 
contextual information will facilitate the interpretation of the sentences (67)-(69). 

Deontic and epistemic modals:2 

Both necessitiative and voluntative meanings are expressed through the constructions 
of [Verbal Infinitive Form + Adjective]. The constructions based on oonce, originally 
an adjective meaning 'need' or 'wanf, have developed to cover both deontic and 
epistemic meanings. That is, the verbal phrase may appear morphosyntactically in hvo 
difterent constructions. In one construction it appears with a dative subject expressing 
the desiderative modality. 

(70) ma-ta ya-nna 
I-DAT go-INF 
'I want to go: 

oonre 
want 

When the designated verbal phrase appears with a nominative subject. on the other 
hand, as in (71) below, it usually indicates the modality of obligation in a deontic con
text. The meaning of the auxiliary turns out to be 'should, must'. 

(71) mama ya-nna oonre 
I go-INF should 
'I should go: 

In this case oonce should be considered as a grammatical particle indicating obligation, 
not as a lexical adjective.3 The grammatical case of the subject is specified by the modal 

2. We follow the charat.terizations of the two terms provided by Traugott (1989) based on Palmer 
(1986): "deontks have to do with 'A-ill, obligation and permission, while epistemics have to do with 
knowledge and belief about possibilities, probabilities, and so forth" (Traugott 1989: 32). 

3· From a synchronic lexical point of view, it may be appropliate to coru.'ider the auxiliary as a 
separate item without associating it with the desiderative adjective. • 
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construction, not by the original lexical adjective. The lexical desiderative construction 
can exist without a verb because the speaker assumes that the nominal entity denoting 
the desideratum is deleted from the surface construction whereas the modal construc
tion cannot prevail without a verb. Compare the following minimal pair. 

(72) a. ma-ta 0 oonae 
I--DAT want 
'I want it: 

b. *mama 0 oonae 
should 

As a further development, we can see that the modal oonre used in the sense of obligation 
in the deontic context. i.e. [[Nominative subject] [Verbal Infinitive Form+ Auxiliary]] 
has later taken on the epistemic sense of probability. Consider the following sentences: 

(73) kawut raeswiim;;.-t;;. e-nn;;. oonae 

(74) 

everybody meeting-nAT come-INF should 
'Everybody should come to the meeting: 

paha wen~ kot;;. miniha e-nn~ oonae 
five become when man come-INF should 
'He should come by five &lock: 

(75) acb het~ wahi-nn~ oonae 

(76) 

(77) 

today tomorrow rain-INF should 
'It should rain today or tomorrow: 

eyaa-t;, eek;, teere-nn;, 
he-DAT :it understand-INF 

oonae 
should 

'He should understand it: 

paha wen;;. kot;~ rniniha-t;;. 
five become when man-DAT 
'He wants to come by five oClock: 

e-nn;, oonae (cf. (74)) 
come-INF want 

Sentence (73), containing necessitiative force, is an example for the modal of obliga
tion. The example in (74), with a supposition, is an expression for epistemic modality. 
Sentence (75) gives probability (epistemic) reading. Some facts require explanation 
in connection with (76). Though there is an animate participant coded in the dative, 
this is not due to the auxiliary and hence cannot be taken to express desiderative 
modality. It belongs to the same epistemic domain as (74), which does not require a 
volitive agent. The grammatical case is assigned by the lexical verb; the subject takes 
the nominative or dative form depending on the verb class, volitive vs. involitive. 
Sentence (76) has an involitive verb, teerenawa \mderstand: and accordingly takes 
a dative subject. The example in (77) shows that the epistemic interpretation is out 
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when the sentential subject is coded in the dative while the complement verb remains 
volitive. The sentence is only acceptable in the desiderative sense. 

Another instance of modality constructed with the infinitive form plus auxiliary 
concerns the expression of ability/possibility. The verbal phrase takes the form [Verbal 
Infinitive Form+ Adjective] and appears \\ith a dative subject. The adjectives puiuwa.n 
'able' and bc:ec:e 'unable' serve as the auxiliary. Ability as a state or an attribute internally 

situated in an animate participant is expressed by the auxiliary, and the nature of abil
ity is expressed by the lexical verb surfacing in the infinitive form. 

(78) eyaa-t:l hond:lt<) nata-nn:l puluwlllJ 
she/he-DAT well dance-INF can 
'She can dance well: 

(79) mee bas ek--en ya-nn~ puluwaiJ 
this bus··INST go··INF can 
'You can go by this bus: 

(80) ma·t~ piina--nn~ bcece 
I-DAT sw:im-INF cannot 
'I can't swim: 

Puluwa.n, as in (78) and (79), is the adjectival auxiliary commonly used for the ability 

sense. Bc:ec:e, as in (80), is the particle expressing negation of ability. 4 The modal predicate 
requires an animate participant in the subject position which is to be marked for dative. 
By this case relation, the quality of ability is attributed to the animate participant. 

A later development has led the modality of ability into a shift towards the modal
ity of possibility. The puluwa.r; construction loses the agent-attributed, internal quality 
in its semantics as well as the morpho syntactic means of expressing it when it comes to 
express the sense of possibility. The new construction does not require an animate par·· 
ticipant marked by dative and allows the subject to appear in unmarked nominative 
case. With this shift, the construction no longer involves an internal condition of an 
animate participant, but rather presents a general occurrence or a prophetic future. 

(81) hawas we--n~ kot~ wahi--nn~ puluwaiJ 
evening be··NPT when rain··INF may 
'It might rain by the evening: 

(82) minissu waxt~ nat~~ k~ra--nn~ puluwaiJ 
people work stop··INF may 
'People might stop work: 

4· Br.ere is rather considered as a particle since it is limited to predicative use and there is a 
different form, breri, for attributive use. 
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(83) miniha aayet teere-nn~ pulu'\o\'al) 
man again elect.INVL-INF may 
'He might be elected again: 

(84) Chitra--p rehe--nn~ puluwai) 
Chitra-DAT hear-INF may 
'Chitra might hear (it): 

'Ihe propositions contained in the utterances above do not represent agent-oriented 
actions; instead they express the speaker's evaluation or belief regarding a situation. 

One can say that they evoke the feeling that the general situation is such that the prop-· 
osition is true, thus leading to an epistemic interpretation. (81) includes a prediction 

about a weather situation and (82) the possibility of an action. 'Ihe expression of pos
sibility is related to an involtmtary event in (83) and to an "impersonal" perceptiion 

verb in (84).5 

2.3.2 Expressions for tense and aspect 
2.3.2.1 Tense 
In Sinhala, tense is two--fi-)ld, non--past and past, and is expressed in two inflectional 
forms. The non-past form is simple, being identical with the citation form, while the 

past tense inflection is more complex involving difterent forms according to the con
jugation class. The non--past form refers to the present and/or future and the past form 
denotes the past tense. However, this is a simplified statement. In fact, tense forms 
express more nuanced senses depending on the nature of the verbal predicate. l~or 

instance, the non-past tense of an active-type verb may represent a generic or a habit
ual action, a continual action, a future action or a command. 

(85) Ranjit bat ka-n~-wa 

Ranjit rice eat-NPT-IND 
'Ranjit eats rice: or 1~anjit is eating just noW. 

(86) Ranjit lab~n~ maase Japan ya--n~-wa 

Ranjit next month Japan go-NPT·IND 
'Ranjit will go to Japan next month: 

(87) Ranjit, ya-n~-wa 

Ranjit, go-NPT-IND 
'Ranj it, go out!' 

5· In this case teereniJwa in Sinhala denotes an event without an agent and beyond control of the 
subject and ££hem>.wa literally means 'to be audible to somebody' and therefore is impersonal. 
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The past tense form expresses an event that occured in the past time: 

(88) Ranjit uqJ paenna 
Ranjit up jump. PAST 
'Ranjit jumped up: 

(89) issJrJ minissu aUS<)oh paan<) biiwa 
before people medicine drinks drink. PAST 
'People in the past drank medicinal drinks: 

(90) ir;, giluna 
sun sink. PAST 
'The sun went do\\'"11: 

Since adjectives do not inflect for tense in Sinhala, some periphrastic ways have to be 
used to express past states. Compare the (a) and (b) pairs in (91) and (92) below: 

(91) a. gee lassJna- i 
house beautiful-AM 
'The house is beautiful: 

b. issJld gee lassJnJ-fJ tibuna 
before house beautiful-nAT be(inan.).PAST 
'The house was beautiful before: 

(92) a. Ranjit-t::J as::Jniipa-i 

b. 

Ranjit-DAT ill-AM 
'Ranjit is ill: 

Ranjit aSJniip-en 
Ranjit ill-INS 
'Ranjit was m: 

hitiya 
be(anim). PAST 

A fact needs to be mentioned regarding the tense forms of subordinate clauses or non
finite forms. Non-finite forms depend on the finite clause for location in time. Even 
though the verb form appears morphologically in the past tense this need not indicate 
an event in the past. For instance, the conditional, concessive and temporal forms, 
which appear in past form, do not denote absolute past tense. The conditional, conces
sive and temporal subordinate verbs respectively in (93), (94) and (95) below, all have 
past tense form but denote non-past events of the tense of the main clause. 

(93) Kolamba giyot maama bala-nna-t ya-mu 
Colombo go. COND mtcle see··INl•·too go··HORT 
'Let's go to see uncle if we go to Colombo: 
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(94) kawu biiwat mam;:~ bo-nn-e n~~ 

anybody drink. coNe I drink-NPT-FOC no 
'Whoever drinks (Let anybody drink), I will not drink~ 

(95) taatta Kolamba giyaam~ boonikk-ek aral) ee-wi 
Father Colombo go. TEMP doll-INDF buy. PP come. INFER 
'Father will buy a doll when he goes to Colombo~ 

The actual location in time of the subordinate event is determined by its temporal 
relation to the main clause event Look at the use of the perfect participle f(um in the 
following sentences. 

(96) ab ka::reli-w;:~l;:~--t;:~ kap;:~-la hattb--t;:~ daa--nn;:~ 

potato piece--PL.DAT CUt-PP pot--DAT put-IMP 
'Cut the potatoes into pieces and put them into the pot: 

(97) Ranjit ab k~~li-w;:~b-t;:~ kap;:~-la hattb-t~ dremma 
Ranjit potato piece-PL.DAT cut-PP pot-DAT put. PAST 
'Ranjit cut the potatoes into pieces and put them into the pot: 

The perfect participle form in (96) denotes an action due to occur in the future by 
virtue of the finite, imperative verb whereas in (97) it indicates an event that occurred 
in the past in relation to the finite, past tense verb. 

2.3.2.2 Aspect 
The most common type of aspectual expression in Sinhala is the construction consist
ing of the perfect participle form plus an aspectual auxiliary ([Perfect Participle Form 
+ Auxiliary Verb]). Most aspectual auxiliaries are grammaticalized forms of lexical 
verbs, such as innawa. 'be (animate): tien<twa 'be (inanimate)' and yanawa 'go: enawa 
'come' and daanawa 'put'. The need to express situations occurring prior to the refer-
ence time but still relevant at the speech time has given rise to the Perfective, Resulta
tive, and Completive aspects (See Bybee et al. 1994). 

Perfective aspect: Perfective aspect is often indicated by means of the perfect parti
ciple accompanied by the auxiliary tienawa 'be'. 

(98) kauruhari ma-ge laachchuw;:~ ~la 

somebody 1--GBN drawer open. PP 
'Somebody has opened my drawer~ 

(99) lamai hon<bt~ duw;:~la tie-n~wa 

children well run-PP be-IND 
'The children have had a good run~ 

tie-n;:~wa 

be--IND 
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(100) miniha-t;l dren eek~ teerila tie-n~wa 

man-DAT now that understand. PP be-IND 
'Now he has understood u: 

The Perfective aspect is used generally in contexts when the speaker finds something 
in the physical environment signaling the event's occurrence prior to the reference 
time. However, simple verb forms, such as past tense, are often used to express perfec-· 
tive actions in day--to--day language, as in bat kcecewa da? 'did you eat? (:::: eat.PAST Q)' 
to mean 'Have you eaten?'. 

Resultative aspect: In expressing the Resultative aspect, the perfect participle may be 
accompanied either by the auxiliary tienawa (inanimate) or the auxiliary inn;~wa. (ani
mate). In this construction the event mentioned is conceived of as the result of another 
event that occurred prior to it. Predicates intersect with animate/inanimate atndliaries 
syntactically to form resultative constructions. It is true that the inanimate auxiliary 
tienawa. is invariably associated \'Vith inanimate participants, as in (101). However, in 
addition to this, transitivity has a greater influence on selecting the type of auxiliary: 
transitive structures take the auxiliary tienawa, as in (102) and intransitive structures 
irmawa, as in (103), regardless of the participants' animacy. 

(101) man yan:> kot:> baisik:>lee per;)lila tibuna 

I go when bicycle topple. PP be. PAST 

(102) 

'\\ll1en I got there the bicycle had fallen over: 

taatta a~ kuuqa dek-ak wi:>-la 
father today basket two-INDF weave-PP 
'Father has woven two baskets today: 

(103) paa~ ain--e menih-ek w~etila in--n~wa 

road s:ide-r.oc man-INDF full.PP be-IND 

tie-n;)wa 
be-IND 

'There is a man fallen down by the side ofthe road'. 

Resultative states seem to have greater relevance for the time of s-peech and frequently 
appear with the auxiliary verb deleted, as in ( 104-1 06), or with the auxiliary in the focus 
form, as in (1 07), making the verbal predicate a focused element within the sentence. 

(I 04) s~~r ~ewilla 

teacher come. PP 
''Ihe teacher has come: 

(105) bitt~ree narak we-laa 

egg be rotten-PP 
'The egg is spoiled: 
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(106) amb;l geqi;l idila nrere 
mango fruit ripen. PP no 
'The mango is not ripe: 

(107) lamai kaala in-n-e 
children eat. PP be-NPT-FOCUS 
'The children have eaten: 

Completive aspect: Completive aspect is indicated by means of the perfect participle 
accompanied by the auxiliary daanawa. The auxiliary daanawa has developed from the 
homophonous lexical verb which means 'put, put away'. Unlike the perfect and resul-· 
tative aspects which indicate the completion of an event prior to the reference time, 
the completive aspect indicates an action that extends beyond the reference time. 'Ihis 
means that the completive aspect in Sinhala denotes a perceived completion, express
ing a speaker's attitude towards the occurrence of an unavoidable or unpleasant event. 
Consider also that inactive, involitive verbs do not occur in the completive aspect; the 
completive interpretation is obtained with active verbs ("activity" and "accomplishment" 
verbs in terms ofVendler (1957)). 

(108) mon;lwa ha:!duwat wal ali kaala daa--n;lwa 
what grow--coNe wild elephants eat. PP daa-· IND 

'Whatever we grow, wild elephants will eat it completely: 

(109) oy;l balla bamd;lla daa--nn;l 
that dog tie-PP daa- IMP 
'Tie up the dog: 

(110) lamea liyum okkom;l red;lla dremma 
child letters all draw. PP daa.PAST 
'The child scattered all the letters: 

The examples above, (109) appearing in the imperative mood in particular, show that 
the completive aspect may include, but goes beyond, the reference time. 

The completive aspect may change an action to a sudden, instantaneous event. It 
takes on connotations of abrupt termination of events. 

(111) miniha arakku wiiduruw;l eb husm;l-t;) biila d~emma 

man arrack glass one breath--oAT drink. PP daa. PAST 
'He drank off the glass of arrack in one gulp: 

(112) Chitra laampuw;l nim;l-la dremma 
Chitra lamp put out-·PP daa.PAST 
'Chitra put out the lamp immediately/on the !>pot: 
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It is also used for expressing regret or the feeling of refreshment after an action: 

(113) ap~raade man id_:>m~ wikun:>-la daemma 

(114) 

in shame I land sell-PP daa.PAST 
'V\.lJlat a shame I sold the land: 

mam;) kiya-nn;) tie-n;) 
I say-INF be-NPT 
'I have said all I have to say: 

eewa okkom;) 
things everything 

ki~-la daemma 
say-PP daa.PAST 

Inchoative aspect: The device of expressing the Inchoative aspect is the perfect parti
ciple accompanied by the auxiliaries ya.nawa. and enawa., which lexically mean 'go' and 
'come' respectively. Since in its original sense ya.nawa. indicates movement away from 
the speaker and enawa. movement towards the speaker, they have turned out to be con
venient tools to indicate a change of state associated with a sense of directionality. 

(liS) mee gad_ol nikamm~ 

these bricks automatically 
'These bricks break easilY. 

kaedila ya-n;)wa 
break. PP ya-IND 

(116) oowa J:ik;) kaalekin am;lt;)k;) we-laa ya--n;lwa 
those short time-INS forget-·PP ya-IND 
"Ihose things will be forgotten shortly: 

(117) yudde hinda tarun;) kollo ap;lraade mrerila ya--n;lwa 
war becau'le young lads wastefully die-PP ya-IND 
'Because of the war, young people die without any purpose: 

(118) pael:> ikm~n:>f:l haedila e-n~wa 

plants soon grow.PP e-IND 
'The plants will grow soon: 

(119) rengilb balaaiddi idimila aawa 
finger soon swell.PP e.PAST 
'(My) finger has swollen up in a twinkle: 

'Ihe ya.na.wa. 'go' auxiliary and the enawa. 'come' auxiliary seem to indicate difterent 

nuances, though they are yet to be delineated. Ya.nawa. indicates that the participant of 
an event is regarded as moving away from the speaker. This movement towards distance 
may subtly convey that some unfolding events are beyond the cognizant's grasp. The 
auxiliary enawa, on the other hand, which indicates the participant of an event moving 
towards the speaker, may depict events in terms of proximity and visibility. However, 
these are tentative observations that need to be examined further. Particularly deserving 
to be investigated are the conditions under which the mapping of aspectual structures 
with particular event--types occurs. 
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Processive aspect: Processive aspect is a category for depicting an event as a gradual 
process. To mark the "gradual process" of an event, a complex structure is used, which 

is [Perfect Participle Base Form+ Ammiliary Verb+ Auxiliary Verb]. The perfect par
ticiple base form is accompanied by two auxiliary verbs: The first auxiliary is gena, 
which is the perfect participle form of garmawa 'take: and the second auxiliary the 
yanawa/enawa 'go/come' form. 'Ihe first three examples below appear with enawa and 

the last three examples with yanawa. 

(120) watur~ rnt wii gen~ e-n~wa 

water boil. PP gen~ e-·IND 
"Ihe water is coming to the boil: 

(121) mage aes pb w:ii gen:l aawa 
my eyes close. INVL.PP gen~ e.PAST 
'My eyes were closing themselves (from sleepiness): 

(122) daen mee nag~re hondJt~ diunu wii genJ e-nJwa 
now this town well develop.PP gen~ e-IND 
'This town is developing well now: 

(123) gal) waturJ-tJ iur:l kaqaa gen;) giyaa 
flood-nAT bank break.PP genJ ya.PAST 
The bank (of the river) broke through in the flood: 

(124) daen tik~ tih rasne aquwii gen;)ya-n;)wa 
now little by little heat decrease.PP gen~ ya··IND 
'The heat is little by little decreasing now: 

(125) apee situm paetum wenas wee gell<) ya--n~wa 

our thinking wishes change.PP gen;) ya-IND 
'Our thinking and values are changing little by little: 

Whether it is realized \\ith or without an adverb of graduality, this construction sig

nals that the encoded event occurs as a gradual process. An overwhelming majority of 
verbs involved in this category denote inactive or uncontrollable events. This aspectual 

sense should be distinguished from the progressive aspect, although they seem some
what similar to each other. 

Progressive aspect: The progressive aspect expresses iterative and durative meanings of 
verbs. In terms of lexical engagement, both active, volitive verbs and inactive, involitive 

verbs are involved in this aspect. The grammatical device is the repetition of the per
fect participle base f(mn accompanied by the 'be' verb innawa/tiemrwa. The first three 

examples below have active verbs and the last two examples inactive verbs, appearing in 

the progressive aspect. 
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(126) miniha atu kap:l kap:l inn~wa 

man branches cut-PP.RED be-IND 
'The man is cutting off the branches: 

(127) lamea puusa at~ ga-gaa ot:ln~ hitia 
child cat touch-PP.RBD there be. PAST 
'The child was there caressing the cat: 

(128) mal) ya-n;l kot~ Ranjit ka-kaa hipa 
go-NPT when Ranjit eat··PP.RED be--PAST 

When I got there, Ranjit was eating: 

(129) paipp-en watur;l wcekk.eri wcekk.eri 
pipe··ABL water flow out-PP.RED 
'The water is flowing out from the pipe: 

(130) Tin ek-ak peldli peldli tibuna 
tin one-INDEP roll.PP.RBD be. PAST 
~tin was rolling down there: 

tie-n~wa 

be-IND 

However, simple verb forms too are often used to indicate the progressive aspect. .For 
example, the following two sentences, respectively, can be used in the same context as 
(126) and (129) to indicate the progressive aspect. 

(131) miniha atu kap;l-n~wa 

man branches cut-·IND 
"Ihe man is cutting off the branches: 

(132) paipp--en watuld wcekk.ere--n~wa 

pipe··ABL water floW-IND 
"Ihe water is flowing from the pipe: 

Speakers generally use the progressive aspectual form rather than the simple verb form 
when they need to emphasize the iterative and continuous aspect of an event. 

Inceptive aspect: The inceptive aspect is different from the inchoative aspect in that 
it allows users to focus on the inception or starting point, not the change of state or 
intermediary stage of an event. The inception indicated by this particular construction 
is a situation prior to the starting point of the event, including mental or physical steps 
preparatory to the actual occurrence of the event denoted by the lexical verb. One of 
its main characteristics, distinguishing it from other aspectual expressions described 
above, is using the infinitive form of the verb, instead of relying on the perfect participle 
form or perfect participle base form. The resultant verbal construction is [Infinitive 
Form + Auxiliary Verb]. The auxiliary verbs accompanying the infinitive verb have 
developed from lexical verbs such as balanawa 'see: hadanawa 'make, gannawa 'take' 
and yanawa 'go'. 
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(133) ehena:t) mam~ r~wiim~-t~ ya-nn~ bala-nnam 
then I meeting-oAT go-INF bal~- OPT 

'Then I will try to go to the meeting: 

(134) Ranjit pooste~y~ bitte-e al~wa-nn~ hacb-n~wa 

Ranjit poster wall-we paste-INF hacb- IND 
'Ranjit is trying to paste the poster on the wall: 

(135) Chitra hond~ salaad~y-ak hada-nn~ ya-n~wa 

Chitra good salad-·INDI' make--INI' ya-IND 
'Chitra is going to make a good salad: 

(136) leqaa weed~naaw-en kendirigaa-nn~ gatta 
patient pain-·INS groan-IN!' gan.PAST 
'The patient got down to groan with pain: 

The differences in the extent of the participant's involvement in the event as indicated 
by each auxiliary are not clear. One thing that can be said with certainty is that the dis
tance between the preparatory step signaled by the auxiliary and the actual occurrence 
of the event denoted by the lexical verb is minimal in the case of the gannawa auxiliary. 
Thus the sentence (136) may be the closest in meaning to (137) below, which expresses 
the inchoative sense more explicitly. 

(137) leqaa weeohnaaw--en kendirigaa·-nn~ patan gatta 
patient pain-INS groan--INF begin.PAST 
'The patient began to groan with pain: 

However, in this case the verbal phrase kendiriga.anna pa.(an gatta. 'began to groan' is 
considered to be a compound verb composed of two lexical verbs. 

While tense is largely expressed through affiXes and vowel change, modality and 
aspect are expressed through amdliary-based constructions. With the development 
of auxiliaries, Sinhala has acquired a complex verb phrase consisting of a principle 
verb and one or several auxiliary verbs. Though we have, for descriptive purposes, 
used as data simpler sentences with fewer grammatical categories, in actual dis
course, expressions for aspect and modality are often used in conjunction with each 
other and in combinatory forms with tense and mood. In all cases, however, auxilia
ries as modifiers are added after the lexical verb. 
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Grammatical constructions 

In the three previous chapters (Chapter 6, 7 and 8) the morphological and syntactic expres
sion of valency or argument structure of verbs and related facts were described. This chapter 
deals with the phenomenon of voice, namely valen"-y changing devices in Sinhala. Mainly; 
valem.-y reducing constructions, often related to the passive, and valency increasing con
structions, centered round the causative, are observed as a means of altering the argument 

structure of verbs. 

1. Passive construction 

The canonical passive construction is universally regarded as a syntactic process for 
voice alteration, triggered by the morphological process of turning the transitive verb 
into a passive form. In this process a major alteration occurs in grammatical relations: 
the active subject is demoted to become an optional oblique phrase or adjunct phrase; 
the object is promoted to become a full--fledged subject. In this sense, Colloquial Sinhala 
can be considered to be void of a passive construction. According to some observa
tions, passive sentences, even as stylistic variations of active sentences, may not exist 

in Colloquial Sinhala (Abhayasinghe 1973). 
There are some constructions superficially resembling the passive structure. One 

such construction is the involitive construction described before. The following (a) 
examples represent involitive structures (some of them repeated from Chapter 7) 
while the (b) examples are added as their volitive counterparts. 

(l) a. kelb atin maalu ageet~ pihe-n<}wa 
girl atin fish well cook.INva.Ic Y 
'The girl can cook fish very well' (De Silva 1960: 101) 

b. kelb maah.1 ageet;, pihi-n<)wa 
girl fish well cook-IND 
'The girl cooks fish very well' 

(2) a. miniha atin pingaan~ binduna 
he atin plate break.INVL.PAST 
'He unintentionally broke the plate: 
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b. miniha pingaan~ binda 
he plate break.PAST 
'He broke the plate: 

(3) a. Ranjit--t~ puusa(--w~) precege--n~wa 

Ranjit-DAT cat(-Acc) step on.INVL-IND 
'Ranjit accidentally steps on the cat: 

b. Ranjit pl.RlSa( ··W~) paag~-n~wa 

Ranjit cat(-Acc) step on-IND 
'Ranjit steps on the cat: 

Compared with their active counterparts which highlight agency, the involitive con
structions denote the participant's non-agentive involvement in the event. However, 
the first constituent of these constructions retain the status of grammatical subject 
(Henadeerage 2002). The objects of volitive sentences have not become subjects in 
involitive sentences. This becomes explicit from the pair in (3) which has an animate 
participant marked in the accusative in the object position. Observe also that there 
is no change in the linear position of constituents between the volitive and involitive 
counterparts. Thus, the canonical requirements for passivization are not fulfilled. 

Although the verb appears in the P-form, this does not represent a special passive 
morpheme. Rather than passivization, what occurs is involitivization of the transitive 
by defocusing the highest argument of the verb. The fact that these structures do not 
harmonize with purposive adverbials proves their involitive state. 

(4) *kell~ atin maalu ooncek~min pihe-n~wa 

girl atin fiSh willfully cook.'t VL. 'tn 
'Fish gets cooked by the girl williUJ.ly' 

(5) *miniha atin hibla pingaan~ binduna 
he atin intentionally plate break.INVI .. P AST 
'The plate was broken by him intentionallY: 

(6) *Ranjit:-~ hitaa-mataa puusa(-w~) preaege-n~wa 

Ranjit-DAT purposely cat(-Acc) step on.INVL-IND 
'Ranjit purposely steps on the c.at: 

Both the atin construction and the dative subject construction are marked by the non
agentive features as shown here. 

The atin construction can occur with dative object clauses and indirect object 
clauses as well. 

(7) Ranjit atin miniha-t:l regill-en renuna 
Ranjit atin man-DAT finger-INS poke.PAST 
'Ranjit spontaneously poked the man with his finger: 
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(8) man atin lamea-t~ salli yaewe-n~wa 

I atin child-nAT money send.INVI .. -IND 
'I find myself sending the child money: 

In (7) the dative constituent is the direct object of (the P.-.form of) the verb aninawa 

'poke' and in (8) the indirect object of (the P-form of) the verb ya"MI3nawa 'send'. The 
crucial point is that there appears no change in object case assignment under this con
struction. That is, there is no syntactic process affecting the complements of VP \\ith 
regard to case or thematic role as generally assumed for the passive. 

Another type of construction similar to the passive construction is what referred 
to in the literature as the "inactive construction" or "agentless construction·: 

(9) gas waete-n~wa 

trees fall- IND 
'The trees fall' 

(10) pingaan~ binduna 
plate break.INVL.PAST 
'The plate broke: 

(11) lamea-W;) w~ete-n;lwa 

child-·ACC fail--IND 
'The child is falling' 

(12) lamea-w:l per~le-n~wa 

child-Ace roll-INn 
'The child is rolling down' 

The single participant can be an inanimate object, as in (9) and (10) or have an ani-
mate referent, as in (11) and (12). This construction-type has connotations of accidental 
occurrence suggesting that no one is responsible tor the action, as (9) and (10) show, 
when put into a proper context. Evenl~ with animate participants denoted by non--past 
tense verbs, as in (11) and (12) may add particular overtones of warning that something 
might happen if the situation is left unattended 'Ihe non-involvement of an agent is 
their main semantic characterization. Suppression of agent is achieved through the verbs 
characterized as detransitivized (Gair 1991) or decausative (Henadeerage 2002). The 
examples in (11) and (12) dearly show that the semantic roles remain constant, without 
the semantic objects getting promoted through case marking. These facts in combina
tion with some other factors like morphosyntactic irregularities show that it is difficult 
to establish a straightforward syntactic derivation for these sentences, and therefore they 
do not receive passive characterization. 

While suppression of agent is achieved through involitive and intransitive construc
tions with the P-form of the verb, there might be some other constructions strongly 
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related to functional motivations of passive voice. The following sentence might be 
important from the functional sentence perspective of topic-comment articulation. 

(13) sapattuw;l balla krerewa 
shoe dog eat-PAST 
'The shoe was eaten by dogs: 

This sentence is different from the clause-types discussed above in that the object has 
been preposed to the subject position, and the verb is not a P-verb but a typical transi
tive verb. This sentence, appearing without any change in verbal morphology, cannot 
be considered as a passive. What has happened is movement of the object from its 
verb--phrase internal or comment internal position to the position of topic, i.e. subject 
position. As this example shows, Sinhala may exhibit a great flexibility with its free 
word order and permits an object's movement to topic position without using any 
syntactic ordering device like passive. 

Sinhala also permits objectless transitive sentences. 

(14) maduruwo ka-n;lwa 
mosquitoes eat-·IND 
'We areii am bitten by mosquitoes: 

(15) at-ee maduruw-ek kaala 
hand-we mosquito-INDF eat.PP 
~ mosquito has bitten me on the hand: 

When referring to a situation where persons are troubled by mosquitoes, the usual 
choice would be sentence (14) whose verb is transitive and the object constituent is 
deleted since its referent is clear tl1rough the situational context. When referring to an 
individuated situation, on the other hand, the first constituent's place is taken by the 
affected body part, and the subject, which may appear in indefinite form, moves to the 
position immediately before the verb, as in (15). This sentence--type, usually referred 
to as 'anti passive' construction, is certainly not passive. 

A more widespread construction that substitutes for a passive is a subjectless tran
sitive clause. 

(16) saapuw;, paha-t<) waha-n;,wa 
shop five-nAT close-IND 
'The shop doses at five: 

(17) ee kaq-ee ho~-t:l baqu kir;,-n:lwa 
that shop--we thieving--nAT commodities measure-·IND 
'Commodities are weighed fraudulently in that shop: 

(18) het;, alut niladaarin-w;, toor<)-n;,wa 
tomorrow new officers-Ace choose-IND 
'Tomorrow new office--bearers are d10sen: 
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These sentences cannot be considered as the result of a subject-deletion device. Since 
they contain general statements or are assumed as involving indefinite subjects, speak
ers may conceptualize such a situation without subject/agent constituents. They all 
use active transitive verbs, without any special morpheme for valence reduction. The 
important point is there is no case changing or other device for object promotion, 
either. As (18) shows, the object phrase retains the accusative marker -wa. This type of 
subjectless sentences can be freely used in Sinhala in place of the passive construction 
appearing in a language like English. Thus the existence of this type of clauses may 
have prevented the need fix a passive construction in Sinhala. 

Another fact emerging from this discussion, as shown elsewhere, is that a nomi
native subject is not an obligatory category in Sinhala, whether for transitive or intran
sitive/involitive structures. While many intransitive/involitive sentences have oblique 
constituents in their subject position, as further evidence shows, even transitive verbs 
may appear with oblique subjects. Observe the following examples: 

(19) poli'li-en pcen~la baqu celluwa 
police-ABL jump-PP commodities confiscate. PAST 
'The police suddenly appeared and confiscated the commodities: 

(20) acb aadaayam badu ek-en aawa 
today :income tax one-ABI. c.ome. PAST 
'Today income tax officers came here: 

For this clause·· type, as the case is, the ablative constituent always represents a public 
body or an institution. This structure emerges when somebody representing that body 
is involved as the referent of the first constituent. Thus the subject constituent may be 
considered as developed from the source concept, and hence ablative. Owing to such 
devices that are equivalent to agent defocusing or subject demotion, there might be no 
need fix the syntactic process of passivization. 

Sinhala also has a particular kind of notional passives realized in the form of 
active structures which denotes a situation of someone undergoing a negative action. 
This clause-type is used to encode a situation in which an animate subject suffers or 
undergoes an offensive action or humiliating treatment initiated by somebody. The 
Undergoer appears as the subject and the initiator of the action is marked by the 
ablative as the source. 

(21) Ranjit ad:l honcbt;, brerlW) aha-n:lwa 
Ranjit today well blame hear-IND 
'Ranjit will receive good blaming today: 

(22) Ranjit taatta-gen guti kaa--wi 
Ranjit father-Am. beating eat.INFER 
'Ranjit might get beaten by hi'l father: 
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(23) Ranjit Chitra-gen hond;, kammul paarak k~~wa 

Ranjit Chitra-ABL good cheek slap eat.PAST 
'Ranjit got a good slap on his face from Chitra: 

(24) Ranjit g~ni-gen sapattu paar-ak k~~wa 

Ran_ii.t woman-ABI. shoe beati.ng-INDP eat.PAST 
'Ranjit got a shoe-beating from the woman: 

It is true that sentences of this type put the aftected participant or patient into the topic 
position while taking the agent out of the subject position into an adjunct position. 

However, this cannot be equated with the "is blamed/is beaten/was slapped/was hit" 
passive commonly occurring in languages like English. Lexically and syntactically, the 

Sinhala sentences represent an active construction. 
So far we have delineated some particular conditions under which passives are 

not required in Sinhala. However, one can argue that most of the impersonal, involi
tive constructions in Sinhala can be identified as non-basic passives, also referred to as 

'complex passives' by some linguists (Keenan 1981). 
Particular attention is drawn here to the type of sentences given in (11) and (12) 

and repeated as (25) and (26). 

(25) lamea-w;, w~te-n;)wa 

child-ACC fall-IND 
'The child is falling' 

(26) lamea--w;, per;)le--n;,wa 
child-Ace roll-IND 
'The child is rolling down' 

Verbs like wre[en3Wa 'fall' and peralen3Wa 'roll' have in the past been treated as passive 

or spontaneous as well as intransitive since the same suffixation has multiple morpho-
logical function of deriving intransitive verbs, passive forms and spontaneous forms 

also. The semantic functions of each of these verbs are sensitive to the volitive/involi
tive distinction. That is to say, these verbs may occur both in volitive clauses as well as 

involitive clauses. One may argue that there are two different semantic forms under 
the same phonological shape of each sentence as long as the single participant appears 

in the nominative. The special device to rule out the ambiguity and possibility for 
alternative analysis would be forming impersonal passives. By marking the participant 

for the accusative, as in (25) and (26), the impersonal passive construction is formed; 
no other alteration is needed as the verb has already gained passive morphology and 

there is no other NP available for attendant promotion. The impersonal nature of the 
construction is evident with the P--verb and demoted actor. The patient/undergoer 

relation is marked by the accusative regardless of their subject or object position. The 
identification of thematic relations by their corresponding case markers as shown 
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here and some other related facts have propelled some scholars towards the view that 
Colloquial Sinhala is fundamentally an ergative language (Gunasinghe 1985). 

1he next candidate for passive analysis, the atin construction, has been charac
terized as a 'semantic passive' in the literature (See Gunasinghe 1985) as against its 
identification as a basic passive construction (Gair 1970). The fact that its verb bears 
the elements of passive morphology is generally held supportive of the "passive" argu
ment. However, this matter is not an unambiguous indication of this passive analysis, as 
we have already shown. Another piece of evidence is the appearance of the demoted 
agentive constituent in the atin fixm. However, there is an important point that weak-
ens the overall weight of the atin constituent which has emerged from the passive 
characterization of Wickramasinghe (1973). The subject element of the active sen
tence must be a[+ animate], in the strict sense,[+ human] nominal to qualify as the 
atin constituent. The following three examples were given by Wickramasinghe 1973) 
for comparison. 

(27) kolla atin wret:l hrede-n<)wa 
boy atin fence make.INVI.-IND 
''Ihe fence is made by the boy: 

(28) el<}den<} atin w~et<} kaxl.e--n<}wa 
cow atin fence break.INVL·· IND 
''Ihe fence is broken by the cow: 

(29) balla atin pingaan<} binde--n<}wa 
dog atin plate break.INVL-IND 
'The plate is broken by the dog: 

Wickramasinghe has pointed out that despite being grammatical, (28) and (29) do not 
please the speaker--hearer as accepted usages in the language. The reason given fix this 
awk-wardness is the fact that despite being a grammaticalized form developed from ata 

'hand', the atin form has, with its literal meaning, a bearing with regard to the nominal 
it is attached to. An important fact not mentioned there is that the atin fc)rm has greater 
association with volitionality, to be specific, in ruling out a participant's volition. The 
awkwardness arises here by attaching the "volitionality'·' distinction to a non-human 
participant. Viewed in this way, the atin construction has limitations to a great extent in 
terms of semantic and syntactic distribution. 

There are two other restrictions on passivization ofthis type ( Gair 1979). One is that 
most passive sentences are not natural with the subject constituent of the base clause 
being overtly present. According to native intuition, the active clause in (30a) is best 
expressed in the form of (30c) rather than as (30b ), which retains the demoted agent. 

(30) a. hungak denaa bohoo welaaw;,-t;, 
many people many time·-DAT 
'Many people generally talk about it: 

oy;, gren;, kataa kar:l-n<)wa 

that about speak--IND 
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b. hungak denaa 
many people 

kataa kere-n<)wa 
speak.INVL-IND 

atin boohoo welaawa-t:l 
atin many time-DAT 

'Many people generally taJk about it these days: 

Of:l g<en;l 
that about 

c. boohoo welaaw;l-t<} oy<} g<en<} kataa kere--n<}wa 
many time-nAT that about speak. INVI.- IND 
'They generally talk about it these days: 

The other restriction is that some passive clauses are unacceptable unless they are 
accompanied by certain adverbials; age eta 'very well: honda (a 'welf and lassana(a 'beau
tifully' are such adverbials that often appear with these expressions. Both the restric-
tions show that a straightforward transformation from active to passive, as in English, 
does not work in Sinhala. 

We can also consider some potentials of the atin construction. The atin construc
tion exhibits some modal--specific characteristics.1 While the involitive interpretation 
of the atin construction is widely known, all the expressions with atin do not denote 
non-volitional, unintentional events. Some of them indicate volitional, intentional 
actions, as some examples cited before show; they can be taken as modal expressions 
indicating potentiality. 

(31) kell;, atin maalu ageet<) pihe-n;,wa 
girl INS fish well cook. INVI.- IND 
"Ihe girl can cook fiSh very well: (De Silva, 1960:101) 

(32) cere atin ageet;) goyam k<epe-n0}--wa 
she INS well paddy cut. INVL- IND 
'She can reap paddy very well' (De Silva, 1960:101) 

(33) Banda atin pol siiyak wit<}{<} kaede-m-wa 
Banda INs coconut hundred about pick. INVL·· IND 
'Banda can pick about a hundred coconuts: ( Gair, 1970:40) 

(34) miniha atin lass<}n;)t<} sarungal hrede--n<}-Wa 
man INS beautifully kites make. INVL·· IND 
"Ihe man can make kites in a beautiful fashion: 

These sentences, as De Silva's (1960) glosses show and as Gair (1970) has correctly 
pointed out, have some special meanings such as potentiality or possibility. According to 
the viewpoint presented by Shibatani (1985), passive constructions are often associated 

1. See Inman 1992 for a modal analysis of Sinhala involitive semences. 
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\<\<ith a range of meanings including 'potential' meaning and 'spontaneous' interpretation. 
Evidence from Sinhala supports this view (Wijaya\ ... ctrdhana et al (1995). 

1he atirz construction is also used for humble expressions. 

(35) man atin dawas~-k~-t~ pitu dahay-ak ~it~r;) lipwe-n;lwa 
I atin day--INDF··DAT pages ten·-INDI' about write.INYL··IND 
'I might write about ten pages a day: 

However, again, these meanings cannot be separated from the involitive interpretation 
as proven by the fact that similar meanings are expressed through the dative subject 
construction, too. For example, a speaker may attach involuntariness to his own action 
by using the dative subject construction, as follows. 

(36) mat~ dawas~--b·t~ sig~rcet ~--ak wit~~ pewe--n~wa 

I day·-INDF··DAT cigarettes twenty·-INDF about drink. INVL·· IND 

'I might smoke about twenty cigarettes a day: 

According to one scholar, if there are passive constructions in Sinhala, their exis
tence can be attributed to "the influence of the written variety, or an attempt to use the 
written variety for speech as welt (Abhayasinghe 1973). Then this may be taken as a 
case of linguistic development achieved by sharing different varieties or modes \<\<ithin 
the language, which is a case of diglossia. 

2. Causative construction 

Causative sentences are meant to contain a proposition where an agent or causer does 
something causing a second participant or causee to undergo a change of state, to 
engage in another action or to bring out an event or state. Causative sentences may 
appear in the form of lexical, morphological, or periphrastic causatives. 

2.1 Lexical cau satives 

Lexical causatives are based on simple transitive verbs distinguished as A verbs. Most 
of these lexical transitive verbs have their corresponding intransitive counterparts, i.e. 
P verbs. The following list shows such pairs oflexical causative (transitive) and intran-
sitive pairs. 

Lexical Causative 
ba.ndinawa 'tie' 
kapanawa 'cut' 
kac:/;mawa 'break' 
tem;mawa 'wet' 
tooranawa. 'select' 

Intransitive 
bamdenawa 'get tied' 
krepenawa. 'get cut' 
krei(erzawa 'get broken' 
temenawa 'get wet' 
teerenawa. 'get selected, understand' 



ma.ranawa 'kill' 
pudanawa. 'offer' 

lihanawa 'untie' 
arinawa. 'open' 

adinawa. 'pull' 

ma-'1-enawa 'die' 
pidenawa. 'be offered' 

lihenawa 'get untied' 
cerenawa 'open' 

c:edenawa. 'get pulled' 
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These lexical causatives occur in sentences in the following way (a) and can be seman
tically and syntactically contrasted with the (b) sentences, which are non--causative. 

(37) a. Ranjit balla(-w~) bandi-n~wa 

Ranjit dog-Ace tie-IND 
'Ranjit is tethering the dog: 

b. balla bamde--ewi 
dog get tied-INFER 
"Ihe dog will be tethered: 

(38) a. Chitra gaetee lih~-n~wa 

Chitra knot liDtie-IND 
'Chitra is untying the knot: 

b. gaetee lihe-n:lwa 
knot get untied-IND 
"Ihe knot is getting untied: 

The nominal constituents which are not present in the (b) sentences but appear in the 

(a) sentences as subjects have acquired the role of agent/causer while the constituents 
appearing as subjects in the (b) sentences are relegated to the direct object position in 
the (a) sentences. The object position represents the causee/object role in lexical caus
atives and may be optionally marked by the accusative if it has an animate referent 

Lexical causatives are inherently two-place predicates as opposed to intransitive verbs, 
which are one-place verbs. 

2.2 Morphological causatives 

Morphologicalcausatives have causative verbs derived from transitive or active intran
sitive (unergative) verbs. A causative verb, i.e. the C--form of a verb is ideally obtained 

by adding the causative morpheme -wa- to an A verb. This lexical process allows the 
new verb to be a two-place verb, and the subsequent syntactic process may increase 
the valency of tl1e base verb. If the base verb is intransitive, tl1e resultant causative verb 

will have two arguments, the underlying subject becoming the direct object and a new 

argument coming to the subject position: 

NP1 

Sub. 
v -4 NPO 

Sub. 

NP1 V 
Obj. 
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When the base verb is transitive, the original subject becomes an optional adjunct and 
the original object remains the object: 

NP1 

Sub. 
NP2 

Obj. 
v---* NPO 

Sub. 
NP2 

Obj. 
v 

The following list contains some examples of intnmsitive--based morphological caus-
atives \<\<ith their corresponding intransitive verbs. 

Intransitive 
amf.anawa 'cry 

yanawa 'go' 
enawa 'come' 
naginawa 'climb' 
bahinawa 'get off' 
nregi{jnawa 'get up' 
du'W3nawa 'run' 
pupuranawa 'crack' 
paradinawa 'lose' 
sinaasenawa 'laugh' 

Causative 
cemf.a-·wa-nawa 
ya--'W3--nawa 
e-wa--nawa 
nang:mawa (< nang-1-113-nawa) 
bassanawa ( < bas-wa-na·wa) 
ncegi[[an:nva ( < ncegi{--wa--nawa) 
duw-a--wa--n:nva 
pupura-wa-nawa 
paraddanawa ( < parad-wa-nawa) 
sinassanawa (sinas-wa--nawa.) 

For some verbs, the causative morpheme may be disguised in some other phonetic 
form. For such verbs as bassanawa 'cause to get oft~ or drop: ncegi[p.mawa 'cause to get 
up' in the list, the morphologically explicit form is given in parentheses. When the 
causative morpheme is obscured due to progressive assimilation in this way, the -'W3-
morpheme may be added again to make the causativizer explicit. This morphological 
form called "double causatives" by traditional grammarians does not indicate a double 
causation in the syntactic sense. The reverse also does not occur: tor syntactic double 
causation there is no need to causativize the verb t\<\<ice. This note applies to transitive
based causatives, too. 

The morphosyntactic manifestation of an intransitive-based causative, [NP 1 V] ---* 
[NP 0 NP 1 V], may have different interpretations depending on the situational con
text. Observe the following example ('Ihe verb has double causative marking but one 
marker is obscured). 

(39) guruw:l!.lya lamea(-w~) naegit-t~w~-n~wa 

teacher child( -Ace) stand up-cAus- IND 

'The teacher makes the child stand up: 

This sentence may describe different situations. It may indicate situations \<\<ith physical 
involvement where the teacher physically helps the child to stand up, or the teacher's 
physical manipulation towards the child is so strong that he cannot resist and has 
to stand up. It may also indicate situations where the teacher's instruction, verbal 
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or othemise, rather than physical involvement, makes the child act accordingly. 
This difference in interpretation broadly agrees with the two kinds of morphological 
causatives delineated by Shibatani ( 1976) in terms of the means of causation, namely 
"manipulative" and "directive': 

Semantic interpretations of the morphological causative may also be divided 
between "coercive" and "permissive'·' according to the degree of forcefulness (Shibatani 

1976). When the force on the part of the causer is relatively strong, the sentence denot
ing the causative event is interpreted as "coercive': On the other hand, when willing·· 

ness on the part of the causee is admitted into the situation, it represents an instance of 
"permissive" causation. Although the coercive/permissive distinction is largely attrib

uted to the lexical semantics of the verbs, some verbs are open tor both interpretations. 
The follm ... ing example is ambiguous between the two interpretations. 

(40) Ranjit lamea( -w:l) nat~-w:l-n:lwa 

Ranjit child( -Ace) dance-cAus- IND 

'Ranjit: makes/lets the child danc.e: 

If~ in the depicted situation, the child shows willingness to perform the action, that 

is, he enjoys dancing, the sentence is interpreted as permissive. Conversely, if it depicts 
a situation where the child does not want to dance but was compelled to do so by the 

causer, it is interpreted as coercive. 
According to the characterization given so far, lexical causative verbs have their 

corresponding intransitive counterparts, i.e. P verbs, and morphological causative 
verbs have their corresponding intransitive counterparts, albeit A verbs. However, 

causativization does not always follow this pattern of correlation. Even P verbs can have 
morphological causatives through the -w;~- morpheme provided they don't have cor

responding lexical causatives. 

Intransitive 
cengenawa 'feel' 

c:elenawa 'stick' 
rehrerenawa 'wake up' 

idenawa 'ripen' 
gilenawa 'drown' 

pr.ehenawa 'ripen or boil' 

pipenawa 'bloom' 
penenawa ' be seen' 
ridenawa 'be painful' 
wt:e[enawa 'fall' 

hcerenawa 'turn' 
krerakenawa 'turn' 

Causative 
angawanawa 'cause to feel' 

alawanawa 'pas·te' 
rehrerawanawa 'cause to wake up' 

idawanawa 'cause to ripen' 
gill:mawa ( < gilwanawa.) 'cause to drown' 

passan;~wa 'cause to boil' 

puppanawa ( < pupwanawa) 'cause to bloom' 
permanawa (< penwanawa) 'show' 

ridawanawa 'cause to feel pain' 
wa[[anawa 'cause to fall' 

harawanawa 'cause to turn' 
karakawanawa 'cause to turn' 
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These intransitive verbs do not have corresponding A forms. Causative verbs are 
formed from these verbs by analogy with the lexical component. Therefore the verbal 
component preceding the causative morpheme -wa- in the resultant causative verbs 
should not be taken as the genuine verbal root as is the case in other causative verbs. 

On the other hand, some intransitive verbs, even when a corresponding lexical 
causative is not available, do not undergo morphological causativization. At least, two 
such rare cases are found (cited in Abhayasinghe 1973): 

galan:;rwa 'flow' 
wreqenawa 'grow' 

*gala--w:J--nawa 
*waqa···W3··n:;rwa 

For these verbs, causativization is achieved through periphrastic means. Intransitive-· 

based morphological causatives are generally blocked when a corresponding lexical 
causative is available. 

Next, the nature of transitive-based morphological causatives is described. In this 
structure, as already mentioned, '1.\'i.th a new subject added, the old subject becomes an 

optional adjunct while the old object remains the object: 

NP1 

Sub. 

NP2 V -4NP0 

Obj. Sub. 

NP2 

Obj. 

v 

What mainly distinguishes the transitive-based morphological construction from 
other causative constructions is the causee's appearance as an adjunct constituent. 
1his adjunct constituent is marked by the dative suffix -t.J plus post-position kiala 
'by (telling): or direct case plus lauwa 'by (deploying)'. The former has the follow
ing lexico--grammatical structure as its origin, which has the composite meaning of 

'tell somebody (to do)': a dative case nominal plus the perfect participle form of the 
verb kianawa 'say, telf. 1he latter has developed from the perfect participle form of the 
causative verb la-wa-nawa, from the verb lanawa 'put, place' and has the sense of'after 
deploying'. The transitive-based causatives with this causee constituent are exemplified 

by the following sentences. 

(41) taatta Ranjit lauwa gas kapp~·-n;lwa 

father Ranjit by trees <.:ut. cAus- IND 

'Father makes Ranjit cut the trees: 

(42) miniha alia lauwa kot:l add:>-n;)wa 
man elephant by timber pull. cAus- IND 

'The man makes the elephant pull the timber: 

(43) amma Chitra·t;) ki;)la cendum masr.';l-n;lwa 
mother Chitra--by garments sew. CAUS·· IND 

'Mother is getting Chitra to make garments: 

(44) Ranjit Chitra-t<) ki:lla lamea-w<) unandu k:lf:l-W:l-n:lwa 
Ranjit Chitra-by child-Ace encourage-cAus- IND 

'Ranjit is getting d1itra to encourage the d1ild: 
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Though the two forms -{a kiala and lau.wa are considered to be in free variation by many 
linguists (for example, Gair 1970 and Wickramasinghe 1973), this is not necessarily true. 

'Iheir grammatical development from lexical meanings, as elucidated above, is a testi

mony to, and their morphosyntactic features are iconic of; the fact that the two forms 

exhibit differential degrees of coercion. A causee marked by --{:a kiaia enjoys a high degree 
of permissiveness shown by the agent to the extent that the referent of the former may 

have the right to refuse the task expected. The form lauwa, on the other hand, shows a 

high degree of forcefulness exerted by the agent. The choice of the causee marker, to a 

great extent, depends on the relative social standing between the causer and the causee. 

Compare the following sentences: 

(45) Ranjit amma-t~ kbla seewikaaw~ lauwa rendum ma&'S~-n~wa 

Ranjit mother--by maid--by garments make--cAus-- IND 
'Ranjit is getting his mother to have the maid make garments: 

(46) ??Ranjit amma lauwa seewikaaw~-t~ ki~la rendum mass~--n~wa 

Ranjit mother-by maid-by garments make-cAus-IND 
'Ranjit: is getting his mother to have the maid make garments: 

The awk-wardness of (46) comes from the pragmatic facts mentioned above, namely 

using the marker lauwa to indicate a causee who is in relatively higher position than 

the causer and the use of the marker --[a kiala to indicate a participant oflower ranks in 

terms of power in relation to the causer. Also observe the following Sinhala proverb. 

(47) balallu lauwa kossaet~ baa-w~-n~wa 

cats by jack-fruit nuts pull-cAus- IND 
(Lit.) 'Getting cats to pull jack-fruit nuts (from the fire-place where the nuts are 
being fried.)' 

Since the causee is an animal, the marker -{:a kiala is considered inappropriate. The 

same applies not only to a proverb, as in ( 47), but also to an ordinary sentence, as 

in (42). 

The transitive verbs that form the base for morphological causatives considered 

so far include lexical causative verbs. The follm ... ing list has these transitive (lexical 

causative)-based morphological verbs extracted from the above sentences with the 
sentence number given within parentheses. 

Le.~ical Causative 

kap:.l-n;lwa (cut) 

adi--nawa (pull) 

maha--nawa (sew) 
unandu k;lr;mawa(encourage) 

baa-nawa (pull) 

Morphological Causative 

kapp;l-nawa 

adda--nawa 

massa--nawa ( < mas--wa--nawa) 
tmandu kar:.l-W;l-nawa 

baa-wa-nawa 

(41) 

(42) 

( 43, 45 and 46) 
(44) 

(47) 
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However, some transitive-based causatives have verbs as their base, which are them
selves derived causatives. Some examples are shown below: 

bassa-nawa > (bassa-wa-nawa)'cause to get down' 
padda-nawa > (padda-wa-nawa) 'cause to rock, sway' 
watta--nawa > (watta--wa--nawa)'cause to fall' 
nawatta--nawa > (nawatta--wa--nawa)'cause to stop' 
nregi{ta-nawa > (nregi{ta-wa-nawa) 'cause to get up'2 

How they can be considered as transitive-based causatives is described below with 
individual examples. 

(48) a. Ranjit draiw<}r-t~ 

Ranjit driver 

bass:l-n~wa 

get down-CAUS-IND 

ki~la lamea-W<} ge@r<) lang--in 
by child--Ace house near--ABL 

'Ranjit gets the driver to make the child get down near his house: 

b. draiw<}r lamea-w~ ge@~ lang-in bass~-n<}wa 

driver child--ACC house near--ABL get down--CAUS··IND 
'The driver makes the child get down near his house: 

Although the sentence in ( 48a) is considered as a morphological causative, that is, with 
the agent in the nominative, the causee marked by lauwa and the object marked in the 
accusative, the immediate base of it can be traced to (48b) where the present causee, 
the driver, remains the agent in the nominative. 'Ihus the morphological causative in 
(48a) is considered as derived from that of (48b). 

(49) a. amma lamea--t<} ki~la totilb padd~--n~wa 

mother child-by craclle rock.cAus-IND 
'Mother gets the child to rock the cradle: 

b. lamea totilb pad~--n~wa 

child cradle rock.CAUS-IND 
'The child is rocking the cradle: 

'Ihe verb in ( 49b) is a morphological causative derived from padinawa 'swing, sway'. 
Its agent becomes the causee, with a new agent added to the subject position in (49a). 
However, it must be noted that this type of base verbs have been established in the 
language as lexical causatives (Gair 1970: 66----67). At least to do justice to them, they 
might be considered as a separate subtype of morphological causatives. The verbs like 

2. See the description given for the Intransitive--Causative pairs at the beginning ofthis sectioiL 
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yawanawa 'cause to go' or 'send: ewanawa 'cause to come' or 'send: and kiawanawa 
'cause to say' or 'read' also can be added to this group. 

Causative constructions may contain dative objects and indirect objects. What we 
call "dative objects" are complements of'treat' -type verbs appearing in the dative f(mn, 

as in (50). Di--transitive verbs of the 'give'--type have their indirect objects marked by 
the dative, as in (51). 

(SO) miniha lamea lauwa gonaa-t:l ta1:l-w;l-n~wa 

(51) 

man child by bull-DAT hit-CAUS-IND 
'The man makes the child hit the bull: 

raj~y~ graam~seew;lk;) lauwa 
Government village officer by 

shanada~ bed:l-w;l-n~wa 

relief supplies distribute-cA us-IND 

minissun-1;) 
people--D AT 

'The government makes the village officer distribute relief supplies to people: 

The presence of dative objects and indirect objects in the causative constructions 
should be considered not as the result of any case changing device but, conversely, 
as the natural result of the case retaining principle attested in Sinhala. This is another 
example of the phenomenon of case persistence. 

'!here is a subtype of morphological causative constructions which consists of 
'ingestive' verbs such as kawanawa 'cause to eat or feed' (derived from kanawa 'eat') 
and puw:mawa 'cause to drink or feed liquids' (derived from bonawa 'drink'). In the 
causativi7..ation of this type of verbs, the old subject changes to a dative constituent, as 
in (52a). However, the new subject may change into an intermediate agent or causee 
marked by -ta kiaia or lauwa, if yet another new subject is incorporated to form a 
secondary causative construction, as in (52b ). 

(52) a. Chitra lamea-t;) kiri pow:l-n;lwa 
Chitra drlld-DAT milk drink.cAUS-IND 
'Chitra is feeding the child milk: 

b. amma Chitra lauwa lameya-ta kiri pow;)-n~wa 

mother Chitra by child-nAT milk drink.cAUS-IND 
'Mother is getting Chitra to feed the child milk: 

In (52b) the new subject has taken the position of subject, pushing the former sub
ject in (52a) into the place of causee constituent. In both sentences the person who is 
allowed to eat or drink is encoded in the dative which indicates that the experiencer of 
the ingestive process is considered as a target rather than an intermediate agent. There 
is one non-ingestive verb belonging to this causative group, which is danwanawa 'cause 
to know or inf(Jrm' derived from the cognitive stative verb danna-wa 'know'. This verb 
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is morphosyntactically treated in the same way as those of the ingestive group in that 
the participant who is allowed to know or be informed is invariably in the dative. 

Causative verbs may appear in P form in which the suffixes are concatenated in 
the order of CAUSATIVE-PASSIVE. However, their independent presence is not notice
able. Once the causative morpheme is added to a verb root, it is assumed as a new 
verb root undergoing passivization. There are morphophonemic processes which may 
obscure these markers. 

Intransitive Causative Causative-passive 
kianawa 'say' kia--"M--a-nawa kiawe--nawa 
yanawa 'go' ya-wa--nawa ycewe--nawa. 
enawa 'come' e-wa-nawa e1-ve-nawa 
balanawa 'look' baia-wa-nawa bcelawe-nawa 
na(anawa 'dance' na(a-wa-nawa nce(awe-nawa 
hcerenawa 'turn' hara-wa-nawa hcerawe-nawa 
anqanawa 'cry' anqa-wa-nawa cenqawe-nawa 

Most of these causative-passive verbs are used to denote involuntary activities. For 
some verbs, the involitive form and the causative-passive form are in free variation . 
. For example, both naqan:rwa and nce{alva--nawa mean 'dancing impulsively'. For some 
verbs, which do not have an independent morphological P--form, the causative--passive 
simply serves as the involitive form. Of this type are kiawe-nawa 'say tmintentionallY, 
ycewe-nawa 'go impulsively' and ewe-nawa 'come impulsively'. For some other verbs, 
the simple P--f(lrm and the causative--passive fc)rm bear the intransitive--transitive dis-
tinction, as in (53). 

(53) a. maa-w;, nikamm;, ee prett;,-t<} hrenma 

I--Acc just that direction--nAT turn. INVL. PAST 
'I spontaneously turned in that direction: 

b. man atin baisik~lee dakun~-t~ hrer;luna 
I atin bicycle right-DAT turn. CAUS- PASS. PAST 
'I impulsively turned the bicycle to the right: 

(53a) denotes an intransitive event whereas (52b) contains a transitive event. The two 
verb forms cannot be used alternately in this situation. 

There is another use of the causative-passive form, which has an independent 
semantic content. As seen in (54), the causative-passive form is used to indicate a 
warning. 

(54) tiiwii brebwe--i, taatta aapuham~! 

TV look. CAUS·· PASS·· INFER farther come--TEMP 
'You'll never watch TV when Father c.omes home!' 
Ut. 'You would be allowed to watd1 TV when Father comes home: 
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This sentence consists of two clauses: the preceding clause has the causative-passive 
form in the inferential mood and the one which follows is an adverbial clause of time. 
Consider that the finite clause has been preposed for emphasis; its subject, the second 
person pronoun, is elliptical. This type of utterance \<\<ith a causative-passive verb in the 
inferential mood says 'Youel be allowed' and has an overtone of warning towards the 
listener with the sense 'You will not be allowed to carry out the action'. 

Most of the examples given here for transitive-based morphological causative 
constructions include the causee constituent. This was arranged deliberately since it 
helps to identify the key characteristics of the construction. In actual discourse, how-
ever, there appear causative sentences without causee constituents. 

(55) Ranjit alut kamis:ly-ak mass:l-W<)-n;,wa 
Ranjit new shirt-INDF sew-cAus- IND 
'Ranjit is going to get a tailor-made shirt: 
Ut. 'Ranjit is getting a new shirt made: 

(56) taatta raa mad!h-n;)wa 
father toddy tap.CAUS- IND 
'Father has somebody tap toddy: 

(57) taatta waet<) band.Jw;,n<)wa 
father fence tie. cAus- IND 
'Father is getting somebody to mend the fence: 

In (55) the causee is understood from the context as a tailor and hence need not overtly 
appear in the sentence. In (56) and (57) the causee is unclear or indefinite; it might be 
not important to mention who actually does the tapping or the mending job. What 
seems to be important is the topic of the sentence, i.e. the father, and the comment that 
he is getting somebody to tap toddy or to build the fence. These sentences seem rather 
natural without causee constituents. 

2.3 Periphrastic. c.ausatives 

Two constructions are discussed here as periphrastic causatives: the benefactive 
construction and the indirect causative construction. A benefactive construction 
consists of a verbal complex formed from a main verb plus benefactive auxiliary and 
several nominal constituents. The two obligatory constituents represent a benefac
tor (someone who acts for other participant's sake) and a beneficiary (someone at 
the receiving end). 'Ihere is a subdivision of benefactive constructions into simple 
and causative benefactives. 1he causative benefactives, which are closely associated 
with the morphological causatives just discussed \\'ill be considered first, and then 
the simple benefactive construction \\ill be described. Finally, the indirect causative 
construction will be introduced. 
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2.3.1 Causative benefactive con.:>tmction 
The causative benefactive construction is formed with the perfect participle base of 
the morphological causative verb and the benefative atndliary gannawa 'take, receive'. 
The auxiliary gannawa is a grammaticalized form of the homophonous lexical verb 
meaning 'take or receive: Since the causative verb and the auxiliary together make 
a composite structure, inflectional suffixes of tense, etc. are added to the end of the 
whole structure. As for case marking and grammatical relations, the beneficiary is 
coded as the subject in the nominative case while the benefactor is marked by --{a kiala 
or lauwa. 

(58) Ranjit ayya lauwa baisik:>lee hacb-wa gatta3 

Ranjit elder brother by bicycle make-cAUS.PP gan.PAST 
'Ranjit got his elder brother to fix his bicycle: 

(59) Ranjit S;);)r-t:> ki:>la sahatik;)y-ak li:>-wa gatta 
Ranjit teacher--by certificate--INDF write--cAus.PP gan.PAST 
•Ranjit had his teacher write a certificate (for him): 

Thus the morphosyntactic manifestation of the construction resembles that of the 
causative construction, in particular, the transitive--based morphological causative. 
1he causer has become a beneficiary while the causee has changed to a benefactor. 
This change achieved through the benefactive auxiliary has an overall effect on the 
conceptual structure of the construction. While a prototypical causative situation 
is conceived of as including a causer sho\<\<ing a greater degree of coercion towards 
a causee, the causative benefactive construction is supposed to impose a structure 
under which a causer makes a request for an action to a causee who is capable of 
carrying out the task required. The request in this case does not come with force or 
out of any authority; even a person with authority or of considerable standing may 
turn into a humble beneficiary under this construction. 

(60) a. maeneej:>r Chitra-t:> ki;)la Hum;) taip k;)f;)-Wa gan-n:>wa 
manager Chitra-by letter type-cAus. PP gan- IND 
'The manager is getting Chitra to type the letter: 

b. maeneej:>r Chitra-t:> ki;)la Hum:> taip k:>r;)-W:>-n:>wa 
manager Chitra-by letter type-cAus- IND 
'The manager is making Chitra type the letter: 

(61) a. siiya lamea--J? ki;)la kaam;)ree atugaa-wa gan--mwa 
grandfather child--by room sweep--cAus. PP gan-- IND 
'Grandpa is getting the child to sweep the room: 

3· a in the causative morpheme m changes to a in the formation of the perfett participle base. 
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b. siiya lamea-t:l ki:lla kaam:lree atugaa-w:l-n:lwa 
grandfather child-by room sweep-cAUS-IND 
'Grandpa is making the child sweep the room: 

Suppose that Chitra is a typist working under the manager mentioned in (60), who 
has official authority over her. Still, under the benefactive construction in (60a), the 
manager is posited as beneficiary who does not exert pressure or power on the sec
ondary participant to carry out the action required. By contrast, the example in ( 60b) 
encodes a prototypical causative situation '1.\'i.th a stronger sense of coercion. In the 
same way, the grandfather and the child are in a beneficiary-benefactor relationship 
in ( 61a), and causer-causee relationship in (61b ). The causative benefactive construc
tion structurally assigns a greater freedom or capacity to the secondary participant 
to comply with, or reject, the request made by the primary participant. The scope of 
freedom accorded to the secondary participant may be larger than that of the causee 
of a permissive causative. 

There are, however, also some similarities between morphological causatives and 
causative benefactives: both constructions impose an animacy restriction on the selec
tion of the subject and the adjunct constituent. That is to say, both have an active 
participant or an agent for their first constituent, and an animate participant for their 
second constituent. Some causative benefactives do contain inanimate nouns, but they 
duly represent animate participants. 

(62) a. mam;) saappuw;)-1;) ki;)la kamiS;)y--ak mass;)wa gatta 
I shop--by shirt--INDF SeW.CAUS.PP gan--PAST 
'I had the shop tailor a shirt (for me): 

b. "mam;) saappuw;) lauwa kamis;)y-ak mass;)wa gatta 
I Shop by shirt--INDF SeW.CAUS.PP gan-·PAST 
'I had the shop tailor a shirt (for me): 

In ( 62a) the inanimate nominal used in the place of the second constituent represents 
people working in the shop. and therefore the sentence is grammatical. Yet, (62b) 
with the same nominal constituent is unacceptable due to a different semantic con
straint. The difference between the two sentences can be attributed to the lexical and 
semantic properties of the two causative/benefactive postpositions. Although both 
these postpositions are only attached to animate nouns (or to inanimate nouns with 
connotations of animacy), -(a kiala, to some extent, retains its lexical sense, namely 
the "verbal transmission" sense, while la.uwa., as a grammatical morpheme, repre-
sents a higher level of abstraction with the causative sense. As mentioned befc)re, 
the conceptual structure underlying the causative benefactive construction demands 
that a request or message is communicated to the benefactor by the beneficiary in 
order to get something done. The compatibility of the verbal transmission sense of 
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the -['a kiala postposition \<\<ith the "animacy connotation of the inanimate noun cre
ates a natural sentence like (62a). The inanimate noun followed by the postposition 
lauwa, which does not overtly possess the verbal transmission sense does not con
tribute to the production of the animacy connotation, leading (62b) to end up as an 
ungrammatical sentence. 

Another related fact is that causative benefactives in Sinhala cannot be based on 
intransitive verbs. As it becomes explicit from the foregoing account, both the benefi
ciary and the benefactor are active participants in causative benefactives. Thus there 
are no passive benefactives in Sinhala. If intransitive verbs are used fc)r benefactives, 
they \<\<ill be accompanied by direct causation with a strong sense of coercion on the 
part of the primary agent. As we have seen before, intransitive-based causatives appear 
with the original subject changed to the direct object, taking the fc)rm of direct case or 
optionally marked by the accusative case. This kind of causation does not lead to the 
causative benefactive construction, as (63) shows. 

(63) *Ranjit wanduraw~ nat~--wa 

Ranjit monkey-Ace dance-cAUS.PP 
'Ranjit is getting the monkey to dance: 

gann~wa 

gan-IND 

In such situations, the causation is so direct and straightforward that there is no space 
for benefactive conceptualization. Even the addition of a benefactor constituent, or the 
addition of a sepamte subject constituent turning the present subject to the benefactor, 
does not yield a grammatical sentence. 

(64) *taatta Ranjit lauwa wanduraw:l nat:l-wa gann~wa 

father Ranjit by monkey-Ace dance-cAUS.PP gan-IND 
'Father is getting Ranjit: to make the monkey dance: 

The transitivity of the lexical verb seems to be crucial to the causative benefactive con
struction. However, no detailed examination has been carried out regarding this aspect 
of the grammar. Since the garmawa auxiliary is also used for reflexive constructions as 
described before (Chapter 8:2.2), the problem of benefactives involving intransitives 
appears more complex. For example, the follo\'Ving sentence with an intransitive base 
is acceptable to some speakers. 

(65) taatta Ranjit: lauwa lan1ea-w:l naa-wa 
father Ranjit by child-Ace bathe-cAUS.PP 
'Father is getting Ranjit to bathe the child: 

gann~wa 

gan-IND 

Thus a finer-grained analysis regarding the involvement of verbs in the causative bene
factive construction is yet to be done. 

It should be added finally that some examples of the morphological causative 
which may sound awkward from the viewpoint of native speakers \\ill be fully natu-
ral if they are combined \<\<ith the causative benefactive construction. In fact, Sinhala 
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speakers often use the two constructions in combination. This kind of co-existence of 
two constructions known as layering can be seen in some other languages, too. The 
principle of layering, for example, has been observed with regard to the Japanese caus
ative benefactives: the outer layer being periphrastic and the internal layer working 
with morphological or lexical forms (Iwasaki 2002). 

2.3.2 Simple benefactive construction 
Conceptually, the simple benefactive construction also contains a benefactor and a 
beneficiary. The benefactor constituent appears in the nominative while the benefi-
ciary notm takes the dative form. This distinguishes the simple benefactive construc
tion from the causative benefactive construction whose beneficiary constituent always 
occupies the subject position. The verbal compound consists of the perfect participle 
form of the principal verb and the auxiliary derived from denawa 'give'4. The auxiliary 
is always denawa regardless of the direction of giving. The trajectory of giving may take 
an outward orientation, i.e. from the speaker to a listener or a third person, as in (66), 
or an inward orientation, i.e. towards the speaker, as in (67). 

(60) mam:l Chitra-t:~ illum patt;lree pUldw:l-la dunna 
I Chitra--DAT application form flll--PP de. PAST 
'I fllled the application form for Chitra: 

(67) Chitra ma-t~ chittr~y-ak cen.h-la dunna 
Chitra 1-DAT picture--INDI' draw--PP de. PAST 
'Chitra drew a picture for me: 

'Ihis shows that the basic benefactive auxiliary does not code a particular viewpoint to 
depict the act of giving, as to whether it is benefactor's viewpoint or beneficiary's view
point. Evidently, it is the lexical semantics of the principal verb that imposes restric-
tions on the simple benefactive construction. "Activity" and "accomplishment" verbs 
are easily admitted to the construction, as in ( 68) and ( 69). However, intransitive verbs 
are excluded, as in (70) and (71), though some cognitive verbs are acceptable, if they are 
active--type verbs, as in (72). 

(68) Ranjit taatta-t:> baisik:>lee tallu k;)r;)-]a dunna 
Ranjit father-nAT bicycle push-PP de.PAST 
'Ranjit pushed the bicycle for his father: 

(69) Chita Ranjit-t~ mew-ak ha@--la dunna 
Chitra Ranjit-·DAT ship-INDF make--PP de.PAST 
'Chitra made a ship (from paper) for Ranjit: 

4· To get the perfeL"t participle form of a verb, the perfect participle !>ufflx laa is added in the 
colloquial language. 
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(70) *Ranjit amma-t~ pol~-t~ gihin dunna 
Ranjit mother-nAT market-OAT go-PP de.PAST 
'Ranjit went to the market for his mother: 

(71) *Ranjit Chitra-t~ taniy~-t~ ind~-la dunna 
Ranjit Chitra-DAT loneliness-OAT be-PP de.PAST 
'Ranjit stayed for 01itra to dispel her loneliness: 

(72) Chitra Ranjit-t~ ra'Swlim~ matak br~-la <.huma 
Chi:tra Ranjit--DAT meeting remind--PP de.PAST 
'Chitra reminded Ranjit about the meeting: 

The above shows that the simple benefactive construction represents a series of actions in 
which the benefactor appearing as the subject produces something or brings something 
into effect, as denoted by the principal verb, and the result is transferred, as denoted by 
the denawa auxiliary, to the other animate participant marked by the dative. The selection 
of nominal constituents and case marking is determined by the lexical properties of the 
principal verb plus the denawa auxiliary. It may also be induced from the given state of 
affairs that the den3Wa auxiliary, which retains its transitive identity has not undergone 
the process of grammaticalization to the extent of being syntactically de-categorized. This 
is amply demonstrated by the fact that there are no intransitive-based dentrwa construc
tions in the simple benefactive. 

The act of producing denoted by the verb, however, need not contain concrete 
things as their objects: 

(73) Chitra Ran_iit-t<J prasne teerum k<J~-la dunna 
Chitra Ranjit-oAT problem explain-PP de.PAST 
'Chitra explained the problem to Ranjit:5 

It might be interesting to see that some ditransitive verbs with indirect objects, and 
semi-transitive verbs with dative objects cannot be admitted to the simple benefactive 
construction, as (74) and (75) respectively show. 

(74) *Chitra Ranjit-t~ pot-ak yaw~-la dunna 
Chitra Ranjit-OAT book-INOF send-PP de.PAST 

'Chitra sent a book to Ranjit: 

(75) ""Chitr Ranjit-t:l p~sansaa k~~-la dunna 
Chitra Ranjit-DAT praise-PP de.PAST 
'Chitra praised Ranjit: 

Why these cannot be converted to the simple benefactive construction when their verbs 
are ditransitive or semi--transitive? These verbs are lexically subcategori:z.ed for dative 

5· The English gloss does not make the benefa<."tive features grammatically explidt. 
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constituents. They suggest that verbs for which dative constituents are lexically specified 
conflict with the simple benefactive construction, which has the independent right to 

impose its own valency by assigning the dative case to the new participant There is an 
important assumption underlying this speculation: the simple benefactive construction 
affects the argument structure of verbs by increasing valency. Compare the (a---b) pairs in 
the following. 

(76) a. Ranjit boot~lee ceria 
Ranjit bottle open.P AST 
'Ranjit: opened the bottle: 

b. Ranjit Chitra-t:l boot:llee aer:l-la dunna 
Ranjit Chitra-DAT bottle open-PP de.PAST 
'Ranjit opened the bottle for Chitra: 

(77) a. Chitra bitt:lree kaequwa 
Chitra egg break.P AST 
'Chitra broke the egg: 

b. Chitra Ranjit--p bitt~ree kaq~-la dunna 
Chitra Ranjit-DAT egg break-PP de.PAST 
'Chitra broke the egg for Ranjit: 

However, there are some transitive verbs that can have dative participants in appro
priate environments, though they are not entitled to have a lexically specified dative 

argument. 

(78) a. Chitra Ranjit--t<} tee hacb-n<}wa 

b. 

Chitra Ranjit-DAT tea make-IND 
'Chitra is making tea for Ranjit: 

Chitra Ranjit-t;) tee hacb-la 
Chitra Ranjit-DAT tea make-PP 
'Chitra is making tea for Ranjit: 

de-n;)wa 
de-IND 

(79) a. Ranjit taatta-t;) kamis~y--ak gatta 

b. 

Ranjit Chitra-DAT shirt-INDF buy.PAST 
'Ranjit: bought a shirt for his father: 

Ranjit taata--t;) kamis;)y--ak aralJ 
Ranjit father-nAT shirt-INDF buy.PP 
'Ranjil: bought a shirt for his father: 

dunna 
de.PAST 

(80) a. taata Chitra-p amb;) kaq;)-n;)wa 
father C'llitra-DAT mango pluck-IND 
'Father is plucking mangoes for Chitra: 

b. taata Chitra-t:l ambO) kaq:l-la de-n:lwa 
father Chitra-DAT mango pluck-PP de-IND 
'Father is plucking mangoes for Chitra: 
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The verbs like hadan;?Wa. 'make: gatta 'bought' and ka.cJan;?Wa. 'pluck' that only have 
agent and patient as lexically specified thematic roles may appear with an additional 
dative constituent. as shown by (a) sentences in (78-80) above. Next, by comparing 
the (b) sentences with the phenomenon of the optional valence availability exhibited 
by the (a) sentences, we can observe that the denawa. form has not contributed an 
increase in the number of arguments in the verb. This may lead one to conclude that 
the simple benefactive construction is not a valency increasing construction. At least 
regarding the pairs in (78---80), one might aptly state that the simple benefactive con 
struction has developed from a f()rmation similar to the applicative construction with 
an optionally added argument, rather than considering it to possess an independent 
valency-bearing capacity. 

Some denawa fixms that follow this structure have been conventionali7.ed as idi-
oms. Examples: ki::Jla denawa '(say and give::::) teach, instruct: paawa denawa '(put 
forth and give=) betraY, which were not dealt with here.lt may be pointed out further 
that the simple benefactive construction is not a causative construction in the strict 
sense of the word. The simple benefactive construction does not present a situation 
where the agent-causer causes another agent to act or another process to take place. 
The action is solely carried out by the participant denoted by the subject; only the 
result of the action is transferred to another participant which is marked in the dative 
as the endpoint of the action 

2.3.3 lndit-ect causative constmction 
Causative situations are generally considered as including two possibilities: One has 
an agent -causer directly causing a patient -causee to perform an action or to tmdergo a 
change of state. In the other the agent is involved in some action or a series of actions 
indirectly, preparing the circumstances leading to some other event. While the fc)r-
mer is linguistically expressed through lexical and morphological causative the latter, 
called indirect causation, is only realized through periphrastic causatives. 

The unitary and composite structure oflexical/morphological causatives is totally 
compatible with the function of direct causation. By contrast, the periphrastic con-
struction allows the two events, the causing event and the caused event, to stand sepa
rate as two clauses recognizable morpho-syntactically. The primary agent's action is 
denoted in the matrix form by the verb sa.lassarzawa. 'prepare' or ic:f.a demrwa. 'allow, per
mit'; the individual lexical verbs denoting caused events are embedded in the matrix 
clause. The distance between two events is further indicated by the infinitive form 
used to combine the lexical verb with the matrix clause. 'Ihus the verb complex for the 
indirect causative is [Verb-Infinitive form+ sa.lassana-wa.!iqa denawa.]. 

The following sentences will help understand the form of the nominal constitu-· 
ents appearing in indirect causatives. 
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(81) taatta gas kapa-nn~ srelressuwa 
father trees cut-INF salass~. PAST 
'Father caused the trees to be cut: 

(82) krenli naayJk~ya wiruddJ kanqaay~m-ee naay~k~ya 

rebel leader rival fraction-we leader 

mara-nn~ salass;;~-n~wa 

kiil-INl' salass~.IND 

'The rebel leader caused the rival faction leader to be killed.' 

(83) guruw~r~ya lam~in--1~ tiiwii bala--nn~ s!clressuwa 
teacher ch:ild:ren-DAT TV watch-INF salas~.PAST 

'The teacher caused the children to watch TV: 

'Ihe verb complex with a transitive verb in (81) has an agent/causer constituent and 
an inanimate object In (82) the two nominal constituents, both animate participants, 
represent agent/causer and patient. The sentence in (83) has three nominal constitu
ents: the first appears as the subject representing agent/causer; the second appears in 
the dative representing the embedded subject; the third in the direct case represents 
the patient. As a comparison with (83) reveals, embedded subjects are missing in (81) 
and (82), which not only points to a possibility under the indirect causative construc
tion but may also indicate some semantic motivation for the development of the con-
struction. The example in (83) also shows that fc)r an embedded subject the selected 
case is dative and its usual position is between the agent constituent and the patient 
constituent. This can be seen through the following example, too. 

(84) nmd~lali miniha--t;l raa pera--nn~ srlressuwa 
master man-DAT toddy tap-INF salasS;l.PAST 
'The business master caused the man to tap toddy: 

It is understood that the agent represented by the subject constituent arranged for the 
referent of the dative constituent to carry out the action denoted by the verb phrase, 
which includes the object noun. However, the dative case is not the only possible 
choice for the embedded subject. Compare the two sentences in (85). 

(85) a. Ranjit lamea-t~ tan~bim-ee penle-nn~ srelressuwa 
Ranjit child-DAT lawn-we roll down-INF salass~.PAST 

'Ranjit arranged for the child to roll down on the lawn: 

b. Ranjit lamea--w~ pu(Uw--en penle--nn~ srelressuwa 
Ranjit child-Ace chair-ABL roll down-INF salas~.PAST 

'Ranjit caused the child to roll down from the chair: 

The sentence (85a) has the same structure as (84) in terms of case marking, the differ·-· 
ence between the two sentences lying in the lexical verb: the former has an intransitive 
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verb whereas the latter has a transitive verb. Now, sentence (85b) is different from 
(85a), and from (8,1) for that matter, in that its embedded subject is marked in the 
accusative despite the fact that the phonological verb form is the same in (85a) and 
(85b ). A fundamental point to be revisited in this case is that the same phonological 
verb may split between the volitive and involitive distinction in Sinhala. The answer 
here appears to be that the two sentences have two different semantic structures as 
volitive and involitive indeed.6 'Ihe embedded subject in (85b) is in the accusative case 
because the indirect causative construction allows involitive verbs to retain the origi-· 
nal case marking of the embedded subject. 

On the other hand, all embedded dative subjects should not be taken as belong
ing with volitive action verbs because, as elucidated before, involitive verbs often take 
dative subjects in Sinhala. When such clauses are embedded in indirect causative sen-
tences, the embedded subject remains in the dative. An example is given in (86a), 
along with its embedded clause (86b ). 

(86) a. guruw<}~ya lam<}in--t<} kurulu hancl.<} cehe--nn<} scelcessuwa 
teacher children-nAT bird sound hear-INF sa]asS<}.PAST 
'The teacher arranged for the children to hear birds' chirping: 

b. larn.~in-t~ kurulu hand.~ aehe-n~wa 

children-nAT bird sound hear.INVL-IND 
'The children can hear birds' chirping: 

It should be noted that a range of verb types including involitive verbs, process verbs 
and stative verbs that cannot be inflected into morphological causatives because of 
some limitations are readily admitted as indirect causatives. Consider the following 
examples: 

(87) miniha udee at~·-t~ boombe pipire--nn~ srelressuwa 
man morning eight-DAT bomb blast.INVL-INF salass<}.PAST 
'The man caused the bomb to explode at eight in the morning: 

(88) lamai bam<}re kre~ke--nn<} srelressuwa 
d1fldren windmill turn.INVL-INF salaSS<}.PAST 
'The d1ildren caused the windmill to turn: 

6. 1he embedded clauses of (85a) and (85b) would be independent clauses as in (Ia) and (I b), 
respec..tively. 

(1) a. lamea tan<}bim--ee pe~le-n;lwa 

child lawn-·LOC roll doWn·-IND 
'The child rolls down on the lawiL' 

b. lamea-\V";l putuw-e.Il per~le-n;lwa 

child-Ace chair-ABL roll down-IND 
'1he child rolls down from the d1air: 
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(89) minniha lamea-t~ as;,niip~ wenn~ srelressuwa 
man child-nAT ill be-INF salass~.PAST 

'The man caused the child to get ill: 

(90) mantrii lamea--t~ paasccl~··t~ retul we--nn~ 

MP child··DAT school-nAT be admitted--INF 
'The MP caused the child to be admitted to the school: 

srelressuwa 
salass;,.PAST 

Our data shows that most of the animate participants selected as embedded subjects, 
whether volitional or non-volitional, appear in the dative case while some involuntary 
participants are marked in the accusative. In addition, as the following example shows, 
the embedded clause subject can also appear with the accidental agent marker atin. 

(91) Ranjit Chitra atin siinuw~ wrede-nn~ srelressuwa 
Ranjit Chitra atin bell ring.INVL-INF salass:J.PAST 

'Ranjit caused Chitra to accidentally ring the bell: 

Even in the underlying embedded clause Chitra is the accidental agent for the non
volitional event of bell-ringing. The matrix subject is not taken to initiate a voluntary 
action as long as the embedded subject remains marked by the atin phrase. Nor can it 
be modified by the causee marker lau·wa as in a morphological causative sentence, as 
the fcJllowing shows: 

(92) ·'~-Ran_jit Chitra lauwa siinuw;, wrede-nn:~ srelressuwa 
Ranjit Chitra lauwa bell ring.I!Ii"VL-INF salass:~.PAST 

Marking the embedded agent \'V;th iauwa gives a more direct sense which is incom 
patible with the indirect causation and hence unfit to be embedded in the matrix of 
srelressanawa 'preparing or providing circumstances? Purther, since the verb complex 
for the indirect causative construction is not a composite structure but a periphras
tic one with the verb srelcessanawa, the lauwa phrase does not match up with the 
linguistic context. 

Apart from this structural incompatibility, there is an important semantic rea
son underscoring the awk-wardness. As observed before, one important assumption 
underlying the lauwa/-fa kiala constituent is that there is some verbal transmission 
occurring from the external agent to the embedded agent In case of indirect causa
tion, however, no verbal transmission is implied; the network of contacts between the 
causing event and the caused event is never direct or clear-cut. 'Iherefore the iauwa 
constituent cannot be used for the indirect causative construction. 

Although the indirect causative construction was described using the main verb 
salassanawa 'preparC. it should be noted that there is a range of verbs with varied 
nuances and varying degrees of grammaticalization generally used with the infinitive 
form of the lexical verb for indirect causative expression. Some of these are iqa denawa 
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'allow, permif. iqa arinawa 'allow, permif. a.rinawa 'allow' (short form of iqa arinawa) 
and denawa 'allow, let'. The following are examples. 

(93) guruw~~ya lam:lin-t~ tiiwii bala-nn:l iq~ de-n:lwa 
teacher children-nAT TV watch-INF permit-IND 
"Ihe teacher permits children to watch TV"? 

(94) guruw<}~ya lam~in--t<} kataa baha k<}r-nn~ i<l~ reri--n~wa 

teacher children-·DAT talk--INF permit--IND 
"Ihe teacher allows children to talk: 

(95) Ranjit midul.--e wal pcel.cereJ:i hcede--nn~ 

Ranjit yard-r.oc weeds grow-INP 
'Ranjit allowed weeds to grow in the yard: 

(96) Ranjit Chitra-t<) nida-nn<) dunna 
Ranjit Chitra-DAT sleep-INP let.PAST 
'Ranjit let Chitra sleep: 

ceria 
let.PAST 

Their characteristics, limitations and semantics are not fully understood. At least some 
of them as exemplified by (95) and (96) seem to have developed as modal expressions. 

All in all, causative constructions can be presented as a spectrum consisting of 
three basic types and several subtypes. In practical terms, different types are combined 
in cross--structural interaction to create an appropriate admixture of structures. This 
kind of interaction occurs between the passive and causative constructions, too. Iden

tifying the full spectrum of possibilities helps us recognize the limitations, restrictions 
and premises of each construction. 



CHAPTERlO 

Expanded sentences 

Two or more clauses are combined together to fi)rm an expanded sentence. Combina
tion occurs in the form of coordination or subordination with the use of conjunctive 
endings, conjunctive particles, formal nouns, or case markers. Expanded sentences are 
categori1..ed as compound, complex and mixed. A compound sentence, as traditionally 
accepted, consists of two or more coordinate clauses which arc reversible and enumer
able, that is the clauses can be put in the reverse order without any change in meaning 
and can be multiplied without limit. A complex sentence consists of one main clause 
and one subordinate clause that functions as an adverbial, adjectival or nominal constit
uent of the main clause. A mixed sentence consists ofboth compound and complex sen
tences. Simple sentences are expanded through coordination, subordination or both. 

1. Compound sentences 

Three types of coordination can be observed: (l) collateral coordination, (2) use of 

particles and (3) use of the conjw1ctive ending. 
The collateral coordination is the simplest form of combining sentences. Two 

or more clauses are placed side by side without any inflectional suffix or particle to 
combine them. 

(1) Ranjit gecbr<} e-n<}wa bat ka-n~wa tiiwee ba]<}-n~wa 

Ranjit home come··IND rice eat-·IND TV watch··IND 
'Ranjit comes home, has a meal and watd1es TV. 

(2) wreb mrere-n~wa al~ bahi-n~wa 

(3) 

creeper die-IND roots grow-IND 
'Roots grow while the creeper withers? 

api wreq~ k~~-nn~ ee gollo paqi 
we work do-INF those people salary 
'We are to work and they are to get salaries? 

gan-n~ 

take-INF 

(4) e-nn<'> ka-nn;) bo-nn;) winood;) we-nn;) 
come-IMP eat-alP drink-IMP enjoy-IMP 
'Come, eat, drink and enjoy (yourself): 

The examples given above all include coordinated clauses. In (l) the clauses are coor·· 
dina ted by identical noun deletion. When the clauses in a chain share the same subject 
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it is deleted except the one of the initial clause. In (2) and (3) with no elements deleted, 
two clauses are placed side by side in each. They both express contrasts: in (2) the 
contrast is presented by declarative clauses whereas in (3) the contrast is emphasized 
by placing infinitive clauses in the focused position. Nothing is deleted in the process 
of coordination in ( 4); all the four clauses are imperative structures and the subject 
constituent is elliptical. 

The noun-coordinating particle saha cannot be used as a clause-coordinator in 
Sinhala. Thus (5) in English cannot be rendered as ( 6) in Sinhala (Abhayasinghe 1992). 

(5) Mr. Perera teaches in a government school and Mrs. Perera in a private one. 

(6) *Perera mahatm~ya raj~y--ee paas<}b-k-~ uganw~-n<}wa 

Perera M.r. government-we school-INDF-r.oe teach-IND 

saha em;l mahatmiya pudgalik:l paas:ll~-k-~ uganw~n;lwa 

and aforesaid Mrs. private school-INDF-r.oe teach-IND 

'Mr. Perera teaches in a government school and Mrs. Perera in a private one: 

However, with some adjustment, as in (7), the sentence has become acceptable to a 
great extent in modern Sinhala. 

(7) Perera mahatm:lya raj:>y-ee paas:>l:l-k-;) saha 
Perera Mr. government-we school-INDF-r.oe and 

em~ mahatmiya pudgalih paas~b--k<} uganw~-n<}wa 

aforesaid Mrs. private school-·INDl'··LOC. teadl··IND 

'Mr. Perera teaches in a government school and Mrs. Perera in a private one: 

1his suggests that the Sinhala noun coordinator saha is increasingly being established 
as a clause--coordinator, perhaps under the influence of English (Abhayasinghe 1.992). 

It is often said that the relation between two or more clauses may be reversed 
without a change in truth-conditional meaning. However, when a compound sentence 
represents a temporal (i.e. 'and then'), as in (8), or logical (i.e. 'therefore') sequence, as 
in (9), the order may not be changed. 

(8) miniha wat:>-pif:> baeluwa p:>:>s ek:> aehind:> gatta 
man around look.PAST purse one pick up.PAST 
'The man looked around and picked the purse up: 

(9) miniha mahansi tmaa wibaage paas unaa 
man make efforts.P AST examination pass.P AST 
''Ihe man worked hard and passed the examination: 

If the order is reversed in (8) or (9), the pragmatic meanings \\ill not be conveyed 
properly, though the truth--conditional meanings still remain the same. 
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All the sentences given so far are examples of collateral coordination. They are 
characterized by the absence of any morpheme that explicitly marks the link between 
the clauses. 'Ihe speaker simply moves from one clause to the next combining ideas 
into some lager sequence. In the written language they may be connected by a comma 
or a semicolon. While separate clauses may be marked by separate intonation units, a 
single sentence, however complex, may have only one illocutionary force. This follows 
from the fact that "illocutionary force is the outermost peripheral operator" pointed 
out by Foley and Van Valin (1984: 239).Accordingly, the above examples all are con-· 
sidered as compound sentences. 

In tact, Sinhala has several conjunctive markers to combine clauses. One such 
device is tl1e coordinating conjunction -i, which is doubly used, as in (10) through 
(12), or used after each NP, as in (13). The following use of the ending -·i reveals that 
it is a clitic. If the nominal or verbal constituent ends in a consonant, the epenthetic 
vowel u is added before adding the clitic. 

(10) amma Ranjit-t~ kamiseku-i Chitra-t:l 
mother Ranjit-DAT shilt.INDP-CONJ Chitra-DAT 

gaum~ku-i arat) dun.na 
gown.INDF-CONJ buy.PP give.PAST 

'Mother bought a shirt for Ranjit and a gown for Cllitra: 

(11) Chitra niiti piit:l-en upaadi:l-ku-i samaaj:l widyaa 
Chitra law faculty··ABL degree-·INDI'··CONJ social sciences 

piit:l--en diploomaw:l--ku--i gatta 
faculty-·ABL diploma-·INDF··CONJ get.PAST 

'Chitra obtained a degree from the Faculty of Law and a diploma from the Faa.llty of 
Social Sciences: 

(12) denna gaha gan-ll;)Wa-i bren:lgan-n:lwa-i iW;)~y-ak nrere 
tWO.ANIM hit.RBFL-IND-CONJ scold.RBPL-IND-CONJ end-INDBF no 
'There is no end to the beating and scolding between the two: 

(13) guruw;)ru-i demaupiyo-i lam~inu-i paa~ sud~ k:llaa 
teachers-coNJ parents-coNJ children-coNJ road dean.PAST 
"Ihe teachers, parents and children cleaned the road: 

In (10) amma 'mother' is the shared subject of the benefactive verb; unshared compo
nents of the original clauses are combined by adding the conjunction --i to the end of 
each. In (11) Chitra is the shared subject of the 'receiving' verb; each unshared compo
nent is linked by the clitic -i. In (12) the verbal compounds of the coordinated clauses 
represent unshared components and hence they are combined by adding the clitic 
-L However, this compound sentence with two coordinated clauses is embedded in 
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another clause, namely iwarayak na::a:: 'there is no encf, to make a complex sentence. 
The verb phrase in (13) represents the shared component, and the three subjects rep
resenting unshared components are all linked by the conjunction.1 

There is another eli tic that functions in a similar way as a coordinating conjunction. 
This is the clitic --t. The Example (7), given before as a sentence increasingly becoming 
acceptable, can be put in a more traditional way by using this clitic, as follows. 

(14) Perera mahatm~ya raj~y-ee paas~b-ka-t 

Perera Mr. government--Lac school-INDI'.LOC··CONJ 

em~ mahatmiya pudgalik~ paas~l~-ka-t uganw~-n:>wa 

aforesaid Mrs. private school-INDF.r.oc-coNJ teach-IND 

'Mr. Perera teaches in a government school and Mrs. Perera in a private one: 

Further examples are given below. 

(15) ap~-t~ gewal hada--nna-t puluwan kaqanna--t puluwan 
We·-DAT houses make·-INF-CONJ can break-·INF··CONJ can 
'We can build houses and also destroy houses: 

(16) mam:> uya-nna-t oonre lamea balaa gan-na-t oonae 
cook-INF-CONJ must Child look aft:er-INF-CONJ mu'lt 

'I must cook and also look after the child: 

Both (15) and (16) have modal expressions. In (15) the modal has its subject in the 
dative and in ( 16) in the nominative. The content of the potentiality denoted by pulu·
wan (15) and that of the obligation denoted by oonce (16) are divided by two infini
tive clauses each of which with the conjunction -t. Thus the doubly used conjunction 
-t grammatically signals the incorporation of two component clauses into one single 
compound sentence. The double use of the conjunction -t can be distinguished from 
that of the conjunction --i in that the former has an emphatic overtone. Thus (15) has a 
particular overtone of speaker boast while (16) sounds complaining. 

There are several disjunctive particles to form disjunctive coordination. 'Ihe dou
ble use of the particle h.m·i 'or' is widespread in the colloquial language. 

(17) Ranjit ge@~ mere kaqee gihilla hari naa--nn~ 

Ranjit home no shop go.PP hari bathe--INF 

gihilla hari we-nn~ oonre 
go.PP hari be-INF must 

'Ranjit is not at home: he must have gone shopping or gone to bathe: 

(18) pol geqi~ ar;) gen~ hari bim~-t~ daa-1a hari 
coconut take.PP hari ground-nAT put-PP hari 

1. This sentence can also be considered as a coordinated noun phrase, with the three nouns corn
bined at lhe phrase level 
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ikm~n~t~ bahi-nn~ 

soon descend-IMP 

'Get down soon with the coconut in your hand or after throwing it down: 

The first part of sentence (17) says that Ranjit is not home, and the second part gives 
the supposed reason. Therefore the sentence ends with the epistemic modal expres-
sion wenna oonre 'must be'. The supposition consists of two disjunctive clauses which 
are combined by adding the particle hari to each. The Example (18) is an impera
tive sentence in which the speaker's command to the addressee is to 'get down'. The 
imperative verb is modified by two perfective clauses; they are combined by adding 
the particle hari to each and incorporated into the imperative construction to form a 
complex sentence. 

Another disjunctive particle, nretnat_:J 'or', is used between two clauses to coor
dinate them. 

(19) oyaa a@ ya-nn~ nretnal) telipoon 
you today go-IMP nretnal) telephone 
'You go today or give them a call: 

k~ra-nn~ 

do-IMP 

(20) bat uy;)-mu d:_} nretnal) paal) ka-mu @? 
rice cook-J:IoRT Q nretnai) bread eat-HORT Q 

'Shall we cook rke or eat bread?' 

In (19) two imperative clauses and in (20) two interrogative hortative clauses are coor
dinated by the particle nretnat_:J. However, the disjunctive coordination of two inter
rogative clauses can also be achieved through juxtaposition. 

(21) oya ya-n~wa d~ mam~ ya-nn;, de? 
you go--IND Q I go--INI' Q 

'Will you go or shall I go?' 

(22) eyaa sindu ki~-n~wa d;, pirith ki~-n~wa @? 
he songs sing-IND Q chanting recite-IND Q 

'Is he singing songs or chanting religious verses?' 

When the particle nretnat_:J intervenes ben-veen two interrogative clauses, it seems to 
create a pragmatic distance between the two events denoted by the clauses. Compare 
the two sentences below: 

(23) a. acb e-n~wa d~ nat~~ we-n~wa d~ 

today come-IND Q stay-IND Q 

~re you coming back today or staying there?' 

b. ad<J e-n;)wa d<J nretnal) nat<)r;, we-n<)wa ~ 
today c.ome--IND Q metnal) stay--IND Q 

1\re you coming back today, or going to stay there?' 
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(23a) coordinated by juxtaposing two interrogative clauses has continuity; it may also 
be mediated by a pause in between alternatively. (23b), by contrast, most probably 

will have a pause before shifting to the second clause. The exact place for the pause is 
between the end of the previous clause and the conjunction m:etna1). A speaker who 

wants to pose the disjunctive question in an emphatic tone will use (23b). 
The separation of two clauses will be further emphasized when the conjunction 

ru:etn&J is accompanied by another particle, ekkoo; the pair is similar to the English 
'either--or' construction. 

(24) ekkoo alut gey-ak had;,-mu naetnal) par;,n:l gee alut k:lr.l-mu 
ekkoo new house-INDF build-HORT naetna:l) old house renew-HORT 
'Let's either build a new house or refurbish the old houo;e~ 

(25) ekkoo ged:!r.l daa-la aewilla naetnaiJ kaarek-ee aeti 
ekkoo home put-PP come.PP naetnaiJ car-we be.INFBR 
'Either I have left it at home or it might be in the car~ 

The sentence in (24) expresses an either-or situation by coordinating two hortative 

clauses; the first one is preceded by ekkoo and the next one by nretnaiJ. The example 
in (25) is a compound sentence with missing subjects. The first clause represents a 

person-focused event with a transitive verb: its subject may be a first person, second 
person or third person noun. Assuming a context in which the speaker involves himi 

herself~ one can easily adopt a first person subject. The second clause represents a state. 
The object notm of the first clause and the subject noun of the second clause, both 

having a common referent, are missing, left to be recovered from the context. There 
are no overt shared component'> in the two clauses; shared components exist in the 

context. The latent elements have to be understood, relying on the context in which 
the sentence is uttered. The speaker's successive thoughts on different possibilities are 

coordinated by putting them into the ekkoo- nretnaiJ template. 
Interestingly, the negation of an either--or (ekkoo-- nretnaiJ) situation, that is, nei-

ther-nor situation, is expressed by the conjunction -t, not by the same disjunctive par
ticle. Observe the following Sinhala proverb: 

(26) balla piduru ka-nne-t naeae 
dog hay eat-NPT.FOC-CONJ no 

gonaa-t;) ka-nm de-nne-t naeae 
bull-OAT eat-INF give-NPT.l'OC-CONJ no 

'The dog neither eats hey nor allows the bull to eat it: 

The first clause consists in a negative transitive sentence whose subject is shared by 

the second clause consisting in a negative causative sentence. When taken in the affir-
mative sense they may form a disjunctive coordination because they represent two 
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disjunctive units, 'eating' and 'allowing to eat'. However, given the fact that the con
structions are negative, and the t\vo events find commonality in the negation, it is not 
difficult to consider that the two events remake themselves within the coordination of 
conjunction, rather than of disjunction. The important point is that the clauses consist 
of a single subject and a single auxiliary negation, which is a necessary condition for 
conjunctive coordination. 

'Ihere are some other particles used to connect sentences in Sinhala such as itin 
'then: etakop 'thetl, ii(a passe 'then, after that: remt 'besides, eet 'but: etc. Although they 
function as discourse particles indicating various relationships between sentences, 
it is not clear whether they contribute to clause coordination, creating compound 
sentences. 

Yet another way of coordinating clauses is using an inflectional f()rm of the verb as 
a conjunctive ending. There are mainly two verbal forms used for coordination in ver-
bal categories. One is the Perfect Participle (PP) form. We have already seen that the 
PP can be used as a finite verb form, i.e. as a predicate of an independent clause, indi
cating some aspectual meanings. The same PP form is used to coordinate a sequence 
of verbal elements, \<\<ith anticipatory ellipsis of tense and mood inflections and aspec
tual or modal auxiliaries. Given the fact that coordination is always between units of 
the same class, it is not surprising that the PP serves as a coordinator for sequences of 
elements, whether or not they could independently form a unit. 

(27) Ranjit taum:l-t:l gihin bais:ik:llee nat;lr:l k~r:l-la maak:lt ek;l-t;l aetulunaa 
Ranjit town-DAT go.PP bicycle stop-PP market one-DAT enter.PAST 
'Ranjit went to the town, stopped the bicycle and entered the market: 

\Vhen those units which are equivalent in relation to each other show a sequence, 
temporal or other\<\<ise, all such verbal forms are PPs except the verb that indicates 
the end of the sequence. Thus the units denoting 'going to the town' and 'stopping the 
bicycle' are represented by PP fixms while the unit denoting the end of the sequence, 
i.e. 'entering the market:, appears in the full form. The identical subjects are deleted, 
except the initial one. 'Ihe coordination between full verb phrases thus occurs with 
a structure resulting from the reduction of their distinct tense forms. Here the PP 
does not represent perfect tense but only denotes an action completed prior to the 
finite action. 

Another example is given below. 

(28) Ranjit brenkuw-en nay-ak aralJ gewaa gann;l breruw;l 
Ranjit bank-ABL loan-INDF take-PP pay.REFL.INF be unable-PP 

di-wi naha gatta 
commit suic.:ide.PAST 

'Ranjit committed suicide being unable to repay the loan he took from the bank: 
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The sequence of events that Ranjit has undergone consists of three units in which only 
the third unit has the past tense verb as an actual element, i.e. an element that remains 
overtly past tense, while the first two units have been combined to the former by the 
PP forms of the verbs. As for the topic, on the other hand, only the subject of the first 
unit appears as the actual element, allo\'Ving those of other units to be deleted? 

It is considered that in coordination the elements in a sequence must be equiva
lent to other elements of the sentence. 'Ihus, as often found, coordinated sentences 
consist of a single subject and a single set of inflections, and for that matter a single set 
of auxiliaries. Is the fc)llowing Sinhala sentence problematic in this respect ? 

(29) Chit:ra-t~ kud_ee am:lt:lk:l we-laa aapahu giyaa 
Chit:a-DAT umbrella forget.INVL-PP back go.PAST 
'Chitra left her umbrella and went back (to get it): 

Of the two units coordinated in (29), the first one has a latent verbal ending with 
anticipatory ellipsis of tense inflection, and the second one has a latent nominal con-
stituent with retrospective ellipsis of subject. 1he latent nominal constituent and tl1e 
actual nominal constituent are apparently non -equivalent in that the former is a dative 
constituent appearing with an involitive verb whereas the latter must be a nominative 
constituent, given that its verb is of the volitive-type. However, both constituents in 
such sentences are construed as subject in Sinhala and therefore the deletion of the 
second constituent poses no problem for coordination. 

Another conjunctive coordinator is the Reduplicated from of the Perfect Parti
ciple base form (RPP). When the units to be coordinated represent simultaneously 
occurring events and the verbs are construed identically with a single subject, the verb 
forms belonging to the first, or the previous tmit of the sequence are connected to it by 
the RPP from of the verb. 

(30) Ranjit tiiwii bal~-bah k~:erem~ ka-n~wa 

Ranjit TV watch--RPP meals eat--IND 
'Ranjit is eating while watching TV. 

(31) Chitra hinaa we-wii diiwa 
Chitra laugh--RPP run.PAST 
'Chitra ran while laughing: 

(32) lamea pe~li-pe~li hinaa we-n~wa 
child roll--RPP laugh--IND 
'The child is laughing while rolling over: 

2. Following Gair, one may also consider the breruwt~-ending tmit as a quasi-verbal counterpa:tt 
of the pa:tticipial datLSes ( Gair 1970: 155). 
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While each of the three examples above expresses two concurrent events, it is common 
for speakers to see the event denoted by the finite verb as the main event; however, it 
would be difficult to assign a temporal order to the sequence. For pragmatic reasons, 
speakers tend to associate temporal sequencing to the coordinates from the opposite 
end in (32): for instance, the first unit \\'ill never be taken as initial but only as resulting 
from the event coded through the finite verb. 'Ihis sense might be acquired by the RPP 
form through its grammaticalization as a manner adverb to the finite verb. 

z. Complex sentences 

Complex sentences fall into three categories by virtue of the character of subordinate 
clauses incorporated in them. Their characters are identified as nominal, adnomi-
nal, and adverbial. Nominal clauses function as subject, object, and complement. 
Adnominal clauses function as nominal modifiers and adverbial clauses as verbal 
modifiers. Various verbal forms, case markers, particles, or formal nouns are used for 
subordination. 

In general, subordinate clauses precede main clauses, or take a position relative 
to the head noun of the main clause. In some circumstances, such as seeking an extra 
pragmatic effect, the subordinate clause may follow, rather than precede, the clause to 
which it is linked. 

(33) a. a pi umb:l boru kiya--nn-e meti witti:l dan--n:lwa 
we you lies tell--NPT-FOC no.ADJ fact know--IND 
'We know that you don't tell lies: 

b. umb:l boru kiya-nn--e n!el.i witti:l a pi dan--n:lwa 
you lies teli-NPT-FOC no.ADJ fact we knoW-IND 
We know that you don't tell lies: 

api dan-n~wa umb:> bon1 kiya-nn-e nreti wittb 
we knoW-IND you lies tell-NPT-FOC llO.ADJ fact 
'We know that you don't tell lies: 

In all three sentences the object noun wittia 'fact' is modified by an adnominal clause. 
The sentence in (33a), with unmarked word order SOV, has the subordinate clause in 
the unmarked object position, that is, in the preverbal position. In (33b), with OSV 
order, the object clause is preposed in the topic position for the sake of emphasis. 
In (33c) the same object clause has gone to the post-verbal position, that is, focused 
position, acquiring a greater pragmatic eftect suited to an ironical comment about the 
addressee. In terms of pragmatic effect, (33c) might be the least unmarked expres-· 
sion. The above appearances of object clauses show that there is no strict constraint on 
placements of the object clause. 
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2.1 Nominal clauses 

There is a vc:triety of clause-nominalizing devices. The use of the nominalizing par
ticle eka, formal nouns such as wittia, waga, bawa and the quotative marker kiala is 
widespread in subordination. All these clause-linking connectives traditionally called 
'subordinating conjunctions' are added to the end of the embedded clause. Although 
the mood expressions attached to the verb are usually deleted before adding the sub-· 
ordinator, the linking can also be achieved by juxtaposing two clauses: the linkage 
is realized by sequential order alone, with no subordinate marker. In such cases the 
embedded verb does not undergo any change such as mood indicator deletion. Such 
nominalized clauses are found embedded in a sentence as subject, object, and subject-
or object--complement. 

The following examples include subordinated clauses ju.xtaposed to a main clause 
without any marker. 

(34) eyaa w~ed:l k:lld--n:lwa honda--i 
heishe work do--IND good--AM 
Lit. 'His working is good: 
'He works well: 

(35) Ranjit paad,an1 k;,laa madi 
Ranjit study.P AST insufficient 
Lit. 'The extent that Ranjit studied is insufficient: 
'Ranjit didn't study enough: 

(36) miniha ya-n;)wa mam;, drekka 
man go-·IND SCC.PAST 
'I saw him go: 

(37) kaudoo krere gaha--n:lwa mat:l lrlluna 
somebody shout-IND I-DAT hear.INVL.PAST 
'I heard somebody shouting: 

Adjectives of a particular type may have embedded clauses as their subjects as in (34) 
and (35). Embedded clauses may appear as objects of sensory perception verbs like 
'seeing' in (36) and 'hearing' in (37). 

'Ihe nominalizer eka joins with the adjectival form of the embedded verb, past 
or non-past, to form a subordinate clause and seems to work in a way similar to the 
English gerund or infinitive construction (See Chapter 1:1.4). In (38) and (39) the 
embedded clauses function as subjects. 

(38) miniha eten-t:l gi:l ek;) hond:l nrere 
man there-nAT go.PT. ek;) good no 
'It is not good that the man went there: 
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(39) japaan-e rassaawal hoy:l-n:l ek:l leesi nrere 
Japan-we jobs find-NPT ek~ easy no 
'It is not easy to find jobs in Japan: 

Formal nouns such as wittia, waga, baw;~ are used to build complement clauses. 
They are called formal nouns because they cannot stand by themselves without get-· 
ting modified. Structurally they function as complementizers restructuring a clause as 
a complement of a complex sentence like the English that clause. Clauses embedded 
as complements may include verbal clauses, adjectival clauses, or non--verbal clauses. 
They function both as subject complements and object complements. In (40) below 
the embedded clause appears as the subject complement. 

(40) Ranjit-{:l usaswiim-ak lrebunu witt:i~ 
Ranjit-DAT promotion-INDF receive.INVI .. PT NM 

patt<}r-e-t wee tuna 
newr,paper--Loc--too appear.PAST 

''Ihe fact that Ranjit got a promotion even appeared in the newspaper? 

Generally mood markers are removed from the verb of the embedded clause and a 
complementizer is added to the verbal adjectival form. Most commonly, the main 
clause to which a complement clause is linked as subject expresses some comment 
supporting or negating the proposition of the latter. 

(41) miniha horaa baw~ !db 

man thief N M true 
'It is true that that man is the thief? 

(42) Ranjit lium~ li~--pu wa~ prehredili--i 
Ranjit letter write-PTAD NM dear.AM 
'It is dear that Ranjit wrote the letter: 

(43) ? Ranjit kaam~re-e hiti:l wag:l/\\-itti:l.lbaw:l boru 
Ranjit room-we be.PTAD NM lie 
'That Ranjit was in the room is a pack oflies? 

All three sentences have complement clauses as their subject. The sentences in (41) 
and ( 42) have predicates supporting the content of the complement clause. There is 
some thing odd with (43), whose predicate is meant to negate the proposition of the 
complement clause. Even though the predicate lexically expresses that it is untrue, 
the complement seems to remain "factive': This shows that the nominalizers given 
above add "factivity» to the clause, with a presupposition that its content is true, rather 
than just introducing subordinate clauses ( cf. Kiparsky & Kiparsky 1971; Kuno 1973; 
Iwasaki 2002). To express the negation of a fact or low degree of factivity there is a 
particular type of expression, which will be introduced later. 
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Now let us look into how complement clauses are produced to be objects of predi
cates. In general, "content" verbs such as verbs of speech, knowledge, sign, report, 
discovery and forensic acts, as in (44) through ( 49) respectively, take as their object a 
complement clause with a formal noun such as wittia, waga and ba.wa. 

(44) Ranjit ged:>td ya-nn:l ak:lmceti baw:l kiiwa 
Ranjit home go-INF reluctant that say.PAST 
'Ranjit said that he would not like to go home: 

(45) Chitra chitld andi--n;) baw;) Ranjit dan--n;)wa 
Chitra pictures draw-NPT that Ranjit know-IND 
'Ranjit knows that Chitra draws pictures: 

(46) man mehe in--n;) witti;) Chitra--t;) ang;)wa-nn;) epaa 
here be--NPT that Chitra--DAT imply-·INF don't 

'Don't indicate to Chitra that I am here: 

(47) lab;)n;) sati--e kcemp;)s waha--n;) ~itti;) up;)kul;)p;)ti 

(48) 

next week-r.oc campus dose-NPT that vice-chancellor 

amaatyansh:ly:l-t:l waa1taa k<)laa 
ministry-nAT report.P AST 

"Ihe vice -chancellor reported to the ministry that the university will be closed 
next week: 

wen;) yatur<}--k--in dor<} celd-la tie--n;) witti;) 
another key--INDF··INS door open--PP be--NPT that 

polisi.:l hoyaa gatta 
police discover.PAST 

'The police discovered that the door had been opened with another key: 

(49) Ranjit kaaryaaby:l-l:l balen cetul wunu baw:l 
Ranjit office--nAT by force enter.PT that 

niitign<}ya oppu k<}laa 
lawyer prove.PAST 

'The lawyer proved that Ranjit had entered the office by force: 

In terms of linearity; the object clause is embedded between the subject constituent 
and the predicate of the main clause, and the identical subject of the embedded clause 
is deleted as in (44). In all the other sentences given above the embedded clause pre-
cedes the main clause. Content clauses are also incorporated by dative subject con
structions as (50) and (51) show. 

(50) putaa-t;) upandin;) tceregg--ak 
son-DAT birthday present-INDF 

ma-t:l kalpanaa unaa 
1-DAT think.INVL.PAST 

yceu--e 
send.PT-FOC 

nceti witti;) 
no.ADJ that 

'It occurred to me that I have not sent a birthday present to my son: 
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(51) Chitra-t~ salli dunn~ wHti:l ma-t~ am~t:lk:l unaa 
Chitra-DAT money give.PT.ADJ that I-DAT forget.INVI .. PAST 
'I forgot that I had lent money to Chitra: 

The content--verb clauses linked to a main clause through the formal nouns 
wittia, waga or bawa, as shown above, are examples of what traditional grammar calls 
Indirect Speech. 'Ihe formal nouns integrate the speaker's words, thoughts or ideas 
into a framework of indirect speech. Such content .. verb clauses can also be embedded 
into the main clause according to the pattern known as Direct Speech. The quota .. 
tive marker kiala is used to embed reported speech or thought. 'Ihe complementizer 
kiala has developed from the perfect participle form of the verb kianawa 'say' with 
the original meaning of"having said': Though the two clauses are integrated into one 

complex sentence, they remain discrete thereafter as reporting clause and reported 
clause. Por Example, (44) through (47) given above are changed to the direct speech 
pattern as follows: 

(52) Ranjit ged:lr~ ya-nn:> ak~maeti-i ki:lla kiiwa 

(53) 

(54) 

Ranjit home go-INF reluctant-QM say.PAST 
'Ranjit said. "I don't like to go home."' 

Chitra chitr~ andi .. n~wa ki;)la Ranjit dan .. n~wa 
Chitra pictures draW-NPT.IND QM Ranjit know-IND 
'Ranjit knows that Chitra draws pictures: 

man mehe in-n~wa ki~la Chitra-t~ ang~wa-nn~ epaa 
here be .. NPT.IND QM Chitra .. DAT imp}y .. INI' don't 

'Don't indicate to Chitra that I am here: 

lab~n;) sati .. e kaemp~s waha .. n;)wa 
next week-Loc campus dose .. NPT.IND QM 

kbla up~kubp~ti 
vice .. dlancellor 

amaatyansh~p·t~ waartaa k~laa 
ministry-OAT report.PAST 

'The vice-chancellor reported to the ministry that the w1iversity will be dosed 
next week: 

When the main clause has a verb denoting a speech or report activity it may include 
an optional constituent denoting an addressee or repartee, as in (55); (52) does not 
specify the addressee. The verb of the subordinate clause appears inflected for TAM in 
these sentences, which indicates that embedded clauses are not fully reduced clauses. 
Further, if the subordinate clause consists of a vowel-final adjectival predicate, as in 
(52), it must be ended \'\oith the assertion marker -i before joining the quotative marker. 
Such morphological characterizations suggest that the subordinate clause is at the low 
end of the scale of desententiali7.ation (Lehmann 1988). 

'Ihe quotative-marker construction can also incorporate interrogative sentences 
and imperative sentences, as in (56) and (57). 
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(56) Chit:ra Ranjit-gen aehu'\o\'a het~ paati~-~ ya-n~wa <k! ki~la 

Chitra Ranjit-ABI. ask.PAST tomorrow party-nAT go-IND Q QM 
'Chitra asked Ranjit whether he is going to the tomorrow's pa1ty: 

(57) Ranjit do~ waha-nn~ ki~la Chitra-t~ kiiwa 
Ranjit door close--IMP QM Chitra--DAT say.PAST 
'Ranjit asked Chitra to close the door: 

As the two examples above respectively show, the embedded clause may also be placed 
after, or in the middle of, the main clause. 

As becomes explicit from the above data, the subordination realized through the 
quotative marker is not restricted to speech activities; it integrates a range of activi-
ties such as transmission of a message, verbal or otherwise, and cognitive activities or 
states such as thinking and knowing. Other verbs and adjectives capable of incorpo
rating kiala marked embedded clauses include here gahanawa 'shouf, kendiri gaanawa 
'mutter. illanawa 'request: porondu wen3wa 'promise: wiswaas3 k;n·anwa 'believe, bayai 
'be worried' and srekai 'doubt'. 'Ihe embedded clause appears as the object complement 
of such predicates. 

Of particular interest is that the embedded clause with a verb of 'speculatiori, 
i.e. thinking, imagining, expecting, doubting, fearing, or regretting, etc. is expressed 
through the kiala construction as far as it denotes a sense of uncertainty. Observe the 
following example: 

(58) api oyaa ei ki~la balai) hipa 
we you come.INFER QM e:xpeet.P AST 
'We were expecting that you would come: 

The embedded clause is the object complement of the verb 'expect'. 
An embedded clause consisting in an interrogative pronoun may function as the 

object complement, as the following sentences show. 

(59) eyaa mon;,wa k;,r;)-11;)'\o\'a &;, ki;,la kawuru'\o\'at dan-ne naeae 
he what do-IND Q QM anybody know-NPT.Foc no 
'Nobody knows what he does: 

(60) puusa kohom~ aawa <k! ki~la hitaa ga--nn~ blea! 
cat how come.PAST Q QM think.REFL-INF cannot 
'(I) can't think how the cat came (here): 

(61) kaud~ aawe kbla kiya-nn~ 

who.Q come.Foc QM say-IMP 
'(Please) tell me who came: 
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When an interrogative pronoun is present in the embedded clause, the interrogative 
particle da appears separately, as in (59) and (60), or attached to the pronoun, as in (61).3 

2.2 Adnominal clauses 

Adnominal clauses include verbal or adjectivc:ll sentences. The verb of the attributive 
clause is changed to an adjectival form of the present or past tense. 'Ihis form indicates 

the tense of the embedded clause and need not agree with the main clause. Adjectival 
predicates do not inflect for tense. In terms of function, adnominal forms are analo-
gous to the English relative pronouns such as that, which, and who. However, adnomi
nal form does not agree in number or gender with the noun it modifies. 

The following two sentences adapted from two Sinhala proverbs show the 
way things are. 

(62) att--en att<}--t<} pani-n<} kurulla temii nahin;lwa 
branch--ABL branch--DAT jump--NPT.ADJ bird get wet.PP perish.IND 
"Ihe bird that hops from branch to branch will periSh by getting soaked through: 

(63) gah--en wreJ:-unu minihaa-t;) gonaa renna 
tree--ABL fall--PT.ADJ man-DAT bull poke.PAST 
'The bull poked at the man who had follen from the tree: 

In ( 62) the subject of the main clause is modified by an embedded clause whose verb 
is non--past. In (63) the dative object of the main clause is modified by an embed-
ded clause with a past tense verb. The following three proverbs will provide further 

examples. 

(64) kapa-nn;) bceri at;) simbi-n;lwa 
cut-INF unable hand kiss-IND 
'Kiss the hand which cannot be cut: 

(65) pir-unu kal-ee di:l nosaelee 
get filled-PT.ADJ pot-we ·water no shake 
i\ pot which is full of water does not shake: 

( 66) hit<} gi<} teen<} maaligaaw;) 
mind go.PT.ADJ place castle 
The place your heart is in is your castle: 

3· For theoretical issues regarding wh -words and Q element, see Kishimoto 1991, Hagstrom 1998 
and Henadeerage 2002. 
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The sentence in (64) has an adjectival clause attributive to the object noun of the main 
clause. In (65) a short verbal clause is attributive to the locative noun of the main clause. 
In (66) the 'place: denoting the subject of the main clause, is modified by a past tense 
verbal clause. The verbal adjectives of this kind of attributive clauses can be reduplicated 
to give a sense equivalent to the English 'Every ' Consider the following examples. 

(67) gi~ gi~ t~n~ k~~m;71 honda-i 
go.PT.ADJ go.PT.ADJ place food good.AM 
'Every plac.e (we) went we had nice food: 

(68) bab-pu bal;)-pu at;) sen;,g;, pirila 
look-PT.ADJ look-PT.ADJ direction crowd be filled.PP 
'Every direction we looked had large crowds: 

(69) taatta kaq;)-11;71 kaq~-n;71 geqi api ek~tuk;71laa 

father pluck-NPT.ADJ pluck-NPT.ADJ fruits we collect.PAST 
'We collected every fruit that father plucked 

Given that the verb is reduplicated, the embedded clause shows that something occurs 
repeatedly. In (67) the embedded clause modifies the noun indicating the location 
of the main clause. In (68) the repeated action is attributive to the noun indicating 
the orientation of the main event. In (69) the repeated action initiated by the agent 
depicted in the embedded clause modifies the object of the main clause. The noun 
'fruits' is the shared object of both the embedded clause and the main clause. 

Another type of attributive clause involves sensory perceptual nouns. Such notms 
need some extra information to make the utterance fully informative, which is pro
vided by attaching a subordinate clause. 

(70) paar;71 digee lee w~kkerichcchi salakunu tibuna 
road along blood flow.PT .ADJ signs be.P AST 
'There were marks showing that blood had flown along the road: 

(71) ap;)-t;) kaju puchch;l-na suw;71nd-ak dcenuna 
we-DAT casheW-·nUtS fry-NPT.ADJ smeil-INDI' feel.PAST 
'We felt the smell of cashew-nuts being fried: 

(72) mal weqi pupur;)-11;) sadde mehaa-t;) aehe-n;71wa 
firework burst-NPT.ADJ sound here-DAT hear.INVOL-IND 
'The sound of fireworks bursting could be heard from here: 

The words salakunu 'signs: suwandak 'a smell' and sadde 'sound' in these sentences are 
exspanded by subordinate clauses. 

Another type of attributive clause comprises an adjectival predicate as follows. 

(73) eyaa hit;71 bond~ ammanqi--ak 
she mind good woman-INDF 
'She is a woman who is good in heart: 
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(74) eek~ swaabaw:ilG sampat-walin hungak pohosat rat-ak 
it natural resources-PUNS very rich country-INDP 
'It's a country which is very rich in natural resources: 

(75) aurudu panah-ak wit~r;, par;,n~ kaarek-ak hoyaa gan-n;, oonae 
years fifty-II•iDF about old car-INDP find.REPI.-INP want 
'I am looking for a car which is about fifty years old: 

The predicate nouns in (73) and (74) and the object noun in (75) are modified by 
embedded clauses with adjectival predicates. However, given the fact that each modi
fier precedes its head and that postmodification is impossible in Sinhala, it would be 
difficult to judge their syntactic relations out of context. It might be reasonable to sup
pose that the whole construction consisting of modifiers and the head is a nominal 
phrase representing a syntactically undifferentiated relation rather than a clause. 

2.3 Adverbial clauses 

When the embedded clause shows an adverbial behavior being attributive to the main 
clause, it is called an adverbial clause. Subordination occurs through verbal endings, 
inflectional form plus particles, and case markers. Such clausal endings are generally 
called subordinators. The semantic correlates of these clauses include (1) time, (2) cause 
and reason, (3) condition, (4) concession, (5) purpose and intention, (6) proportion, and 
(7) manner. The follm"'ing description is organized according to the semantic functions 
of the subordinate clauses. 

Adverbial clauses of time formed by means of these subordinators are illustrated 

below: 

Verbal endings: -hama/haama 'when' 
-ddi 'while, when' (See Chapter 5:1.1.2) 

Particles: ko(a 'when, by' 

ga.ma1J 'while, soon after' 
fu:e[ie 'soon after' 
teklkal(kan)!turu 'till, until, as long as 
passe 'after' 
issara 'before' 

The -haama inflectional form always appears after the past tense form of a verb, though 
it indicates unspecified time, as shm\"'11 by (76). By contrast, the --deli subordinator 
attaches directly to the verbal root to indicate unspecified time, as in (77). 

(76) mee paa~ singapp\ruru gihaam~ saati-ak aralJ e-nn~ 

this time Singapore go.PT.when sari-INDF buy.PP come-IMP 
'Buy a sari for me when you go to Singapore this time: 
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(77) a. Chitra uya-ddi Ranjit patt~ree bab-n~wa 

Chitra cook-while Ranjit newspaper read-IND 
'While Chitra is cooking, Ranjit reads a newspaper: 

b. Chitra uya-ddi Ranjit nidaa gatta 
Chi.tra cook-while Ranjit sleep.RBFL.PAST 
'While Chitra was cooking. Ranjit slept: 

c. Chitra ebw~lu kapa--ddi at~ ka.'Puna 
Chitra vegetable cut-while hand cut.INVL.PAST 
'While Chitra was preparing vegetables,. she cut her hand (involuntarily): 

In (77a) the adverbial clause denotes a non-past event and in (77b) a past event; in (77 c) 
the subject of the embedded clause and the inalienable possessor of the main clause are 

identical. 
The following examples show how the verbal forms join up with various particles 

in creating adverbial clauses of time. The use of the particle kop is shown in (78). 

(78) a. lankaa-we ay<"l kataa k~r;)-n~ kot~ oluw<"l heminsaeree 
Lanka-LOC people talk.NPT.ADJ when head slowly 

dep~tt~-t~ wan<"lw~-n;,wa 

two sides-nAT move-IND 

'Sri Lankan people move their head slowly from side to side when they talk: 

b. man iie waeq~··t<"l ya··n<"l kot~ Chi.tra·w~ hamb~ unaa 
yesterday work-DAT go-NPT.ADJ while Chitra-Acc meet.PAST 

'While I was going to work yesterday, I met Chitra: 

c. man ya-n;, kot;) Ranjit nidaa gen::> hitia 
go-NPT.ADJ when Ranj:it sleep.RBPI .. PP be.PAST 

'When I went there, Ranjit was sleeping: 

d. bas ek~ e-·n~ kot~ a~-t~ pa-in ya-nn~ puluwan 
bus one come-NPT.ADJ when we··DAT foot-INS go··INF can 
Lit. 'We can go there on foot when the bus comes: 
'We can get there by the time the bus comes: 

The tense of the unspecified temporal clauses in (78) is determined by the tense term 
of the main clause. The sentences (a) and (b) have propositions with concurrent events 
in the non-past tense and the past tense, respectively. The sentences (c) and (d), on 
the other hand, do not denote concurrent events, despite the fact that the same subor
dinator is used for linking the clauses. Here the tense seems to be determined by the 
relation between the subordinate and main clauses. Thus, according to (c), at the time 
when the speaker arrived there, Ranjit had already gone to sleep and was still asleep. 
What we understand from (d) is that the speaker presumes that they can reach the 

destination by the time the bus arrives at the place of speaking. 
The particle gamar; has at least two difterent senses determined by the temporal 

relation of the subordinate clause to the main clause. 
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(79) a. man pan~b-t;:~ ya-n;:~ gamalJ Chit ra-w;:~ hamb;:~we-nnam 

I temple-nAT go-NPT.ADJ while Chitra-ACC meet-oPT 
'fll meet Chitra when I go to the temple: 

b. ged:>r.> gb gamaq man kool ek-ak de-nnam 

home go.PT.ADJ as soon as I call one-INDF give-oPT 
Til give you a call when I get home: 

c.. ged;:~l';:l gi;l haetie man kool ek-ak de--nnaam 

home go.PT.ADJ as soon as I call one-INDF give-oPT 
'I'll give you a call immediately a:il:er 1 get home: 

When the verb of the subordinate clause is in the non-past tense the gamaiJ particle 
expresses concurrent events, as in (a) above, analogous to the English 'while' clause. 
When the verb of the subordinate clause is in the past tense, on the other hand, the 
relation between the two events expressed by the same particle appears to be similar 
to the English 'as soon as e..1Cpression, as in (b). There is another particle to express the 
same relationship as the latter, namely hre[ie, as in (c). However, there is no non-past 
clausal linkage with this particle. 

Three other particle-subordinators expressing temporal clauses are exemplified 
below. 

(80) siinuw:~ gaha-n;l tek/kal/kan lamai balaa in-n:~wa 
bell beat-NPT.ADJ until drildren wait-IND 
'The drildren are waiting till the bell rings: 

(81) man giyaa--t:~ passe oyaa e-nn:~ 

I go.PAST··DAT after you come--IMP 
'You come after 1 go' or 'Follow me after I leave: 

(82) man ya--nn:~ iss:~r;, eyaa !ewilla hitia 
I go--INF before he/she come.PP be.PAST 
'He had come before I go there: 

The particles tek/kal!kan denoting a 'till/untif relationship follow the non-past tense 
verb of the subordinate clause; the particle passe 'after' can only join a past tense verb 
marked in the dative; the verb governed by the particle issara 'before' takes the infini
tive form. This implies not only that the subordinate verb is governed by the particles 
but also that the inflectional form correlates with the particle semantics. It can also be 
observed that the particles passe 'after' and issara 'before' function as pragmatic par
ticles as well as relational nouns which mark nominal and adverbial constituents, in 
the latter case, with regular case markers like dative, licensing constituents within the 
clausal boundary. 

Adverbial clauses of cause and reason are mainly formed with case markers 
and inflection plus the particles hinda or nisaa. The case forms include the dative -p 
and the instrumental/ablative --in which are suffixed to the past or non--past form of 
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the subordinate verb. The particles occur with past or non-past adjectival forms of 
the verb. 

(83) ikm;,n;}t;, aawa-in no-temi beeruna 
quickly come.PAST-INS not-get wet.PP be savedPAST 
'I was able to save myself without getting wet (from rain) since I came hurriedly: 

(84) a. oyaa gee sudoh k;;~:r.mawa--ta eyaa gewa--1ma oonre 
you house clean-IND-DAT he pay-INF must 
'He must pay you for your cleaning the house;' 

b. wahale hada-la dunna-t;, pi!) sidd;, weewa 
roof make-PP give.PAST-DAT merits OCCUI'-OPT 
'May merits be with you (many thanks) for mending the roof for us: 

(85) a. Ranjit nidi hinda api kataa bl-ee n~e<e 

Ranjit asleep since we call.PT-Poc no 
'Since Ranjit was asleep we didn't call him: 

b. Chitra illuwa hinda mal) yatur;) dunna 

Chitra ask.PT.ADJ since I key give.PAST 
'I gave the key (to her) since Chitra asked for u: 

(86) oyaa ki::>-nJ ni">aa mal) de-nnam 
you say-NPT.ADJ since I give-oPT 
Til give it (to him) since you say (to do so): 

The instrumental--marked subordinate clause in the past tense in (83), the dative-
marked subordinate clause in the non-past tense in (84a) and the dative--marked sub-
ordinate clause in the past tense in ( 84b) all express causal relations with respect to the 
corresponding main clause. The sentences in (85) and (86) respectively appear with 
the particles hinda and nisaa expressing cause and reason. The particular stative predi-
cate used in the subordinate clause in (85a) does not show inflectional characteristics. 
As seen in (85b) and (86), a verbal predicate inflects for the adjectival form, past or 
non-past, before linking with a particle to express cause and reason. 

A causal relation can also be expressed by the perfect participle clause. In some 
cases the causal relation is implied rather than explicitly expressed. In some cases, 
however, the relation is more explicit. 

(87) a. Ranjit kakula kaepila ispiritaale-tJ aralJ giya 
Ranjit leg cut.INVL.PP hospital-nAT carry.PAST 
'Ranjit was taken to hospital because he had cut his leg/foot (involuntarily). 

b. Chitra gamee gihin Ranjit-tJ uya-nn;;~ we-laa 
Chitra village go.PP Ranjit-DAT cook.INl' be,:ome--PP 
Ranjit has to cook because Chitra has gone to her home town: 
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Although the speaker does not assert the causal relation, the construction consisting 

of a past participle clause and a main clause associated with a relevant context as given 

above expresses a sequential relation of cause and effect. 
Another causal subordinator, which has not caught the attention of scholars, is 

the quotative particle kiala, which is used with the formally finite form of the sub

ordinate verb. 

(88) a. ad;J maa~m e-n;)wa ki;J]a amma kaeun had;J-ll;)Wa 
today uncle come-IND Q.M mother rice-cake make-IND 
'Mother is making rice-cakes hearing that uncle would come today: 

b. man giyaa kiala waeq--ak we--i ~ 

I go-PAST QM work-INDF become.INFBR Q 

Ut. 'Does it make any sense if I went there?' 
'Will my going there make any sense?' 

c. lamea wref:e-i kbla maiJ allagatta 
child fall-INFER QM I hold.PAST 
Ut. 'I held the child assuming that he may fall: 
'I held the child so that he would not fall down: 

The subordinate clause marked by kiala in this particular construction expresses 

the supposed reason for the event encoded by the main clause. In all the three 

sentences above the embed.d.ed events are reasons or motivations supposed by the 
subject participants of their main clauses. The quotative marker kiala implies that 

the subordinate clause embodies thought or (unsaid) speech emanating from a 

participant of the consequent, i.e. the subject of the main clause. This is further 

demonstrated by the inferential expressions frequently used in this construction, 

as in (88b and c). 

Conditional clauses are introduced by an inflectional form or a particle. The inflec

tiona} suffix is -ot; this inflectional form is realized through the past tense verb. The 

particle is naiJ, which is attached to the finite verb form of the subordinate clause. 

(89) a. heta waessot gamana kal daa-mu 
tomorrow rain.coND trip postpone-HORT 
'Let's postpone the trip if it rains tomorrow: 

b. oyaa kolamba giyot duwa-ta maalay-ak arai) e-nna 
you Colombo go.coND daughter--nAT necklace-INDF buy.PP come-·IMP 
'If you go to Colombo, (please) buy a necklace for our daughter: 

c. kol;)mba rassaawa-ka-ta giyot aye gama-ta e-nn-e nrere 
Colombo job--INDl'··DAT go.coND again village--DAT come-NPT··l'OC no 
'If you go to a _job in Colombo, you'll not return to your native village: 
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(90) a. oyaa rassaw~-t~ ya-n~wa nalJ mam~ wreq~kaar~-ek 

you job-nAT go-IND if I house-servant-INDF 
'I'll employ a house-servant if you go to work: 

b. oyaa kohlmbJ ya-nJwa nat) duwJ-tJ maal;,y-ak 
you C'..olombo go.IND if daughter-nAT necklace-INDF 

arru.J e-nn~ 
buy.PP come--IMP 

'If you go to Colombo, (please) buy a necklace for our daughter: 

c. wreren ek~ aawa nat) ap~·ta-t ya-nn~ tibuna 
van one come.PAST if We-DAT-tOO go-INF be.PAST 
'If the van had come, we could have gone (joined), too: 

gan-nam 
take-OPT 

The examples in (89) show how conditional senses are expressed through the inflec
tional form of the subordinate verb whereas the sentences in (90) include conditional 
clauses introduced by the particle. Notice that the particle is linked with a past or 
non-past base. The expression of hypothetical conditions may be weak, strong or 
neutral depending on factors such as the form of the conditional subordinator, the 
type of the main clause, and the presence or absence of an identical subject. In some 
cases, a particle-mediated sentence cannot be transformed to an inflectionally formed 
sentence, and vice versa. This applies to (90c) in which a counterfactual statement is 
made through the main clause. In some cases, however, the subordinators are inter-
changeable, as demonstrated by the pair of (89b) and (90b ). The semantic boundaries 
between the two types are not yet clear. 

Adverbial clauses of concession are formed with the dative case marker -(a and the 
inflectional ending -at. The dative marker is suffixed to the past f()rm of the subordinate 
verb, and the inflection for concession is invariably associated with the past base. 

(91) a. Ranjit pansal giyaa-t~ mal pl.Rlja k~ra-nn--e nrere 
Ranjit temple go.PAST-DAT flowers offer.NPT.Foc no 
~though Ranjit goes to the temple, he doesn't offer flowers: 

b. eya panti-e hitia-tJ hitJ wenJ kohewat 
she/he class-we be.PAST-DAT mind else somewhere 
~though he is in the class, his heart is in somewhere else: 

(92) a. man kataa kJlat eyaa nrew~tun-ee nrere 
I call.coNc she/he stop.PT-FOC no 
~though I called him, he didn't stop' 

b. oyaa epaa kiiwat mamJ ya--nJwa 
you no say.coNc I go-IND 

'Even though you ask me not to, I'll be going: 

The subordinator appearing as the dative form, as in (91) or inflectional form, as in 
(92), expresses a clear incompatibility between the antecedent represented by the 
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subordinate clause and the consequent represented by the main clause: notwithstand
ing a fact being expressed as the antecedent, the main clause maintains a second fact, 
which makes them concessive sentences. 

Concessive clauses may share some features with conditional sentences by relating 
some antecedent conditions to a consequent. Such concessive conditionals obtain in 
the following sentences. 

(93) a. wreq~ k~lat nretat ee gollan-1~ paqi 
work do.coNc no.coNc those people--nAT salary 
'Whether they work or not, they get their salary: 

b. kochch;)r;) hamb;) k;)lat hit -ee satut -ak meae 
how much earn.coNc mind-we happiness-INDP no 
'No matter how much we earn, there is no happiness in our heart: 

Purpose clauses are expressed through the infinitive marker. The infinitive form 
in Sinhala, diachronically, is produced by adding the dative form to a nominalized 
verb (Geiger 1938). Since the dative is the vehicle for a semantic goal, the use of the 
dative/infinitive for expressing a goal, purpose or intention is a logical extension (Gen
etti 1986). These facts are resonant with the formation of purpose clauses. Look at the 
examples below. 

(94) api perJhi:leld bala-nnJ({J) Kandy giyaa 
we festival see-INP Kandy go.PAST 
'We went to Kandy to see the Perahera Festival: 

(95) Chitra magulgedJrJ ya-nnJ(tJ) saari-ak gatta 
Chitra wedding go--INP sari--INDF buy.PAST 
'Chitra bought a sari to go to the wedding: 

(96) mage a~has;) kohom;)hari upaadi-ak gan-n;)(ta)-i 
my idea however degree-INDF get-INF··AM 
'My idea is to get a degree at any cost: 

Infinitive clauses express a purpose or a motive for the events denoted by the main 
clauses. While in (94) and (95) intentions are situated anterior to concrete actions, in 
(96) the intention itself becomes the proposition: the postposed subordinate clause 
denotes the content of the intention. 

Adverbial clauses of proportion are formed with the adjectival base of the verb 
plus the particles hre[iafa and taramafa. 

(97) a. waeq;) b1';)--n;) hreti;)t;) paqi gew;)-n;)wa 
work do--NPT.ADJ as salary pay-IND 
'The salary is paid in proportion to the work you do: 

b. mahansi we-n;, tarJmJtJ aadaayJmJ honda-i 
work hard.~-;t>T.ADJ to the extent income good-AM 
'The harder you work the higher grows the income: 
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Adverbial clauses of manner are expressed with the adjectival base of the verb 
plus the particle widiap. 

(98) eyaa ki<}--n<} widi<}t<} 

she/he say-·NPT.ADJ as 
'Let's work as she says: 

api w<e<l_<} bf0}--mu 

we work--HORT 

3· Mixed sentences 

In the above description, for simplicity's sake, examples were deliberately restricted 
to biclausal sentences to help readers understand the clause linkages under discus
sion without overstraining them. However, it is not uncommon in actual discourse 
to express ideas with layered combinations of clauses, coordinated and subordinated, 

particularly in adult speech. Such a mixed sentence may include finite clauses as well 
as non--finite clauses. 

Two examples are examined here. The following sentence incorporates three 
adverbial clauses with three coordinated clauses. 

(99) wreq;, kaa:t·;,-ek gatta-ham;, wreq;, k;,lat nretat 

house-servant-INDF take.PAST-when work do.coNc no.coNc 

eyaa-t<} pad_i gewa-nn<} oonce kre<em<} de-nn<} oonce 

she/he--DAT wage pay-INI' must food give--INI' must 

as<}nii~ un--ot beet anti) de--nn<} oome 

ill be.PAST-COND medicine buy.PP give-INF must 

'V\.l'h_en we employ a house-servant, whether he works or not, we have to pay him a 
wage, feed him, and buy him medicine in case he becomes m: 

First, we can find two adverbial clauses subordinated to the matrix sentence, namely, 

the temporal clause wa::qa kaaraek gattahama 'when we employ a house--servant' and the 
concessive conditional clause wreqa blat nretat 'whether he works or not'. The object 

of the first adverbial clause ('house-servant') and the subject of the second adverbial 
clause are identical, and hence the latter is deleted. The matrix sentence consists of 

three conjoined clauses: eyaa-- {a paqi gewanna oonc:e 'have to pay him a wage'; kc:ec:ema 
denna oonre 'give him food'; beet armJ denna oonre 'buy him medicine: 1he subject of 

neither clause appears overtly: given that the proposition is a general statement, the 
subject of the first clause ('we') is elliptical as it is pragmatically retrievable whereas in 

the two other clauses the ellipsis is due to the identical subject deletion rule. However, 
the three clauses are not equal in the sense that the last one is modified by an adverbial 
clause, namely the conditional clause asaniipa urzot 'in case she/he becomes ill'. 
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The next sentence, as given below, includes one nominal clause, one adnominal 
clause and two adverbial clauses with two coordinated clauses and one subordinate 
clause. 

(100) wahi--n:.~wa ki:.~la waeq~-t~ ya-nn--e naetuw:.~ 

Rain-IND QM work-·DAT go--NPT--Foc no.PP 

ged:.~r~ hiti~ Ranjit wress~ paeaeuwa-t:.~ passe 
home be.PT.ADJ Ranjit rain stop.PAST-DAT after 

mok<)d;) k;)ranne ki;)la kalp;,naa k;)ra-nn<) patan gatta 
what.Q do-NPT-FOC QM think-INF begin.PAST 

'Ranjit who stayed home -without going to work because of rain began to think what 
he would do when the rain stops: 

The subject noun of the sentence, Ranjit, is modified by a relative clause. The verbal 
adjectival form functions as the subordinator. This adnominal clausal construction 
consists of two coordinated clauses: The two clauses wceqap yanne ncetuwa 'doesn't go 
to work and' and gedara hi(ia 'stay at home' are coordinated by the perfect participle 
form attached to the former. It is preceded by an adverbial clause with the quotative 
marker kiala functioning as the subordinator. 'This adverbial clause expresses the sup
posed reason for Ranjit's not going to work. Now Ranjit is thinking, according to the 
matrix sentence. The nominal clause 'what to do' attached by the quotative marker to 
the main verb 'thinking' is its object complement. There is another adverbial clause 
left, which appears between the subject and the verbal complex of the main clause, 
as wcessa pc:eceuwata passe 'after the rain stops: Whether it modifies the main verb 
'thinking' or the embedded clause 'what to do' is not dear. Depending on the locus of 
modification it may be interpreted either as 'when Ranjit started thinking the rain had 
stopped' or as 'Ranjit is thinking what to do after the min: 

As becomes explicit by this description, Sinhala admits clause chaining, according 
to which a chain of clauses denoting a chain of events is produced through non-finite 
verb forms. One of the most convenient verbal forms that can be used as both coor
dinator and subordinator is the perfect participle form. As already mentioned, even 
the quotative marker kiaia has developed from a perfect participle form of the verb 
kianawa 'say'. Below is an extreme case of clause chaining: 

(1 01 ) haamuduruwo gam -ee ip:.~dilaa 

the Buddhist priest village-we born(PP) 

gam-ee pansal-en igen;) gen;) 

village-we templc-ABL learn.PP 

looke gaen~ daen:.~ gan--na-t oonae ki~la 

world about knoW.RBFL··INI'--tOO must QM 
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wishwa widyaale gihin 
university go.PP 

upaadi-ak ~ gen<) 
degree-INDF take.REFI..PP 

iit~ passe iskoo~ patwiim-ak 
then school appointment··INDI' 

lam:lin-~ ugann<)-laa 
children-oAT teach-PP 

arai) 
take.PP 

gam:l-ta-t rat~-ta-t wisaal:l seeW<)-ak k0)~-la 

village-oAT-too country-oAT-too large service-INOP do-PP 

dam wisraam;} a!;} gen;} 
now retirement take.REFL.PP 

pans:ll-ee wiweek-en in-n:lwa 
temple-we rest-INS be-IND 

' This Buddhi..'lt monk was born in the village, received education from the village 
temple, entered the university with the purported cause ofknowing about the 
world. completed a degree, then got a teaching appointment at a school. taught 
children, did a great service to the village as well as to the country and now is 
restfully living in retirement at this temple: 



CHAPTER 11 

Sentence and information structure 

To understand the composition of a sentence comprehensively, we need to pay atten
tion to the aspects of discourse and pragmatics and, in particular, information struc
ture, and how they influence sentence formation. This chapter aims to describe such 
pragmatic aspects as the topic-comment organization and the focus phenomenon. 

1. TI1e topic-comment organization 

Sinhala does not have a specific morpheme to mark the topic. The initial position of 
sentence is generally identified as the topic position. In a prototypical declarative sen
tence which expresses the speaker's judgment regarding information structure the first 
constituent of the clause, which is conflated with the grammatical subject, nominative 
or non-nominative, represents the topic component. While this part of the clause says 
what the message is basically going to be 'abouf, the rest of the clause provides themes
sage or some state of affairs which constitutes a comment about the chosen element. 

Some examples are provided below with sentences providing locational informa·· 
tion. A locational sentence consists of at least two constituents: the nominative nomi
nal denotes a located entity while the noun phrase with the locative marking represents 
locational information including orientation with respect to ~;orne other object. All the 
linguistic choices including the selection of NPs and their linear order are made in 
conformity with contextual factors such as speaker's purpose, the structure of infor
mation and the listener's sphere of knowledge, etc. Consider the following examples: 

(1) lamai pitt<}ni--e in--n<}wa 
children yard-we be··IND 
''Ihe Children are in the yard:' 

(2) patt<}ree meese uq<} tiye--n~wa 

newr.paper table on be··IND 
'The newspaper is on the table:' 

In these sentences the nominative constituent occupying the initial position of the 
clause establishes its referent as the element which the clause is going to be about. Note 
that these noun phrases are definite nouns in both sentences: the definiteness presup·· 
poses that the starting point of information is already known to the listener. Such noun 
phrases representing "old information" are typical topics, while the rest of the clause, 
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consisting of the locative NP and the existential verb, gives "new information" about 
the located object and can be taken as comment. This structure of information will be 
evident from an examination of the contexts in which these sentences can be uttered 
naturally. The sentences (1) and (2) are appropriate as responses to the questions asked 
about the relevant located entities equivalent to (3) and (4), respectively. 

(3) vV'here have all these children gone? 
(4) Do you know where the newspaper is? 

They will not be appropriate responses to the questions like 

(3') Who are there in the yard in these late hows? 
(4') Can you say what's on the table? 

The person who is asking the questions in (3) or (4) obviously has the relevant located 
entities in his sphere of knowledge; only their whereabouts are not known to the 
speaker. Therefore it is reasonable to judge that the Sinhala sentences given above are 
used to convey some locational information about a known entity. Our explanation for 
the definiteness can be compared with the observations made by Clark 1978, which 
presents some basic insights into the discourse rules governing locational sentences. 
According to Clark, "1he absence of indefinite nominals in initial position reflects a 
general discourse constraint in languages~ (Clark 1978, p.88).This kind of locational 
sentences is called a Locative Construction. The word order will be 

(5) a. [NP def + LOCATIVE+ v exist] for SOV languages and 
b. [NP def + v exist + LOCATIVE] for SVO languages. 

In contrast to the locative construction, there prevails another construction, referred 
to in the literature as Existential Construction, where the locative precedes the subject 
which is denoted by an indefinite nominal. 'Ihe basic word order of existential sen
tences appears to be fixed universally: 

(6) a. [LOCATIVE+ NPindef + v exist] for SOV languages and 
b. [LOCATIVE+ v exist + NPtnderl for SVO languages. 

The following examples will be illustrative: 

(7') pitt~ni-e ball-ek in-n;lwa 
yard-l.OC dog-INDF be-IND 
'There is a dog in the yard: 

(8') meese uq~ patt~~-ak ti-una 
table on newspaper··INDI' be··PAST 
'There was a newspaper on the table: 

In existential sentences, as exemplified by (7) and (8) above, the locative NPs func
tion as the 'starting point of the message' (Halliday 1985, p.39). They are not only the 
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starting point of each clause but also considered as definite elements in that they are 
identified by the speaker and also identifiable by the listener. Thus the locative element 
constitutes the topic part of the sentence. The topic NP is followed by the nominative 
phrase marked for indefiniteness. This nominative constituent together with the exis
tential verb bring new information and serve as the comment component. 

The appearance of the locative phrase in the initial position in existential sen
tences accords with the 'Iopic + Comment order. Kuno 1973 assumes that the locatives 
are preposed very early, at the level of the "deep" underlying structure, because of a 
general tendency in a continuous discourse to start sentences with old information 
and to introduce new information toward the end of the sentence. When the subject 
nominal is indefinite, the locative usually appears to be definite and moves to the ini
tial position in existential sentences. Thus it seems to be a natural phenomenon for 
existential sentences to have locatives preposed; it would be awkward, on the other 
hand, tor the locative to remain in a non-initial position. Compare the following (7') 
and (8') sentences below with (7) and (8) above: 

(7') ?ball--ek pitt~ni--e in--n~wa 

dog--INDl' yard--we be--IND 
''Ihere is a dog in the yard: 

(8') ?patt~r<}·-ak meese u<t~ ti-tma 

newspaper-INDF table on be-PAST 
'There was a newspaper on the table: 

They are awkward because there is some confusion over which element is going to be 
the staring point or topic and which is going to be new intormation or comment part. 
The problematic (7') and ((8') sentences will sound natural if some morphosyntactic 
adjustment is made as in (7'') and (8''). 

(7") ball-ek pitt;)ni-e .nat) in-nawa 
dog-INDF yard-LOC CONTR be-IND 

'A dog in the yard, there is one: 

(8'') patt~~-ak meese ucf~ nag tie-nawa 

newpaper--INDI' table on CONTR be--IND 
'A newspaper on the table, there is one: 

What has been done here is adding the contrastive particle na1J to the locative con
stituent. This suggests that the locative has become the focused constituent with the 
contmstive particle added after it. 

Do the sentences in (7") and (8"), then, defy the general discourse constraint 
that indefinite nominals are absent in initial position (Clark, 1978; Kuno, 1973)? 
As Chandralal 2005 has suggested, though the subject nominals are suffixed with an 
indefinite marker, they are not semantically indefinite. They are anaphoric, that is, 
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continuing with something already introduced in the preceding discourse. This can 
be proved by an important fact related to intonation: there is a dear pause, "a think
ing space': between the first constituent and the rest of the sentence. In this sense, the 
superficially indefinite nominals in (7") and (8") are effectively anaphoric: The subject 
nominal refers to a type of entity or a class familiar to both the speaker and the listener. 
Thus it can remain as the topic or be thematic owing it its anaphoric relation. This 
is also proved by the fact that these sentences will never be used discourse-initially. 
Therefore, we maintain that they follow the general principle of"old information first': 
Following Kuno 1973, we may also assume that the sentences were f()rmed by postpos-
ing the locative phrase to allow it together with the particle nat} to obtain a contrastive 
reading and the subject nominal to remain as topic. 

The fact that an NP with an identifiable referent is anaphoric and semantically 
definite and hence can occur in the sentence-initial position is essentially a discourse 
process arising from the pragmatic presupposition including the conditions of"iden
tifiability" and "salience" discussed in the literature (Chafe 1976; Lambrect1994, etc.). 
From situations void of such pragmatic conditions may emerge topic-less utterances 
which cannot be categorized as prototypical declarative sentences. Sentences uttered 
through immediate perception \\ith some emotions, rather than with the intention 
of providing comments or additional information about a specific element chosen as 
topic, fall into this category. Th.e sentences given in (7') and (8') as awkward can be 
converted to exclamatory sentences "With appropriate lexical and semantic environ
ments to sound completely natural as follows. 

(9) ball--ek taappe uq~ in--n~wa 

dog··INDF wall on be-IND 
"Ihere is a dog on the wall: 

(10) patt;,r;,-ak wahale uq;, 
newspaper-INDF roof on 
'There is a newspaper on the roof. 

tie-n:lwa 
be-IND 

These sentences cannot be divided into the elements of topic and comment The speaker's 
perception is grasped as an entire scene through the words arranged lineally. Since 
such sentences only refer to the events occurring in the immediate context of situa
tion, they cannot appear in the past tense. This nuance of meaning disappears when 
the locative phrase is preposed. 

Existential sentences with preposed locatives can be used as deictic statements. 
The definiteness of the locative or its nature as a mutually apprehended element, which 
is directly related to deixis, is one of the most typically identified features in describing 
existential sentences. Observe the follo"Wing existential sentences, equally identifiable 
as deictic expressions in the sense that they are used to indicate a particular situation, 
the speaker's perceptual cognition, to the addressee. 



(11) oluw-e roqq-ak 
head-we du'lt-INDF 

(tie-n;lwa) 
(be-IND) 

'There is some dust on your head: 
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(12) nik:lt-e bat re~y-ak (tie-n:lwa) 
chin-we rice grain-INDF (be-IND) 
'There is a grain of rice on your chin:('You have a crumb on your chin:) 

(13) oy;l gah-ee katu (tie--n;lwa) 
that tree-we thorns (be-IND) 
'There are thorns on that tree: 

A noteworthy feature regarding these sentences is that they appear in actual use 
without verbs. If these sentences are used to assert the existence of an entity in a 
given location, they function as existential sentences and require the presence of the 
existential verb. In such existential sentences the initial locative phrase represents 
the topic and the rest of the sentence including the existential verb represents the 
comment component. If these sentences are used as deictic statements reporting a 
perceptual experience in the immediate context to the addressee, they do not require 
the presence of an existential verb in surface form. The two nominal constituents 
seem to be adequate to achieve the purpose. In other words, the immediate expres-· 
sion of the location-located relation need not be structured according to the topic
comment organization. 

When existential sentences are used to unambiguously express the existence of 
some entity, that is the sentence is in the ordinary declarative mode and is not deictic, the 
obligatory presence of the existential verb is required. Look at the following sentences. 

(14) deiyo in-n:lwa 
gods be-IND 
'Gods exist: 

(15) Indiyaaw-e koti in-n:>wa 
India-we tigers be-IND 
'There are tigers in India: 

(16) kand-e pa:nS;)l-ak tie-n;lwa 
mountain-I.OC temple-INDF be-IND 
'There is a temple on the mountain: 

The main function of these sentences is to assert the existence of some entity. In that 
case, the existing entity, located place and the existential verb all comprise the com
posite structure of the topic-comment organization. These sentences will not be well
formed without existential verbs. 

A similar differentiation can be observed with regards to locative sentences, too. 
Hrst observe the situation when locative sentences are used as deictic statements. 
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When locative sentences are used to report a perceptual experience to the addressee 
in the immediate context, it is understood as occurring in the present, i.e. the speech 
time. Observe the following sentence: 

( 17) kanna{t~ nal:.~l-e 
glasses forehead--LOc 
'The glasses are on your forehead: 

Sentence (17) smmds natural without the existential 'be' verb; its naturalness v..ill be 
threatened if the 'be' verb is inserted. This means that the linear arrangement of the 
nominative constituent and the locative phrase is adequate to convey the perceptual 
experience of an immediate context, and the information need not wrapping up in the 
topic-comment cover. 

When the speaker intends to express locational information regarding a particular 
entity using the locative construction, there are two options available to him depending 
on the context. For example, while (18a) will be an appropriate response to a question 
like Where is the boss?, the variant with the 'be' verb in (18b) cannot be used felicitously 
in the same context. 

(18) a. mahatteya kantooru-we 
boss offi.ce-I.oc 
'Boss is in the office: 

b. mahatteya kantooru-e 
boss office-we 
'Boss is in the office: 

in-·nawa 
be-IND 

The variant in (18b) will be appropriate only as a response to a speculation such as 
It seems that the boss is absent today, because the function of the 'be' verb here is not 
just establishing the relation between the location and the located entity but also to 
assert the existence of the entity in the given location. In such a context the locative 
sentence should retain the existential verb. vVhile a single locative constituent may 
form the comment against a nominative constituent representing the topic in some 
contexts, as in (18a), in another context the locative constituent and the existential 
verb together constitute the comment component, as in (18b ). 

If the locative construction is used to denote a locational situation in the declara
tive sense and not to express an immediate temporal context as in (17), it \\-ill require 
the topic--comment structure to cover the intended message as (17') shows below. 

(17') kannad,iya laachchu-e tie-nawa 
glasses drawer-we be-n.iD 
'The glas.~es are in the drawer: 
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However, it is difficult to know whether a sentence turns out to be a transient locative, 
general locative, or a deictic locative without considering their correlated intonation 
patterns. How can we differentiate between the following three sentences? 

(19) a. kurulla at--ee 
bird hand-we 
'The bird is on his hand: 

b. kurulla kuud_u-we in-n:lwa 
bird nest-we be-IND 
''Ihe bird is in the nest: 

c. kurulla at--ee in--n~wa 

bird hand--LOC be-IND 
'The bird is on his hand: 

The example in (l9a) may denote a transient location which allows the drop of the exis-· 
tential verb whereas sentence (19b) denotes a locational situation perceived as a more 
general state. Still it will be difficult to decide the state of (19c): it might be an exclama
tory or a deictic expression. In (19a) the intonation nucleus \\'ill be \\ith the locative 
phrase that introduces new information whereas in (l9b) the intonation nucleus may 
pattern with the 'be' verb, which is used to assert the existence of the located entity in 
the given location, or it may be distributed over the locative phrase and the 'be' verb 
equally. In (19c) the intonation nucleus may spread across the whole sentence equally. 
These facts point to the comment component of each sentence: in (19a) the comment 
is the locative phrase and in ( 19b) it is the locative phrase plus the existential verb; 
(19c) does not follow the topic-comment pattern. The exact information contained in 
the individual sentences is therefore determined by contextual factors including the 
speaker's purpose and judgment on the scene. 

Although our discussion was centered around the patterns of locative sentences, 
topic/comment organization can be observed with some other constructions, too. Let 
us take, for example, the dative subject construction. The dative subject will function 
as the topic, and the rest of the clause v.ill represent the comment. 

(20) Ranjit--t~ taraha giyaa 
Ranjit--DAT anger go.PAST 
'Ranjit got angry: 

(21) Chitra-t~ patt:lree paeaegunaa 
Chitra-DAT newspaper step on.INVL.PAST 
'Chitra stepped on the newspaper inadvertently: 

(22) ma-t~ put-ek in-n~wa 

1--DAT I>'On--INDF be--IND 
'I have a son: 
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The dative subjects denoting the participant of an emotional experience in (20), an invol
untary participant in (21) and a possessor in (22) are chosen as topic since they are 
salient participants of the events. 'Ihe rest of the clause, including nouns denoting an 
emotion, object or an animate being and verbs of motion, involitive/existential states, 
represents the comment. 

While the subject becomes the unmarked or 'default' topic, the use of another ele
ment of the sentence in the topic position is possible as a marked option. 

(23) hamdrerew~··t~ mal) e--nnam 
evening-DAT I come-oPT 
'In the evening I'll visit you: 

'Ihe adverbial constituent, the first element of the sentence, has become the topic in 
this sentence. 

From the beginning our stance has been that there is no particular morpheme 
to mark the topic in Sinhala but a caveat should be added. In informal, non-standard 
language a nominal constituent may be marked as topic by the postposition rewilla.1 

(24) api rewilla hor.lt~ weed_~ k~r.ln~ minissu newei 
we TM dishonestly work.NPT people no 
'We are not the kind of people that work dishonestly: 

Another morphological marker of topic, nary, gives the sentence both topic and con
trastive readings. 

(25) Ranjit nal) paas unaa 
Ranjit TM pass.P AST 
~for Ranjit, he passed (the exam): 

While all the examples given so far have nominal constituents for topics, it is also pos
sible that clauses be chosen as topics. 

(26) waeq:l k~ra-nn~ amaaru-i 
work-INF hard-AM 
Lit. 'Working is hard: 
'It is hard to work? 

(27) kiya-nn~ naiJ leesi-i 
say·-INF TM easy··AM 
Lit. 'Saying is easy: 
'Easier said: 

1. The origin of the postposition can be traced to the verb enawa. rewilla is the past participle 
form of this verb. 
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In these sentences the first element, a verbal clause, is chosen as the topic. 
As this description reveals, the topic-comment organization in Sinhala plays a 

fundamental role in shaping morpho-syntactic aspects of sentences and it seems cru
cially involved with semantic, pragmatic and discourse-related factors, such as context, 
identifiability, the definite/indefinite distinction, anaphoric relations, deixis, salience, 
perceptual information, etc. 

2. The focus structure 

The Sinhala focused sentence construction has a prominent role in its gmmmar. It has 
a wide-ranging marking system: focus may be marked morphologically, syntactically, 
or suprasegmentally. Known as 'cleft', 'pseudo-cleft: 'emphatic' or 'focused' construc
tion, it has been treated with particular attention in a number of studies (Gair 1970 
and 1983; Fernando 1973; De Abrew 1981; Kishimoto 1991; Kariyakarawana 1992; 
Hagstrom 1998; Henadeerage 2002). 

Sinhala uses a special marking of the tensed verb for focus construction; the focus 
affix -nne is used for the present and -e for the past. The following examples show how 
focus appears in sentences. Observe that the example in (28) is a neutral sentence, that 
is, since the verb is not marked for special emphasis, no constituent is focused. In other 
words, its verb is identical \'\-ith focus. 

(28) Ranjit wiidun~ binda 
Ranjit glass break.PAST 
'Ranjit broke the glass: 

In contrast, (29a through g) are all focused sentences. When the focus form appears on 
the verbal predicate it indicates that one of the constituents of the clause, an element 
external to the verb. is focused. Notice the difference in verb form: the ending -a/aa 
appears on a finite tensed verb in a neutral sentence like (28) while the verb ends in -e 
in focused sentences like (29a--g). 

(29) a. Ranjit wiidun~ bind .. e 
Ranjit glass break.PAST .. l'OC 

'It was Ranjit that broke the glass: or 
'It was the glass that Ranjit broke: 

b. Ranjit tamai wiidurw bind-e 
Ranjit Fm glass break.PAST-Foc 
'It was indeed Ranjit that broke the glass: 
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c. Ranjit wiidunk! tamai hind-e 
Ranjit glass PM break.PAST-Foc 
'It was indeed the glass that Ranjit broke: 

d. wiidunk! bind-e Ranjit 
glass break.PAST-Foc Ranjit 
'It was Ranjit that broke the glass: 

e. Ranjit bind-e wiiduru;l 
Ranjit break.PAST·I'OC glass 
'It was the glass that Ranjit broke: 

f. RANJIT wiidurw bind-e 
Ranjit glass break.PAST-Foc 
'It was Ranjit that broke the glass: 

g. Ranjit WIIDURU;) bind-e 
Ranjit glass break.PAST·I'OC 
'It was the glass that Ranjit broke: 

For (a), two possible readings are available. The readings are associated '1.\'i.th different 
choices of focus: one with Ranjitand the other with the glass.1he sentences (b) and (c) 

show morphologically marked focus: the particle tamai added to the relevant constitu
ent indicates association with focus. Rightward movement of the focused constitu-

ent leads to nullify-ing ambiguity, as in (d) and (e); they are examples of structurally 
marked focus, i.e. through verb marking plus phrase structure. Ambiguity can also be 
removed with emphatic stress, as in (f) and (g), which is indicated by capital letters. 

Association with focus is expressed through intonation in such cases. 

Three aspects of focus marking in Sinhala are summarized by Gair and Sumangala 
(1991) as follows: 

Focus marking in Sinhala: 

a. -E (Emphatic form or focus affix) is structure-specific, and is not a form with 

general nominal distributions, 
b. It indicates that the focus is external to, i.e. does not include, the verb. That is, 

it requires a verb external focus, 
c. is in complementary distribution with the most common finite verbal affix -A, 

and like it, follows tense. 

By analyzing the focused sentence construction, we can show that some semantic and 

pragmatic characteristics are systematically related to the form of the sentence though 
they may not appear overtly. Crucial to the discussion are the two semantic notions of 

focu.s and presupposition. As pointed out by Jackendoff 1 W2, the division ofthe semantic 
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representation into focus and presupposition is reflected in the syntactic structure of the 
sentence. The focus of a sentence is the part of it that presents new information and is 
often marked by stress, while the presuppositions are the propositions assumed by the 
speaker to be shared by him and the hearer. 

This suggests that the focus structure has something in common with the top-· 
ic-comment organization. The topic comprises part of the presupposition including 
context-construable information. 1he comment, on the other hand, presents new 
information which is available for the subsequent development in the discourse. The 
comment part wiiduru.~ binda 'broke the glass' in (28) may include a kind of fixus 
sometimes referred to as presentational focus. However, this type of focus is to be dis
tinguished from contrastive focus presented in (29a through g) whose focused constit
uent is selected as the appropriate variable after rejecting a class of possible contrasts 
with the focus. For example, for (29b) the reading available is that it was not some-
body else but Ranjit that broke the glass; in (29c) the noninvolvement of an alternative 

participant is contrasted with the object constituent 'It was nothing else but the glass 
that Ranjit broke: The class of possible contrasts represents the range of information 
over which communication participants, the speaker or the hearer, are uncertain. The 
semantic function of the focus is providing this tmpredictable information by choos
ing the appropriate variable. 

Let us look at some important characteristics of Sinhala focused sentences. As seen 
in (29b) and (29c) above, the focused constituent is marked by the particle tamai. Apart 
from tamai, there is a range of focus-marking particles which include the interrogative da 
'question: the emphatic yi, lu 'hearsaY, naiJ 'if: ne 'n'est-ce paS, focus negation newei, and 
dubitative yre. Their occurrence is restricted to the focus: immediately follo\'Ving the verb 
of a neutral sentence or the fix us of a focused sentence. In the latter case, since they appear 
on a constituent other than the verb, the verb invariably changes to the focus form. When 
such a particle is added to a constituent. it indicates there is some thing new to the hearer 
and constitutes part of the focus. 

Not only nominal constituents but even some adverbial particles can be focused 
with these particles. Look at the following examples. 

(30) a. Ranjit-1~ passe cb oyaa giyee 
Ranjit-·DAT after o. you go.PAST.I'OC 
'Was it after Ranjit that you left?' 

b. Ranjit--t~ passe tamai mal) giyee 

Ranjit-DAT after FM go.PAST.Foc 
'It was indeed after Ranjit that I left: 

When the focus marker follows a finite verb, the verb or the whole proposition may be 
focused. In such cases, as mentioned before, the verb appears in the basic form without 
inflecting into the f(Kus f()rm. 
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(31) a. man giyaa tamai 
go.PAST FM 

'I did go: 

b. Ranjit kad_ee-t:l giyaa tamai 
Ranjit shop-DAT go.PAST FM 

'It certainly was the case that Ranjit went to the shop: 

When the indicative verb bears focus, as in (31a), this is indicated by the emphatic 
stress accompanying it. However, the stress on the verb, or for that matter on any single 
constituent, renders the sentence unacceptable for the given reading. The tamai con
struction has acquired further nuances in the colloquial language. When used with a 
deleted subject it expresses an ironic comment about the addressee's action. 

(32) A: mal) watt:l sudd:l k:llaa 
I land dear.P AST 
'I cleared the land: 

B: sudcb k;}laa tamai 
clear.PAST FOC 

'You did the clearing!' 

The B's response is ironic: the speaker's voice would make it obvious that he or she is 
not pleased with Xs job. To B, it seems that A has not done the job well or has done 
something unnecessary, say, by uprooting some useful plants. Under the shared pre
supposition, the two speakers implicitly agree that the clearing had not been done 
before. Ns utterance is a neutral sentence in which 'I' is the topic and 'cleared the land' 
is the comment. The speaker assumed that it is information new to B. B's utterance as 
a focused sentence has a presupposition in which he agrees only that A has done the 
job to some extent, but implies that the job is not complete, or done with some harm. 
A third person listening to the dialogue will understand that the two speakers do not 
share the same presupposition. Even A will understand that there is an irony in B's 
response because the verb he used as part of new information, \•lith the association of 
tamai at the hand of B, implies that there is something unusual or unexpected about 
his own action. 

We have seen before that yes/no questions are formed by placing the da particle 
after a predicate. The sentence in (33a) given below is such a neutral question. In form
ing focused questions, that is when any constituent other than the verb is chosen for 
questioning, this is marked with da and the relevant verb needs marking with the focus 
form as in (33b) and (33c). Variable orders are possible as shown in (33d) and (33e). 

(33) a. Ranjit sudu kalisal) andi-mwa d;} 
Ranjit white slacks wear-IND Q 

•ooes Ranjit wear white slacks?' 
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b. sudu kalisal) andi-nne Ranjit d;) 

white slacks wear-NPT.FOC Ranjit Q 

'Is it Ranjit that wears white slacks?' 

c. Ranjit andi-nne sudu kalisag ~ 
Ranjit wear-NPT.FOC white slacks Q 

'Is it white slacks that Ran.iit wears?' 

d. Ranjit d;) sudu kalisal) andi-nne 
Ranjit Q white slaCks wear-·NPT.I'OC 
'Is it Ranjit that wears white slacks?' 

e. sudu kalisal) ~ Ranjit andi-nne 
white slacks Q Ranjit wear- NPT.I'OC 
'Is it white slacks that Ranjit wears?' 

The sentence pairs (b) and (d), and (c) and (e) represent variants of the same question. 
When the focused constituent is moved, it should be accompanied by the da particle. 

In forming WH questions, WH forms are always accompanied by the question par
ticle da.2 The co-occurrence of the WH form with the particle da indicates that the 
focusing of the WH constituent is \oirtually obligatory. The lexicographic treatment of 
the lexical forms with the question particle like kauda 'who' and mokadda 'what' as 
composite structures conforms to the native intuition. The pair in (34a and b) with vari-
ant orders illustrates the focused situation in WH questions. In both the verb appears 
in the focus form. The examples in (35a and b) show that a sentence is ungrammatical 
when the WH form is not accompanied by the question marker da, whether or not the 
verb is in the focus form. 

(34) a. Ranjit genaawe mon~wa-d~ 

Ranjit bring.PT.POC what-Q 
'What did Ranjit bring?' 

b. Ranjit mon~wa-~ genaawe 
Ranjit what-Q bring.PT .FOC 
'What did Ranjit bring?' 

(35) a. *Ranjit mon;)wa genaawa d;) 

Ranjit what bring.PAST Q 
'What did Ranjit bring? 

b. *Ranjit mon;}wa genaawe ~ 

Ranjit what bring.PT.l'OC Q 

'What did Ranjit bring? 

2. Strictly !>peaking, the Sinhala WH forms are KIM forms like kauru 'whd, koob 'which: mokak 
'what' (sg.) and monawa 'what' (pL). 
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There are exceptions to this rule: we can find three instances in which a WH constituent 
appears not focused. One is a type of embedded sentences we have already discussed 
(See Chapter 1 0). We have seen that an embedded clause consisting in an interrogative 
pronoun may function as the object complement of a verb expressing doubt or suspi
cion. In such an embedded clause the question marker da need not immediately follow 
the wn word, as shown in (36). 

(36) Ranjit mon~wa genaawa d;) dan-ne mere 

Ranjit what bring.PAST o. know-NPT.FOC no 
'(We) don't know what Ranjit brought' 

In this sentence the WH word does not express a straightforward question and the verb 
in the main clause expresses uncertainty or doubts about the whole proposition, not 
just about one focused constituent. The other two instances in which the WH word is 
not focused are exemplified by (37) and (38). 

(37) mon~wa gee-nn~ ~ 

what bring.INF Q 

'V\.l'b_at to bring?' 

(38) kohee ya-mwa ~ 
where go--IND Q 

'Where (on earth) are you going?' 

Although the utterance in (37) appears as an independent clause it can be consid
ered as having originated as an object complement of an imaginative or suspective 
expression. The speaker's imagination or suspicion concerns the whole proposi 
tion, not merely one constituent. The example in (38) represents a similar situation: 
the speaker is wondering about the other person's movement and expressing some 
annoyance. Incidentally, these expressions show that WH formation is used for some 
other functions apart from the focusing. 

A clarification that must be added at this point is that this description does not 
deny the occurrence of wn focus in embedded questions. In fact, a wn form appears 
focused with the co--occurring da within an embedded clause, as in (39). 

(39) Ranjit mon~wa-~ genaawe 
Ranjit what--o. bring.PT.Foc 
'Chitra asked what Ranjit brought: 

ki~la Chitra rehuwa 
that Chitra ask.PAST 

Note that the WH form is immediately followed by da and the embedded verb is in the 
focus form. On the other hand, when the focus occurs in the higher sentence with a 
wide scope reading, there are two possibilities: one is with the wn form remaining in 
situ in the lower sentence, as in (40), and the other is with the wn form moving to the 
higher sentence, as in (41). Variant orders are possible in the latter case. 
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(40) [Ranjit mon~wa-d~ genaawa] ki~la Chitra hituwe 
Ranjit what-Q bring.PAST that Chitra think.PT.Poc 
'What did Chitra think that Ranjit brought?' 

(41) a. [Ranjit genaawa] ki~la Chitra hituwe mon~wa d~ 

Ranjit bring.PAST that Chitt-a think.PT.FOC what Q 

'What did Chitra think that Ranjit brought:: 

b. mon~wa ~ [Ranjit genaawa] ki~la C'hitra hituwe 
what Q Ranjit bring.PAST that Chitra think.PT.l'OC 
'What did Chitra think that Ranjit brought: 

c. mon~wa ~ Chitra hituwe [Ranjit genaawa] ki<}la 
what Q Chitra think.PT .Foe Ranjit bring.P AST that 
'What did Chitra think that Ranjit brought: 

The main verb is marked with the focus form in all the sentences in (40) and (41). 

However, only in (40) is the WH form situated in the embedded clause; in all the others 
it is moved out from the embedded clause. These examples also show that focus is not 

bound within a clause; it can move across clauses. 
Focus can be said to be unbounded in the sense that focusing within a lower clause 

does not hinder further focusing. Look at the following sentence. 

(42) [mal) mon~wa d~ yaeuwe] ki~la 

I what Q send.PT.Poc that 
oyaa rehuwe amma--t~ ~ 

you ask.PT.FOC mother-DAT Q 

Lit. 'Was it to mother that you asked what it was that I sent?' 

In this sentence focusing has occurred out of a once focused lower clause. The matrix 

clause is oyaa cehuwe 'you asked'; the verb is marked with the focus form. The focused 
element amma[a f()llowed by the question particle da bears the case marking of dative 

which is inappropriate with the main verb. The Sinhala verb aha.nawa. 'ask' does not 
subcategorize for a dative constituent; the person asked is invariably marked with the 

ablative. This clearly shows that the dative constituent originally does not belong to the 
main clause but has moved from the lower clause. The verb of the lower clause man 
manawa. da yceuwe 'what I sent' is marked \\i.th the focus form and its direct object, the 
WH form, is marked with the question particle to indicate its focused status. The verb 

ya.wanawa 'send' takes its indirect object marked with the dative. Now it is obvious 
that the focused constituent appearing in the dative with rightward placement owes its 

morphological identity to the lower verb, and its present position to the matrix verb. 
Thus double focusing occurs through the lower verb and the higher verb as well. 

To interpret focus within multi -clause sentences. two combinatory factors should 
be taken into consideration: the place the focus form appears, i.e. whether on the 
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matrix verb or the embedded verb, and the clause the focus constituent belongs to 
(Henadeerage 2002). Even when a constituent belonging to the embedded clause is 
focused in form, the focus interpretation varies according to where the focus form 
appears. The f()llowing pair of sentences (from Henadeerage 2002) includes the same 
embedded clause constituent marked for focus by tamai (43) or da (44) while bearing 
difterent interpretations between the (a) and (b) versions. 

(43) a. Gune [janaadipati boruw--ak tamai kiuwe] 
Gune President lie.INDF FM say.PT.l'OC 
'Gune thought that it was a lie that the president told: 

ki;)la hituwa 
that think.PAST 

(44) 

b. Gune Uanaadipati boruw--ak tamai kiuwa] 
Gune President lie.INDF FM say.PAST 
'It was a lie that Gune thought the president told? 

a. Gune [janaadipati boruwak ~ kiuwe] 
Gune President lie.INDF Q say.Pr.Foc 
'Gune wondered if it was a lie that the president told: 

kbla hituwe 
that think.PT.FOC 

ki;)la hituwa 
that think.P AST 

b. Gune [janaadipati boruwak ~ kiuwa] ki:>la hituwe 
Gune President lie.INDF Q say.PAST that think.PT.Foc 
'Was it a lie that Gune thought that the president told?' 

Notice that the (a) sentences, with the focus form on the embedded verb, are inter-
preted for embedded focus while the (b) sentences, with the emphatic form on the 
matrix verb, are taken for the matrix focus interpretation. Thus the focus verb form is 
crucial for potential focus interpretation. The scope of the presupposition is shaped by 
where the focus form appears; depending on the focus form, therefore, the sentences 
are taken as based on different presuppositions. lhe presupposition for (43a) is that 
the President said something and the focus is that it is not true. The presupposition for 
(43b), on the other hand, is that Gune thought that the President said something, and 
the focus that it is not true in that case has a wider scope including both embedded 
and matrix clauses. 

Multiple foci are allowed even within a single clause although restrictions exist 
depending on the focus markers. WH forms accompanied by the question marker da 
allow multiple foci in a single clause, as in (45). Two focused constituents can occur 
in a single clause when one is marked by a focus marker and the other by a question 
marker, as in ('16). Multiple foci through focus particles excluding question markers 
are generally not allowed, as shown in (47). 

(45) [mal) kaa-t:> d:> 
I who-DAT Q 

hop--mwa 
seardl··IND 

mon;)wa d:l yawa-nne] 
what Q send.NPT.FOC 

ki;,la 
that 

'He always checks whether it is to whom and what that I send: 

eyaa 
she/he 

nit;,r:>m:> 
always 
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(46) [mal) tamai mon;lwa d:l yawa-nne] ki:lla 

PM what Q send.NPT.POC that 
kaurut hoya-nne 
everybody search.NPT.FOC 

'It is me that everybody d1eck.s as to what is sent: 

(47) a. *[mal) tamai salli tamai yawa-nne] ki~la kaurut 

FM money FM send.NPT.FOC that everybody 
hoya-nne 
search.NPT.FOC 

'It is indeed me that definitely sends money that everybody checks: 

b. *mal) tamai salli wit~rai yawa-nne 
I PM money FM send.NPT.Foc 
'It is indeed only me that only sends money: 

In (45) the lower verb is marked \<\<ith the emphatic form and two WH constituents are 
focused by the question marker da. In (46) both the lower verb and the higher verb are 

marked with the focus form and two constituents are focused within the lower clause. 
Unlike in ( 45), however, one constituent, namely the one that denotes the subject of the 

lower verb, bears focus relation to the higher verb while residing in terms of position 
within the lower clause, i.e. without rightward movement. It seems that the existence 

of multiple foci is supported by a multi-clause sentence. Because of the multi -clausal 
nature, it becomes possible that a predicate is identified and appropriately marked for 
each focused constituent. The example in (47) shows that multiple foci are unaccept-
able in a single clause through non-interrogative focus particles, regardless of whether 

the same focus particle is used (a) or two different focus particles are deployed (b), and 
no matter whether the single clause remains embedded (a) or independent (b). The 

sentence in (47a) is ungrammatical despite the fact that the two verbs are appropriately 
marked with the focus form tor two focused constituents., which is in accordance with 

the principle that non-interrogative focus particles are non-iterative. 
Since it was mentioned above that there is a relation between focus and the inter-

pretation of neg-ation, how negation is realized in Sinhala is briefly sketched here. The 
verbal negator, nrere, occurs , ... ith the focus form of the verb in unmarked sentences, as 

in ('18). It occurs at the end of the clause. 

(48) a. Ranjit bo--nne n~e~e 

Ranjit drink-NPT.Foc no 
'Ranjit doesn't drink: 

b. Ranjit wiidw"W binde m1:ae 
Ranjit glass break.PT.Foc no 
'Ranjit: didn't break the glass: 

Another form used as a nominal negator, newei, also functions as a focal negator. 
Newei occurs at the end of a focused constituent negating constituent focus, as in ( 49), 
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or at the end of a sentence negating sentence focus, as in (50). Thus the particle appears 
as a focus marking form for the preceding elements. 

(49) a. Ranjit newei wiiduru:l bind--e 
Ranjit FN glass break.PT·FOC 
'Ranjit was not the one who broke the glass: 

b. Ranjit wiidunk'! newei bind-e 
Ranjit glass FN break.PT-Foc 
'It was not the glass that Ranjit broke: 

(50) Ranjit wiidun1;l binda newei 
Ranjit glass break.P AST FN 

'It was not the case that Ranjit broke the glass: 

The fact that these sentences contain focused constituents can be demonstrated by 
comparing each of the rzewei marked constituents with a coherent set of possible con

trasts. Por example, ( 49a) can be modified by adding an extra subject as Ranjit newei 
wiiduma binde, Chitra 'It was not Ranjit that broke the glass, it was Chitra'; (49b) can 

be modified by adding an extra object as Ranjit wiidurua newei binde, chiminia 'It was 
not the glass that Ranjit broke, it was the chimney'; (50) can have the following alter
native: Ranjit wiidurua binda rzewei, kceqichcha wiiduruwa cehirzda 'It was not the case 

that Ranjit broke the glass but it was that he picked up the broken glass: Such possible 
contrasts are posited in accordance with the condition "that the variable will have the 
same functional semantic form as the focus" (Jackendoff 1972). 

The fact that these sentences contain focused constituents can also be substan

tiated by associated intonation contours. Since emphatic stress is generally assigned 
along \<\<ith the focus marker, the focused constituents can be shown to have received 

emphatic stress. Further, it \\ill be relevant to see that the meanings of these focused 
sentences can be expressed by a neutral sentence like (48b) with appropriate assign
ment of emphatic stress. Thus the sentences (49a and b) \<\<ill be equal to (Sla and b) 
respectively in focus relation. (Focused constituents are given in caps) 

(51) a. RANJIT wiidUfU:l binde mere 
Ranjit glass break.PT.I'OC no 
'RANJIT didn't break the glass: 

b. Ranjit WIIDURU~ binde nreae 
Ranjit glass break.PT.Foc no 
'Ranjit didn't break the GLASS: 

The focus shifts with contrastive stress. No specific noun phrase can be stressed for 
(SO) since it contains sentence focus. The difference in the contrastive stress in (51), 
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or in the negation associated with the focus in (49) and (50) is based on different 
presuppositions. For example, the presuppositions for (49a), (49b) and (50) can be 
identified as follow. 

( 49a') Somebody has broken the glass. 
(49b') Ranjit has broken something. 
(50') There is an opinion that Ranjit has broken the glass. 

The negation in the respective sentences associates with focus by making assertions 
against these presuppositions. 

There is a subtype of focused sentences appearing with deictic pronouns. Such 
sentences express varied nuances. 

(52) !lld e-nne 
that come.NPT.I'OC 
'There comes Ranjit!' 

Ranjit! 
Ranjit 

If the emphatic stress is assigned to Ra:njit, this sentence can be taken as a focused 
sentence with contrastive focus falling under the same category as discussed so far. 
However, in the particular sentence type introduced here the initial part, ara enne 'there 
comeS, is associated with emphatic stress. This verbal phrase undergoes association 
with focus by virtue of stress assignment. It is Ranjit that forms part of the presupposi
tion. The sentence says that just when Ranjit was under discussion in the discourse at 
hand, he actually arrived . .By being deictic in nature, it performs an exclamatory func-
tion with presentational focus rather than contrastive focus. 

'Ihis subtype of focused sentence construction has also been conventionalized as 
follows: 

(53) a. oy;) hadanne! 
that make.NPT.FOC 
'(They) are making it! 

b. oy:l kiiwe! 
that say.PT.POC 
'Did you hear? What a saying!' 

By using (53a), the speaker expresses his or her reluctance to accept the success of 
the action referred to. The utterance in (53b) is used by a speaker when someone has 
said something tmexpected, strange or interesting. These sentences should be taken 
as exclamatory utterances by considering their nature of contexts and interpreta
tions. Although they have verbs marked with the focus form, no specific constituent 
is focused; the focus seems to apply to the entire sentence. Neither can they be inter-· 
preted along the division of focus and presupposition. 
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The focus construction in Sinhala plays a crucial part in the grammatical struc
ture through its interaction with some important grammatical processes such as wn 
question formation and negation and the morpho-syntactic phenomena like the 
appearance of the focus form. Its involvement with pragmatic aspects and contextual 
meanings spreads to wider domains including the "reanalysis" of the construction. 



CHAPTER 12 

Discourse and grammar 

This chapter discusses some structural aspects of discourse. Discourse is considered as 
reflecting a composite structure interwoven '"'ith the linguistic text and extra-linguistic 
information. This presupposes that discourse structures cannot be understood 
without reference to linguistic and non-linguistic context. Deixis plays a prominent 
role in integrating contextual information within language. How the deictic system 
works in Sinhala is explicated in the following sections, mainly focusing on local and 
personal deixis. 

Demonstratives, as part of deictic system, encode information from a dimension 
directly relevant to the context of discourse. Primarily, the speaker occupies the most 
important place in the context although the hearer as well plays an important part. 
The spatial distance between the referent object and speaker and/or hearer is taken as 
the main criterion for the choice of deixis. This distance is dichotomi7.ed into proxi-
mal and distal. 'Ihere may be information proximal to the speaker, to the hearer, or to 
both speaker and hearer. lhere may also be information distal from both speaker and 
hearer. Information is thus located within the spatio-temporal context. 

There are some other elements of the discourse regarding which the accurate iden-
tification of information will be required for effective communication. lo bridge this 
gap there are demonstratives which are used to indicate not only spatial distance but 
discourse status also. The same forms used for situating objects, persons, etc. in space 
are also used to identify referents in discourse. Accordingly, the function of the Sinhala 
demonstratives can be broadly divided into two aspects: expressing spatial deixis and 
expressing discourse deixis. 

1. Deictic system of demonstratives 

Sinhala has several four-member sets of forms with varying functions to express 
deixis. First, there is a set of determiners that express fc)ur distinct deictic properties. 
This distinction is phonologically marked in the first syllable of the deictic form: m--, 
o-, a-, and e-. 'Ihe first two are proximal: the contrast is between near-speaker and 
near-hearer. The second two are distal: the contrast is based on spatial distance plus 
visibility. 
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Table 1. Determiners and their deictic properties 

Deictic property 

Proximal 1 (I P) 

Proximal2 (2P) 

Dis tall (lD) 

Distal2 (2D) 

Deictic form 

mee 

oya 

ee 

Deictic Meaning 

'this, these': proximal to speaker, or to 

both speaker and hearer 

'that, those': proximal to hearer 

'that, those'( over there); distal from 

both speaker and hearer; in sight 

'that, those': outside the speakeri 
hearer's reach or not in the speech situation 

Demonstrative deictics characterize the location of participants in the narrated 
event with reference to the speech event. The distinction is based on the opposition of 
proximal vs. distal with respect to the location of the persons involved in the speech 
event. Two points of proximal contrast (lP and 2P) and another two points of distal 
contrast (lD and 2D) are encoded in Sinhala. This shows that the system depends on 
an evaluation of distance from the reference points of the speaker's location as well as 
the hearer's location at the moment of utterance. In the canonical case, mee represents 
a referent evaluated as being nearer to the speaker and oya as nearer to the hearer. In 
deciding distal contrast, in addition to the spatial orientation point, another relational 
feature seems to work. The contrast depends upon whether the referent is located in 
the field of vision. Ara (lD) is selected when the referent is evaluated as being distal 
from both the speaker and the hearer and being in the field of vision. The feature 
EXCLUSIVE also seems to be relevant in spatial deixis. lD can be characterized as 
that part of the deictic field which includes the interlocutors, both the speaker and the 
hearer, while ee (2D) can be considered as that part of a deictic field which does not 
include the interlocutors. Thus the Sinhala deictic system becomes complete with 'that 
exclusive' (2D) added to the more common three-way distinction of 'this very near' 
(lP), 'that yonder' (2P), and 'that distant' (lD). The ultimate opposition is represented 
by two-terms expressions such as ehe-mehe 'here and there' (Lit. 'there and here') eeka
meeka 'this and that' (Lit. 'that thing and this thing'). 

These spatial deictic demonstratives are used in the nominal. adjectival or adver
bial form to indicate an object, animal, person, place, direction, or events in the spatia
temporal context of speech. The paradigm of deictic demonstratives is given in Table 2. 

As shown in the table below, Sinhala uses a four-way deictic system, with fur
ther distinctions in terms of number, gender, social relations, and discourse roles. It 
might seem interesting that human person forms do not distinguish singular from 
plural number or masculine from feminine gender while animal forms split into 
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Table 2. Deictic. demonstrative expressions 

Speaker- Heat"el"- Distal/ Distal! 
proximate proximate visible .non-situational 

Adectival mee 0~ ar.l ee 

Nominal 

Object (SG) mee!G oo!G ar.l!G eek;;~ 

(PL) meewa oowa ar.lwa eewa 

Animal: 1. SG.;M meeka ooka ar.lka eeka 

SG;F meeki ooki al;}ki eeki 

2.SG muu aruu (uu) 

PL lllUIJ OUIJ aruiJ eUIJ(UI)) 

Human meyaa oyaa ar.lya eyaa 

Location 1. met;;~n;;~ Ot;;lll;) at;;~m et;;~n;;~ 

2. mehe ohe ar.>he ehe 

Direction mehaa ohaa ar.>ha ehaa 

Degree mechc:har;;~ ochd1;;~r.l adldl;;~f;;l ec:hc:h;lr;) 

Adverbial 

Manner mehem;;~ ohom;l a!;} hem;) ehem;;~ 

Presentation menn;;~ onm ann;;~ 

these distinctions. Person nouns, i.e. personal pronouns, however, are marked by a 
plural suffix to indicate plurality as in oyaa-la 'you (pl.)' and meyaa-la 'these personS, 

though not indicated in the paradigm. Animal forms may also be used for the human 
category in a derogatory sense. 

Some sets are incomplete, lacking forms within one or two categories. Differences 
existing between forms peculiar to some sets with respect to the same deictic element are 
not unique. 'Ihe hearer-proximate human form, oyaa, tor example, has been established 
as the second person pronoun, taking it as indicating the addressee him/herself, rather 
than somebody nearer to the addressee. Also, the hearer--proximate second locational 
noun form, ohe, is also used as the second person pronoun in some dialects. These two 
second person pronominal uses have difterent values in terms of social deixis, depending 
on the regional dialect.1 

Deictic expressions may be used to specify referents independently by themselves 
or in conjunction with other linguistic forms. Adjectival forms, serving as determiners., 

1. Some honorific terms and temporal form<> were not included in the paradigm given in Table 2. 
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represent the latter type and occur attributively to nouns as in mee pota 'this booJ< and 
oya balla 'that dog'. Nominal forms, on the other hand, occur as pronouns indepen
dently as in meeka hondai 'This is good' and ooka hapaawi ''Ihat one (i.e. dog) might 
bite'. The nominal form indicating degree may occur in adverbial form, too. Adverbial 
forms modify verbs, adjectives, or sentences, as in mehema liyanna 'Write this way: 
mehema horzdai ''Ihis way is good' and menna erzawa 'Here comes'. 

To this four-member set of demonstratives may be added as a fifth member a set 
of interrogatives whose first syllable is marked \\ith m-- or k-· as in moka (what), kooka 
(which), kauru (who) and kohe (where) to form the deictic--interrogative organi7.ation 
in Sinhala. 

2. lhe deictk parameter 

However, in general, what motivates the use of a particular fixm can be delineated 
in terms of the proximal/distal parameter. If a question includes a word from the lP 
series, referring to something close to tl1e speaker, the answer will have a word from 
the 2P series, indicating that the object is closer to the partner, as in (1 ). If the question 
includes a word from the 2P series, signaling that the referent is close to the hearer, the 
answer will have a word from the lP series, indicating that the object is closer to tl1e 
responder, as in (2). 

(l) A: meek;) mokadm? 
this what.o. 
'What's this?' 

B: ook;, lait:lr;,-ak 
that lighter-INDF 
'That's a lighter: 

(2) A: ook;, mokadd;)? 
that what.o. 
'What's that?' 

B: meek<) qa;,ri-ak 
this diary-INDF 
'This is a diary: 

When an echo question is made after a question , ... ith a lD series word, the same form 

is used because the referent is away from both interlocutors. However, it is answered 
\<\<ith a 2D series word, shifting to the anaphoric use, as in (3). 

(3) A: ar;)k;) kiiy;)@? 
that one (over there) how much 
'How muCh is that one (over there)?' 



B: ar~k~ d~ 

that one (over there) Q 

'That one (over there)?' 
eeka rupial panaha-i 
that rupee fifty-AM 
'Ifs fifty rupees: 
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In weather-talk, different forms may be used depending on the location of the 
interlocutors from whose reference point the distance is evaluated. 

(4) A: mee palaab hari rasne-i need;,? 
this province very hot-AM isn't it 
'This region is very hot, isn't it?' 

B: mehaa-t~ v.~oess;) hinga-i ne 
here-DAT rain scarce-AM ne2 

'We don't get much rain in this region; that's why (it's hot): 

(5) A: ee prett~-ta-t wahi-n;lwa reti nee~? 

that area-DAr-too rain-IND might isn't it 
'It might be raining in that region, too, isn't it?' 

B: ehaa-t;) wres~ mere 
there··DAT rain no 
'No, it was not raining there: 

(6) (a telephone conversation) 

A: ohaa-ta-t wahin;,wa d;, 

there-nAT-too rain-IND Q 

'Is it raining there, too?' 

B: nrea::, mehaa·-t~ wahi-nn--e na::a:: 
no here-DAT rain·-NPT-Foc not 
'No, it doesn't rain here: 

In (4) interlocutors talk about the same region where they happen to remain at the 
speech time. While the place of utterance and the referent of the deixis coincide, there 
is no difference in distance between the referent as assumed and the each interlocu
tor. This motivates the same deixis of lP series. In (5) the deictic field is defined by 
the interlocutors located in one and the same place and the referent denoting another 
place away from the both interlocutors. Thus the use of 2D series is justified. The con
versation in (6) involves the interlocutors coming from different locations. 'Ihe first 
speaker uses the debris of 2P, indicating the referent belongs to the hearer's domain 

2. ne is an interactional particle used in the clause final position to elicit addressee's consent or 
attention or to add emphasis to an statement. 
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whereas the response includes the debds of lP as the referent represents the speaker's 

domain, with the shift of the speaker. 

3· !~unctions of deictic expressions 

We can now consider how different f()rms are used in actual discourse. Fillmore ( 1982) 

divided deictic expressions into three different functions, as identifying, informing, 

and acknowledging. 'Ibis function-based distinction is followed here to describe vari

ous uses of deictic categories. 

3.1 Identifying function 

The appropriate deixis is selected for uniquely identifying a referent from among a number 
of potential referents, according to its relative distance from the speaker and the hearer. 

The following examples illustrate the use of the primary deixis of proximal relation (lP): 

(7) a. meek~ pot-ak 
this book-INDF 
'This is a book: 

b. mee pintllllr.} pot-ee tie-nn-e katanchn 
this picture book·LOC be-NPT·FOC stories 
'This picture book has stories: 

c. mee Hum~ baapp~-laa-gen 

this letter uncle··PL·ABL 
'1his letter is from our uncle and his family;' 

d. meewa pit~rat~ baqu 
these foreign commodities 
'These are imported commodities: 

e. meyaa tamai sarung~lee hredu-e 
this person FM kite make.PAST.FOC 
'It is this person who made the kite: 

The objects are identified by using the nominal forms in the singular as in (7a) and in 

the plural as in (7d). The Examples (7b) and (7c) use adjectival forms to identify the 
referents. The Example (7 e) shows how a person is identified by using the participant 

dimension. Participant dimension includes both interlocutors and non--interlocutors 

(Grenoble 1998). The personal pronoun meyaa. is generally used in Sinhala to denote 

a non-interlocutor or non-participant in the speech act. 
However, the actual pragmatic forces behind these uses are best illustrated by their 

individual contexts. TI1e f()llowing type of utterance, f()r example, is typically used in 

introducing someone who is very close to the speaker. 



(8) mee apee malli 
this our yom1ger brother 
'This is my younger brother: 
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Using the adjectival form of 1P, rather than the personal notm, is the accepted conven
tion in such situations and which is motivated by the fact that the referent is psycho 

logically as well as physically close to the speaker. Using the personal pronoun meyaa, 
as in (9), is acceptable under certain conditions. 

(9) a. meyaa apee malli 
this person our younger brother 
''Ihis is my younger brother: 

b. *meyaa apee taatta 
this person our father 
''Ihis is my father: 

There seems to be a subtle difference between the adjectival fonn and the pronoun 

in use. As (9b) shows, personal pronotms have restrictions such as that they cannot 
be used for persons higher in position relative to the speaker. The sentence in (9a) is 

acceptable since the personal pronoun is used to indicate the younger brother of the 
speaker. Further, the use of the personal pronoun gives an unnecessary emphasis to the 

referent ( cf. (7 e)) and therefore may not be appropriate for an introductory expression, 
depending on circumstances. Consider the morphosyntactic difference in the two uses. 
By using the pronoun, the referent is treated as an entity and cited in the nominative 
case. 'Ihe subject-predicate relation denotes the topic-comment relation.Ihese particu

larities are omitted by using the adjectival form to indicate the person. Thus type of 
form can be taken as iconic of the relationship beU.veen the speaker and the referent. 

In contrast to the adjectival form, the personal pronoun may indicate a more distance-

centered, neutral relationship between the speaker and the referent. 
It is also interesting to find tl1at the proximal personal pronoun meyaa can be used 

to refer to the hearer himself like a second person pronoun. 

(10) meyaa kau-d.J 
this person who-Q 
'vVho are you?' 

'Ihe utterance has some restrictions: it is generally used when the addressee is not the 

only hearer at the moment of speech. It is not the case that the speaker addresses just a 
single addressee. The addressee circle includes several people, out of whom anybody can 

answer the question. It might be that the referent was not the intended addressee origi-
nally. This type of situation where there are a number of possibilities for the recipient of 

a speech event maybe grasped by the concept Goffman (1981) introduced as "footing': 
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Such different participant roles are not lexicalized in Sinhala. Another context in which 
the personal pronoun meyaa is used to refer to the addressee is exemplified by (11): 

(I 1) monawa da, anee, k;)ra-nn-e meyaa? 
what Q dear do-NPT-FOC this person 
'What are you doing, my dear?' 

The use of the proximal pronoun in this way indicates that the addressee is psychologi·· 
cally close to the speaker. Thus, person deixis is used both as a locating expression as 
well as for encoding participant roles in the discourse. 

Next, 2P deixis, i.e. hearer--proximate relation, is illustrated by the following set of 

examples. 

(12) a. oya pattaree anu.J e-nna, putaa 
that paper bring-IMP son 
(My dear) son, bring that newspaper: 

b. oya paare ya-nna epaa, katu 
that way.wc go-INF don't thorns 
'Don't go by that way; there are thorns: 

c. ooka-ta tawa miris tikak daa-nn;;~ 

that one-nAT more chilli a bit put-IMP 
~d some more chilli to that one (pot): 

d. oowa magul ge~f;;l--t;;~ anti) y-nna hada--pu mal 
those wedding··DAT take-INF make--PTAD flowers 
'Those are the flowers made for taking to the wedding: 

e. oyaa heta-t 
you tomorrow--too come-·IND Q 

'Will you come tomorrow, too?' 

The Examples (l2a) and (1.2b ), with adjectival fixms, and (1.2c) and (l2d), re~pectively 
with singular and plural nominal forms, show that the referents are objects close to the 
hearer. The sentence (12e) is an example of the specialized use of the person deictic 
as a second person pronoun. It is never used as a third person pronoun which makes 
it intrinsically different from other members of the category of person deixis,. That is, 
oyaa is always used to denote the discourse role of addressee, not to locate a person. 

Even an action can be located with respect to interlocutors, in terms of the proximal/ 

distal parameter. 

(13) itin moka~ oya hati dama-nn-e? 
so why that breathe heavily-NPT-FOC 
'So why are you breathing heavily?' 

(14) too kohe-d;) mee duwa-nn-e? 
you where-Q thi.s run-NPT-FOC 
'Where are you (derogatory) nmning?' 
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That the speaker understands the action as occurring in the hearer's domain motivates 
the use of2P in (13). On the contrary, in (14) the speaker seems to have put the hearer's 

action into his own domain, as depicted by the deixis of lP. by virtue of grasping the 
action with his visual senses. The distinction reveals that determination ofbow1daries 

between the 1P ('mee') and the 2P ('oya') depends not only on physical location, but 
also on the speaker's perspective or perceived distance. 

lD deixis is used to indicate that the referents are away from both the speaker and 
the hearer, but in sight, in the following way. 

(15) a. ar;, tii sh;)<Jt eb kliya cb? 
that t shirt one how much Q 

'How much is that T shirt?' 

b. ar;)k;) laab;) dl? 
that one cheap Q 

'Is that one over there cheap?' 

c. ar;)wa-t;) waqaa meewa honda-i 
those-nAT than these good-AM 
'These things are better than those things over there: 

d. ar;)ya kau~? 

that person who 
'Who's that person over there?' 

lD deixis can be ambiguous, though in a limited sense, indicating an immediate spa-
tial context or a place av.-<ly from the deictic center. Observe the directional term areha 
'that way (direction)' in the following sentence. 

(16) areha--t;) ya--nn;) 
that way-DAT GO-IMP 

'Go away: 

Through this imperative sentence, the addressee is ordered to move a little away albeit 

within the space of the speaker's sight, or, on the other hand, further away. out of the 
social space of the conversation. 

2D deixi sis controversially different in function from the three other demonstrative 

series. As the 'most distaf category, it seems to denote objects away from both speaker 
and hearer, and further out of sight. However, as an implication, we can take the form as 

denoting 'that (those) we are talking about' or 'that (those) in question' (Fairbank. Gair & 
De Silva 1981: 21). Another observation strongly rejects the deictic use of the category: 

"The e--fcJrms, on the other hand, are never used in spatial terms an dare restricted to ana-
phoric use" (Gair 199la: 451). There are, however, some data that do not agree \\-ith this 

strong claim. 
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(17) (The speaker is asking someone sitting on the bench to make s-pace.) 
pod_d.Ak ehaa-t:l we-nn:l 
alittle there-OAT be-IMP 
'Move a bit away: 

The form ehaa does indicate space. Contrary to the initial definition of 2D deixis, the 

space indicated in (17) is within the immediate speech situation. However, it is neutral 

with regard to the speaker-hearer axis.3 

(18) (A householder is blaming a housemaid.) 
ee gecbr<}··ta-i mee gecbr<}··tai gihin 
that house--oAT--too this house-nAT-too go-PP 
kataa k:lr:l-k:lr:l in-n:lwa misak .... 
talk do-do be-iNn except 

' .... apa:tt from your going to this house and that house and just keeping on chatting: 

In this case ee and mee as well denote spaces in the physical environment but do not refer 

to a specific space. They are neutral with regard to the speaker-hearer axis. Their use is not 

anaphoric since the forms do not refer to objects linguistically introduced beforehand. 

Of particular interest is the fact that the proximal mee and the distal ee are occur·· 

ring in juxtaposition in (18), which does not seem to be accidental. When used in 

explicit opposition in this way, demonstrative expressions work as a distance-oriented 

system, i.e. being distinguished by the proximal-distal feature and not as a person

oriented system, i.e. not being distinguished by the speaker-hearer domain distinction. 

However, they express a range of distances, rather than signaling the actual distance. 

This distribution also shows how 2D deixis differs in function from the three other 

demonstrative series. 

(19) a. lrecclb ehaa--t:l mehaa--t:l wen:lwa 
plank there-DAT here-OAT be-IND 
"Ihe plank moves here and there (is not stable): 

b. ehe mehe ya--nn--e nretuw:l in-n:l 
there here go-NPT-Foc without be-IMP 
'Be (in this plac.e) without going here and there: 

c. at:ln:l met:ln:l ti:l-pu-ham:l bad_u naeti 
there here put-PTAD-when things be 
'Things are lost when you put them here and there: 

we-n:lwa 
lost-IND 

d. eyaa ek-ak ki:l-n<)wa; meyaa ekak ki:l-n:lwa 
that person one-INDF say-IND this person one-INDF say-IND 
'This person says one thing and that person says another: 

3· Gaits contention that this as an exceptional case might be right. 
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In all these examples the demonstrative expressions, used in juxtaposition, are neutral 
with regard to the speaker-hearer axis. Moreover, they are also neutral with regard 
to spatial distance: the forms do not necessarily signal the distance of the referents. 
Nor do they fulfill a specifi.c identifying function, picking out each referent from a set 
of possible referents. The fuct that the use of demonstratives in contrastive contexte;, 
as in (19d), differs from their non-contrastive use is discussed in Wilkins 1999 and 
Margetts 2004. 

However, an instance that shows how 2D deixis is not used for simply referring to 
something previously introduced in the discourse and that it is theref(Jre not anaphoric is 
given below. 

(20) a. mokad& ee sadde? 
what.Q that sound 
''\~\'hat's that sound?' 

b mokadcb ee ~ehe-nn-e? 

what.Q that hear-NPT-FOC 
'What's that we hear?' 

As (20) shows, non-visual stimulus sources such as sound and smell are signaled by 
the ee form even when they were not linguistically introduced to the discourse. 

3.2 Acknowledging function 

Rather than signaling a precise distance, 2D deixis is frequently used to fulfill an 
acknowledging function which involves 'presupposing' the ground or the point of ref
erence against whkh a referent is associated, according to Fillmore (1982). 

(21) A: polee ebw:llu ganaiJ cb? 
fair.wc vegetables expensive Q 
1\re the vegetables expensive at the fair?' 

B: ee taram ganal) ncece 
that extent expensive no 
'No, not so expensive: 

(22) A: hungak dur:l d:l 
a lot far Q 

'Is it very far?' 

B: echch:lr:l dur:l n~e~e 

so far not 
'Not so far: 

In these examples B presupposes that A asks the question assuming that the vegetables 
are expensive (21) and that it is very far (22). Accordingly Buses a deictic expression 
of degree to negate Ks assumption. One may argue that this is an anaphoric use. But 
.B's response is not so much to a linguistically established fact as to a presupposed 
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fact. Further, the deictic expression does not convey the exact degree or distance but 
signals a subjective measure of the given attribute. We have shown that 2D deixis is 
mostly neutral with regard to spatial distance. This may be correlated to the fact that 
this distal demonstrative series is predominantly of anaphoric use, which will be illus
trated later. The preceding examples given in (1.8 &19) and (2l &22) also show that 
2D deixis involves discourse-related notions such as individuation and specificity. 
A closer look at the examples reveals that the state of affairs they express lack indi
viduation and specificity. 

3·3 Informing function 

Deixis also has an informing function. The informing function provides information 
about the location of the referent. Such deictic expressions are used when the speaker 
wants to tell the hearer where the particular referent is, or when presenting something 
to the hearer. Presentatives are prototypical deictic expressions used for the informing 
function. Only menna, the most proximate presentative, is used as an actual presenta
tive, i.e. when the speaker hands something to the hearer. This is naturally bound with 
the proximality which is an essential condition for presentation. This also explains 
why the most distal series, i.e. 2D, does not have a presentative form. The following 
examples are illustrative (The presentatives, lacking appropriate English glosses, are 
indicated in italics): 

(23) a. menn~ putaa-ta-t salli 
menn~ son-nAT-too money 
'Here you are, son, some money to you, too: 

b. onn<} yatur;) 
onn~ key 
Here you go, take the key: 

The example in (23a) represents a situation in which the speaker politely hands money 
to the addressee. The utterance in (23b ), on the other hand, may indicate a situation 
involved with lack of empathy or with anger where the speaker leaves the key on a 
table or throws it at the recipient. These deictic expressions are usually accompanied 
by appropriate gestures accordingly. 

Presentatives are also used to demonstrate something. 

(24) a. (The interlocutors are walking in the zoo.) 
menn~ akke mon~ru 

menn~ elder sister.voc peacocks 
'Here are the peacocks, elder si'lter: 

b. ann;) paraale u4;) mii--ek 
ann;) rafter on rat ··INDI' 

'Look, there's a rat on the rafter: 
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c. (The interlocutors have been waiting for the bu">.) 
ann;, bas ek;) e-n;,wa 
ann;, bus one come-IND 
'Here it is, the bus's coming: 

Apart from their presentative use, demonstrative pronouns which are primarily used 
for identifying are also used to achieve an informing function. 

(25) a. ar;) tie--nn-e miris paatti-ak 
that be-NPT-FOC C'.hflli patch-INDF 
'That one (over there) is a patch of chilli plants: 

b. mee in-n-e mon;)ru 
this be-NPT-Foc Peacocks 
'Here are the peacocks: 

As the examples in (25a) and (25b) show, different deictic forms are used to point to a 
referent, signaling to the addressee to focus attention on it. 

Since the ara form indicates something in sight, it is also used to point out some
thing, as in (26). 

(26) a. mokadcb atd at;)n;) dilise-nn-e? 
what--Q that there shine--NPT··I'OC 
'What is that over there shining?' 

b. ar;l, miniha at;) wan;)-n;)wa 
there man hand wave--IND 
'There, he is waving (to us): 

atd, atd, pol gahee kaf;)ti;)-~ uqin, need:l taatte 
there, there, coconut tree-Loc top-DAT above isn't it father 
'There, dad, it is above the top of the coconut tree, isn't it?' 

Though homophonic with the adjectival forms, the deictic expressions in these exam-
ples occur as attention-drawing exclamations rather than attributively. By its repeti

tion as in (26c) the form can express the speaker's excitement or surprise. 

3·4 Expressive function 

We might also add the expressive function (Popper 1.972 and Leech 1.983) to the func

tion--based analysis of deictic expressions. This aspect of deictic expressions is also 
described as the "affective" use. 'Ihe deictic expressions of the 2P series can be used 

with affective meaning, which conveys the speaker's subjective evaluation of some par
ticular reference entity including negative or derogatory overtones. 

(27) a. oy;, tie n;, kaqee-k-in aralJ e-nn;, 
that be-NPT shop-·INDF··ABL buy.PP come--IMP 
'Buy and bring it from whatever shop available: 
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b. oy~ baaldi~ ail) k;lld 
that bucket remove.PP 
'Remove that bucket: 

gan-n~wa 

take-IND 

c. oy~ kataaw~ aye paarak ma-ge kan~-t~ rehun-ot 
that talk next time.INDF I-GEN ear-nAT hear.PAST-COND 
umbe oh.1W:l p:ll;,-n;,wa 
your (derogatory) head split--IND 
'If I hear that word again, ril split your head: 

The distance indicated by the 2P deictic is not strictly spatial, as sho\'V-n by these exam 
pies. Rather, the sense of distance is used metaphorically to indicate the speaker's psy-
chological distance (27a), dislike (27b) and anger (27c). 'Ibis is in accordance with 
the cross-linguistic tendency of signaling empathy, or lack of empathy through the 
concept of distance (Brm.\'!1 and Levinson 1.987: 205; Fillmore 1982: 44). 

Although different communicative functions were treated separately here, there 
is no clear-cut form-function isomorphy regarding deictic expressions. One and the 
same form can be used to perform different communicative functions, and different 
forms are used to indicate the same referent. 

The same form can be used irrespective of the relative distance of the reference. 

(28) (The two interlocutors are helping a small child to walk to the school.) 
Kamani mee at:l alla ga-nn:l, mam:l mee at<) alla ga-nnam 
Kamani this hand hold--IMP I this hand hold--oPT 
'Kamani. you hold this hand and fll hold that hand: 

Given that the two proximal deictics refer to the two hands of the child and that the 
two interlocutors involved are not in the same position, the relative distance of the 
referents with regard to the speaker--hearer axis cannot be the same. Nevertheless, the 
same lD deictic is used by the speaker. The crucial point here might be the speaker's 
subjective position relative to the referent rather than the actual distance per se. 

Two different deictic forms may combine together to express an admixture of 
functions if they represent the same deictic property. A proximal or distal deictic 
form combines with another deictic that also signals proximity or distance in the fol
lowingway. 

(29) a. onn~ op kab~q ek--en tia--nn~ 

onn~ that cupboard one--ABL put--IMP 
'Leave it in that cupboard: 

b. ann~ ar~ leqaa--ge seelain boot~bp gabw~--n~wa nee~ 

ann~ that patient-GEN saline bottle remove-INn aren't they 
'Look, they are removing the saline bottle from that patient, aren't they?' 

In (29a) two 2P deictics are combined, conveying the speaker's casual attitude, while in 
(29b) two lD deictics, distal presentative and distal demonstrative, are used together, 
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thereby adding presentative/directive force into the informing function. Different deictic 
expressions are thus combined together to express meanings linked with different tiers. 

4· locative expressions 

There seems to be some form-function isomorphy regarding alternative forms. 'Ibis 

can be seen in the ftmctional difference between alternate locative expressions of the 

2P series (Kano, 1994). Sinhala has two demonstrative terms f()r location within each 
series (See Table 2). The two forms for the 2P series with the stem vowel 'o-': otana and 

ohee, difter in distribution with respect to the feature 'specificity'. l~or instance, otana 
denotes a specific place while ohee indicates a vague place. When someone gives a 

direction to another person to dig a hole in a specific place on the ground, for example, 
he may say something like (30). 'Ihe use of ohe is unacceptable in this context. 

(30) ot;m<}i*ohee wala--k kappa--1111<} 
there hole-INDF Cui:-IMP 

'Dig a hole there (in the place you are standing): 

Ohe can be used to denote a vague place in the following way. 

(31) A: koo malli? 
where younger brother 
'Where's your younger brother?' 

B: ohee/*ot;m~ hitia 
there was 
'He was around: 

The same unspecific form is used to suggest the speaker's attitude of indifference 
towards, or dislike of, the reference entity. 

(32) A: loku putaa koo? 
big son where 
'Where's the elder son?' 

B: onn~ ohee in-n-e 
01111;) there be-NPT-FOC 
'He's just around: 

B's answer carries a negative evaluation of the whereabouts of the indicated person, 

sounding as if he is doing nothing and just exists without a clear direction or purpose. 4 

The 2P expressions, in particular those marked with the phonological features of o-h, are 

4· In Sinhala ohee !rmawa 'just being there' has developed as a humble greeting analogous to the 
English 'I'm finC: given in response to 'How are your. 
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metaphorically used to encode the speaker's perspective and lack of empathy. They have 
taken on special semantic features implying that the participant is idling his time away . 

. 5· Demonstratives as discourse dektk 

We have already mentioned in passing how primary deixis is used metaphorically to 

signal the speaker's emotional and attitude--wise distance. The spatiotemporal and par·· 
ticipant dimensions of primary deixis are often metaphorically extended into new uses, 

mapping with textual and thematic dimensions. These secondary uses of deictics include 
locating referents in the text. determining the information status of different elements 
of the discourse, and establishing the thematic status of participants in the discourse. 

While the whole discourse is metaphorically viewed as a spatial entity having 

directions and a trajectory, etc., its various parts related to the text and the textual 
content have to be properly indexed by deictics, in a way that the interlocutors can 
track the information flow. Using such a reference schema, the interlocutors may con 
nect prior parts of the text as well as upcoming text, integrating what has already been 
established in the discourse and, sometimes, even what \'\-ill appear in the future dis
course, into the text meaningfully. Therefore, discourse deictics play a crucial role in 
inf()rmation tracking in the ongoing discourse. 

5.1 Anaphoric use 

In Sinhala, while all four series of demonstratives play the dual role of spatial deictics 

and discourse deictics, the e-series of 2D in particular is widely used for discourse 
reference. This has led Gair (1991) to consider thatthe forms of thee--series are special·· 

ized in the anaphoric function and their primary domain of reference is code-message. 
One can see how spatial deictics and discourse deictics interplay to create a cohesive 

text in the following dialogues. 

(33) (A conversation between a child and his tmde when they visit a san<..tuary.) 

A: .~.r.~ mokedcb, baappe? 
that what(anim.).Q uncle 
'\\!'hat's that (over there), uncle? 

B: ee sarp:l-ek, putaa 
that snake-INDF son 
'That's a s11ake, son: 

( 34) A. a!"<) tie-nn-e miris paatt i -ak 
that be-NPT-FOC chilli patch-INDF 
'That one (over there) is a patch of d1illi plants: 
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B. ee paatti-e tie-nn-e miris prel~ 

that patch-we be-NPT-Foc chilli plants 
i\re there only chilli plants in that patch?' 

wit~rak !h? 
only Q 

l\s utterance presents a question in (33) referring to an animal and contains a statement 
in (34) referring to an object, both of which are indicated by the adjectival form of lD, 
the spatial deictic ara, signaling the referent is located away from both the speaker and 
the hearer. Typically the response is not given \\ith the same form. B's response has the 
word ee from the 2D series, which is neutral with regard to speaker or hearer or spatial 
distance. 'Ibis is an example of anaphoric deictics, which helps us to look back in the 
text and link the reference point with the referents in the prior co-text. 'Ihe interlocu
tors are guided by these signposts to refer to prior parts of the text and correctly follow 
the discourse. 

'Ihe me- series demonstratives of lP may also occur as signposts for referent track
ing. The following two sentences that constitute a part of a narrative are illustrative: 

(35) a. mee daruwa loku we-nn:> 
this child big become-INF 
tawat bohom:> pudum;) waeq;) 
more very wonderful work 

we-nn:> 
become-INF 

k;)laa 
do.PAST 

''Ihe more the boy grew up, the more wonderfUl things he did: 

b. mee lamea-ge pudum:> wreq:> 
this child-GEN wonderful jobs 
kataa unaa 
talk.PAST 

gaen:> ratee 
about c.ountry.r.oc 

minissu 
people 

'The people of the country talked about the wonderful things the child did: 

The two sentences appear towards the end of the narrative. The narrator adds them 
after telling about a series of heroic acts done by a child. The adjectival form mee 
of the lP demonstrative, used with a noun, refers back to the hero of the story and 
signals the continuation of the previously established discourse topic. The particu
lar deictic not only helps the listeners track the discourse referent in terms of the·· 
matic status but also implies, by virtue of its proximal feature, some empathy or 
a kind of identification of the narrator with the particular participant in the nar
rated event. This can be contrasted with the use of the adjectival form ee of the 
2D demonstrative. 

chuuti kurulu ranchuw -ak hitia 
before one forest.INDF.r.oc tiny birds 
'There once was a flock of tiny birds in a forest: 

ee krelrerew;) lang~ kumbur-ak tibuna 
that forest near rice-.field··INDF was 
''Ihere was a rice-field dose to the forest: 

flock-INDF was 
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(37) iss~~ weeyan-t~ gewal tibun-e naeae 

(38) 

before white-ants-nAT houses be.PT-FOC no 
'Before, white-ants didn't have their own houses: 

un hiti-e diraapu gas-w~l~ wit~rai 

they be.PT-FOC decay.PTAD treeS-LOG FM 
'It is only in decayed trees that they lived.' 

daw~s-ak weeyeku-t~ 

day-INDF white--ant.INDI'··DAT 

k.~~.mi!. S.QY-!l::I!.n.;'! S.tY-!l!l. 

food search ··INF GO.P AST 

bad_~gini 

hungry 
we-laa 
be·-PP 

'One day a white-ant felt hungry and went out in search of food: 

ee welaawe-m~ waess~-ku-t 

that tirne-EMPH rain.INDF-tOO 
'Exactly at that time it began to rain: 

patan gatta 
begin.PAST 

daw~s-ak sinh;l-ek taman-ge guhaawe 
day-INDF lion-INDF self-GEN den.LOC 
'One day a lion was sleeping in his den: 

nidaa gem hitia 
sleep.PP was 

ee sinhaya iit;l passe ek~ 

that lion after that one 

goduru hoyaagen<J giyaa 
prey search.PP GO.P AST 

daw;ls~k~ k!clee 
day.INDF.LOC jungle.LOC 

'Then, one day the lion wandered off the jungle in search of prey: 

In (36) the adjectival form ee of the 2D demonstrative with the noun stands in relation of 

anaphora; it relates back to the antecedent phrase eka kadcer.ewaka 'in a fc)rest' mentioned 

in the previous sentence.ln (37) the adjectival form ee of the 2D demonstrative with the 

word welaa"MJe 'at the time' and the emphatic marker refers back to the time when the 
white-ant went out in search of food mentioned in the previous line. In (38) the adjec

tival form ee of the 2D demonstrative -with the accompanied noun refers back to the 

lion mentioned in the pre\'ious discourse. The selection of the particular demonstrative 

series, i.e. with the distal perspective, has allowed the narrators to tell the narrative with 
a detached attitude, without any identification with the discourse referents. An associ

ated fact that must be added here is that the demonstrative oya of the 2P series will be 

more appropriate if the narrator wants to suggest that the discourse participants in the 

narrated event behave with dislike or resentment towards the indicated object, person, 
or action. 111is correlates with the distanced subjective attitude towcl.Tds the referent or 

the addressee expressed by the spatial deictic of the proximal demonstrative based on the 

notion ofhearer-proximality, as discussed in the previous section. 

Another distal series (lD), ar;~, which indexes information more neutral with respect 
to the speaker and hearer, is also commonly used for anaphoric reference. The antecedents 
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may denote participants, events or things. In fact, there are certain pragmatic constraints 
or contexts where the demonstrative is acceptable: the lD deictics are only allowed when 
the interlocutors or discourse participants have mutually established the referent in their 
memory, i.e. they should be familiar with the topic of the discourse. 

(39) a. ar;,k;, genaawa cb? 

b. 

that one bring.PAST Q 

'Did you bring it?' 

ar3 kataaw3 kaa--t~--wat 

that story whom-DAT-even 
'Don't tell that story to anybody: 

kiya ·· nn3 epaa 
tell-INF don't 

(40) a. anik kebW3I";} ar3 maha llll;) pandur3 wat~ k3I";}-la bcenda 
other end that big bamboo buill round-PP tie-PAST 
'(They) tied the other end (of the creeper) round the big bamboo bush: 

b. ar3 edaa pa.tl;) beera getl;) gi3 miiya 
that that day life save.take.PP go.PT rat 

duw3gen;) aawa 
nm.take.PP come.PAST 

'The rat that had nm away saving his life the other day appeared there soon: 

(41) A. Piyaseeli oyaa pivaanoo gaha-nn;) dan-n;)wa cb? 
Piyaseeli you piano play-INF know-IND Q 

'Plyaseeli, do you know how to play the piano?' 

B: ee mokadcb? 
'(Piano?) What:~ that?' 

A: cei, ar3 api sindu gahan3 eb. 
yeah that we songs play one 
'Yeah, the one we play songs: 

In (39a) and (39b) the demonstratives refer to something with which the interlocu
tors are familiar. In ('lOa) and ( 40b) the demonstratives are used, respectively, to refer 
to an object and a participant previously mentioned in the narrated event When the 
interlocutor A in (41) asks a question about the piano, B does not hide her feeling of 
surprise and her ignorance of the object; she distances herself from the object with the 
distal (2D) demonstrative ee. However, A is quick to remind her that they have played 
the instrument before: the use of a.ra implies that they are talking about something 
which they had been involved in earlier, not about something unheard of or strange. 

5.2 Other uses of discourse deixis 

The ara form of the lD deixis can be used to imply a strong emotional attachment 
to the referent. This is analogous to the Japanese use of the a.- series demonstrative 
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(Kuroda 1992: 91-104). The following is an excerpt from a conversation occurring 
between a patient and a visitor at a hospital. 

(42) A. dost~ld mahatw~ru S<Eid ~? 

doctor gentlemen strict Q 

~.<\.re the doctors strict?' 

B: meae naeae ... 
no no 
'No, never, .. : 

A: mama-t aasa-i mehem:> waattUwa-ka 
I-too fond-AM like this ward-INDF.LOC 

daw~s--ak dek--ak in--n~ 

day··INDF tWO··INDF be--INF 

'I, too, would like to spend one or two days in a ward like this: 

B: ou eek~ pudtunay-ak yae? 
yes that wonder-INDF isn't it 

aid ge<bra aya wagee dan--n~ andun~--n~ aya 
that home people like know-·NPT know-·NPT people 

naeti unaa-ta. dawas-ak dek-ak in-n:> kota 
no be.PAST-DAT day-INDF tWO-INDF be-NPT when 

nikamm:> ged:lra wagee purudu we-nawa 
without effmt home like get used-IND 

'Yeah, no wonder. Although there are no people so close to you as your kith and 
kin at home, still you'll get used and feel at home automatically when you spend 
one or two days there: 

Although the speaker B attempts to evaluate the friendly atmosphere of the hospital 
and the easiness with which one can get used to it, the use of the demonstrative ara 

signals his emotional attachment to the people at home. The demonstrative in this case 
does not show any connection with an earlier statement or antecedent word or phrase; 
its use is rather motivated by a common human knowledge that allows us to presup
pose the comfort one feels at home surrotmded by people with whom one is connected 
by family relationship. This ag-c:tin correlates with the acknowledging function of spa
tial deictics pointed out by Fillmore (1982). 

'Ihe locative form ohe of the 2P deixis is used to encode the non-attention of the 
speaker to a third participant. Observe the following dialogue. 

(43) A: amme, ann;) Sunil amb~ kad.~·-n~wa 

mother ann;) Sunil mango pluck-IND 
'Mom, look, Sunil is plucking mangoes there: 



B: ohe kaq~-puwaawe 

there pluck-PERM 
'Just let him pluck: 
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In B's response the locative form ohe used with the permissive from of the verb has 
nothing to do with space. By using the presentative form of the lD deixis, the speaker 
A has already indicated that Sunil's action is taking place away from both the inter
locutors. The speaker Buses the ohe form to communicate to A his inner attitude. The 
ohe form signals 'just ignore it: 

5·3 Cataphoric use 

Demonstratives are also used for cataphoric reference. Fillmore (1982) has suggested 
that perhaps most frequently a +proximal deictic will be used for text-referring cata
phora, and a -proximal deictic for text-referring anaphora. Partially proving this pre
diction, in Sinhala the ···proximal deictic is used anaphorically, as already shown, and 
the +proximal deictic mee is used either cataphorically or anaphorically. The follow
ing example, an excerpt from a school textbook, illustrates the use of the demonstra
tive mee as a spatial deictic, as a backward looking device, i.e. anaphorically, and as a 
forward-looking device, i.e. cataphorically. 

(44) mam~ ac:b mee 
today this 

lam~in-t.~ bala-nn~ 

children··DAT see··INF 

pintuur~ pot -ak genaawa 
picture book··INDI' bring.PAST 

mee pintuur<l potee tie-nn-e 
this picture book.r.oc be-NPT-FOC 

api is~r~ welaam~ pintuu~ bal .. mu 
we first of all pictures see-HORT 

lamai pintuuld baeluwa 
children pictw·es see.PAST 

katanc:br;, 
stories 

paSUW;) 

later 
gurutumii 
teacher 

mee katan<br"Y" kiiwa 
this story tell.PAST 

'1bday I brought a picture book for these children to read. 'Ihis picture book has stO·· 

ries. First, let's see the pictures. The children looked at the pictures. Then the teacher 
told this story . .. : 

The first me- series demonstrative (mee) is used as a spatial deictic since the teacher 
addresses the children in the class before her. The second me- series demonstrative 
can be taken as used both spatially and anaphorically: the picture book is deictically 
located in the speaker's domain when she introduces it to the children, and the deic·· 
tic expression simultaneously refers back to the picture book the speaker has already 
mentioned in the discourse. The third me- series demonstrative refers forward to the 
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subsequent discourse, the story the speaker is going to tell, and the text continues ·with 
the narrative. Thus, the same speaker-centered demonstrative is used both anaphori
cally and cataphorically, referring to a previously introduced discourse topic or intro
ducing an upcoming text. 

6. Encoding discourse units 

A crucial point to note regarding the example in (44) is that the cataphoric deictic 
is identified not just with a word or phrase that follows, but with a story, a larger 
upper--level discourse topic that follows. Notice this text is structured as consisting of: 
at least, two different subtopical units, rather than having a single, central topic run-
ning through the text. 1his correctly points to the fact that the discourse reference of a 
deictic does not necessarily relate to a lexical item but may refer to an entity of textual 
information larger than the content of a word or phrase. How deictics metalinguisti
cally refer to discourse units, i.e. larger segments of discourse, can be understood by 
observing the deictic features in ( 45) below. 

(45) daw~s-ak sinh~-ek taman-ge guhaawe 
day-INDP lion-INDP self-GEN den.I.OC 
'One day a lion was sleeping in his den: 

nidaa gen~ hipa 
sleep.PP was 

miiya yantam pan<) beeragena giyaa 
rat finally life save.REF.PP go.PAST 
'The rat finally went away by saving his own life: 

ee sinhaya tit<) passe ek<) dawaS<)k<) krelee 
that lion after that one day.INm.Loc jungle.LOc 

goduru hoyaagena giyaa 
prey search.PP go.PAST 

'Then, one day the lion wandered off the jungle in search of prey: 

[edaa uu lanu-w<)lin k<)b saa@-pu 

that day it string-PL.DAT make.PT net-INDF-INS made-PTAD 

ugul<)k<)-t<) asu unaa 
trap.INDF-DAT be caught.PAST 

'On that day it got caught in a trap made from a net of strings: 

kaelee sitb satun bohoo denek aewit 
jungle.r.oc be.PT animals many ones come.PP 

sinhaya beera ga .. nna haeduwa 
lion save .. INP try.l'AST 

'Many of the animals who were in the jl.mgle came and tried to save the lion: 
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ee wunaat~ beera ga-nn~ breri unaa 
but save-INF unable be.PAST 
'But they couldn't save it: ] 

mee kal~b~l~p 

this c.ommotion 
rehila ar<l edaa pan~ beera gena 
hear.PP that that day life save.REF.PP 

duw~ gen~ rewit ee ~b kapa-la sinhaya beeruwa 
running c.ome.PP that net cut.-PP lion save.PAST 

~ miiya 
go.PT rat 

"Ihe rat that had run away to save his life on the other day, after hearing this com
motion, appeared there soon and saved the lion by biting through the net: 

While there are several deictic expressions used in the text, some of which having already 
been discussed, we ~ill restrict the discussion to the underlined expres!>'ions appearing 

in the last section of the narrative. Mainly, the focus will be on the adjectival mee of the 
lP demonstrative attributively used with the noun kalabalaya 'commotion'. If it stands in 

a relation of anaphora to the co-text, what is the antecedent it relates back to? There is no 
noun or noun phrase ~i.th which it can be identified anaphorically, or cataphorically for 

that matter. However, there is an information unit already introduced and also inferred 
from the co-text to which the present linguistic text relates: this is the segment shown in 

brackets in the text. 'Ihe series of events including the lion's getting caught in a trap, the 
animals' gathering and their attempts to rescue the lion, and their failure is abstracted 

from the previous text, paraphrased as kalabalaya 'commotion' and broughtinto the fore-
ground by the proximal deictic of mee. Thus the referent of the demonstrative expression 

is to be identified from the pre"i.ous discourse unit. The deictic form contrasts \'\>ith the 
distal form cn·a, appearing on the same line of the text which is used to reintroduce an old 

participant, the rat. The ara form is of recognitional use here, indicating that the listener 
is able to identify the referent based on specific shared knowledge (Diessel1999: 91). 

As we have seen, the exophoric or situataional deixis indexes entities in the text 
setting or in the participant frctmework, while the endophoric or discourse deixis links 

text and co-text through anaphoric and cataphoric uses and brings new participants 
into the discourse or reintroduces old ones. For the sake of exposition, we have treated 

exophoric deixis and endophoric deixis separately. In the actual discourse, the two 
types of deictics co-occur, with different functions intersecting. 

(46) A: arc> bala-nn~, aiye, ahas~ diha wisaab ran treti-ak 
that look-INF elder brother sky at big gold plate-INDF 

'Elder brother, there, look at the sky, a big gold plate!' 

B: ohoma tamai, nangi, wesak pooya-ta 
such FM younger si.;;ter Vesak full moon day -DAT 

paaya-na handJ 
rise-NPT moon 

'Younger sister, such is the moon rising on the Vesak full moon day: 
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A: aiye, api pansal giyaa-t:l passe 
elder brother we temple go.PAST-DAT after 

ya-mu-d;) toral) bala-nn:l 
go-HORT-Q decoration see-INF 

'Elder brother, after going to temple, shall we go to see the Vesak festival 
decorations?' 

B: .dlm!.~. nai) amma--gen aha--mu 
so if mother--ABL ask--HORT 
'In that case let's (first) get mom's permission: 

1he demonstrative ara, \'\oith distal sense, is clearly a spatial and situational deictic. 1he 
use of ahoma, though \\ith some speaker--hearer linkage, is anaphoric: it relates back to 
what A said, and is hence a hearer--based form. Next time, the speaker Buses the distal 
deictic ehema with anaphoric reference to 'going to see the Vesak festival decorations' 
seemingly found earlier in prior text; being neutral with regard to participant frame
work or situation, it is endophoric. 

7· Tracking the thematic flow of discourse 

The deictic frame of reference, including the information status of participants and 
the thematic structure of the content, constantly keeps changing as the discourse 
progresses. Further, since the discourse may consist of several segments such as the
matically related subtopics or episodes, certain linguistic devices, whether deictic or 
non--deictic in nature, are indispensable for tracking the information flow of the dis-· 
course. In Sinhala, presentative demonstratives are used for such functions as topic 
continuation, topic changes or cross-boundary topical movement. 

(47) onn<l aayet daw;}S;}b amma--ta--i taatta-ta-i 
that again day.INDF.Loc mother--DAT--too father--DAT--too 

kumbure w~ed_;} k;}ra--nn;} ya--nn;} oon~e tmaa 

rice-field.r.oc work-INF go-INF want be.PAST 

'Then, again, one day the father and the mother wanted to go to work at the ric.e-field: 

(48) onnOl api dren in-n-e Anuradhapura-e 
that we now be-NPT-FOC Anuradhapura-I.Oc 
'Here we are! Now we are at Anuradhapura: 

In (47) the presentative is used to facilitate the progress of the discourse even when 
little new information is introduced, signaling that the repetition of the same event 
occurs as a necessary step of the narrative event. The sentence in ('18) is an utter
ance by one of the interlocutors going on a bus tour. The presentative marks a dearly 
delineated topical boundary, indicating that they have arrived in a new place, thereby 
grounding the discourse to the frame of reference and linking it to the new setting. 
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The use of the hearer-based onna in these sentences can also be taken as an example of 
shifted deixis which occurs when the narrator's space and time interfere with the space 
and time of the narrative (Bril2004). With the shifted deixis, the event is narrated as if 
it were happening at the time of speaking, bef(lre the very eyes of the listener. 

We have seen how discourse deictics direct the thematic flow of the discourse. 
In a prototypical case, a specific participant is introduced as central to the discourse 
topic by means of a full noun, and is tracked at the local level cohesively (Chafe 1987, 
1994; Lambrecht 1994). Key devices to track thematic participants include pronouns, 
demonstratives, and zero anaphora. The preferred marking fc)r the thematic partici-
pant of the discourse topic in Sinhala is zero anaphora. h1 the colloquial language, in 
particular, zero anaphora is a signal of the continuation of the current topic, and the 
tendency toward overt marking is followed in more formal literary styles. The fol
lowing excerpt from a written narrative shows how the uninterrupted discourse topic 
extends over several lines while simply being marked by zero anaphora. 

(49) 1. iis:lr;l ek:l krelrerev.';lk:l chuuti kurulu ranchuw-ak 

before one forest.INDP.LOC tiny birds flock-INDF 
'There once was a flock of tiny birds in a forest: 

2. ee krelrerew;) lang;., kumburak tibuna 
that forest near rice-field-INDP was 

'There was a rice--field dose to the forest: 

3. kurulu ranchuw:l mee kumbun--t:l e--n<:lwa 

4. 

bird flock this rice-field-nAT come-IND 
'TI1e flock of birds comes to the rice-field: 

.Y.n kumbur<:l-(<:l e-·nn--e kumbur-e tie--n<:l 
they rice--field--nAT come·-NPT··FOC rice--field-·LOC be--NPT 

wii kanna-i 
paddy eat--INI'-AM 

'It is to eat paddy there that they come to the rice-field: 

(0) wii ka-kaa 
paddy eat -eat 

ind;)-la hawas unaam;) 
be-PP late afternoon be.PAST.TEMP 

0 krelrerew<:l prett<:l-t<:l igilii ya-n<:lwa 

forest direction-nAT fly.PP go-IND 

hitia 
was 

'TI1ey would be there eating paddy and fly off towards the forest when it is late 
in the afternoon: 

6. 0 aayet pahuw;)daa udee·-ta·-t wii ka-nn<:l 
again next day morning-nAT-too paddy eat-INF 

kumbur;)t;, en;,wa 
rice-field-nAT come-IND 

1\gain, they come to the paddy-field to eat paddy ne..xt morning: 
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7. 0 mehem~ hrem~daam~ rewit wii krerewa 
this way everyday come-PP paddy eat.PAST 
'In this way they came and ate paddy everyday: 

8. kumbure tie-n~ wi.i tik~ tik~ adu wenn~ 
paddy-field-we be-~"PT paddy little by little decrease-INP 

pat an gatta 
begin.PAST 

'little by little, the paddy in the paddy-field began to become smaller in amount: 

The thematic participant is introduced in the first sentence by a noun phrase with 
an indefinite marker as a new topic, as chuu(i kurulu ranchuwak 'a flock of tiny birds'. 
After introducing a new subtopic related to the main topic with the anaphoric demon·· 
strative ee in the second sentence, an event relating the subtopic (identified by mee) to 
the main topic is narrated in the third sentence. Sentence 4 presents additional infor
mation relating to the event depicted in the previous sentence, rather than continuing 
the series of events.5 The focus construction which identifies this additional informa
tion status triggers the use of the pronoun un whose feature specifies the semantic cat
egory of animals. The thematic participant of sentences 5, 6, and 7, all continuing the 
same topic with a series of events is marked by anaphoric zero. Like a pronoun, which 
is identified from a preceding or following phrase, an ellipsis typically relies either on 
the context in which a sentence is uttered or on some word or words preceding within 
the sentence. The listener/reader easily identifies the agent of these events with the 
main protagonist already established in the narrative.6 

However, even when there is neither a change in the thematic participant nor a 
sign of entering a new episode anaphoric pronouns or full noun phrases can still be 
used if the discourse topic is interrupted by some discursive force. 

(50) 

1. d.aw~s-ak koti raabhaami-t~ hon~t~m::J 

d.ay-INDF tiger master-DAT very much 
'One day Master Tiger was very hungry: 

baq::Jgini 
hungry 

w1aa 
be.PAST 

5· In describing the birds coming to the rice-field the writer has repeatedly used the word 
kumbura 'rice-field' in sentence 3 and 4. This might be because the written text is meant for chil
dren However, the present author believes that the word kumbura p in sentence 4 is redundant and 
can be omitted without any harm to the thematic tlow. 

6. 'Ihe change in time reference, the shift from the past tense to the present tense and again from 
the present to the past, shows oh1•ious deictic functions. However, we do not intend to extend the 
discussion to this area. 
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2. dren naiJ ir~ eliya-t acl_u-i, raeae we-nna-t langa-i 

3. 

now TOP sun light-too less-AM night be-INF-too dose-AM 
kohe hari gihin kaeaemak soyaa gan-n~ oonae 
wherever go.PP food.INDF search.INF want 

'Now there's less sunlight; soon it'll get dark; going wherever possible, I need to 
find some food: 

mehem~ hit~-la 

this way think-PP tiger master 
gal guhaaw--en eliya-t;:~ aawa 
cave--ABL O'lltside--DAT com.PAST 

naegit~--laa 

stand up-PP 
hemin hemin 
slowly slowly 

'Thinking so, Master Tiger stood up and slowly came out: from the cave: 

Despite the fact that the continuation of the current discourse topic is obvious, the 
same thematic participant has been indicated by the full noWl phrase in sentence 3 as 
it was in sentence 1. However, one can observe that the narration given in sentences 
1 and 3 was interrupted by some complex information given in the sentence 2 in the 
form of a direct speech expressing the protagonist's thoughts and feelings. This goes 
to prove that the overt marking of discourse topic is acceptable or rather necessary to 
regulate the flow of information in the overall discourse after an inner monologue or 
direct speech. 



CHAPTER 13 

Pragmatics and grammar 

Pragmatics as the subject of this chapter includes both aspects of sodopragmatks, 
i.e. discourse as social interaction as well as pragmalinguistics, i.e. the more linguistic 
aspects of discourse. These terms refer to the meanings of utterances that cannot easily 
be conveyed by individual lexical items or by the semantics of individual clause-level 
structures. First we will analyze some grammatical categories like modality, interroga
tion, and negation, which are important in terms of the pragmatic force of utterances. 
Social deixis and honorifics will be another area to be discussed. 

1. Modality 

Modality is one of the most context--sensitive grammatical features incorporating 
speaker-based or hearer-based felicity cond.itions. There are different types of modality, 
such as speech-act centered. agent-oriented, and epistemic modality. The acquisition 
of basic concepts w1derlying these notions remains a prerequisite for the acquisition 
oflanguage in general. 

1.1 Imperative mood 

Speech--act centered modality can be realized through the imperative mood. Impera-
tive verbs are used to achieve the social goal of getting things done by ordering, asking, 
demanding, or begging in a situation where the illocutionary function may remain 
competitive. Depending on the particular situation and the nature of the speaker
hearer relation involved. a speaker tends to select an appropriate imperative form from 
options available with varying degrees of directness and politeness. 

The ordinary imperative verb form with affirmative sense is homophonous with 
the infinitive form.1 Affirmative imperatives are followed by the negative particle epaa 
to give the negative sense. 

1. Bolinger (1977:152-82) has provided evidence for the syntactic and semantic identity of the 
imperative and the infinitive. 



Affirmative imperatives 
uqa balanna 'look up' 
meeka adinna 'pull this' 
{ikak hinaawenna 'smile' 

(Lit. 'Laugh a bit') 
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Negative imperatives 
uqa balanna epaa 'Don't look up' 

meeka adinna epaa 'Don't pull this' 
hinaawenna eppa 'Don't laugh' 

The form serves as the standard use for directives;2 it cannot be considered to have 
grammaticalized as an indicator of social deictic information. For instance, the same 

form, when used with an honorific pronoun or a polite title of address, turns out to be 
in the respectful grade. 

(1) ob;ltumaa ya-nn~ 

you(honorific) go-IMP 
'Will you please go: or 'You may go: 

(2) mahatteya retub-t:l e-nn:l 
gentleman inside-nAT come-IMP 
'Please come in, Sir: 

Imperative clauses in Sinhala can be considered as representing three different 
grades: (a) respectful (b) ordinary and (c) disrespectful, though there are no clear-cut 
grammatical devices corresponding to all of them. Within each grade, there are further 

difterent degrees of respect, politeness or indirectness. Using an optionality scale, dif
ferent forms are employed to suit the social status of participants and to maintain the 

appropriate level of politeness. One such means to indicate extreme respect is adding 
a word meaning 'good' to tl1e end of the imperative form. However, tl1ere are further 

lexical devices to increase the degree of respect towards an addressee which are used 
in combination \'Vith imperative verb forms, as in the following examples: 

(3) ob;, wahanse issella wad,i-nn;, hondai. 
you (honorific) before go(honorific)-IMP good 
'Will you please go ahead (and we'll walk behind you): 

(4) babsampann~ dewiraajayan wahans~ saturu 
powerful king of gods (honorific address) enemy 

UW;)duru-walin magee puttaa araksaa k;,f;) denu mren;,wi 
dangers-PL.ABL l-GBN son protec.t.PP give.IMP good 

'The great, powerful king of gods, I beg you to kindly protect my son from the 
dangers of enemies: 

2. There are some regional variations to this form: one, pa:tticularly prevailing among the high
landers of the country, is ma:t·ked by the ending -np instead of -nna as in balanp 'look: adinp 
'pull' and hlnaawenp 'laugh: and another has the ending -c/.a as in balanc{a 'look: adlnc{a 'pull' and 
hinaawenc@ 'lauglr. 
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Wahanse is a super-honorific torm added to a personal pronoun and used as a term of 
reference as in (3) or added to a common noun and used as a term of address as in (4). 

The imperative form wac(inna in (3) is from the honorific verb wac(inawa 'go or come' 
used for Buddhist monks or gods (see Table 2 in this chapter). The super-honorific 

form of the imperative verb with the term 'good' to the right of it can be considered as 
a lexical strategy evoking an inference of indirectness endowed with the (pragmatic) 

force derived from the (semantic) sense. That sense is seen in lexical structures such 
as (5) below. 

(5) a. mee watur;} bo-nn;) honda-i 
thi"> water drink-Il-."'F good-AM 
'Thi'l water is good for drinking: 

b. ehem:l kiya--nn:l nar:lka-i 
so say-INP bad-AI>.-1 

'It is bad to say such a thing: 

A somewhat similar imperative expression used in particular between a husband 
and a wife, more precisely between parents, indicates an important kind of politeness 

prevailing in the traditional Sinhala-speaking society and is essentially mutual, not 
asymmetrical. The expression consists of the past tense form of the verb followed by 

the conditional particle naiJ. 

(6) a. mehaa-t:l aawa naiJ 
here-DA T come-PAST if 
'Please come here: 
Lit. '(It would be nice) if you came here: 

b. wed;) mahattea lang<l-f<l giyaa naiJ 
native physician near-·DAT go.PAST if 
'How about going to see the doctor?' 
Ut. 'It would be nice if you were to go to see the doctor: 

In terms of illocutionary force, the above utterances are directive in that the speakers 

use them to produce some effect through the expected action by the hearer, but they 
are not impositive in that they do not carry the perlocutionary effect of forcing or 

threatening the partner into the action.3 

Disrespectful or non-polite forms of imperatives are made by adding -pan and -pia 
to the verbal root. The former is used to give orders to equals or inferiors; among 
equals it is often used to express intimacy, particularly in informal situations. The 

latter form is restricted to giving orders to inferiors. Both have their respective plural 
forms: -palla for the former and -piyaw for the latter. 

3· TIJ.is might go against the idea that illoc.utionary act and perloc.utionary act are simultaneously 
performed in realizing a speech a<.t as envisioned by Attstii1 (1962). 
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Plural 
Intermediate: 

Singular 
baiapan 
redapan 
balapia 
red;1pia 

baiapalla 'see 

Inferior: 
cedapalla 'draw or pull' 
balapiyaw 'see' 
cedapiyaw 'draw or pull' 

The degree of respect or disrespect they express may vary with the particular context: 

(7) a. bab-pan Ranjit e-n;)wa-d:l ki;)la 
see-IMP Ranjit come-IND-Q that 
'See whether Ranjit is coming: 

b. a::d;)-pan putaa taw;) tika--i kand;) 
draw-IMP son more little-AM hill 
'Push on, son; not much more hill to go: 

(8) a. lanuw;) red:l-piy;) buuruwa 
string draw-IMP donkey 
'Pull on the rope, you stupid ass: 

b. ki;) -pi;) aye paarak toge oluw;) pal;)-n;)Wa 
say-IMP once again you.GEN head split-IND 
'Say that again and l'll split your head: 

'Ihe sentence in (7a) can be used in a context where the hearer is inferior or equal to 
the speaker. This means that the -pan form can be asymmetric or symmetric depend
ing on the context. When asymmetric, for example, in a master--servant relationship, 
it is only used by the master towards the servant. In a symmetric case, on the other 
hand, for example, in a circle of close friends, it can be used by any of its members. 
The flexibility of the use of this form is further shown by (7b ), in which the imperative 
verb is used with the kinship term putaa 'son'. If a native speaker of Sinhala is asked 
to provide an appropriate context for this sentence, he or she may easily imagine the 
friendly manner in which a master addresses his servant or the bull which is pulling 
a cart along a hilly road. The utterance in (Sa) is explicitly disrespectful because of 
its use of the inferior imperative form together with the metaphorical use of a noun 
of the animal category, donkey, in a derogatory sense towards a human. If (7b) con
veys the speaker's positive evaluation of the partner, (Sa) only expresses the speaker's 
bad evaluation towards the hearer. When the inferior imperative verb is used with a 
declarative clause including a threat or a curse towards the hearer, as in (Sb ), it shows a 
situation of conflict and conveys the speaker's antipathy towards the hearer. Also note 
the speaker's elocutionary goal is antithetic to the surface meaning of the imperative 
verb in (Sb ): the speaker verbally orders the partner to say something while expecting 
him or her not to (say anything). 

The stem of the verb in its bare f()rm is also used as an imperative, giving an abrupt 
order or a command. Thus verb stems such as bala 'look: gaha 'hit', kap;~ 'cuf and gan 
'take: when used as imperatives, are associated with the general illocutionary type of 
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impositives and are impolite. Imperatives being non-indicative, their representation 
by the base form of the verb, without inflectional endings, is not particular to Sinhala, 

but can be seen in languages like English, too. What is rather uncommon is that even 
the indicative construction can be used in Sinhala with the illocutionary force of an 

imperative. The non-past tense form of the indicative mood is used as imperatives and 
may also inflect for plural form to show the plurality of hearers by whom the propo

sitional content is to be fulfilled. The use of the indicative form ert<~wa 'come' in an 
imperative construction is exemplified below: 

(9) a. mehe e-n~wa 
here come··IND 
'Come here: 

b. mehe en:.lw:c>-la 
here come-IND-PL 
'Come here (everybody); 

Both the stem form and the indicative form of the verb in the imperative function are 

presumed to be in non-polite use. 

1.2 Permissive mood 

Permissive f()rms used for asking for, and giving, perm1ss10n constitute another 
speech-act related modal. The implicit agent or affectee can be first person, second 

person or third person. In asking for permission, the speaker designated by the first 
person pronoun will be the implicit agent of the speech event. The imperative/infini

tive form followed by with the interrogative marker serves as the permissive verb. A 
request for permission is presumed to be polite when the relevant state of affairs is not 

in the speaker's domain of activity or the given state of affairs is under the authority of 
the hearer. Therefore, the interrogative marker is obligatory. 

(10) ehenam mam~ niwaacl.u gan-n~ cb? 
then I leave take-IMP Q 

'Then, can I take leave?' 

An indicative form with rising intonation can be used for the speech act of permission, 

albeit with the risk of being impolite. 

(11) ehenam mam~ niwaacl.u gan-n~wa 

then I leave take-IND 
'Then, I take leave, is that OK?' 

In such a situation the speaker may be seen as not showing respect to the hearer 

but seeking confirmation f()r an already taken decision. The sentence is acceptable 
when it is used by a member of a peer group. In seeking permission from someone in 
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authority, a more indirect expression loaded with a few "mitigators" or polite markers 
will be used, as in (12). 

(12) saar, man niwaad.u gatta-t~ karnak naedcb? 
sir I leave take.PAST-DAT doesn't matter.Q 
'Sir, would you mind my taking leave, by any chance?' 

In response to the utterance in (12), the relevant person may use the verb in the imper-

ative f()rm of the ordinary grade, as in (l3a), or the equivalent periphrastic f(mn, as 
in (13b). 

(13) a. ehenam Ranjit niwaatlu gan-11~ 

then Ranjit leave take-IMP 
'You (can) take leave then, Ranjit: 

b. ehenam Ranjit niwaaqu gatta-ta 

then Ranjit leave take.PAST-DAT 
'You can take leave then, Ranjtt: 

karnak n.aere 
doesn't matter 

In giving permission following the above patterns, the implicit agent may be desig
nated by the second person pronoun, indicating a more informal or intimate relation

ship between the participants. 
Another kind of permissive verb takes third person nouns as implicit agents or 

affectees. There are three forms in this category, ending in -dden, -we and -den. For 
example, the verb balanawa 'look' may appear in one of the following three forms to 

mean 'let him/her look': baladden, brxluwaawe, brxluwaden. These forms are different. 

in function and distribution, from the permissive verbs introduced before. Given that 
the implicit agent is a third person, it is impossible to assume that the speaker gives 

permission to the hearer. Instead, the speaker B's response to A is that A wants B to let 
C continue the action or to ignore C's action. The resultant utterance conveys the speak

er's evaluation towards the third person, not towards the hearer. Hence this permissive 
construction represents a speech act in a marginal sense. Observe the example in (14). 

(14) A: ann:l lameya tiiwii bab-n:lwa 
there child TV watch-IND 
'You know, the child is watching TV. 

B: ohe breluwaawe 
there watch.PERM 
'Let him watch' or 'Just ignore: 

1.3 Offer 

Offer is another type of speech-act related modal in which the speaker signals that he/ 

she is ready to commit him/herself to attempting some action and asks the hearer if 
he/she wishes to join it. Hortative forms of verbs followed by the interrogative marker 

are used for this purpose. Since both the speaker and the hearer are to be involved in 
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the proposed action, the implicit agent is designated by the first person plural noun, 
though it avoids overt appearance in most cases. 

(IS) a. Ranjit-t~ kool ek-ak de-mu d;) 

Ranjit-DAT call one-INDF give-HORT Q 

'Shall we call Ranjit?' 

b. tee ek-ak bo-mu cb 
tea one--INDI' drink--HORT Q 

'Let's have a cup of tea: 

As in (15b ), an offer may convey an invitation. Because of the strategy of maximiz

ing the cost to oneself, morphologically realized through the hortative torm ( -mu), 
and minimizing the cost to the other, through the non--intruding interrogative marker 

da, offers are considered as intrinsically polite utterances. However, they may convey 
impolite messages or be oft"Emsive, if given without proper consideration to the relevant 

place and context. 

1.4 Optative mood 

Expressions of the optative mood, another speech-act related modal, are used for a 

variety of illocutionary acts: wishing, cursing, and greeting, etc. By using them, the 

speaker communicates to the hearer that there is some action the former wishes to 

occur to the latter. 

(16) Wishing: 

ta"\o\'"<) tawa-t ditmu weewaa 
more more-too develop-oPT 
Lit 'May you increase your chances of future success: 
'I wish you success: 

(17) C\rrsing 

too gaha mula wceti-yan 
you (derog) tree foot fall-oPT 
'May you topple over under the tree: 

Optative forms are generally used tor greetings in letter-writing, public broadcasts and 

addresses such as srepa weewaa 'May you be healthY,jaya weewaa 'Be victory with you' 
and suba udce~sanak weewaa 'Good morning'. Weewaa in these utterances is the opta-

tive form of the verb wenawa. 'be or become'. 

In more colloquial use, however, imperative forms are used for the purpose, par

ticularly tor cursing. 

(18) C\rrsing 

a. ooka-t~ hond-ak nag we-nn~ epaa 
he(derog)-DAT good-INDF TOP be-IMP don't 
'Never ever be good with him: 



b. muu-w~ diwia kaa-pi~ 

this person(derog)-Acc leopard eat-IMP 
'Let him be eaten by a leopard.' 
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With the cost to the other maximized, they are intrinsically impolite. 

1.5 Epistemk modality 

Some utterances are marked for epistemically modified inferences. By means of 
referring to participants' knowledge states, epistemic modality makes explicit the 
speaker's commitment to the information conveyed. When the speaker utters some
thing he knows very well, this is indicated by choosing a declarative construction. 
When he does not have such certainty, he will modify his statement to suit the level 
of perceived [activity. 

The example in (19a) contains a simple declarative statement while the sen 
tence in ( 19b) has the statement modified by an adverb of affirmation. The high
est degree of certainty is expressed by adding -mai to the right of the indicative 
construction, as in (19c). 

(19) a. miniha e--n~wa 

man come -IND 
'He will come: 

b. p<eh<ediliw;,m;, miniha e-n;,wa 
clearly man come-IND 
'Definitely he v.ill come: 

c. miniha e-n~wa-mai 

man come··IND··mai 
'He will surely come: 

A construction with the modal form oonre added to the infinitive form of the verb is 
selected if the speaker wants to qualify the statement with high degree of certainty, 
as in (20). The example in (21) shows that the degree of certainty decreases with the 
modal form puluwan. 

(20) ~n miniha e-nn~ oon<e 
now man come-INF must 
'He must come now: 

(21) aye e-nn-e n~ kiiwa-t;, miniha e-nn;, puluwan 
again come-NPT-Foc no said-nAT man come-INF might 
'Though he said that he would not come again, he might yet come. 

Another modal form expressing the speaker's attitude towards a state of affairs 
is the xti form which seems to appear in a variety of linguistic and non-linguistic 
contexts. In (22a and b) it appears without a verbal predicate. As becomes explicit 
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from the linguistic context, it substitutes for a 'be' verb. The infinitive form ofthe 'be' 
verb plus ceti has become a composite structure to mean 'probably might' as in (22c ). 
In (22d and e) ceti has been added to an indicative construction and a past participle 
construction, respectively. Each construction can exist independently without the 
retiform. It is only when the modal form is added that the speaker's judgment to 
the proposition is expressed. In (22f) the ceti form has been added to the dependent 
infinitive form to express the speaker's inference based on subjective assessment 
towards the situation. 

(22) a. dcen miniha ged:lr:l ccli 
now man home reti 
'He might be home now: 

b. mee welaaw;)-t;) bas metuw;) reti 
this time··DAT buses no a.'ti 
'There might not be bu~es at this time: 

c. miniha toibt ekee we-nn;) ~eti 

man toilet one.Loc be··INF reti 
'Maybe he is in toilet: 

d. miniha dam ya-n;)wa ~eti 

man now go-IND ~eti 

'He might be going now: 

e. dcen miniha geddld gihin aeti 
now man home go.PP aeti 
'By now he might have gone home: 

f. miniha geddtd ya-nn:l ccli 
man home go-INP reti 
'He mu'lt have gone home: 

'Ihe use of the modal form ceti cannot be described without referring to deictic features 
and pragmatic inferences. 'Ihe base form of the verb remains unchanged in some cases 
like (d) while in other cases it changes to the infinitive form as in (f)). The f()rmer case 
is time--framed and indicates some evidentialitywhereas the latter case denotes a pure 
speculation about the event, devoid of time deixis. 

When the speaker's inference is based on some evidence, this evidentiality is 
expressed through the particle waage. 

(23) a. minil1a aapahu ya--n;)wa waage 
man back go··IND waage 
'It seems that he is returning: 

b. miniha aapallu gihin ·waage 
man back go-PP waage 
'It seems that he has already returned: 
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c. aoh wahi-i waage 
today rain-INFER waage 
'It seems that it will rain today: 

To mark hearsay evidentiality, the eli tic -luis attached to the proposition. 

(2-1) a. ach ehe paap-ak-lu 
today there party--INDF--lu 
'We hear there's a party today: 

b. miniha pagaa gan-n:lwa-h.1 
man bribe take-IND-lu 
'It is said he takes bribes: 

The hearsayevidential--lu is used with the dependent wh--word manawa 'what' to bring 
an implication of incredulity. 

(25) A: mal) niwaaqu\o\'"<)-k~-t~ aawa newei, 
I holiday-INDF-DAT come.PAST not 

rassaaw--en aswe-laa aawe 
job--ABL resign-·PP come.PAST.FOC 

'It is not that I came on holiday; I came here after quitting my job: 

B: mon;,wa-lu 
what-lu 
'What?' Are you kidding?' 

2. Interrogation 

While positive affirmative propositions are factual by virtue of the truth values associ-
ated with them, their neg-cttive and interrogative counterparts do not necessarily reflect 
their logical equivalents. This linguistic universal applies to Sinhala, too. Look at the 
interrogative sentence in (26b) syntactically based on the indicative sentence in (26a). 

(26) a. amb~ kan~wa 

mango eat-IND 
'(They) are eating mango: 

b. amb;, ka-n;)wa oh? 
mango eat-IND Q 

'Do they eat mango?: 'Do you eat mango?' or 'Do you want to eat mango?' 

The f1.mction of (26b) is not just interrogating the propositional content of (26a). 
Suppose the speaker is peeling a mango; normally, inquiring whether someone eats 
mango in such a situation is equivalent to readiness to offer a piece of it. Such an 
inquiry without readiness of oftering is nonsense, or is taken as playing games. How
ever, since questions are underspecified in comparison with propositions, answers 
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may be interpreted variously. A person, while peeling a mango, may ask a hearer the 
question (26b) and, if receives 'yes from the hearer, may say, as the joke goes in Sinhala 

culture, 'Oh, you are eating; then you need not any more, pretending not to under
stand the pragmatic inference and only taking 'yd as the logical equivalent of (26a). 

The confusion, or the joke in this case arises from the fact that some interrogative 
utterances may perform multiple functions such as a question and an offer, as in (26b ). 
In other words, they may serve to express propositions, and also to perform actions. 

The following types of questions are to be distinguished from ordinary yes--no 
questions. 

(27) Requesting 

poqd_ak mehaa-t:> aewit ya-n:>wa d:>? 
alittle here-DAT come.PP go-IND Q 
Can you come here for a while?' 

(28) Suggesting 

nar:>k:>-d:l mee paar;) parlimeentuw;)-t;) idiripat unot? 
bad-Q this time parliament-oAT offer as a candidate. coND 
'Is it bad/Isn't it good, if you contest for the parliament this time?' 

(29) Expressing incredulity 

itil) mahatt;)yo, meewa maha polow;) uhul;)-n;) ap:>raad:> d:>? 
so gentleman these great ea:tth bea:t"-NPT crime Q 
'Tell me now! Will the earth bear these crimes, Sir?' 

The following wh.-type (ko/mo--ty-pe in Sinhala) questions also involve some non·· 
propositional considerations. 

(30) rassaaw-ak hoyaa gan-n;) ek;) koc.hch;)r:> amaaru d:> 
job-INDP find-NPT NM how much diffic.ult Q 
How difficult is it to find a job?' 

(31) ooka hadaa gan-n;) kochch;)f;) mahansi unaa d:> 
that person bring up-INP how much make efforts.PAST Q 
'How much effort I have made to bring up that child!' 

(32) haa-n:>wa ki:>la aaranchi unot kii denek 
plough-IND that get the news-co No how many people 

udau~';)-~ e-n:lwa d:l 
support-oAT come-IND Q 

'How many people used to come over for support when they got the news that 
someone's field is going to be ploughed. 
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(33) h~b~~t~ oy~ ~~~t~r~ mon~ taram ras:l k~~mak ch 
really that ~~~t~r~ how much delicious food.INDF Q 

'What a delicious food l~~t;lr.l is! 

(34) minL->su hand:l-t;, giyaa kiiwam~ aaye ehenam tawat mon;,wa cb 
people moon-DAT go.PAST say.TEMP again if so more what Q 

'Is there anything more (surprL->ing) after having heard that people went to 
the moon: 

The utterances in (30) and (31) convey the speaker's sense of despair towards the state 
of affairs. Through the utterances in (32) and (33) which convey some positive evalua

tions of the situations referred to the speakers vent their nostalgia for the good old days. 
The interrogative sentence in (34) metaphorically expresses the 1.peaker's detached 

attitude towards the state of affairs; its perlocutionary goal is persuading the listener 
that one should not be perplexed by bygone or upcoming social transformations. 

3· Negation 

Some aspects of negation can be accounted for on the level oflogical/semantic struc

ture. For example, the question in (35) can be replied to with either of the two negative 
lexical patterns, (a) or (b). 

(35) A: umb;l··t;l salli oome d~ 
yoU-DAT money want Q 

'Do you want money?' 

B: a. oon~ n~~ 

want no 
'No, I don't: 

b. epaa 
don't 
'No, I don't: 

The use of the negative particle epaa as in (b) is considered as a strong denial of an offer 

in comparison with answer (a) which has oonce 'want' followed by the negative marker 
ncece. This is because the negative marker serves as a form of understatement whereas 

the independent negative particle represents the syntactically positive equivalent. 
However, facts related to negation cannot always be accow1ted for on the logical/ 

semantic basis because negative sentences can be interpreted as having negative prop
ositions and also as carrying additional implicatures. The negative question in (36) can 

either be used as a genuine request for reasons, or as a threatening command to get the 
hearer to do something. 
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(36) mok~!h k~ra-nn~ breri? 
why do-INF cannot 
'Why can't you do that?' 

An indicative sentence with negation can be used in a non-indicative, i.e. imperative 

context. 

(37) kaam:lree-t:l ya-nn-e nrere 
room-DAT go-NPT-FOC no 
'You are not supposed to go into the room: 
Lit. 'You will not go to the room: 

Though the imperative mood is not used, when uttered with the appropriate intona-
tion, this sentence is taken as a command to the hearer. 

Observe the following dialogue where the negative particle is used as a suggestion. 

(38) From the novel Nil Mal Wib (Ratnayaka, 1997:139) 

A: putaa, kohe--wat gam~n-ak ya--nt~--wlci? 

son where--even journey-·INDF go--INF-Q 
'Son, are you going away?' 

B: ou, mal) Kurunegala ya-n;,wa 
yes I Kurunegala go-IND 
'Yes, I am going to Kurunegala: 

A: ar;) kuqee-wat renn;, ya-nn-e metLJ.;) 
that umbrella-even carry--NPT··l'OC without 
'Even without carrying an umbrella?' 

By using the negative form, A suggests to B to carry an umbrella when the latter goes out. 
Neg-cttion involved in the expression of opinion or attitudes contains some evaluation 

of the state of affairs. 

(39) luebcecet~ op lreret~~ mon;l taram ras;l k~eremak d~ 

really that lreret;)l":l how much delicious food-INDP Q 

'What a delicious food lceret;)f;) is! 

mee minissu mok~!h dan-ne nrere euwa hada-nn-e nrette 
these people why know-NPT.Foc no those make-NPT-Foc no.Foc 

'I don't know why people don't make them (any more): 

In the second sentence in (39) the matrix clause danne ncece 'don't know' with the 

elliptical first person subject expresses the speaker's subjective attitude towards the 
situation, rather than just carrying the propositional negation. 'Ihe contrast makes it 

explicit: After impressively talking about a delicious food in the previous sentence, the 
speaker laments that people are not interested in it any more. 

The colloquial negation marker yre, which is a sentence final particle, adds different 

meanings and nuances to a statement. When added to an affirmative statement, it may 
function as a negative tag with an implication of incredulity or with an added emphasis. 



(40) a. eyaa-t~ 

he-DAT 
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kumburu wreq~ k~ra-nn~ puluwan-yre 
rice-field work do-INF can-yre 

'He can't do rice-farming, can he?' 

b. itil) et;)n;:, indal) maha durak-yre 
so there from great d.istance.INDF-yre 
'Yeah, but from there it's not so fa1; is it?' 

c. mee wagee wiy~dam-ya:! polisi-e mahatturu awam~ 
this like expenses-ya:- police-we gentlemen come.TBMP 
api k;.,ra-nn-e 
we do-NPT-FOC 

'Thi"> is not the kind of expenses that we bear when police officers come here!' 

In these examples the negative tag is added for emphasis. In (40c) the speaker boasts 
that the expenses they bear for entertaining police officers are bigger compared to the 
present meager amount. By adding yre to a negative sentence, the negative sense is 
canceled and the opposite polarity is emphasized, as in the following examples. 

(41) a. api nodan-n~wa-yre eyaa-ge witti 
We NBG.knOW-IND-yre heishe-GBN news 
'Don't we know about him?!' 

b. eek~-t~ gamee rewidi-nn~ epaa-yre 
tl1at-DAT village.wc walk around-INF don't-yre 
'For that (purpose), we need to go around the village, don't you know?' 

c. eewa ka-nt;) oonnag e-nn~ epaa-yre 
those eat-INF want.COJ!.I'D come-INP don't-yre 
'If you want to eat them, you must come along: 

The use of the yre particle turns the statement into a sarcastic expression in (41a), adds 
a particular overtone of speaker's disagreement with the hearer in (4lb), and carries 
an overtone of complaint in (·He). As the examples in (40) and (41) show, yre is a 
pragmatic particle whose meaning is best explicated in terms of non-propositional, 
pragmatic concepts; it commonly marks an information gap between the speaker and 
the hearer. Therefore yre is not simply a negative marker, but serves as a marker of 
information status. 

4· Social deixis and honorifics 

Social deixis concerns "that aspect of sentences which retlect or establish or are 
determined by certain realities of the social situation in which the speech act occurs" 
(Fillmore, 1975:76). Levinson (1983) narrowed down the concept of social deixis to 
"those aspects of language structure that encode the social identities of participants 
(properly. incumbents of participant-roles), or the social relationship between them, 
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or between one of them and persons and entities referred to~ Accordingly, speech 
levels and honorifics are considered as grammaticalized aspects of language use that 
depend on relations between speaker, addressee, referent, and speech setting. 

TI1e most notable linguistic forms that reflect social relationships are pronouns, 
titles of address and other reference terms. Second person pronouns in Sinhala are 
identified as consisting of seven grades, each having a corresponding imperative con
cord (De Silva, 1976b). 'Ihe follm'\>ing table shows second person pronouns beginning 
from the most respectful level (1) and going down to the most disrespectful level (7). 

Table 1. Gradation of Second Person Pronouns 

GRADE 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
7 

SECOND PERSON PRONOUN 

oba wahanse 
tamunnna11se 
munnt2he > unnt2he > mehee > ohee* 
meyaa, oyaa 
tamuse 
umb~ 

too 

* > indicates that left item is higher in rank than the right item. 

The grade 1 pronoun is specifically reserved for addressing a Buddhist priest. The 
grade 2 pronow1 may be used for a Buddhist priest or a person to whom a high degree 
of respect must be shown. The four forms given for grade 3 are arranged in a descend
ing order of respect. The hierarchical distance between them is somewhat blurred: they 
may be used fix people equal in status or marginally superior, particularly in a setting 
that requires some level of formality. Munnc:ehe and urmc:ehe are more respectful than 
mehee and ohee. However, forms with m- 'this: like munrzc:ehe, are regarded as more 
respectful than those without it like unrzc:ehe. Strictly s-peaking, forms with m-are third 
person pronouns used for addressing participants with some respect. The grade 4 pro-· 
nouns are used to address equals.4 Use of the grade 5 form indicates that the addressee 
is regarded by the speaker to be slightly inferior in rank. A husband may address his 
wife as tamuse according her equality or marginal inferiority. The grade 6 form umba 
is used towards inferiors and among equals as well in informal settings. The grade 7 
form too is used to address people oflower rank or to express resentment. Oba, which 
is not included in the grade paradigm, is used as a neutral second person pronoun 
in school textbooks, in the literary language or the media, but is never heard in daily 

<I· There is some individual variation in the use of oyaa and ohee. There are also important 
regional restrictions: in lhe soothern dialect meyaa and oyaa of grdde 4 are not used lor addressing 
equals; instead mehee and ohee of the lowest rank of grade 3 are considered as appropriate for 
addressing equals. 
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conversational language. However, obatuma, its respectful form is used to address people 
of higher rank, and comes between grade 2 and 3 in the paradigm (cf. Example 1). 

Except in circumstances that require a higher degree of respect towards the 
addressee, or in situations that need to treat the addressee with the least respect, the 
use of second person pronouns is very restricted in actual conversation. Instead, per·· 
sonal names, kinship terms, titles and their combinations are used with much fre
quency. When addressing people of equal status or inferior status, personal names are 
used \'Vithout titles. Shortened forms of personal names or initials are used to express 
solidarity or intimacy. For example, the shortened fc)rm Gune f(H Gunasekara or the 
initials 1:M. for the surname 1hilakaratne Mudiyanselage may be used as address 
forms. Babies are not addressed by personal names, but pets are. 

Titles like mahattea 'gentleman~ noona 'lady~ saar 'sir~ mcecJam 'madani, and haamu·· 
dw-u.wo 'Buddhist monl< are used independently or attached to personal names. Titles 
as variables follow personal names. Ranjit mahattea, Premadasa mrecf.am and c(hammar
atana haamuduruo are examples. The titles saar and mrecf.am borrowed from English are 
regarded as more respectful than mahattea and noona. The second person pronoun of 
grade 3, unnrehe given above, is used as a polite form \<\<ith a trade title as baas unncehe 
'Mr. mason' or as a honorific title with a personal name as Piyadasa unnrehe. Some 
respectful professional titles are dostara mahattea 'doctor~ injineeru mahattea 'enjineer~ 
weda mahattea 'native phisiciari, kapu ma.ha.ttea 'match maker: nr.ekat raala 'astrologer~ 
ka{(ancf.i raala 'exorcist: and kapu raala 'lay--priest of a local shrine'. 

Kinship terms like amma 'mother: taatta 'father~ ayya 'elder brother: akka 'elder 
sistef. nangi 'yotmger sister~ malli 'younger brother~ nrenda 'father's sistef. punchi amma 
'mother's younger sister: maama 'mother's brother: baappa 'father's younger brother: 
siiya. 'grandfather' and kiri-·amma. 'grandmother' are used to address relatives appro·· 
priately. When used as address forms, some of them are changed to the vocative form 
as amme 'motl1er' and taatte 'father: There is a fictive use of kinship terms in which 
they are used to address people who are not bound by any kinship relationship. Young 
people freely use sibling terms to address each other to establish solidarity or express 
familiarity even in situations of first encounters. Young ones may address elderly ladies 
as amma 'mother' or nrenda 'aunt' and elderly men as maama 'uncle: It is not custom
ary for young people to address elderly people by personal names. Instead, the use of 
kinship terms like ncenda 'aunt' and ma.ama 'uncle' {()!lowing the personal name is con
sidered as the polite way of addressing elderly ones even though they are not relatives. 

There are several sets of honorific suffixes that can be considered as the most 
grammaticalized forms of respect. They are used in fc)rmal settings both as referent 
and addressee honorifics. One such set includes ··anu (masculine) and ··ani (femi 
nine) which are added to common nouns or kinship terms. For example, putanu for 
putaa 'son' and du·warli tor du·wa 'daughter' can be heard in formal situations, tor 
example, in an address delivered in a wedding ceremony. In that case the 'target' of 
respect includes both the son and daughter and their parents. Another set of suffixes, 
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which are generally added to professional titles, are -wara (mas.), -wari (fern.), -waru 
(pl.), -tumaa (mas.) and -tumii (fern.). Guruwaraya 'teacher: waidyawaria 'female doc
tot, guruwaru 'teachers: janaadipatitumaa 'President (male)' and widuhalpatitimia 
'principal (fern.)' are examples. 

Another device for encoding respect is inflecting the noun designating the 'target' 
of respect for plurality. The plural suffix -o is added to a common noun, a profes
sional title or a personal name. 'Ihe plural form of pronouns does not indicate respect. 
Examples: 

putarzu 'son(+ honorific Slrlfix)'+ o > put;muo 
haamudunz 'monk'+ o > haamuduruo 
rajjuru 'king' + o > rajjuruo 
Sirimaa (name)+ o > Sirimaao 
Martin Wichramasinghe (name)+ o >Martin Wichremasingheyo 

These nouns with the plural suffix reterring to a person with due respect in a formal 
context such as putanuo 'the sod, or referring to people of highly respected status, such 
as haamuduruo 'the monk: rajjuruo 'the king' each denote singular entities. To denote 
plurality, they take plural number inflection as putanuwaru 'the sons: haamuduruwaru 
'the monks' and rajjuruwaru 'the kings'. The aggregation of honorifics in an expression 
like putanuo above is acceptable. 

Wahanse is a high honorific applied to a priest or to religious objects regarded 
with great respect. Examples: 

sangaya wahanse 'Buddhist priests' 
pot waharzse 'book. of reli.g:ious sutras' 
daatutm wahanse 'sac.red relics' 
bodiirz waharzse 'sac.red Bodhi tree' 

Sinhala has a respectful indefinite form which helps to understand or establish a 
'speech level': instead of the ordinary indefinite suffix -ek/ ··ak, the respect form kenek 
is applied to certain honorific titles and respectful terms. They include professional 
or honorific titles, kinship terms specifying older relatives, certain nouns designating 
superiors and occupational terms. raalahaami kenek 'a police officer', leekam kenek 'a 
secretary', amma kenek 'a mother', maama kenek 'an uncle', dostara kenek 'a doctor', 
baas kenek 'a mason'. However, the noun haamuduruo 'Buddhist monk' has a specific 
respectful indefinite form indicating a higher level of respect, which is namak. 

There are many language forms reserved for Buddhist monks regarded as autho
rized speakers and authorized recipients. As already mentioned, special forms are 
used when addressing or referring to Buddhist monks. TI1e second person pronoun 
oba wahanse or the honorific title swamiin wah.anse are used as address terms. The 
common noun haamuduruo is also used for addressing. There is a set of special verbs 
and nouns to use when referring to Buddhist monks. TI1e following is a list of such 
honorific terms. 



Table 2. Special Honorific Words 

Meaning Non-honorific 

'cat' kanawa 
'drl.nk' bonawa 
'gd yanawa 
'come' enawa 
'be' inrmwa 
'sleep' 11idiln<Jwa 
'tell' ki;mawa 
'die' marer~awa 

'rice' bat 
'drink.~' biimtJ 
'desserts' aturupasa 
'chewing' bulatwip 
'yes' ou 

Someone may address a monk and say, 

ob;, wahanse issella wa'-1_inn;, 
you hon. title earlier go.hon.IMP 
'You may go earlier: 

Also, someone may say, referring to a monk, 

haamuduruwo daane wabncbn;,wa 
monk.hon r:ice eat.hon.IND 
'The monk is eating rice: 
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Special honorific 

wal;mdCJr~awa 

walCJTidCJr~awa 

wacfir~awa 

wacfirwwa 
wa>.cfCJinr~awa 

scr.tupermwa 
deesanaa k;mm<Jwa, wadaaran<Jwa 
ap<Jwat wen<Jwa 
daar~e 

gilampasa 
awulupat 
drehretwip 
ehei 

Of particular interest is the fact that a monk may say, referring to himself in honorific 
terms, 

mam taw;,m;, w.ebnduwe naeae 
yet eat.hon.PAST.FOC no 

'I haven't eaten yet: 

These special honorific expressions are never relational: that is, they must be used 

when addressing a monk even by his parents and even by his teacher if the latter is 
a layman. The last example given above is the result of a referent honorific pattern 

in which the referent happens to be the speaker himself. Thus the Sinhala system of 
special honorifics, as reserved for Buddhist monks, is an absolute honorific system in 

which the referent is invariably respected regardless of the rank of the speaker. Under 
such honorific terms, all other expressions are ranked subordinate. 

Although Sinhala has an absolute honorific system and some inherently respect-
ful expressions, the language neither has an elaborate honorific system nor is it rich 

in subtle politeness features encoded in either its structure or its use. !lor example, 
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Sinhala cannot express the degree of politeness with the same elocutionary force as 
conveyed by the polite English sentence 'I don't suppose that you would by any chance 
be able to lend me some cash, would you?'(example from Levinson 1983). 'Ihere is also 
no specific means to lower the status of the speaker or his "in-group" member thereby 

raising the level of respect towards the addressee, as is done in Japanese. Conversely, in 
Sinhala, it is possible to use the honorific titles mahattea (male) and rwona (female) in 

referring to one's husband or wife while speaking with an "out-group" member. With

out being much puzzled by variable choices in the use of expressions, one can safely 
make an order or a request by using the standard imperative ending in --nna. However, 
it is customary to use a "mitigator" or a politeness marker like pocf.i(ak or fikak 'a little' 

in addressing an out-group member in particular. 

(42) a. poq_4ak ain we-nn<} 
alittle move away--IMP 
'Please move away a little: 

b. mee breaeg ek:l tikak balaa ga-nn<) 
this bag one a little take care-IMP 
'Please take care of this bag for a moment: 

It \\ill be more polite to make the request in the interrogative form, as in (43). 

(43) a. poqd_ak ain we-n<)wa d:l 
a little move away-IND Q 

'ExetlSe me. May I go through?' 

b. mee baeaeg eh tikak balaa ga--nn<}wa cb 
this bag one a little take care-IND o. 
'Could you please take care of this bag for a moment?' 

When addressing an in-group member, some people add the suffix -ko to the impera
tive form; it also expresses intimacy or affection rather than mere politeness and may 
also add extra force to the request. 

(44) mee Hum<) taip k~r:>-la de-nn:>-ko 
this letter type-PP give-IMP-ko 
'Please type this letter for me: or 'Do type this letter for me: 

The exact elocutionary force of a sentence like (44) \<\<ith the -ko imperative largely 
depends on the accompanying intonation. 

Finally, there are various kinds of registers carrying different indexical features, 
associated with various styles of meaning and indicating different contextual con

figurations. One has to learn different sets of registers including the expressions and 
lexico-grammatical features which allow us to determine whether an utterance is to be 
considered as formal or relaxed, refined or rough, whether or not it connotes social 
prestige, etc., some of which are to be exemplified in the follm\ing chapter. 



CHAPTER 14 

Sample texts 

This chapter presents two example texts. One is a local legend and the other is part of 
a novel. 

Legend: "How Appuwa became king" 

This is a popular story current among the local peasantry in the North-Western Prov
ince of Sri Lanka. Kurunegala, an ancient city in the Northwestern Province of Sri 
Lanka, is located at the foot of a giant rock called Etugala which means 'Elephant rock' 
in Sinhala. lhe area has several massive rocks and hills to adorn its landscape. Many 
tales mingled with romance, tragedy and heroism have been woven around these 
mountains and rocks. One popular story, "How Appuwa .Became King': whose origin 
is attributed to the period of Dambadeniya, towards the end of the thirteenth century, 
is a legend about a peasant hero admired by the local community. 

miit~ awurudu 
this·DAT years 

hatsiiy~··k~··t~ 

seven hundred··INDF··DAT 
wit~r~ 

about 

Yapahuwa kiy:lla punchi raaj:ldhaaaniy-ak tibuna 
Yapahuwa called small kingdom-INDF was 

iss~~ Lanka --we 
before Sri Lanka--we 

i\bout seven hundred years ago, there was a small kingdom called Yapahuwa in Sri Lanka: 

mee raajjy:l paal:ln:ly:l k;"Jlee Buw:lnek;"Jba kiy~la raj;"J kenek 
this kingdom rule·PT··FOC Buwanekaba named king one 
'The kingdom was mled by a king named Buwanekaba: 

satum uw~duru--wal-in tamanw~ r!ek~ ganm··t~ 

enemy disaster··PL··ABL oneself-Ace protect.RFL.INF··DAT 

raj:ltumaa kandak uq;l alut maaligaaw-ak idikerewuwa 
king mow1tain-INDF on new castle-INDF constn1ct.c.AUS.PAST 

'To defend himself against rival forc.es, the king built his palac.e on the top of a mow1tain: 

raj;l-tumaa eeh-1~ tooraa gatt-e Weeragala kipn~ kanda-i 
king:aoN that-·DAT select.REFL.PT··I'OC Weeragala named mountain··AM 

'It was the mountain called Weeragala that the king selected the for the purpose: 
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ag~ mehesi~ aetulu pariwaald biswun haet~ pas 
chief queen including surrounding queens sixty-five 

raj;)-tumaa alut maalig-ee padinchiy;)-t;) giyaa 
kingnoN new castle-we resi.ding-DAT went 

denek ekk~ 

people with 

'The king moved to the new castle with his queen c.onsort and sL"dy-five deputy queens: 

raj~-tumaa 

kingHON 
Weeragala padinchip· t~ aapu 
Weeragala residing-nAT come.PTAD 

ek~ 

one 
gae~ manaap~yak 

about like-INDF 

daekku--we naeti ken--ek hitiya 
shOWPT··l'OC NEG person··INDl' was 

'There was a person who was not happy with the king's new arrival into Weeragala: 

ee palaat-ee ratee raala-i ee 
that area-we local chieftain-AM that 
'That was the local chieftain of that area: 

Galabedderala Agbo kumaaldyaa-t;) 
Galabedderaala Agbo prince-DAT 

gatu ki;)-la 
telltale say-PP 

raj~-tumaa-t kumaar;)yaa-t at;)!;) haturuk~m-ak awileuwa 
kingHoN-too prince-too between dispute-INDF kindle.PAST 

'Galabadderala created a dispute between the king and the prince Agbo by telling telltale to 
the prince: 

Agbo kumaaraya tamant;) wirud~W;) kaeri:dl-ak 
Agbo prince oneself-nAT against rebellion-INDF 

sUll.daanam we-n;) wittb daen~ gatt;l raj~-tumaa 

prepare-NPT fact come to know.PT. king··HON 

saturaa winaas~ k~ra--nn~ wahaam;) hamudaaw;) rcesk;)la 

gaha-nn;) 
strike-INP 

enemy destroy ·INF promptly army gather.P AST 

'The king heard the news that the Prince Agbo was organizing a rebellion and promptly gath 
ered his troops to destroy the enemy: 

yudd;)y-ak aetiunaa 
soon armies two between war-INDF arise.PAST 
'Soon a war broke out between the two armies: 

raj;l-tumaa-ge ag~ mehesi~-t~ ee w~n;) wit~ 
kingnoN-GEN top queen-DAT by then 
'By then the queen consort had a baby boy: 

lad;)ru put -ek hitiya 
baby boy-INDF was 

yuddet;) pitat we-nn~ issella raj;)-tumaa bisoo-w;)r-un--t;) 
WarDAT leave-INP before king-HON queen-HON-PL-DAT 

karunu paehaedili kalaa 
matters darify.PAST 

'Before leaving for the battlefield the king described the situation to the queens: 



"mam:l krer:llb maro:bn~y~ k:lra-nn~ yan~wa" 

rebellion put down-INF go-IND 
'I will go to put down the rebellion: 

"yudde aw;)san we-n;, kot;, paniwiq:l kaa1".)-ek ee-wi" 
war finish-NPT when messenger-INDF come-INFER 
'When the war draws to a close, there will be a messenger: 

"mat) dinu.ot sudu koqi-yak os~wa-awi 

I win.PT-COND white ilag--INDF raise--INFER 

p~er:ldun--ot kalukodi-yak os~wa-awi 

losePT··COND black flag--INDF raise--INFER 
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'If I win he will raise a white tlag and if I lose the battle a black tlag will be raised: 

iilang~ dawas-e Buwanekaba raju-ge seenaawa-t 
next day-Loc Buwanekaba king-GEN army-and 

seenaawa--t at~r<} yudde patan gatta 
army-and between war start.PAST 

Agbo kumaaf:lya-ge 
Agbo prince-GEN 

'On the following day the war broke out between King Buwanekaba's army and Prince .t\gbo's armY. 

yudd-en Agbo kumaar~ya miy:lgiyaa Buwanekaba raj:l ja~ gatta 
battle-1\BI. Agbo prince die-PAST Buwanekaba king win.PAST 
'Prince Agbo was killed in the battle while King Buwanekaba achieved victory: 

koqi baar;, paniwiq;,kaaf<)ya pur;,-w:lr;,-y;,-1;, gihin 
flags in charge emissary city--HoN--sG--DAT go.PP 

bisoo-w;,r-unta-t rat~ wresiyan-ta-t yudde pratipab 
queen-HoN-PL-DAT-and citizens-nAT-and war result 

drenum de-nn~ pitat unaa 
inform iNF leave.P AST 

'The royal emissary in charge of flags left for the royal city to announce the result of the battle 
to the qL1eens as well as the citizens: 

paniwq;,kaaf<)ya at;,f<)mag<)dii raapol:l-k;, nat;,r;, we-laa 
messenger on the way toddy-booth-INDF.LOC stop-·PP 

raa bii-la weriunaa 
toddy drink-PP be drunk-PAST 

'On the way, the messenger stopped at a toddy booth, drank toddy and got dnmk: 

wihiluw-ak k~ra-nn:l hitaagen~ miniha kah.1 koqi~ issuwa 
jokeiNDF do-INF think.RBFI .. PP man black flag raise-PAST 
'Thinking to make fun, he raised the black flag: 

kalu koq~ dlcl<k~ bisoo--W;)ru hituwa 
black flag see--PT queen-·HON.PL think.PAST 

raj<}tumaa yudd-en paraa~ una--i kiyala 
king battle-ABL be defeated.PAST-AM that 

'Seeing the black flag, the qLleens thought that the king was defeated in the battle: 
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aneee! bisoo-~ru haet;) 
alas! Queen-HoN.PL sixty 

siy~ diwi nasaa gatta 
commit suicide-PAST 

pas denaa-m;) baelumgal-en paen~-la 

five people-EM lookout-rock-ABL jump-PP 

~as! All the sLxty-five queens jumped off the Lookout Rock and committed suicide: 

sat~n-in 

battle-ABL 
jay;) araJ.} raj;) pel;)har-en maaligaaw;)-t;) 
win.PP royal procession--INS palat:e--DAT 

aapu 
come.PTAD 

raj:>tumaa 
king 

mee winaa..'le daek;)-la kampaawe-laa 
this disaster see-PP be shocked-PP 

gal-en paen;l-]a siy;, diwi nasaa gatta 
rock-ABL jump-PP commit suic.ide.PAST 

''Ihe victorious king returned to the palace with pomp and ceremony but was shocked to see 
this disaster and jumped off the rock committing suicide: 

edaa maaligaa-we ituru un-ee bilindu put kumara 
that day palace-we be left.PT-FOC baby son prince 

wit~rai 

only 
'On that day only the baby prince was left alone in the palace: 

waas;)naaw;f~ 

fortunately 
eten-t:> aapu 
there-oAT come.PTAD 

punchi kumaaldya-wa daekka 
little prince-Ace see.PAST 

maaligaa-we redinaenda 
palace-we laundress 

'Fortunately, the laundress of the palace anived there in time and saw the little prince: 

redimenda daruwa--w;) redik;)d_~--k;) otaagen;) 
laundress child-Ace piece of cloth-INDF.LOC wrap up.REFL.PP 

hangagen;) maligaa-wen paen:>la giyaa 
hideREFI..PP palace-ABI. flee-PP go.PAST 

'Having hurriedly wrapped the child in a doth she concealed it and fled from the palace: 

edaa redinaenda 
that day laundress 

prasidda unaa 
be knownP AST 

daruwa-w;~ 

drild-ACC 
hang;)-pu taen;) 
hide.PT place 

Hengawatta 
Hengawtta 

nam-in 
name-INS 

'The place she hid the baby on that day became known as Henga-watta ('Hide-yard')'. 

antimt;) Kalundawe ganl;)raala at;)t;) lamea-W;) giyaa 
finally kalundawa village headman hand-DAT child-Ace go.PAST 
'Eventually, the child came into the possession of the village-headman of Kalundewa: 

lamea Appuwa ki:>nJ nam-in saamaanya gam-ee lame-yek 
child Appuwa called name-INS ordinary village-we child-INDF 

haetiy;)t;) hadaa wad_aa gatta 
as bring up.P AST 

'The child was named Appuwa and was brought up as an ordinary village boy: 
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kaab-yak yan~ kot~ Appuwa hrec!_i drec!_i tarun~-yek unaa 
time-rNDF go when Appuwa robust youth-INDF become.PAST 
'Some years passed and Appuwa grew up to be a robust young man~ 

oy;, gam;,raab-t;, duu-la denn-ek hitiya 
that village headman-nAT daughter-PT. two-INDF be-PAST 
'The village headman had two daughters~ 

wad_imal duw~ Kalu ethana, baala duw~ Siri.J.nal et~na 
elder daughter Kalu--ethana younger daughter Sirimal-ethana 
'The elder daughter was Kalue--thana and the younger daughter was Sirimal-ethana~ 

Kalu ethana srera-i, baal;J duw;, Sirimal et;)na 
Kalu-ethana rough-AM younger daughter Sirimal-ethana 

Appuwat~ karunaawanta-i 
AppuwaDAT kind-AM 

'The elder daughter, Kalu ethana, was rude to Appuwa while the younger daughter, Sirimal 
ethana, was kind to him~ 

Sirimalethana Appuwa-t;, nit;,lc)m;:, gauraw;:,-en srel;:,kuwa 
Sirimal-ethana Appuwa-DAT always respect--INS treat.PAST 
'Sirimal-ethana always looked up to him~ 

itin gam;:,raal;:, Sirimalethana--W;) Appuwa-t~ banda--la dunna 
so village headman Siri.J.nal-ethana-Acc Appuwa-DAT marry.PP give.PAST 
'So the village headman manied her to Appuwa~ 

mee denna brend;:,-la alut ged~r~k;) padinchi;:,-t;:, giyaa 
these two people marry··PP new house-·INDI'.LOC settle down.PAST 
~ter their marriage, Appuwa and Sirimal Ehtana settled down in a new house: 

gam;,raal;:,-gen oun-t;J id_;,m-ak-ui kumbur-ak-ui 
village headman-A.BL them-nAT land-INDF-and field-INDF-and 

hamb;:,una 
be receivedPAST 

'They received a plot ofland and a rice field from the village headman~ 

mee wen;:, 
this be 

kot;:, Kurunegala raaj~dhaani~ paabnee k~l-ee 
when Kurunegala kingdom control.PT-FOC 

Wath-himi kumaar;,ya-i 
Wath-himi prince-AM 

'By thi'l time, it wa'! prince Wath-himi that was ruling the Kurunegala kingdom: 

arJ miy;, giy;, Buwanekaba rajjuruwan-t;, muslim bisow-ak hipya. 
that die··PT Buwanekabaa king.HON··DAT Muslim queen·INDF be.PAST 
'The late king Buwanekaba had a queen of Muslim origin~ 
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reyata upan kumaai':lya tamai Wath-himi kiya-nn-e 
sheDAT born prince PM Wath-himi say-NPT.FOC 
'It was the prince born to this queen that was called Wath-himi' 

awaasanaaw~t~ 

badJuckDAT 
muslim kumaaldy-ek sinhaaS:ln-ee in-na ek~ 

Muslim prince-INDF throne-r.oc be-INP that 

~emati-waru rissuw--e nreae 
ministerPL.HON like.PT··FOe no 

Unfortunately, his ministers didn't like the fact that a son of MuSlim origin remains in the 
throne: 

kumaaraya-wa mara-nna kumantran~-yak 

prince-:t..Ce kill-INP pJot-INDF 
'They were plotting a coup to kill the prince: 

diyatkenma 
launch.INVI..P AST 

Kurunegala Etugala mudun-ee pawatta-na pirit deesanaawa-ta 
Kurunegala Elephant Rock top-we hold.NPT pirit chanting-oAT 

Wath-himi kumaarayata-t aaraad:lnaa kalaa 
Wath-himi prince-OAT-too invite.PAST 

'The prince was invited to a Pirit chanting ceremony held at the top of the Elephant Rock in 
Kurunegala: 

remati-waru 
minister,J?I..HON plan 

srebsum k~ra-la tibunu widiya-ta indagena hiti~ 
do-PP be.PT way-nAT be seated.PT 

aasanaya -t ekkama 
seat -too together 

petdlaa d~ma 

push.PP put.PAST 

raja--tumaa gal parwata--yen pahala--ta 
king--HON Stone rock--ABL beloW-OAT 

~shad been plotted by the ministers, the king was pu'lhed off the rock together with the seat 
he was sitting: 

Wath--himi kumaarayaa--ge maran-en passea ratee 
Wath-himi prince-GBN death-ABL after country-we 

suduss-ek tooraga-nna eka-i iilanga prasne 
suitableiNDF select-INF one-AM next question 

rajakama-ta 
kingship-OAT 

'The next step was to find a suitable successor to the throne vacated by the death of Prince 
Wath-himi: 

mee kaariya baara un-ee mangala hastiraajayaa-ta-i 
this task be entrusted--Foe ausplClotlS royal elephant-oAT-AM 
'lt was the royal elephant that the task was entrusted to: 

rajawaasala magula ~etaa kauruhari idiriye dangahala w~endot 

royal palace royal elephant somebody before kneel down-PP greet--eoNo 
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ee trenatta rat-ee raj;lk:lm:l-t;l patwe-n;lwa kiyala 
that person country-we kingship-nAT be appointed-INn that 

samp;l~daay-ak ee kaal-e tiuna 
tradition-rNDF that time-we be-PAST 

'Tradition goes that the person before whom the royal elephant would kneel down and greet 
him is to be crowned king: 

rem;lti-w<}ru pre~ni d1aarit<}rree ll!efip··t;l wre<J.~ k<}laa 
minister-PI .. HON ancient CU'Itom way-DAT work.PAST 
'The ministers followed the procedures laid down by the ancient custom: 

mangul retaa Sar:l~-laa ber:l sak han~ mredde 
royal elephant decorate-PP drum conch sound midst 

peneh<er-ee y<euwa 
procession -we go.CAUS.PAST 

'They decorated the royal elephant and dispatched him in procession amidst the sound'> of 
dn~ms and conch: 

edaa Appuwa lmmbur-e waeq<) 
that day Appuwa rice-field-we work 
'On that day Appuwa was working in his rice-field: 

Ranbamaraketa kiy~m kumb~ haa-n~wa 

Ranbamaraketa called rice--field plough--IND 
'He was ploughing the rice--field called Ranbamaraketa: 

Sirimala ethana dawal aembul:l genaawa 
Sirimal-ethana day pot meal bring-PAST 
'Sirimal-ethana brought the pot meal (to the rice-field): 

Appuwa dawal kaeaem:l arat) mahansi:l niwaa gann~ 
Appuwa day meal take.PP fatigue get over-INF 

birin~--ge ukel--e oluw~ tiyaagem tikak nidaagatta 
wife-GEN lap-LOe head lay.REFL.PP a little sleep.REl'L--PAST 

~ft:er having had his h.mch, Appuwa slept a little with his head on his wife's lap to get over his 
fatigue: 

tik~ welaaw-ak-in Appuwa hiin~yak daekka 
little time-INDP-INS Appuwa dream-INDF see.PAST 
i\ft:er a while Appuwa saw a dream: 

nagule miiyak b<en~.la 

plough-we bee-hive-INDF build.PP 
'There was a bee--hive built on his plough: 
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Appuwa ikm;m~t~ nregit~-la Sirimal ethana-t~ hiine gren~ kiiwa 
Appuwa suddenly wake up-PP Sirimal-ethana-DAT dream about tell.PAST 
'Suddenly Appuwa awakened from his nap and told his wife about the dream: 

Sirimal ethana hiine teetum k~laa 
Sirimal-ethana dream interpret.PAST 
'Sirimal-ethana interpreted the dream: 

ehenam kisim~ anumaan~yak n~ oyaa raj~ we-n~wa m!UJ ag~bisow~ 

then any doubt--INDF no you king become--INn I top queen 
"Then there is no doubt. You are becoming king! I am to be the queen consort!!" 

kiya-la Sirimal ethana hinaa unaa 
say--PP Sirimal ethana laugh.PAST 
'Said Sirimal-ethana laughing: 

mee kataaw:l ya-ddi aeaet-in be~ sad~y-ak aehe-nn:> patan gatta 
this talk go-while far-ABL dtum sound-INDF hear-INF begin-PAST 
'While the conversation was going on, they heard the throb of distant drums: 
dennaaf.> aes ad:lhaa gan-n;) baeriunaa 
Two(anim.)DAT eye believe.REFI.-INF be impossible.PAST 
'The two couldn't believe their eyes: 

mang~b hasti raaj~ya welyaay~ 

royal elephant terrace of rice-field 

garugaaambii~ taalet~ e-n~wa 

solemn style-nAT come-IND 

maedden 
through 

mee golb dihaa--t~ 

these people direction--nAT 

'The royal elephant was stepping solemnly through the rice-fields in their direction!' 

pippassen aem:>ti-w:lru kanqaay:>m-ak ekk:> loku perahaerak. 
behind minister-noN(PI.) group-INDP together big procession-INDF 
'Behind him a grand parade ·was marching along with a cabinet of ministers following it: 
kumbur~t~ aapu man~l~ hastiraaj~ya 

rice--field-nAT come.PT royal elephant 

gahala namaska~ k~laa 

downPP greet.PAST 

Appu"\o\'a idirie dan~ 

Appuwa before kneel 

'The royal tusker came forward to the rice-field, knelt down before Appuwa and greeted him: 

Appuwa suw;,n~ pren-in naa-w;,-laa salupili and:>-w;)-1a aetaa 
Appu"\o\'a fragrant "\o\'ater-INS bathe-cAus-PP garment wear-cAus-PP elephant 

pit--ee waacl_i k~~wagen~ maalig~y~--t~ kren~wa--gen~ giya 
back-LOC sit.CAUS.REFL.PP palace-OAT escort.REFL.PP go-PAST 

'They bathed Appuwa in fragrant water, dressed him in royal robes, sat him on the elephant's 
back and escorted him to the palace (for the coronation ceremony): 

mee widi~-t~ Appuwa Etugalpur-ee raj~ unaa Sirimal ethana 
this way-oAT Appuwa Etugalpura-wc king bec.ome.PAST Sirimal ethana 
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ag~ bis~wa unaa 
top queen become.PAST 

'This is how Appuwa was enthroned at Etugal City and Sirimal ethana became the queen consort: 

miy;, giya Wath-himi kumaarJya dewi-ek unaa. 
diePT Wath-hime prince god-INDF become.PAST 
~And the Prince Wath-himi who had been killed became a god: 

Janii janayaa-ge 
many peopleGEN 

duk~ bala-1m~ sudu asw~y-ek 
suffering see··INI' white horse-·INDF 

pit~ nreg~-la 

baCk ride··PP 

Etugala hantha 
Etugala across 

srerisara--nne ee 
travel-J:-<PT.Foc that 

Galee Bandara deiyo 
Galee Bandara god 

'It is this God Galee Bandara that traveL'! across Etugala riding a white horse to care about the 
sufferings of many people: 

Conversation: "Audition" 

The following text was taken from a novel which was originally written as the script for 
a radio drama. According to the introduction written by the program director of the 

local FM radio, the drama was produced using data collected through a social survey 
and was broadcast in a morning program aimed at housewives. The situation depicted 

in the text is from the starting scene in which a group of young people are practicing 
for a music band. 

kawadaawat nretuw~ ayya ma--t~ 

ever without elderbrother l-DAT 
ee gollo brerenq praktis 
those people band practice 

kJ~-ll;l! taen;l!-t;l! kataa k;,raamJ puduma-t hituna 
dONPT place-OAT call.TEMP surprise-too feel-PAST 

'I was surprised to be called by my elder brother for the first time to the place they practice for 
the band: 

mok;}cb eyaa kawadaawat eyaa-ge yaalu-wo isS;}f;}ha-t;} 
because he ever he-GEN friend-PL before-oAT 

e-nn;l) de-nne meae 
come-INP give-NPT-FOC no 

'The reason is, he never allows me to join his friends: 
Lit. 'The reason is, he never allows me to go before his friends: 

mat~ 

I-OAT 

ayya maa--w~ nangi kenek parissaJ) k;}f;}-n;}Wa·-ta··t waqaa 
elder brother 1-·ACC younger sister one protect-IND-OAT·too than 

taatta kenek daruw-ek parissalJ k;,r;,-nawa wage parissal) karee 
father one child-INOF protect-IN"D like protect.PAST.FOC 

'He protected me in the way a father protects his child rather than the way an elder brother 
does his sister: 
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"rei kataa k~l-ee" 
why call.PAST-FOC 
'Why did you call me?' 

"oyaat~ breri-d.:l 
yoU-DAT can't-Q 

hach-la de-nn~" 
make-PP give-INF 

apee loonch ek~-t~ honch d,aansin 
our launch one-nAT good dancing 

ai~m.'l 

items 

'Can't you make for us some nice dances for our launching (of the band)?' 

"mal) Asha mis-gen aha-la bala-nnam" 
I Asha miss-ABI. ask-PP see-oPT 
'I'll try and talk to Miss A<iha about it: 
"grereni krem~ti wei-~?" 

woman like-INFER-Q 
('How do you think?) Will the woman like the idea?' 

"ak~maeti we-n~ ekak mere" 
dislikeNPT NM no 
'She'll not dislike u: 
"mmh kataa k~r~-la bal~--n~wa--ko" 

mmh talk-PP see-INn-ko 
'mmh ... then try and talk to her: 

"mal) ya-nnal)" 
I go-oPT 
'OK. Let me be off. 

"mobh hadissi tikak in-n~wa-ko wrechgat wrecl~-k~-t~ 

why hurry a little be-IND-ko important job--INDI'--DAT 

kataabraam~ duwa--nn~ hach--n~wa" 

callJ"EMP run--INF try--IND 

tikak 
several 

'Why are you in such a hurry? Wait a moment. While you have been called for an important 
job, you're trying to run away: 
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Appendix A 

Numerals 
Noninal form Adjectival form 
1. eka ek/eka 
2.deka de 
3. tuna tun 
4. hatara hatara/haara 
S.paha pas/pan 
6.haya hay a 
7. hata hat 

8. ata ata 
9. namaya/nawaya nama/nawa 
10. dahap daha/daa 
11.. ekolaha ekolos 
12. dolaha do los 
13. dahatuna dahatun 
14. daahatara daahatara 
15. pahaloha pahalos 
16. daasaya daasaya 
1.7. daahata daahat 
18. dahaata dahaata 
19. dahanawaya dahanawa 
20. wissa wisi 
30. tiha tis 
40. hataliha hatalis 
SO.panaha panas 
60. ha:Ta hreta 
70. hrettrerewa hrett:rere 
80. asuuwa asuu 
90. aDUUW<"l anuu 
100. siiya siya/ekasiya 
lOOO.daaha daas/ ekadaas 
lOOOO.dahadaaha dahadaas 
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100000.laks<')y<') 
1000000. daS<')lakS<')ya 

10000000 kootia 

AppendixB 

Interrogative words 

laks<') 
dasalakS<') 

kooti 

kauda 'who (human)' 
kookada 'which one (noun)' 
koheda 'where (non-specific)' 
kotanada 'where (specific)' 
kohaata 'where (direction)' 
kohomada 'how' 
koi 'which (adjective)' 
kochchara 'how' (degree)' 
kiiada 'how much' 
kiiyadda 'how many' 
kiiatada 'when (time)' or 'at what price' 
kawadada 'when (day)' 
mokadda 'what (sg.)' (noun) 
monawada (what (pl.)' (noun) 
mona 'what' (adjective) 
mokaada 'who (animal or derogatory)' 
monunda 'who (animal, pl.)' 
mokada 'what' or 'why' 
rei 'why' 



AppendixC 
Verbal Inflection Paradigm 

Indicative Emphatic/ Imperative Volitive Infinitive Gerund 
focus optative 

Active kapanawa kapanne kapanm kapannam kapanna kaepiima 
non-past kap;lpan kaepilla 

kaepuma 

Active krepua krepue 

past 

Causative kapp;,mwa kappanne kappann~ kappannam kappanm kreppiima 

non-past kapp;Jwa- kappawa- kapp.:lpan kappawa- kapp;Jwa- krepp 
n;Jwa nne kapp;JW;J- nnam nn;) wiima 

pan 

causative kreppuwa kreppuwe 
past kreppeuwa kreppeuwe 

Involitive krepenawa krepenne krepenm kaepennam kaepenna krepiima 

non-past krepiyan krepill;l 
krepuma 

Involitive krepuna krepune 

past 

Adverbal Adjective- Subjunctive 
participle participle 

kapatd kapam kapatot 
kapatat 

kapaa krepu;l k<:epuot 
kap;J]a kapaapu krepuat 

kappana kappatot 
kappaW;l- kappawatot 
na kappa tat 

kappawa-
tat 

kappa! a kreppuu kreppuwot 
kappawaa krepp;JWUU kreppeuwot 
kappaw;J-- kapp;lW;)- kreppuwat 
Ia pu kreppeuwat 

krepem ka:-petot 

ka~petat 

krepii kaepum krepunot 

krepila krepichcha kaepunat 

Others 

kapamu 
kapaawi 
kapai 

kapaddi 

krepuaawe 

kaepuaam;, 

kapp;Jmu 
kapp;Jwamu 
kapp;Jwaawi 
kapp;Jwai 
kapp;Jwaddi 

kreppuwaawe 
kreppeuwaa --

we 
kreppuwama 

krepemu 

krepeewi 
krepei 
krepeddi 

kaepunaawe 

krepunaam;, 

~ 
":: 
(ll 

~ 
!-> 

~ 
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adjectival predicates 102, 104, 
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adjunct phrases 116, 121 
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clausal construction 205 
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animate participants 154, 171, 
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154·--155, 201, 210 .. ·212, 

227-228,257 
context -construable 

information 217 

context -sensitive 254 

contextual configurations 272 

contrastive contexts 237 
contrastive focus n, 217, 225 

contrastive particle 209 

contrastive reading 210 

contrastive stress 224 
coordination 181---188 

D 
daljve 17-18, 45, 103-106, 108, 

111, 113-114, 139-142 
constituents 132, 174---175 

objects 167, 174 
subject construction 153, 

160,213 
declarative expressions 134 
declarative sentences 11, 210 

definite 8, 44-45, 60-63, 79, 
209-210 (.~ee also inde.tinite) 

definiteness 43-49, 58, 
78-79, 207-208, 210 

defocusing 153,156 
deictic demonstratives 47-48, 

52,228 
deictic expressions 229, 232, 

238-241, 249 
deictic system 227-228 

deixis 227-229, .231-.232, 

234-238, 242, 245-247 
(see also situataional deixis, 
social deilCis, spatial deixis) 

demonstrative pronouns 47--49, 

52,239 
demonstratives 47-48, 

227-228, 230, 242-243, 
250-251 

demoted agent 158 
deontic and epistemic 

modals 140 

derivational morphology 77 

derivational suffixes 57, 77, 83 
desententialization 193 

desiderative modality 140-141 

detached attitude 244, 265 

determiners 227-229 

detransitivization 97-98 
diglossia 2, 160 

Dipavansa 2 

direct causation 172, 176 

direct object 8, 16, 19, 127-128, 
13}, 133, 154, 172, 221 

Direct Speech 56, 193, 253 
(see also Indirect Speech) 

directionality 111, 128, 148 

directives 255 
discourse 56, 207--210, 227--228, 

234, 237··238, 242··245> 

247···254 
deixis 245, 249 
reference 242, 248 
structures 227 

topic 243, 248, 251-253 
disjunctive clauses 185 

disjunctive coordination 
184-186 

ditransiti ve clauses 8 
ditransitive structure 113-114 

"double causatives» 162 

double focusing 221 
Dravidian speech 4 
Dravidians 4 
dubitative 217 

Dutch 6, 41-42 
dynamic/active--type verbs 53 

E 
echo question 38,230 
ellipsis 17-19, 187-188, 204, 252 

elocutionary force 272 

elocutionary goal 257 

embedded clause 178-179, 
190-192, 194-198, 20), 
220---222 

Index 293 

empathy 238, 240, 242-243 
EMPHATIC .55, 21_5--218, 

222-225 
emphatic stress 216, 218, 

224-225 
emphatic/focus clauses 11 

endophoric or discourse 
deixis 249 (see aiso 
exophoric or 
situational debds) 

epenthetic vowel 92, 183 
epistemic domain 141 

epistemicmodality 141, 

254,201 
epithetic compounds 88 

equational sentences 7, 51, 
102··103 

ergative language 122, 158 

evidentiality 262---263 

existential construction 107, 208 

existential sentences 45 

existential verb 107, 119, 
208-209, 211-213 

exophoric or situational 
deixis 249 

Experiencer 17--18, 101, 104, 
122.---123) 167 

"experiencer"-subjects 17 

expression of ability/ 
possibility 142 

expressive function 2W 
external sandhi rules 93 

F 
"fa ctivity" 191 

feminine/masculine 
distinction 78 

"fictive transfer" 115 
fictive use 269 

finite clause 144 

focal negator 223 

focus 11-13, 207, 215-226 
affix 215-216 
construction 2.15, 226, 252 

form 12---13, 75, 146, 215, 
217-2-23, 22)-226 

focused constituent n---12, 209, 
216-217, 219-221, 223 

focused sentence 
conslruction 215-216, 225 
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"footing~ 233 
form-function isomorphy 

240--241 
formal nouns 181, 189-191, 193 

G 
"gapping" strategy 131 
geminate consonant 24 
genitive 45, 79, 81, 103, n8, 129 
glottalization 93 
grammatical relations 121---122, 

152, 170 
grammatical subject 73---74> 79, 

127, 1_53. 207 
grammaticalization 174 

179,189 

H 
habitual motion event no 
"half nasals" 33 
head-finallanguage 7, 9 
honorific suffixes 269 
honorifics 72, 254, 267-271 
hortative forms 73, 259 

hortative verbs 125 
hybrid compow1ds 88 

identifiability 210, 215 
identifying fm1ction 232, 237 
idiomatic expressions 76, 

86, 139 
illocutionary force 183, 2_56, 258 
imperative mood 71-73, 124, 

126, 147. 254> 266 
impersonal 78, 98, 124, 143, 157 
impositive 256 
inactive 8-9, 78, 98, 101-102, 

122, 147, 149· 1_54 
inalienable possessor 105, 198 
inanimate 44--48, 6o--62, 78---81, 

126-127, 154. 171-172 
participants 146 

inceptive aspect 150 
inchoative aspect 148, 150 
inclusive construction 112 
indefinite 8, 45--46, 48, 51--52, 

61-- 6J, 79· 208--210 
independent clause 187, 220 
indicative form 52, 66, 76, 

96,258 
indicative mood 68, 71-73 
indicative verb 218 

indirect causative 
construction 169, 176-179 

indirect causatives 176, 178 
indirect objects 54, 167, 174 
Indirect SpeedJ 193 
inferenlia.l expressions 201 

inferential mood 74,124,169 
inierentia.l suffixes 74, 125 

infmitive form 75-76, 139-142, 
150, 176, 203, 254 

inflection 66, 69, 7.5---76, 78, 
101, 107, 285 

inflectional forms 75--76, 143 
inflectional suffixes 52, 57, 

75,83 
informingfunction 238-239 
'ingestive' verbs 167 
instrumental 45, 50, 78-79, 

81, 117, 122-124, 131 
interjections 43, 58 
interlocutors 228, 230-232, 

238·--240, 242·--243, 245 
interrogative clauses 185-186 

interrogative expressions n 
interrogative particle s6 
interrogative pronoun 48-49, 

194-195. 220 

interrogative word 12, 
135--·136 

intonation 16, 38, 210, 216, 258 
contours 224 
nucleus 213 
units 183 

intransitive 8-9, 54, 67-70, 77, 
97-98, 121-125, 172-174 
(see also transitive) 

involiti.ve 78, 98, 101, 108, 
1)2-154> 156-157> 
159--160, 178 

agent 101 
verbs 78, 178 

involitivization 97-98, 153 
involuntary P"articipant 104-106 
iterative and continuous 

aspect 150 

K 
kinship terms 64--65, 2.69--270 

L 
lack of empathy 238, 240, 242 
Lala or Lada 3 
layering 173 

lexical causatives 160-161, 
163, 166 

lexical verb 138, 147, 170, 172, 
176-177 

lexical--semantic 
dJaracteri.stics 100 

lexico-grarnmatical 
structure 164 

linearity 192 
linguisti.c context 18-19, 227 
literary and Colloquial 

Sinhala 1, 21 
literary variety 2, 22, 26 

location 107, 11+ nS---119, 
211-213, 228-229 

locative 45, 79, 81, 103, 207-213, 
241, 246-247 

construction 208, 212 
marker 118, 129 
marking 207 
phrase 209-213 

M 
Mahavar1sa 2 
main clause ;, 15, 181, 189-198, 

220-221 
matrix clause 176, .221 

matrix sentence 204-205 
matrix verb 221---222 

Mediaeval Sinhalese 5--6 
metaphorical use 2_57 
"mitigator" 272 
modal construction 140---141 

modal expressions 159 
modal-specific 

d1aracteristics 159 
modality 139-142, 254,261 
Modem Indo-Aryan 

languages 2 
modifiers 7, 10, 129-130, 

189,197 
morphological causative 163, 

165-167, 169-170, 172, 
176,179 

morphological process 77, 152 
mulli-dause sentences 221 
multiple foci 222---223 

N 
narrated event 228, 2.13---245 
narrative 243---244, 248---2_52 
nasal assimilation 35 
nasali1.ation 93 



negation 18-19, 142, z23, 
225-226,265-266 

negative particle 12--13. 135---136, 
254> 265-266 

neutral sentence 215, 
217-218, 224 

"new information" 208 
ni.~hpanna 40 
nominal clause 205 
nominal phrases 129 
nomlnalization expression 62 
nominalized clauses 190 
non--basic passives 157 
non--finite clauses 76, 204 
non-linguistic conteJI.1s z61 
non-nominative subject.s 

121-122 
non-verbal clauses 7, 191 
non-verbal predicates 7 
North Indian languages 5, 41 
notional passives 156 
noun coordinator 182 
"Noun Phrase Accessibility 

Hierarchy" 132 
noun-coordinating particle 

137.182 
numeral compounds 59-60, 87 
numeralphrases 44,46,6o,87 
numeral system 58 

0 
object complements 191 
object/patient relation 127 
oblique phrase 152 
oblique relations 131-132 
"old information" 2.07 
onomatopoeia 39 
optative mood 73-74> 26o 
optative verbs 125---126 

p 
participant dimension 232 
participant framework 249-250 
p~~sive 53-54,77-78,95-96, 

152-160, 168-169 
(see also non-basic 
passives, notional passives, 
'semantic passive') 

passive construction 152, 
154, 156--158 

passive morphology 157---158 
patient no, 126-127, 157 
perceived factivity 261 

perfective aspect 145-146 
periphrastic causatives 160, 

169,176 
permissive construction 259 

permissive forms 72·--73. 
124,258 

pitch 37-JS, 134 
polite markers 259 
politeness 71, 75, 254-256, 

271-272 
Portuguese 6, 26,41--42 
possessor 105--·106, ns, 129, 

198,214 
pragmatic aspects 207, 226 

pragmatic di.~ance 185 
pragmatic force 16, Z54 
pragmatic inference z64 
pragmatic particles 199 

Prakritic dialec.t 4 
pre-nasalized stops 21, 33, 93 
presentational focus 217, 225 
presentative 238--·241, 247, 250 
presupposition 16, 136, 191, 210, 

216-218, =· ll5 
proces.~ive aspect 149 
progressive aspect 149-150 
progressive assimilation 35, 162 

(see also regressive 
assimilation) 

pronouns 17, 43. 46---49, 126, 
229--·230, 233. 239. 268·--270 

proper nouns 43, So 
proposition 143. 191, 217, 220, 

z62-Ul3 
propositional negation 266 
Proto-Sinhalese 5-6 
prototypical causative 

situation 170-171 
purpose clauses 203 

Q 
quantifiers 61-62 
question particle 11-12, 135-136, 

219,221 
quotative marker 190, 193-194, 

201,205 
quotative particles 56 

R 
"reanalysis" 226 
reciprocal verbs 112, 116, 136---137 
reduplicated form 17, 75-76 
reduplication 58, 89-90 

Index 295 

Reference Grammar theory 122 

referent tracking 243 
reflexive verbs 136---139 
regional dialect 229 
regressive assimilation 35 
relative clause 63, 121, u9, 

131-134, 136, 205 
resultative aspec.t 146 
retroflex 26, 30-32 
rhyme 38,88 

s 
salience 210, 215 
sandhi 76, 91, 93---94 
script z1, 27, z81 
'semantic passive' 158 
semantic roles 122, 154 
semi-transitive verbs 54> 174 
semi-vowels 29-30 
Sidat Sangarawa 6 
Sigiri Graffiti 6 
Sinhalese Prakrit 5 
situataional deixis 249 
situational context 155, 162 
social deixis 229, 254> 267 
sociopragmatics 254 
sound symbolism 38-39 
South-Indian languages 5 
SOV order 8, 12 
spatial context 235 
spatial deictics 242, 246 
spatial deixis 227--·228 
special honorific 

expressions 271 
speech event z28, 233, 258 
speech levels 268 
Spoken Sinhala 1, z1 
stative verbs 178 

stative/processive verbs 53 
"strong case marking" 

language 123 
STRONG LEXICAL CASE

ASSIGNMENT 
HYPOTHESIS u3 

subcategorize 66, 221 
sul~ect 7-9, 16-20, 101-102, 

109, 121--·122, 126·--127 
complement 191 
participants 201 
position 124> 1.p., 155---157, 

161, 166, 173 
role u1 

su~ecthood properties u1 
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subjectless sentences 18, 156 
subjectless transitive clause 155 
subordinate clauses 15, 144 

189, 191, 196-197 
subordinate marker 190 
subordination 181, 189-190, 

194> 197 
syllabic 2.2-24 26, 35 
syllable 28-29, 33-38, 

69-70, 74-76 
syntactic pivots 121 
syntactic role 127 
syntactic structure 217 
syntactic subjecthood 121---122 

T 
tadbhawa 40-.p. 
Tamil 1, 4-6,41-42 

tatsarna 40-42, 87 
temporal clauses 15, 

198-199 
temporalforms 75---76, 

144229 
temporal relation 145, 198 

tense 52, 66-73, 75-76, 

1J9, 143-146 
textual content: 242 
textual information 248 
thematic dimensions 242 

thematic flow 250-252 
thematic status 242-243 
thematic role 122---123, 154 
theme 11-12, 101, 123 

tone patterns 37 
topic 7, 123, 155, 157, 188-189, 

207, 209-215 
position 128, 155, 157, 189, 

207,214 
topic-comment 

articulation 155 
topic--comment 

organization 207, 211, 

215,217 
transient locative 213 
transitive 8, 19-20, 54> 

97-98, 101, 121-123, 
160-162, 164-170 

transitivity 50, 54, 146, 172 
truth--conditional meaning 182 

u 
Undergoer 101, 106, 122, 

127, 156-157 

v 
valency 8, 101, 152, 156, 

161, 175-176 
Vanga 2--3 

verbal negator 223 
verbal nouns 43, 49-50, 57 
verbal phrases 136 
"verbal transmission" sense 171 
verbs of motion 214 
vocative 58, 79, nS, 269 
voice 30, 37, 152, 155, 218 
volitional!involitional 

distinction 124 
volitionality 95, 100-101, 158 
volitive 78, 98, 101, 123---126, 

152-·153, 157 

w 
weatlter-talk 231 
wh constituent 219-220 
whfocus 220 

wh form 219-221 
wh questions 219 
whword 220 
wide scope reading 220 
word formation 83, 

85,89 

y 
yes/no questions 218 

z 
zero anaphora 251 
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